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I 

PREFACE 

The subject of this study is not quite as disjointed as its title 

suggests. It was thought unrealistic to present an investigation of 

agricultural change without an accompanying study of the agriculture that 

was changing. Hence the study is as agricultural as it is geographical 

or historical and no apology is made for this. It is only regretted that 

a deeper and more practical understanding of agricultural problems was 

not available to determine more subtlep though perhaps significantg 

agricultural change* The author is in no doubt that much of the material, 

used would have been more ably handled by an agriculýuristq as would much 

else have received more competent treatment from an economist. Yet it is 

vnlikely that either would have embarked on the problem as a whole and, 

investigation has therefore fallen to a discipline of more catholio 

characteristics. 

The study is not primarily ponceraed with innovation theory. 

Perhaps the greatest mistake the historian can make - and the historical 

geographer is as much historian as geographer - is to apply the conditions 

of the present, its values and way of thinkingg to the past. That the 

18th century Northumberland farmer knew nothing of itnovation theory 

is not important, One might as well argue that because a 17th century 

ship's captain knew nothing of mercantilism there was no such thing as a 

mercantilist system. What is important is that as the captain did not 

think in terms of mercantilism# neither did the farmer think in terms of 

innovation and it is unrealistic to make even a tacit assumption that he 

did. Moreoverg data comparable. with that from which modeza innovation 

theory is derived is simply not available for 18th century Northumberland 

and even if it were# it would be a transgression of the rules of historical 

enquiry to presume blithely that conclusions derived from studies of 

mode= conditions are equally applicable to the past, 
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Northumberland in the period from 1750 to*1850 was a foreign 

place whose inhabitants were motivated by values. and inclinations very 

different from our own. For a Duke of Norihumberland to control the 

votes of his tenants and to evict those who voted the wrong way was 

. 
quite proper in the opinion of both landlord and tenant. The whole 

community at Seaton Delaval enjoyed the amual entertainment in which 

children raced to see who could bite the heads from the greatest number 

of captive sparrows. It is unreasonable to assume that these people saw 

change in exactly the same light as people today. As nam-modifies the 

conditions in which he livesp so he iss, at least in parto conditioned by 

his surroundings. As he modifies his surroundings, so the changýd 

surroundings change him. There are no immutable constants and it is 

folly to imagine history as a pageant in which Everyman simply alters 

scene and costume in his movement through time. 

Consequently# agricultural change in North: umberland in the period 

from 1750 to 1850 has been consideredp inasmuch as it is possibleg from 

the point of view of contemporaries. Hence the concera with prevailing 

agricultural conditions, economic constraints and incentivesp and with 

general historical circumstances, not to produco a study-that is less 

geographicalp but one that is realistic and accurate, but still 

geographical. 
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II 

IWRODUCTION 

In the days when Farmer George was King and agriculture was a 

socially acceptable interestt Norfolk more than any other area in the 

Kingdom maintained and increased its reputation as a leader in agricultural 

improvement. In the*early 19th centuryp other counties, East Lothian and 

Northumberland for example, also came to be recognised as agricultural 

leadersp but never in quite the same way that Norfolk had been. In 18200 

1 death claimed both the blind Arthur Young and the mad King, in the 

i following year the decaying Board of Agriculture finally collapsed and the 

Corn Law of 1815 meant it was no longer easy for public men to assume a 

non-pariisan enthusiasm for agriculture. Norfolk had attained pro- 

eminence as an agricultural 'holy landt at a time when such crusades had 

been fashionable. The later pre-eminence of Northumberland was no less 

impressive, but its appreciation was limited to those who actively 

participated in fazming. 

In the sane way that devout historians have seen the rise of 
2 Norfolk agriculture as something akin to plants flowering in the desert, 

so men tended to look on the development of North=berland agriculture as 

a miracle brought about in a wilderness. While progress from moderately 

good to better agriculture was always commendablep change from abysmal 

to excellent agriculture was much more impressive. West Norfolk was 

reputed to have been an area where no wheat had been grown before the 

days of Thomas Coke of Holkham and where two rabbits had formerly fought 

1 Vida P. M., 21,1820t pp-480-1. 
2 Ernlej English Farming Past and Present, 19329 PP-173-4; Spencer, 

'On the Improvements which have taken place in West Norfolk'# 
J-R-A-S-E-t 39 1842t pp. 1-9; A. M. W. Stirlingg Coke of Norfolk and his Friends, 1912; Nýamzr Riches, The Agricultural Revolution in 
Norfolk, 1937- 
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I over a single blade of grass. So too har. Northumberland been seen as 

a land ruled by agricultural barbarians before an agricultural revolution 

by good farmers toppled them from power, The Northumbrians of the 19th 

century took a perverse pleasure in the more primitive characteristics 

of their ancestors. They revelled in recounting the chaos of Border wars 

and incursions by moss. -troopers. Tales were told of silver spurs served 

for dinner to indicate that the larder was baxe and that it was time to 

reive againg and the family motto of the Cranstouns - 'Thou shalt waat 

ore I want, 
4_ 

was sported with not a little pride. "So long as the 

disturbed and unsettled times continued". it was said,, "agricultural 

improvement was not to be expected"1,5 and a modern scholar has asserted 

that "The continued state of enmity with Scotland certainly iml)eded 

agricultural change for several centuries". 

-It is difficult to tell how long this disruption was meant to have 

prevented agricultural progress in Northumberland. Certainly the Union 

of the Crowns in 1603 seems to have brought little practical improvement, 

and even the Act of Union in 1707 apparently did not bring peace-and 

agricultural prosperity to the Borders. Agricultural progress in 

Berwickshireq supposedly hindered for centuries by the same factorsq was 
7 

said not to have made significant strides until 17509 and in 

Northumberland, John Grey claimed that the King's writ did not run 

throughout the County until 1760.8 Legends pqrsist that in the mid-18th 

3 Vide G. E. Passellp t"Norfolk Improvers": Their Farms and Methods' 
Norfolk Archaeology, 33,3,19649 PP-332-44; G. E. Mingay, tThe 
"Ag-zicultural Revolution" in English History: A Reconsideration't 
Ag. H. R. p 11,19639 pp, 123-33. 

S. Donkin, The Agricultural Labourers*of Northumberland, 1869, p. 6. 

Seymour Bell's Notes, c. 1860; NCRO/ZHE/34/1- 

6 R. A. Butlin, The Evolution of the Agrarian Landscape in Northumberland, 
1500-1900, M. A. Thesisp Liverpool, 1961, p. 89. See also G. Tate, History 
of Alnwick, 18669 lo P-358; John Hodgson, History of Northumberlandtl827t 
pt. 29 19 P-85; Sir John Sinclair, Old Statistical Account of Sootlandt 
1795t 149 pp-9-10- 

F-M-P 109 1809p P-528. 

8 John Gr6y, P-152 
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century Glendale was covered in gorse and broomg9 and one tiresome 

tale in particular of a mare being lost in the Milfield broom in the 
. 10 

1760s and not being found again until it had produced a foal. By the 

1760s, the Glendale area was attractive enough to draw farmers with 

capiýal such as the Culleys and it could produce wheat yields of 24 

bushels per acrej barley yields of 28 bushels per acre and oats at 
11 

about 40 bushels per acre. When Defoe visited the County in 1768, 

he remarked on the spirit of improvement which had taken hold of at 

least the northern part. 
12 Consequently, in the mid-18th century,, 

Glendale at least could not have been the agricultural wilderness it 

has frequently been made out to have been, As it has been shown that 

the agriculture of west Norfolk made considerable progress long before 
13 Thomas Coket so Northumberland can be seen to have made great 

advances in the 17th and early 18th centuxieS14 and to have been the 

scene of agricultural change severe enough to have radically altered 
15 

population distribution over a much longer period. It would be 

naive to accept the numerous assertions of agricultural stagnation. 

before 1750'p but equally naive to attempt a study of agricultural 

development before this time in the hope of discovering information 

enough to trace change in any detail. The period after 1750 has been 

9 Josephine Butler, Memoir of John Grey of Dilston, 1869, PP-39-40- 

'10 John Greyq P-152 

11 Arthur Youngg Northern Tour, 1770,39 P-76. 

12 Daniel Defoe, A Tour Through Great Britain, 1769,3v pp, 253-4. 

13 R. A. C. Parkerl 'Coke of Norfolk and the AgriOultural Revolution, 
Ec. H. R., 2nd series, 89 1955P PP-156-66. 

14 Vide Paul Brassleyt The Agricultural Economy of Northumberland and 
DL=ham in the period 1640-1750, B. Litt; Thesis, Oxford University, 1974- 

3.5 Vide Stuart Wrathmell, 'The Desertion and Shrinkaje of Medieval 
Villages in Southern Northumberland' , Ph. D. Thesis t University of Wales, Cardifft 1974; Michael Jarrettq fThe Deserted Village of West 
Whelpingtont NorthumberlandIp Arch. Ael., 4th seriesP489 1970tPP-183- 
302. 
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selected not because more change necessarily took place after this datev 

but because previous periods are not sufficiently well-documonted to 

support a detailed study of agricultural change. 

Tantalizing snatches of evidence suggested that marked progress 

was taking place in Northumberland agriculture after 1750. A Report to 

the Greenwich Hospital Commissioners in 1805 remarked that "an uncommon 

spirit of agriculture has arisen in the Northq which is diffusing itself 

with great rapidity.... "t 16 
and a traveller through the region in 

1804 "found nearly realizedp what I conceived exist ed only in'the 

imagination of some warm and zoalous, advocatesp viz. a perfect system 

of. rural management". 
17 An increasing number of references was mýde to 

-the Vowing popularity of a new school of husbandry 18 
and William Marshall 

chose to differentiate between the western side of his Northern Department,. 

where manufacturing hold swayp and the easte=9 where agricultur& was 

"carried on with a degree of skill and industryt and with a rational, well 

moderated spirit of improvement that is not equalled in any other 

department of this kingdom". '? koCulloch in 1837 regarded Northumberland 

as an ideal by which to measure the improvement in the agriculture of 
20 

other countiesp and Whellan remarked of Northumberland in 1855 that 

"The agricultural improvements made in this county of late years are 
2i 

scarcely to be equalled in any other part of England" . Henceq there 

16 KCRO/NRO/467/42/2/175. 

17 F-M-p 5p 1804P p. 262. 

18 e. g. Ovington Farm was described in the early 19th century as 
'Wanaged according to the Rules of the now School of Husbandry". 
William Todd to John Tweedy, 1806 or 1807, NCRO/ZCO/9/1. 

19 William Marshall. 9 Review and Abstract of the County Reports to the 
Board of Agriculture, 1808-18p 1, p. xxxiv. 

20 J, R. MoCulloohp Statistical Account of the British Empirep 18379 lp' 
Po176. 

21 W. Whellan, Historyt Direotory and Topography of Northumberland, 
18559 P-113. 
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were grounds for suppoiing that agricultural change of some moment was 

taking place in Northumberland during these years. 

There is also reason to suppose that this remarkable agricultural 

development was not shared even by areas contiguous to Northumberland. 

Cumberland was =e&pxded by all commentators. as being well behind 

North: umberland in every branch of agriculture; 
22 

according to one 

opinion in 18059 a full century behind. 23 Of the backward state of 

agriculture in Cumberland it was said in 1800 that "the greatest bar 

in the way of improvement, is, the unconquerable p=ejudice of the 

fazmers in favour of old-established systems, and their aversion to 

experiments and to the calculation of the advantages of different 

modes of management". 
24 Other neighbouring areas were unfavou rably 

compared with Northumberland: the East Riding of Yorkshire in 1836,25 

the whole county of Yorkshire in 1837 26 
and even East Lothian in 1808.27 

But perhaps the greatest contrast with Northumberland agricultural 

progress was the primitive condition Of Durham agriculturep described 

In 18ý6 as not just worse than Northumberland farmingg but worse than 

that qf any other part of the kingdom. 
28 

Hence there . 
were grounds for 

examining the developments of Northumberland agriculture in a degree of 

isolation from those occuring elsewhere in the country and even from 

events in neighbouring regions. 

22 e. g. J. R. MoCullocht OP-cit-t P-173. 

23, P-M-P 49 18059 P-45- 

24 John Housman, A Topographical Description of Cmberlandl Westmorland, 
Lancashire and a part of the West Riding of Yorkshire,, 1800, p. 65- 

25 Evidence of Charles Howardq Report of House of Commons Committee on 
Agricultural Distress, 1836t P-172.. 

26 J. R. eCullocht OP-cit-t P-176. ' 

27 P. M., 9# 18089 p. 361. 

28 Thomas Bellp 'A report upon the Agriculture of thýD County of Durham', 
J. R. A. S. E. 9 l7v 18569 pp. 118-9. 
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It would be mistaken to imagine that all parts of Northumberland 

experienced equally rapid aaricultural development. While Seymour Bell 

could claim in the middle of the 19th century that "the farming of 

Northumberland is not surpassed in the world for enterprise, skill and 

success"t he also admitted it bad "some of the worstf as well as the 

best examples of farming". 29 Perhaps the least enterprising and most 

primitive agriculture in the County was'practised in the south-west. 
30 

a region partaking of the agricultural characteristics of Cumberland 

and Durham rather. than of Northumberland. Other areaet including Redesdale 

31 32 
and the land between Bewick and Alnwick, and the Lowick-Chatton region, 

were said to have been distinguished more by backwardness than by progress. 

The pearl of improved Northumberland agriculture seems to have been the 

north of the Countyp particularly the B=burgh# Glendale and Tweedside 

a=eas. 
33 Other areas were said' to have made vast strides, including 

34 35 
the Warkworth neighbourhood and the Tyne Valley, but easily the 

most conspicuous agricultural contrast in the County was that between 

north and south. 
36 As Richard Warner travelled north from Morpeth in 

1802, he wroteg "the excellent system of husbandryt which has obtained 

to its farmers the praise of superior skill in agriculturep refreshed 

our eyes most agreeably, after the slovenly culture of the coal country 

29 Seymour Bellp Notes on Agriculture, c. 1860t NCRO/ZHE/34/lb, 

30 John Hodgsont History of Northumberland, 1840, pt, 29 3t P-59; 
W. Whellan, op-cit-t P-894- 

31 John Wilson,, Notes on Northern Farms and Farming, 1864t PP-7 and 14t 
KCRO/ZSW/Add. & Misc. 

32 Philip Puseyt 'On the Agricultural Improvements of Lincolnshire', 
J. R. A. S. E. 9 4t 1843t p. 289; A. M. t 1806. (Letter from IRI June 4th 
1806 and reply from Agricola Forthumbriensis). 

33 Seymour Bellq Collections Relating to Agriculturev c. 1860, NCL/L630; 
P-M-9 lp 18009 PP-34-5; Thomas Colbeckv p. 427; John Greyq P-156; 
Bailey and Culley, 1805, pp. 29-30- 

34' N-0.9 May 6th 1775. 

35 The Gentleman's Magazinep Jan* 18079 PP-38-9- 

36 The Times, Nov. 28th 1851 
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from which we had passed". 
37 John Wilson put the situation even more 

succinctly in 1864 when he remarked that "Of the two great divisions of the 

county it is generally admittedt I believe, that agriculture has been more 

advancedt and is in a. higher and more improved state in the northern than 

in the southern - and that the farmers and the fa=ing on the Tweedside 

are greatly in advance both as regards their skillq capitaltand extent 

of operations of those occupying the Tyneside district of the County'1*38 

Hence there was scope for an examination of the development of agriculture 

in Northumberland not 4ust on the County scalev but on a more local scale . 

in which. there would appear to have been significant variation. 

It is the purpose of this study to examine the progress of 

agricultural development in Northumberland, to look at the several 

regional variations in that progressp and by so doing to discern what 

factors prompted particular sorts of agricultural changee The 

! contemporary agricultural world firmly believed that agricultural 

progress did not just Ijappen but was the 'product of a complex series of 

controlling factorsq some agriculturalf some geographic, some economic 

and not a few psychological. It was in such te=s that the comparative 

agricultural prosperity or Norfolk39 and of, Scotland40 was explained by 

the experts of the day. Northumberland seems to offer both suitable and 

virgin ground to examine the effect of such factors by tracing in as 

much detail as possible the diffusion of innovation within a changing 

agricultural world. The century from 1750 to 1850 has been chosen 

because it covers the period during which Northumberland was hailed as 

an agricultural leadetp because change over a longer period would 

neoessarily have had to have been studied in less detailt and over a 

37 Richard Warnert A Tour Through the Northern Counties of Eagland, 
1802,2t p. S. 

38 John Wilson, op. cit., p. 2. 

39 Arthur Young, A Pa=er's Tour, '1771,2. P-150. 

40 -T-R-1'17'cullOOhv OP-cit-v PP-481-3* 
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shorter period would too often have appeared incomplete, Agricultural 

information for the centralp Napoleonic War, period is prolific, but is 

as scarce for the period before 1750 as it is in some respects over- 

abundant for that after 1850- In a study of change, it is necessary 

that data from all parts of the period under consideration be comparable; 

a longer time span would have made this impossible. For purely practical 

reasons# a time period is necessary, but there is no suggestion that 

agricultural change in Northumberland started in 1750 and stopped in 

1850, despite the assertions of past scholars. When it was suggested in 

1846 that as much as possible had been achieved izi Northumberland 

agriculture, John Grey sharply reminded the audience that perfection 

"will certainly not be attained in our timen. 41 It is the purpose of 

this study to ex=ine what had been attained and the way in which it 

had come about. 

41 Cuthbert Johnson, Modern Agricultural Improvements, 1847, P-7. 
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III 

SOURCES 

The solution to a problem is derived from the information 

available concerning it. When the problem is historicalp information 

may be unroliablep patchy or altogether absent and there is little that 

can be done to augment such evidence. On some matters as much information 

may have survived as could possibly be desired; on others there may be 

little or no information. ' In the second instanceg the historian must 

make the most of what there is: in the firstt he must still remember 

that oven the best historical evidence is not proof. The result is 

likely to be a situation in which ex: amination of some important matters 

can be frustratingly inconclusivel while some less important points ca3i 

be stu#ed in great detail. Such uneven treatment is the inevitable 

consequence of deficiencies in the source material and it is worthwhile 

considering very briefly what sources were available for this study. 

Most prolific of the sources were the estate records, These 

consisted of estate mapsp reports on farms and agricultural policyp 

accounts, andt eAsily the most useful, letters between landlords and 

their agentsp which frequently contained references to farming pzoblems 

and agricultural change. Of all the collections, those of the Swinb urn es, 

blacketts and Delavals were paxticularly informative, as were the 

Tankerville Papers# though these last will be much more so when they 

have been sorted* In the same way, the estate papers of the Duke of 

Northumberland, invaluable as they were, will be of still greater use 

when they are thoroughly listed. The Visitation Reports of the Greenwich 

Hospital Commissioners were also expecially useful. 

The greatest gap in the information provided by estate records, 

namely the lack of detail on the activities and opinions of individual 

fa=ersp was partly filled by the survival- of the personal papers of 

George Culleyp who fazmecl in one of the most progressive areas of the 
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County between 1767 and 1813. From these an idea can be gleaned of how 

the practical farmerl rather than the agri cultural administrator,, reacted 

to change. 

Comprehensive views of Northumberland agriculture were provided by 

visit6rs to the County such as Arthur Young, William Cobbettf James Caird 

and Jo6 Wilson; by native agricultural experts such as Thomas Colbeck 

and John Greyj and of course, by the County Agricultural Report to the. 

Board of Agriculturev compiled by John Bailey and George Culley and 

printed in several editions after 1794. Papers delivered to various 

local agricultural societies also provided much information about the 

goneral. state of agrioulture in the region. 

Comprehensive information of a more statistical nature was largely 

derived from the various official surveys of the period. The Census 

Returns, the 1801 Crop Returniq the Land. Taxq and the second Agricultural 

Censusq that of 18679 are familiar sourcesp but some less exploited 

material was available for Northumberlandp such as the Returns of 17959 

17989 1800P 1803 and particularly the Tithe Files, compiled in the 

period between 1838 and 1843. Question 11 6f this last set of documents, 

relating to agricultural conditions in each township, proved most 

illuminating, Also available were crop acreage and yield estimates from 

the mid-19th century compiled by a local land agent. 

Genexsl County historiesp such as those by Mckenzie, Wallis and 

Hodgson and the North: umberland County Historyp as well as the very many 

more local studiesq yielded information unavailable elsewhere, though 

these sources had to ýe handled with a degree of circumspection and 

discrimination. Local directories were also useful, expecially for 

details about internal boundaries, and the first exhaustive Northumberland 

direetory, that by Parson and White of 1827, is an excipllent work. 

Extensive use was made of contemporary agricultural and economio 

texts and of agricultural dictionaries and encyolopaediasq not just to 
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IV 

THE AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE 

This section seeks to fulfil', two functions. It tries to 

provide. a very brief su=ary of the pertinent physiographical features of 

the County and to depict its administrative divisions. There is,, of 

course, little geographical reason for choosing a county as an area 

of studyt but there is considerable historical justification. Not only 

does much historical evidence relate to the county and its various 

administrative sub-divisions rather than to more natural regionst but 

men thought of their location in terms of paxish, ward and'county much 

more than in terms of physiographie regions. Some contemporaries 

appreciated the failings of tho'county unit. William Xarshall described 

its use in 1796 as "an impropriety,, not only in theoryp but in practice, 

It destroys that simplicity of execution and perspicuity of arrangementq 

which alone can render an extensive undertaking pleasurable to him who 

prosecutes itj or profitable to the public". 
1 

But Marshall would have 

been critical of any method adopted by the Board of Agriculture, and 

above allq Marshall was a contemporaryq able to make his own terms, 

to apply information relevant to whatever conditions he chose to apply. 

The historian, even the historical geographer,, is not in that position. 

Proper as it might be, he can impose his own framework of reference 

only at the expense of making scaxce information less relevant or of 

forfeiting it absolutely. 

Though a study of the North East would have made more sense 

geographically, the concept of a 'North East' was unImown before the 

19th century and information on that scale is very scarce. In a study 

of a world in which the term 'country' could be any unit . from the 

surrounds of a village to the whole nation* it is vital to identify 

WilliaM M=shallj Review and Abstract to the County Reports to the 
330ard Of Agriculture, 1808-18,11 Introduotionp p. xxvii. 
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regions to which reference is as specific and precise as possiblet and 

for which most evidence is available. Hence it was necessary to resort 

to administrative units and the largest of these is the County of 

Northumberland. Map 4: 1 shows the ward divisions of Northumberland, on 

which scale a considerable proportion of the statistical information was 

gathered, and also ýha parts of the present County, North Durham and 

Bedlingtonshireq which were administratively part of County Durham 

before 1844. Map 4: 2 illustrates the principal parishes. Some boundary 

changes toolý place during the periOdt but-more difficult to determine was 

whether information ostensibly for whole parishes in fact applied to 

associbLted parochial chapelriesi of which there are many,, or whether 

such information for these was simply missing. To avoid this difficulty 

and to ensure the greatest possible acouracyg much information was 

gatheied for townshipst of which there were well over 600 in the Countyp 

and then brought up to basic parish scale. Map 4: 3 shows those towns in 

Northumberland important enough to. have been marked on John Bailey's map 

of 1794.2 

Northumberland's relief is shown on Map 4: 4 and the principal 

rivers on Map 4: 5. Genei-allyp the land slopes from west to eastt with 

a greatproportion of the western part of the County over 1,000 feet 

above sea levelg much of the Scottish and Cumberland border area over 

2tOOO feet and a peak of 2,676 feet in the Cheviot Hills in the north- 

west. East of this very high iand is a ýroad tract of moorland generally 

above 800 feet, succeded by an equally broad zone lying between about 

250 feet and 800 feet above sea level and finally a coasthl plain which 

narrows towards the north. In the far north, the coastal plainýbroadens 

again to join the lowland area associated with the Tweedt Breamish and 

Till Rivers. This northern inland basin is deprived of direct access to 

2 Bailey and Culley, 1794. 
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Map 4: 4 
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the sea by a ridge of Fell Sandstone whichp at a height of over 500 feett 

stretches from Lowick in the north to Rothbury in central Northumberland 

and is, breached only by the Rivers Aln and Coquet. In the southt the 

River Tyne provides a fertile east-west corridor and the narrower valleys 

of the North Tyne and Rede make inroads into the moorland to the north- 

west. The Pe=ine Plateau at heights of over 29000 feet intrudes into 

the very south of the County. 

Average annual precipitation is shown on Map 4: 6 which again 

emphasises the east-west ascent of the land, the coastal and northern 

plainsgand the Tyne dap. Lowest rainfall occurs in the Bamburgh area 

and the highest over the Cheviotst the western moors and particularly 

the Pennine area in the far south-west. For most of the Countyt the 

average annual rainfall is probably about 30 inches. Evaporation is 

slowl the atmosphere comparatively moist and prolonged drought is exceptional. 

Cold winds from the North Sea usually delay the arrival of Spring and 

are the cause of sea- frets in coastal areas in May and June. Average 

temperatures and the length of the growing period are both seriously 

reduced as altitude increases. Some 18.1% of Northumberland is reckoned 

to lie above 19000 feet and to suffer severely from the combined 

disadvantages of low temperaturesp short growing seasons and expdsu: re to 

3 
wind, Oats will not ripen above 1,200 feet and the Forestry Commission 

has estdblished-19500 feet as the maxinr= height at which to attempt the 

growing of trees in the County. 4 

Map 4: 7 presents a generalized inventory of the various soil types 

in Northumberland. Soils in group A. in the north and along the coastv 

are formed on a reddish-brown glacial drift, with generally lighter, 

3 T. Bateyp A Reconnaissance Survey of the Land of Northumberland above 
the 11000 feet contour, M. Sc. Thesis, Newcastle Universityq Mayp 1955- 

4. A Physical Land Classification of Northumberland, Durham and a part 
of the North Riding of Yorkshirep North East Development Associationt 
1949P p. 21. 
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Summary of Soil Types. 

Source: H. C. Pawsont A Survey of the Agriculture of Northumberlandp 1961. 
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medium loans in the north and heavier clay loams further south. Soils 

I in the Till Valley are often sandier and to the south as far as Rothburyp 

tlýat area comprising group B9 are brown medium and light loams largely 

derived from underlying Cementstone, Group C contains mucli boulder-clay. i 

but with areas of sandt gravel and alluvium in the Tyne Valley. Group D 

soils are associated with the underlying. ridge of Fell Sandstone, which 

emerges in frequent rook outcrops. Soils here-are podsolized, frequently 

include acid black humus or peatp and often cover a thin layer of 

cemented iron-pRn. The soils of group E are not dissimilar to those in 

group C to the south-eastt but have developed under a higher rainfall 

regime *to form mainly poorlyý-drained gley or even peat soils with only 

patches of better medium loams. The highest parts of the Countyp with 

the exception of land surrounding the Cheviotsp -axe characterised by 

soils in group F. Such soilst whether derived from the granite of 

Cheviot, from Carboniferous material or boulder-clay, have a very acid 

peaty surface o-ierlying a dull grey leached layer, frequently waterlogged. 

Soils on the lands immediately peripheral to Cheviot make up groiip G and 

have been formed from andesite lava formations, They are sometimes 

reddish-brown, fertile and friablep but can also be thin and acidic. 

14ap 4: 8 is derived from that compiled by J, W, House showing the 

physiographio regions of the County. It differentiates the broad rounded 

hills of Cheviot (la) from the f ertile surrounding vales of the Breamish, 

Till and upper Aln and Coquet Rivers : (lb) and from the steep Fall 

Sandstone scarps (lo) enclosing them on the east. To the south are the 

high and isolated moorlands of the Border (2a) and Bewcastle (2b) Fells 

and the slightly less bleak lands associated with the Rede and North 

Tyne (2o)g the valley of the Rede being characterised by a broad, gently 

sloping valley as far as Otterburn and that of the North Tyne by 

meandersp haughs and some narrower sections. To the south and east of 

the moorland area is one of an east-west, allignment of scarps and vales 

(3) which produce a variety of landformse To the east isýa transitional 
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zone (4), basically a low, drift-covered plateau sloping gently eastwards. 

The coastal belt (5) is broader in the south than in the north and is 

varied in character, its drift-covered lowlands containing sandstone 

outcrops, alluvial flats, sand dunes, small bays and rocky headlands. 

The Tyne Valley (6) provides an easy east-west =outeway which greatly 

widens above Hexham. Land to the south of the Tyne rises much more- 

steeply than that to the north and becomes an area of barren uplands and 

deep valleysp mote rugged in the dale area to the west (7a) than-on the 

sandstone plateau to the east (7b). 

Map 4: 9 is interesting in that it shows Willi= Marshall's 'Natural 

Districts of Northumberland'. These seem fairly similar to, if less 

detailed and accurate thang the physiographic regions defined by House. 

John Bailey's brief comments on soil type are superimposed and also seem 

to fit Marshall's pattern. In 18529 Hugh Taylor made an attempt to 

divide Northumberland into agricultural regions for the purpose of 
5 

xamining wheat yield. His divisions are shown on Map 4: 10 and the 

comments pertaining to agriculture from Thomas Colbeck's map of 1847 

have been added. Again, though Taylor's emphasis was clearly on arable 

landt there is a basic similarity with other physiographio descriptions. 

It seems that contemporaries were able to determine fundamental 

physiographic divisions within the 'unnatural' County unit. In the same 

wayq though this study must depend on traditional administrative regions 

for the gathering and presentation of available datat this does not 

prohibit an appreciationt within an administrative frameworkv of the 

importance of the real landscape. 

5- Rugh'Taylor to Newcastlo Pa=ers' Clubg X=ch 6th 18529 L. & P. 9 Bolbec, N630-6/2. 

Thomas Colbeck, 'On the Agriculture of Northumberland$ , J. R. A. S. E. 9 8,1847. 
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V 

FARM SIZE 

If there was any one point on which most of the agricultural 

theorists of the late 18th and early 19th centuries were agreed, it was 

on the relationship between large farms and improved agricultural 

practices. Large farms meant large rents paid by substantial farmers 

with capital enough to experimentt to take judicious risks and to tide 

them over periods of low prices and misfortune. Small farms, it was 

a=guedt meant just the reverse. Poverty and ignorance were said to 

have been the ordinary inhabitants of small farms, 

"On what faxms in Norfolk have turnips been oultivatedg and used 

to the greatest advantage? On what farms in the Carse of Gowrie 

has the cultivation of grain been most successfully carried on? 

In Leicestershirep where have the greatest improvements in the 

different breeds of livestock been effected? In the counties 

of Northumberland and Berwick, 'where have improved breeds of 

stock been most generally u1nited with'skilful culture? Every 

person who has travelled through these districtst with a view 

to procuring agricultural informationl-must answer, 'on large 

2 farms I. 11 

Arthur Young heartily concurred with the general sentiment and asserted 

that "we have throughout England no tracts of country (not one to my 

knowledge) divided generally into small farms, and yet well cultivatod"., 
3 

It is not altogether obvious what comprised a small farm in this 

context, , Was a unit of 100 acres situated on fertile land near a 

1 W. Xarshall, 'Rural Economy of Yorkshire', 1788, l9p. 255- 

2 James Donaldson, IXodern Agriculturelg, 1795,19 PP-405-4- 

3 -Arthur Young, 'On the Size of Farmst in 'Georgical Essays'l 
ed. Andrew Hunter, 1803, PP-555-70- 
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considerable town and paying C200 yearly rent a smaller concern than 

1000 acres of moorland paying the same rent? _ 
Probably not, and it is 

clear that acreage can be but the crudest of guides to magnitude of 

enterprise, Youngp in his statistical accounts of specimen farms 

encountered on his Northern Tourl chose to express farm size in terms 

4 
of rental and only-indirectly in terms of acreage* Yet he still 

calculated that the most economic size of farming unit was probably 

about 300 actes, half arable and half grass. 
5 This was certainly 

=ch larger than the average farm size of many parts of England. 

Xingay has deduced from the Board of Agriculture Reports that farms. of 

under 100 acres predominated in twelve English counties at the end of 

the 18th pentury, and were common in at least six othersq 
6 

and McCulloch 

reckoned that the average farm size in England in 1831 was between 150 

and 160 acres. 
7 

The average Northumberland faxm was certainly very much 

larger than this throughout the period 1750-1850- 

Figure 5--. 1 shows average Northumberland farm size between 1756 

and 1850P calculated as a five-year running means The data was derived 

from nearly 8000 farm advertisements giving the acreage of the unit to 

i, - be let (or occasionally to be sold where there was indication of the 

acreage of the farming unit) which appeared in the Newcastle Courant 

8 
between 1750 and 1850. The assumption is made that farms advertised to 

Arthur Young,, 'Northern Tour' , 1770. Infomation on North=berland 
farm size is in 3, pp. 21-103- 

Ibid., 4, P-341- 

6, G. E. Mingayv 'Size of. Parms in the Eighteenth Century'# EC-HoR-, 14, 
1961-29 P-469. 

7- J. R. eCullocho 'Statistical Account of the British Empire', 1837P ltP. 453*' 

8 An example of a typical advertisement id from the Newcastle Courant of 
August 13th 1774. "To be Let to enter on at May-day next, A Farm, being 
the West-side of Readhouse Estate, in the parish of Woodhorn, containing 
150 acres, of rich, grazing and tillage land, and tenanted by the late 
Mr Cresswell, of Hauxley. -For further particulars, enquire at John 
Cresswell's, Esq; at Qresswell, between the 15th and 21st of August 
instant. " 
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let were typical, in size at least, of all fa=s in the County. This 

may not have been the case if newspapers were used only as a last 

resort to get rid of farms that could not be let in any other way. It 

would then. be possible to misinterpret an increasing tendency to 

advertise small fa=s, for example, as an indication of the increasing 

popularity of small units, whereas the tendency was a result of the 

very opposite, a growing dislike of te-nants for small farms and a 

consequent difficulty in letting them., While some landlords certainly 

did advertise only when driven to it (see pp-79-81ý it must be assumed 

that the increasing popularity of newspaper advertising, reflected in 

the large and growing number of advertisements for farms, was not a 

product of landlord despair, but of the. proven success of this method 

of letting, and that the bulk of farm advertisements reflected a farm 

si; e situation which may be assumed to have been broadly representative 

of the whole County. Figure-. 5ý-. 'j shows a decline in average farm size 

fr= just over 400 acres in the mid-1750 a to just over 300 acres about 

1770, The most pronounced peak of the century occurred in the mid-1770s 

and was followed by a severe reduction throughout the 1780s and a moderate 

increase to about 400 acres in the 1790S. Later peaks occurred just after 

1810. -=*LI1830, and there was a descent to below 300 acres between 1838 and 

1840. 

While it is not suggested that changes of this suddenness and 

ma-gaitude took place on all Northumberland farms or even the average fa=0 

it is supposed that farm sizes mentioned in newspaper advertisements were 

responsive to public demand. Unlike some modem advertisement, farm 

advertisements before 1850 did not seek to create their own market, but 

rather to appeal to one that already existed. - They mayt therefore, be- 

MOrG Sonaitive indicatora of the aizo of farm tonants wantod than of the 

size of fa= the average Northumberland tenant occupied. This would then 

account for some of the extremes of Figure5: 1 bat would not invalidate it 

as an indication, albeit an exaggerated one of the general : trends in the 
4 
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Some advertisements make it very clear indeed that farm size was 

often a matter decided by public demand. Farms were offered "either 

upon a smaller or a larger scale"99 "which may be made larger or smaller, 

so as to be most convenient to a tenant"101, or "in one,, twog three, or 

four Fa=s,, as can'be agreed for"". Sometimes'it is obvious that the 

landlord had anticipated market requirements and fa=s were offered 

which "may be divided into two Farms,, having two Fa= Houses and other 

necessary Conveniences thereon" 12 
, where "It is intended to divide the 

said Premises into two or three Farms"13, or which "may suit the 

Convenience of many to divide....,, 14. Other advertisements assume a 

demand for increased farm size. "Several small farms... One g6od Tenant 

to take the whole will meet with proper Encouragement and good Conditionsý5 

16. 
"They will be let togetherp being within a Mile of each other. " Letters 

from land agents to landlords can betray the same anxiety to adapt the 

goods to meet changing ciistomer demand, "Tho s Pattison has deolarfd hee'll 

rent the'half of Ki=erston no longerp but Will have it all or Els-e none 

of it; and Ilm'apprehensive by report that Thompson has a friend'Will joyn 
17 him, and is as keen of having the Whole as Pattison is. " 

It is occasionally made clear that one attraction for landlords of 

small farms was the higher rent per acre these could sometimes command., 

"Jeffreys farm I am afraid will not let at 20s per acre unless put'into 

9 Buzton Ba=sp N. C.,, Feb- 5th 1791. 

10 A fa= near Barnardeastlep N. C. 9 Dec. 2nd 1786. 

11 Embletong. N. C., April 24th 1756. 

12 Hawkwell Farm, Stamfordh=. N. C., 60t. 4th 1806. 

13 West Chivington, N. C., Nov. 6th 1762. 

14 Redhouset Newbiggint Woodho=. NoC., June 11th 1808, 

15 Dalton, Hexhamshire. N. C. 9 Nov. - 3rd 1804. 

16 Black Hall and Windy Hill, Hexh=shire. N. C. t Oct. 6th 1804. 

17 Letter of Robert Burne to Sir John Delavalt Oct. 6th 1763- ITCRO/2 . DEEM/ 
52/3 
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small farms. "le Apart from a possible immediate'financial, incentivet 

there was. also a moral arg=ent in favour of small farms; that they were 

the vital bottom rung of the agricultural ladder by which the hard- 

working farmer ascended to succesively larger and more remiln erative farms 

as an apparently inevitable consequence of his own endeavours, That this 

vas not a general process is certain, particularly in a county dominated 

by large farmsj paying large dividends to their tenants but requiring 

high levels of capital investment to run them. 19 While shortage of 

capital restricted the size of farm a smaller faxmer could affordt 

plentiful financial resources meant that richer tenants could choose the 

size and location of farm they wanted; but both were equally and separately 

constrainedv the one of necessityg the other by choice. "The evil is 

without remedy as no faxmer with capital to choose his own locality 

would be likely to migrate into the districts of Hexhamshire and 

Whittonstall., 120 Parkinson thought'that large fa=s needed so much 

capital that promotion of farmers was stifled wherever they predominated 

and that tenants on the smallest of fa=s t=ed to other activities 

rather than try to make their way in agriculture. 
21 This was actively 

encouraged by some landlords and may have been an inducement to create 

or retain small fa=s where other activities were possible. Small farms 

-at West Denton and Wallbottle were let. to tenants who also worked on the 

waggon waysp 
22. 

and one of only twenty acres at Monkseaton wasq because 

Letter of Joseph to Sir John Delaval, March 7th 1781- NCRO/2DE/4/13/24- 

19 Young calculated that the capital needed for a farm of two or three 
hundred acres around Gosforth or between Morpeth and AInwick was C300 
for each C100 of rent. A farm of 500 or 1000 acres he supposed would 
need about C500 for each C100 of rent, Arthur Youngt 'Northern Tourlt 
1770t 3P pp. 219 34P 76. 

20 John Gray in 1835- PRO/AM/80/20. 

21 Richard Parkinson, 'The Experimental Farmer' , 1799,2t pp. 245-6. 

22 N. C.,, Nov- 5th 1763 and April 2nd 1785. 
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of its size and situati6ong "particularly eligible for a Butcher". 23 

When John Hall's farm near Ford was advertisedy only one of the nine 

proposals received came from a farmer and the land agents observed "that 

Carters can afford much higher Rents than any other Person whatever upon 

small Farms". 24 

One major disincentive likely to dissuade landlords from 

nonchalantly splitting their farms was the expense of the new fa= buildings 

that would certainly then be necessaryp and as unnecessary should the 

larger farm become wanted. When Rudchester was advertised for sale in 

1769, more than half the advertisement was taken up with its "good 

accommodations of housing, granariesp barns, *byers, stables, hemmels, etc. 

and as completelyp substantiallypand handsomely finished as any tenants 

can desirep being newly built within these three years, and so as to 

inswer the partition of the estate into lesser farms" . 
25 It must be 

aspumed that unless there were powerful specific reasons for creating 

small farms from larget such as high rents offered by farmer-tradesmen, 

the expense of new buildings alone would prohibit division. When 

Boddington was to be let in 1776, the land agent wrote warningly to his 

I 
landlordp "none I find now will bid for that is able for such a Fa= 

togethert nor will Wilkie go any further without a spurp and if Divided 

will want sundry Buildings must soon be thought, off: 909,1260 

Where large farms were created or already existed, it is difficult 

tosee what attraction there would have been in dividing them. According 

to the philosophy of the dayl they afforded the g=eatest profits to 

landlord and tenant alike and were the means most assured of bringing I 

23 N. C. p March 11th 1820. 

24 John Carr and Thomas Pitzwalter to Lord Delavalt Dec. 6th 1806', 
NCRO/2DE/4/60/35. 

25- N-C-, Nov- 11th 1769. 

26 Joseph Hutchinson to Eaxl Tankerville, Sept- lst 1776. 
KCRO/Tankerville Box 4/C/14 unsorted. 
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agricultural improvement and so yet higher profit for both parties. 
27 

It is fascinating that opponents of these large North=berland farms were 

reduced, to arguing that they were undesirable because they were too 

profitable and that the profit should have gone to may smaller farmers 
A 

who would not have been insulated by massive capital from the necessity 

of selling produce immediately. 28 Perhaps the only reason that might 

have induced a. landlord to divide a large farm would have been a difficulty 

possibly experienced in times of agricultural depressiont of finding a 

single tenant sufficiently wealthy and courageous to risk his small 

fortune. It would then have become necessary to split large fa=s. 

If this happenedv then trought in average farm size in Figure 5: 1 might 

be expected to coincide with times of depression. Low average farm size 

occurs between 1768 and 17729 1780 and 1791,1800 and 1806,1816-and 1829 

and 1837 and 18429 periods not identical but bearing some relation to times 

of low prices and reduced rents in Northumberland (see chapters V1 

"Northumberlandt which has consistently had a high percentage of 

large farms, has never had a high arable ratiop was not affeoted by 
I 

Parliamentary enclosure and furthermore lay within that part of England 

influenced by the Celtic system the county had, howeverp a pa=tioularly 

high proportion of its acreage in large estates, and it could be this 

factor which here explains the predominance of the large farm. 1129 It was 

notp however, a factor evident in the regulation of farm siZe elsewhere, 

nory when the small farm policy of the Second and Third Dukes of 

Northumberland is considered (see P-140) should it be regarded to have 

been universally the case in Northumberland. XaP 5: 1 traces Northumberland 

proprietors by Lýnd Tax districts using the assessments for 1806.30 

27 See, for example, Bailey and Culley, 1805, pp. 29-30. 

28 Richard Warnerp 'A *Tour Through -the Northern Counties of England' 
1802y 2, 'pp. 8-9. 

29 D. B. Griggs I Small and Large Farms in England and Wales I. Geography, 
48,1963v p. 274- 

30 NCRO/QRP/40-41* 
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It suggests a large proportion of small proprietors in most parts of the 

south, but particularly in the south-west, in Elsdont Whittingham and 

most of the old Simonburn area, and near the towns of Morpethq Alnwick 

and Berwick. The north and much of the coastal area are characterised 

by large proprietors. Land Tax records are not sufficiently reliable in 

Northumberland# where the tax was assessed on the proprietor and was 

generally payable by him, the tenant being responsible for all other 

taxesq to be used to dete=ine the size of tenant holding. Hughes' 

work on a comparison of farm size on three estates in the uoutIl of the 

County with one in. the north is of'interest. 
31 Such comparison is 

naturally dependent on the sort of evidence usually only available for 

a very'few of the biggest estates and conclusions made from it cannot 

be too cautious. 

Certainly a more comprehensive and perhaps a more reliable iaeans 

of detemining relative farm size in the County is by use of the acreage 

data in the newspaper fa= advertisements. MaP5: 2 shows the locationst 

in acreage groupings, of farms advertised between 1750 and 1790- It is 

reasonable to assume that the lowest group, those fa=s under 50 acres, 

is under-represented if only because of the expense and bother of 

advertising such small fa=s through a medium unlikely to reach a large 

number of modest tenants. Other groups should be fairly rep resented. 

The map reveals a clear pattern of small, faxms in the south and large 

fa=ms in the north. The occasional fa= of under 150 acres occurs even 

in axeas dominated by large faxmsp but they only proliferate in the 

south, in areas adjacent to the main towns and along the river valleys 

of the high ground in the west, The shortage of readings for the far 

south-west may be explained by the prevalence of small copyhold lands in 

this area (see P. 152) suggested on Map 5: 1 more likely to have been handed 

31 Mark Hughesp 'Lead, Land, and Coal as Sources of Landlord Income in 
Northumberland between 1700 and 1850'. Ph. D. Thesisp Durham Universityt 
1963, p. 221,,. 
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down from father to son or. sold than advertisea to let in a newspaper. 

The central part of the County and most of the coast south of Howick are 

dominated by farms of between 150 and 300 acresg though farms of between 

300 and 500 acres are interspersed and become more common towards the 

north and west. The northern third of the County presents the clearest 

picture, particularly Glendalet with few farms under 300 acrest those 

between 500 and 1000 most common and a fair proportion exceeding looo 

acres. Such massive farms were to be expected on the sheep moors of 

North Tyne and Redesdaleg but in an area where arable was as important 

as stock, they axe qiiite remarkable. The relative importance Of arable 

in the north andt indeedg the rest of the County, can be gauged in 

general terms from Map 5-3t showing acres per agricultural worker by 

parish from the 1831 Census figures. Greater manpower was needed to 

work arable land than to work the same area of Pastoral land. The 

figu=esq thereforep give an approximate and generalised picture of basic 

land use, but. clear enough to show that the large farms of the north and 

the small ones of Redesdalep Simonburn and the South-West did not conform 

to a conventional picture of large stock farms and small arable concerns, 

Parm size in Northumbeiland wasq as Grigg surmised, as much a product of 

landlord policy and estate tradition as of agricultural land use. Maps 

5.4 and 5.5 make use of the same 1831 Census figures. Map 5-4 shows the 

number of agricultural labourers per farm by parish and XaP 5-5 those 

parishes in which occupiers who employed labourers were outnumbered by 

those who did not. The latte: ý obviously suggests particularly small farm 

size in the south-westp and the former confirms the pattern Of large farms 

in the north and small in the south,, The larger number of labourers 

employed on the average farm near the Tyne Valley should not be interpreted 

as an indication of larger farm size than thAt of areas to the north and 

south, but rather as a sign of more intensive arable land use, 

it is possible to test the impression of fa= size gained from 

newspaper advertisements against that gained from the 1851 Census. Table 5.1 
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shows the percentage of Northumberland farms in each of five acreage 

gToupings using b-oth the 1851 survey and newspaper advertisements between 

1846 and 1850. Because they were unlikely to have been advertised, farms 

under 50 acres have 15een omitted from both sets of figures. 

Table 5: 1 

Comparison of Proportions of Parm Size Groups in 1851 with 
those Derived from Newspaper Advertisements 1846-1850 

1846 - 50 1851 
% of Total % of Total 

NO. farms over Noe farms over 
50 acres 50 acres 

Total Number of 
fa=s over 50 acres 540 100 2119 100 

50 - 150 acres 135 25-0 679 ý2.0 

151 - 300 acres 197 36-5 739 34-9 

301 - 500 acres 130 24.1 401 18.9 

501 - 1000 acres 58 10-7 203 9.6 

over 1000 acres 20 3-7 97 4.6 

Sources: (l) Newcastle courant 1846-50 
(2). 1851 Census 

Greatest divergence occurs in the 50-150 acre and 300-500 acre groupst 

and is again perhaps explained by a reluctance to advertise smaller farms., 

by the temporary lack of popularity of farms in the larger group or by 

changes in fa= size between the two dates; but there is clearly enough 

similarity between the two sets of percentagesýto justify more meticulous 

use of the newspaper sources. Figure, 5: 2 shows the percentage of each of 

these acreage groups of total farms over 50 acres advertised between 1750 

and 18509 expressed as'a five-year running mean. Not surprisingly it 

reveals a complex situation, but certain broad conclusions would seen to 

be justified. it is. surely significant that specimens of the smallest - 
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farm size considered were more numerous at the'beginning of the period 

than only the most massive of farms and yet, by the end of it, these had 

become more common than those of any other group save farms between 150 

and 300 acres. It is also significant that this latter group was always 

the most popular fa= size in the County save for a period in the early 

1790sl a period of rapidly rising rentsp when farms of between 150 and 

500 acres were temporarily-replaced by those-of the smallest size group. 

The largest farmsp those over 500 acresp became more common in the 1770s 

and from 1800 until the end of the Warp the depressions at the end of both 

-periods perhaps tendering their high rentals even less appealing. But a 

more important conclusion is that the very largest of Northumberland farms 

remained attractive throughout the century andthat usually more than 20 

per cent of farm units in the County were in excess of 500 acres. FA=s 

of from 300 to 500 acres present a fluctuating graphfat the period 1750 

to 1800p suggesting that it was in this group that farms were most 

frequently divided or joined and that this range of farm size was the 

most conducive to change. The situation altered markedly from 1800 with 

a steady rise in the popularity of this group until the early 1820sq after 

which this level was broadly maintained until mid-century. Indeedq the 

decidedly less erat io nature of all the curves after 1800 and partipUlarly 

after 1820 is perhaps indication of more settled times when the attraction 

of and profit from agriculture had come to be determined by many more 

factors than farm size. Farming in the 19th century was much less a 

question of large scale being equated with large return; farms were no 

longer necessarily made as large as tenants were likely to be able to 

afford. Profits from farming were perhaps no smaller than in the later 

18th century, but they were conditional on the judicious investment of 

capital by both landlord and tenant in more refined changes in manuresp 

drainst improved stockp buildings and implements. 

It would be injudicious to glean much more from this data. What 

theory has already been constructed may rest on unsure. foundations. More 
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exhau. stive use of newspaper advertisements cannot be relied upon until 

more is known about who chose to advertise in newspapers and why they did 

so. The superiority of newspaper data lies in its unique comprehensiveness: 

faith in its accuracy is justified by the huge area - nearly three million 

acres - and large number of farms - nearly eight thousand - which it was 

possible to use in the compiling of Figures 5: 1-and 5: 2 (see Table 5: 2). 

Table 5: 2 

Total N=ber and Acreage of Farms Advertised to lot 

_ 
1750-1850 where unit size can be ascertained. 

Number of Farms 

1750-60 153 
1761-70 243 
1771-80 413 
1781-90 552 
1791-1800 515 
1601-10 19236 
1811-20 19544 
1821-30 lv129. 
1831-40 1P113 
1841-50* 19042 

To-tal AcrewTe of Parms 

5#54.1 
859980 

160,118 
1639302 
1849405 
478#356 
5719977 
4209485 
349t48O 
356#941 

Total-1750-1650 79940 2p8269485 

Source: Newcastle Courant 1750-1850 

Despite the excessive claims made by the improvers of the 18th 

century for the ideal of large farms, the literary evidence would seem to 

confirm that týey became proportionally no more importr; nt in-the County 

and that their propagation remained no more than an ideal even in the 

18400 *32 Some very small farms had been amalgamated in the southt33 and 

32 Report of Mr Bigge's speech to the Tyneside Agricultural Society at 
Hexham. N. C. 9 Oct. 4th 1844. 

33 See,, for ex=pleg the reference to this process in Whitfield after 
, 1750 in John, Hodgsong History of Northumberland, 1840, pt. 2# 3P P-105- 
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Greenwich Hospital Reports of the early 19th century refer to the same 

process having happened during the latter half of the 18th century at 
I 
Whittonstall and Thoxnboroughf34 in Wardenj where "the district of 

Fourstones formerly consisted of eight or nine fa=s,, 35 
and in Warkq where 

Elrington Hall Parm was "formerly occupied by several ten'ants". 36 An 

earlier Report had commented on amalga=ation that had taken place at 

Allerwasht a farm of 400 acres near Fourstones which, "h aving been 

formerly lett to 4 or 5 different Tenants... ought to be so again when 
37 the present Lease expires, being at present too largo for one occupancy 

and it was also recommended that Scremerston. South Side, then comprising 

1579 acres near Bambroughq should be "divided into 3 or 4 at least when 

next lett,, 38. Neither of these directives was ever effectedt a situation 

illustrative of the difficulty in discovering much about farm size from 

even the fullest of estate records. 

Perhaps other inform tion canp however, be gleaned from such records. 

to explain the apparent increased stability of farm size in'the first half 

of the 19th century. A growing interest had been apparent from the mid- 

18th century in erecting efficient farm buildings. 39 This feeling that*the 

onstea 'should be more than a shelter for humans a-ad stock developed 

throughout the 18th century and resulted in the gradual creation both of 

more and of more specialized farm buildings. It became necessary to have 

a turnip store near the heL=elp to have a wheelhouse on the north side of 

the barnp to have storage for the growing number of implements, to have 

34 Report of 1818. NCRO/NRO/467/42/4. 

35 Report of 1805. NCRO/NRO/467/42/2. 

36 Ibid. 

37, Report of 1775- PRO/ADX/79/59- 

38 Ibid. 

39 Beef for example, the plans and comments of Daniel Garret, 'Designs 
and Estimates of Farm Houses eto for the County of York, Northumberlandt 
Cumborlandq Westmorland and the BishoPrick-of DurhamIq 1747- 
NCRO/ZAL/89/35- -- 
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capacity for stall-feeding and to have a respectable house for the tenant, 

if not his employees. 
40 The Greenwich Hospital Reports of the early 19th 

century contain ample evidence of farm*buildings necessary because of 

"the improved - state of husbandry in the North"41 or because "the great 

change of the System of Agriculture which was then [1805] taking place 

in most places required new additional Buildingsv and in many ýn entire 
42 

new Arrangement"s .A Report of 1870P referring to Scremerstonp statesp 

"The buildings were chiefly erectedq very substantially# early in the 

presenV centuryt and must have been early examples of that four-square 
I 

erection of farmsteads which is now generally adopted as best suited to. 

secure the least exposure". 
43 There is no doubt that such improvýment was 

44 
carried on throughout the, first half of the 19th century and is but one 

example of Northumberland agriculturists 'atilising capital to make the 

most of existing agricultural conditions rather than to seek radical 

ohan, gesp as of farm sizet in them. 

The unbridled enthusiasm of the 18th century agricultural speculator 

had been replaced by the guarded optimism of a more mature 19th century 

agricultural investor. The utilitarian Northumberland fa=stead with its 

"ugly ranges of buildingg the chimaeypoking up as if it would like to be 

tallerl'the altogether unpicturesque appearance at a distancet and the 

untidyness of the nearer view. 
45 

which so depressed the Southern travellert 

was the product of years of judicious investment in an agricultural industry, 

for which investment radical changes in farm size had long been no 

alternative* 

40 The particular requirements of a Northumberland farmstead are best 
explained in J. C. Loudong Encyclopaedia, of Agriculturep 1833P PP-482-4- 

41 Report of 1815. NCRO/NRO/467/42/3- 

42 Report of 1818. NCRO/NRO/467/42/46 

43 Report of 1870. PkO/AIK/79/62. 

44 Seep for examplet Professor John Wilson's comments on Sir Matthew Ridley's 
Estate at Blagdon in his articles in the Newcastle Daily Chronicle, 
July91864. A reprint is in XCRO/ZSW (Additional and Miscellaneous), 
dated, 'Capheaton Office' Sept. 1st, 1864'. 

45 Walter Vhitep Northumberland and the Border# 1859P p. 225. 
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vi 

AGRICULTURAL RENT 

There are two basic reasons for an interest in agricultural rent. 

They are particularly apposite in Northumberland where the Land Tax 

Ret =s and all other evidence suggest that owner-occupiers were rare 

and that only where customary and copyhold tenure were co=ont in the 

t far south-west of the Countyp was the=e even a pale shadow of yeoman 

predominaace. In the strictest sense,, this was a landlord's landscape* 

The first of these reasons is in order to examine the argument that 

level of rent was a factor sufficiently powerful to influence and even 

to produce agricultural improvement. It will be more appropriate to 

deal with this subject elsewhere (see PP-113-201but the general tenor 

of the argument was that under'-rented farms gave tenants no incentive 

to improve. 1 Present concern is with the second reason. It is supposed 

that agricultural rent offers a convenient approximation to contemporary 

agricultural value of land and that both spatial and temporal 

differences in this value axe worthy of consideration in that they may 

reveal much about the pace of improvement. 

It isp howevert-over simplistic to say that improved rental is a 

certain indication of agricultural improvement or even that such 

improvement npist have been responsible for one rental being significantly 

higher or advancing more rapidly than another. Rent level was controlled 

by a great many factors: - by quantity and quality of land, by locational 

factors such as climatop exposure,, d-rainagep labou-T costst agricultural 

prices, cost of livingt proximity to maxketst as well as by the state of 

enclosu=esp roads, watercoursest buildings, liability to customary and. ' 

fixed paymentsq tithel taxesq length and conditions of lease, te=s of 

Arthur Young, Northe= Tour, 1Z709 P-376; Arthur Young, Political 
Arithmetic, 1774, p. 275; J. C. M Cullochp Statistical Account of the 
British Empire, 18379 19 P-533; Notes by W. 11. Sitwell, C-18509 NCRO/NRO/470/52. 
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mineralp game and timber rights, etc. 
2A 

change in any one of these 

conditions was capable of producing increased rental, but would not 

necessaxily be labelled an agricultural improvement, Landlords were 

often criticised for increasing rents without improving. "Many there 

axewhot with a cool indifference respecting either the improvement of 

the country or the situation of their tenantsp. seem to think., the chief 

business-of a landlord ough-# to be an unremitting attention to the 

extension of his rent-rollt without ever duly considering, that if 

additional rents are demanded, means should be furnished by the introduction 

of better systems of husbandry, improved breeds of stockv and the 

expenalure of money in the improvement of the propertyl by which tenants 

may be enabled to discharge such further obligations. 
0 Lord Delavalts 

musings on the subjectp contained in the jottings he made on agricultural 

improvement between 1793 and 1805v are equally interesting. "Improvements 

made by the Stock of the Landlord and not of the tenants. Other Estates 

though by the tenants and-raised infinitely-hi gher - have been trippled 

quadrupled. And yet others late purch 
d have been raised more in the 

course of 5 or 6 yeaxs without any money being expended on them. ', 4 

Clearly theng there was no i=ediate controlling link between improvement 

and either absolute or relative levels,, of rent. Yet it was always 

assumedthat agricultural improvement would eventually produce higher 

rents. Farming was practised to make moneyt improved farming to make 

more moneyt and rent was simply the landlord's share of the takings. 

Successful agricultural improvements were likely to produce increased 

2 William XarshalIq Landed Property, 1804, pp. 6-15. 

3 James Donaldson, Modern Agriculture, 1795,19 PP-386-7- 

4 Sir John Delaval's Notes, 1793-1805. NCRO/2DE/44/7 
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5 
rents - other things being equal - but perhaps. only in the long term. 

Investigation of changes in rental axe-9 thereforeq only of value over a 

considerable period and only when used as a general and approximate 

indicator of agricultural progress rather than as a proof of it. 

Northumberland rents were nearly all paid twice yearly in cash by 

1750- In the south-westp customa=y services were due to the lord of the 

manor and appear to have been paid by copyholder and leaseholder alike 

until well into the 19th century. Sir Chaxles Monck on his Belsay 

Estate was still demanding "two days of leading with their draughts" 

from each of his tenants in the 1820sq 
6 

but this must have been very 

exceptional. It seems that the estates of the Duke of Northumberland 

were the last leasehold lands in the County to retain the old system of 

a small nominal annual rent and a large fine payable at the death of the 

tenant or when the lease fell in. Between 1749 and 1754, this system 

was gradually changed to one of larger 'new' rents and smaller 'new' 

fines. 7 From 1754P the term rack was used*instead of new rent and both 

fines and old rents disappe, -Lted as new leases were granted. The 

changeover did not meet with the general approbation expected. "I 

cannot say that every one of the Tenants comes chearfully into the new 

Method; but upon the whole the Alteration takes Place with less grumbling 

and unoasinecs than couldýhave been expected. All those (and thoy are 

not a few) who borrow money to pay their Pines must like it, being 

119 manifestly for their Advantage. The now system demanded that tenants 

5 John Wilsong -Northqrn Fa=s and Fa=ing, 1864, P-3- NCRO/ZSW/Add. & Xiiso, 

6 Sir Charles Monck's Rent Day Speechp Nov. 25th 1822. NCRO/ZMI/1341/4. 

Memorandum Bookq AC/LibrarY/132. 

8 AC/Div. vii/12. 

Michael Ewen to Henry Harpu=j Jan. 10th 1749. AC/Q/1/80. 
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should Pay 5% of the fine in annual rentj 
10 thereby easing the burden 

11 
of a crippling fine for the tenant and giving the landlord a constant 

regular income. Both parties then know where they were and both could 

make more definite plans for the future. 

Rentals seem to have increased throughout most of the second half 

of the 18th century. Although complete series are not easy to find for 
. 

this period,, this is evident from those existing for the Dpke of 

Northumberland's Estate (see Figure 8: 39 P. 146 ), for the Grey and 
12 Allgood Estates and for the West Water Estate of Blackett of Matfent 

shown in Figure 6: 1. ' How much this was due to-a general if =oderato 

increase in grain and stock prices, to inflation or to real agricultural 

-improvement is not apparent. It will be shown later that agricultural x 
i=, rovements undertaken by the Swinburaes on their North Tyne Estate 

did result in amlightly greater increase in rental than that experienced 

on the neighbouring and unimproved' estate of the Duke of Northumberland 

(see p. 113)p but other factors are Imown to have been successful in 

augmenting rental elsewhere. In 1774P the tenant of Passman's Fa= in 

Dissington was allowed to break rotation and take in another 30 acres 

for tillage for his way-going crop in return for a rent of E200 instead 

of the old L160. In 1781, Passman's was still over-ploughed and*a poor 

farm, but continued to be let to the succeeding tenant at E2009 the 

same rent per acre as the neighbouxing and apparently much improved 

fa= at Penny Hill. 13 In other wordsq retrogressive agriculture had 

secured the same short-term results in terms of rental as had improved 

agriculture. In 1781, the rent of Crookham Westfield in Ford was raised 

10 Ibid., Jan-13th 1749. AC/Q/1/80 

11 James Scott to Henry Harpurp NOV-7th 1749. AC/Q/1/79 

12 Mark Hughest Leadt Land and Coal as Sources of Landlord Income 
in Northumberland between 1700 and 1850t Ph. D. Thesis, Durham 
Universityt 1963P PP-190-5- 

13 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delaval# March 28th 1781. NCRO/2DE/4/13/31- 
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from C125 to E200, not because of any improvements on that farm but 

simply because even at C200 it would be let at under 15/- per acre 

while two neighbouring farms were fetching 161- and 2V- per acre. 
14 

Meldon Park Farm was let for C870 in 1818 having been let at E650 the 

previous yearg not because it had been worth less, but because the 

landlord simply wanted it off his hands for a short time while he 

15 
advertised for a richer tenant. Morrow Field Farm iii, Newlands was 

unimproved land of poor quality in 1805,, unlikely it was said "to 

attract the attention of a great farmerp but from its magnitude a 

considerable advance of rent will probably be obtained at the next 

letting". 16 Farms at North and South Xiddleton attracted an-increased 

rent from 1758 even though "being highland Farms no Improvem t has been 

made". 
17 In 18029 at least 20 would-be tenants submitted proposals for 

Middleton Hall and thrust up the rent considerably for only one offer 

had been made at the previous letting. is It cannot be over emphasised 

that there is not necessarily a causal connection between agricultural 

in-provement and rental improvement, X 
There can be no doubt that agricultural rent soared at the 

beginning of the Napoleonic Warst a result, according to contemporariesq 

of high food prices 
19 

and an understandable desire felt by many people 

to have a share in the now profits to be made from the land. 20 

14 Ibid. g March 30th 1782, NCRO/2DE/4/14/17. 

15 1818 Greenwich Hospital Report. NCRO/NRO/46V42/4- 

16 1805 Greenwich Hospital Report. NCRO/NRO/46V42/2. 

17 Joseph Hutchinson to-Lord Tankervilleg-Dee. 21st 1756. NCRO/ 
Tankerville Box 4/C/17 unsorted. 

18 George Culley to John Welch, April l1th 1802. NCRO/ZCU/6. 

19 N. C., Oot. 25th 1794. 

20 N. C. 9 Dec. 6th ý794- 
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Tables 6: 1,6: 2 and 6: 3 give some idea of the sort of changes 

Northumberland rentals experienced during the War period. 

Table 6: 1, 

Rental of Parms in North Northumberland c. 1790 - c. 1800 

Fenton from Z 400 to ;C 700 Ewart from Z 400 to U000 

Doddington E1300 to C1900 Horton C 250 to c *650 

Kime=ston C 300 to C 550 -Ford Westfield Zý 200 to Z 525 

Kindrum C 600 to E1000 Keistones E 900 to E1400 

Norham Hains Z 600 to C1000 Elwick C 500 to C 800 

Stamford C 7ýO to C1200 Goswick f.. - , 509 to ;C 840 

Hornington f, 300 to F, 600 Xaxdon C 140 to 380 

Reading E 510 to C 840 Ross ;C 400 to C 600 

Lame=ton Z 500 to C 800 Grin4on C 300 to 900 

Average increase of 18 farms 0.1790 - c. 1800 78% 

Source: NCRO/2DE/19/4* 

Table 6: 2 

Rent per acre of farms on Crewe Trust Estate at Banburgh 

Bamburgh Town 

Bamburgh Friars 

Shoreston. 

Pleatha]m South and East 

Fleatham Northside 

Sunderland Middle Westfield 

Sunderland Northfield 

Acres 1795 1800 1805 1810 

240 12/3 1618 22/9 35/7 

188 17/6 . 22/- 27/4 

437 lo/- 1616 20/- 22/10 

248 5/- 91- 14/10 22/- 

276 4/10 8/9 13/10 26/2 
60 8/11 15/8 1916 24/5 
66 - 15/6 18/2 24/3 

Average increase in rent per acre of 5 farms 1795-1810 - 22Wo 

Souxce: NRO/452/Cl/4, -6* 
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Table 6: 3 

Rental of William Witham's Netherwitton Estate 1729-1810 

1799 C1908.18. 9 
1803 C2392.1. 0 
1804 C2241-13. 0 
1805 C2403-17. 0 
1806 C2471.1. 8 
1807 C2564 14. 9 
1808 C2752.18. 3 
1809 C2939.8. 6 

Percentage increase 1799-1809 - 54% 

Soureet William Todd's Account, 
Oct. 2nd 1810. NCRO/ZCO/9/1* 

In thý s=e way that public an d even Govexnment reaction to possible 

food shortage caused a patiie that made all food expensive and 

occasionally sent wheat prices to astronomic levels, so . too did the 

anxiety shown by farmers to participate in such good fortune send rates 

to unprecedented heights* Desperation was manifest in the inflated 

offers made by tenants for fa=s. Where long leases taken in less 

prospergUS times fell in, the rise in rent was collosal. Rent for 

Adderstone Mains leapt from E322 to C1050 and for Grindon from C900 to 

E2400 before 1806 despite reminders that "Such speculations can only 

be supported by the prices of produce not being lower than they have 

been of late yeaýrsll. 21 The mania, was I perhaps encouraged in 

Northumberland by the established practice of the Greenwich Hospital 

Commissioners of letting their farms by secret proposalst a custom 

that other Northumberland landlords rapidly adopted from 1793 and which 

had thq effect of sending rents soaring still, higher (see pIN118-121). 

21 P. M. # 79 1806t pp. 122-3- 
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It was often held that competition for farms sent rents so high that 

the only farmers who profited were those who had had long leases prior 

to the changet but it should not be forgotten that "in most casesp an 

exaggerated advantage was reaped by the proprietorsp owing to the 

excessive competition for farms which occurrad", 
22 

A great deal has been written about the collapse of prices after 

the Wax and consequent agricultural depressionj but fluctuation in 

prices occurred during the War and with farmers committed to paying 

rentals based on the highest pricesp there were many reports of hard 

times and of farmers giving up before 1815- 23 When the fall in prices 

came, it is logical to as. sume that those fa=ers who had paid too 

dearly for their leases continued to sufferv but not that there was 

either serious long-te= agricultural depression (see p. 88) or 

necessarily a fall in tlong-term' rent. Individual fa=s nearly all 

suffered a diminution in rent as is shown in Figures 6: 2 and 6: 39, but 

only when compared with the fevered rentals of the Wax years, The 

totally unrealistic rent levels of wartime tend to mask the fact- 

apparent in Vi&=es 6: 2 and 6: 3 that rent increase froms saYo 1790 to 

1820 wa s greater than during any other part of the period between 1750 

and 1850- In other words, 'depression' rentals were generally very 

much higher thouA those of the period of relative prosperity before the 

land rush brought. on by the War. 

Xa Culloch estimated that ýigh wartime rental figuxes had 

generally been reached again by 1836 as a result of the fall in prices 

having been "counteracted in many districts by extensive improvementst 

particularly in the drainage and better management of landl the opening 

22 N. C. p Sept. 28th 1816. 

23 e. g. F. M. 9 llp 1810t p*412; 129 1811t PP-1369 562. t 
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24 
of new and improved chaxmels of communication, etc. " Thompson's 

findings, shown in Pigure 6: 4P for rent per acre of between 62,000 and 

73,000 acres in England and Wales substantiate McCulloch's claim. 

Locally so too do the receipts of the Grey Estates shown in Iýigure 6-5 

and the valuations of the Blackett Estates shown in Table 6: 4. 

Table 6: 4 

Inventory of Blackett of Xatfen Estates 
Based on 30 Years' Purchase Value 

1772 im 1815 ME )-846 

East and West 
Matfen F-339743 C419,592 Z92,691 E82P197 Z799364 

Maton C159853 U7,610 f-329314 F-37P704 C35004 

Halton Shields Z 7,086 Z 8t492 E28,190 C18,800 El7f260 

Clarewood 't 9t422 ZlOp124 C29,675 E28#100 C24f2OO 

Whittington C4093 c 4,855 E 79386 E 99765 t ýP895 

Aydon. Castle E 49843 E 49782 C 61249 C159000 E14t4OO 

Burnside C 39202 E 39794 -t SP574 Z 69714 t 6P894, 

West Water Z239776 E34P733 E899545 ZSOA50 F-88t516- 

Crookbank 9 29013 i: 19839 f. 49865 f, 39965 V39965 

Fallowfield f, 59080 Z 6P597 E17P471 Z25,991 C209971 

TOTAL E1099410 &1349416 E316t960 ; C325,367 C3009770 

% Charge when 
1815 - 100 35 42 100 103 95 

Source: NCRO/ZBL/65 

Where substantial reduation remainedg it may have been on poorer farms 

whicho as with Crookham Westfield in 1781p had attractod higher rents 

not because of improvement In the farms,. or even directly becimse of high 

24 J. R. koCullochp OP-cit-9 lo P-532. A study of rental decline in the 
period 1870-1900 has gone somewhat further in suggesting that the 
smallest reductions were associated with the largest expenditure 
on agricultural improvements, Richard Porren, 'The Landlord and 
Agricultural Transfo= tionl,, 'Ag. H. R., 18,1970, P-43- 
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Figure 6: 4 
Rent per acre of agricultural land consisting of 
between 62,000 and 73,, 000 acres in Lincoln, Essexv 
Hereford and North Wales. 
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food prices j but simply because other farms were letting at fancy 

rents. Rental of farms on the poor arable soils of Brinkburn and 

Rothbury is shown in Tables 6: 5 and 6: 6. There can be little doubt 

that some such farms came nowhere near to restoring wartime rent levels 

before 1850- 

Table 6: 5 

Rental of West. Hepple Farm, Rothbury, 181 -1853_ 

1819 C470 

1832 C350 

1834 C350 

1836 C290 

1840 C290 

1846 
. 
&305 

1849 ý317 

1850 C317 

1852 C297 

1853 C297 

Rent Decline 1819 1853 - 3ffo 

Source: NCRO/ZRW/322 

Table 6: 6 

Rental of Brinkbu= Estate , _1792_ - 
1650 

Acres 
. 
1792 1806 1816 1841 1850 

Hope 279 9102 IC170 C200 Elio Elio 

Li= 97 22 Z 46 F. 25 Z 25 

Woodhead 376 -F-130 
Elio C125 z 80' Z 76 

Healycote cloo 
-U50 

C 60 t 80 

Cockshoý 263 E130 eigo f: 230 Eý15 E106 

New Houses 349 C170 C500 C420 E260 C260 

Middleheugh 182 F. 95 C-142 C200 E120 C180 

Xill Head 50 f- 44 t 95 t 50 f. 50 t 50 

TOTAL E671 E1329 C1415' E820 C887 

Change when 
1816 - 100 47 94 100 58 63 

Source: NCRO/ZFE/52 
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The severity and significance of what is sometimes referred to as 

the 'depression' after the Napoleonic Wars and which appears depressed 

only when judged by euphoric wartime conditionsp will be considered 

later (see PP-77-88). Present concern is merely with how far rent levels 

reflected agricultural conditions. Evidence exists which states that 

farmers were themselves responsible for difficulties they encountered 

in that they continued to offer extravagant rents for farms falling 

vacant. Certainly the proposal system of letting continued long after 

the passing of the wartime conditions which'had made it popular. 

Landlords who would otherwise have given abatements or granted rent 

reductions were reluctant to do so when new tenants would offer 

increased rentals even at times of low corn prices, as in the 1820s. 25 

"There is not a faxmer gives up his farm for being too deax# but it is 

ten to one that it is let higher, or at least at the old rent. Now it 

is impossible for landlords to reduce their rents so long as farmers go 

on bidding for farms at this rate; and if there is any distressp the 

fa=ers have a great hand in making it themselves. " 26 As late as 

1633 the same observation was made. 
27 Whyever then did fa=ers offer 

high rents only to complain about the haxdship'these brought? One 

=easonp of course, was that for many years after the War, men hoped 

for a return of those conditions; the Corn Laws were the legislative 

vindication that another such crisis was possible. More important is 

the axg=ent that wartime conditions had created a surfeit of aspiring 

fa=exs, all of whom had to find farms in the post-Wax period.. Moreoverg 

a farmer with all his capital tied up in his stock and with knowledge 

and skill adapted only to agriculture, had little occupational mobility. 

It may have been more comforting and even more profitable for such a man 

25 sCheviot'. N. C., June 22nd. 1822. 

26 'An Old Parmerig N. C.,, April 27th 1822. See also tInvestigatorlp 
N. C. 9 May llth 1822. 

27 $A North=beýland Farmers, N. 'C. 
9 March 9th 1833- 
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to farm in hope and at an i=ediate loss thanýto sell everything in 

a flooded market and chance his fortune in the wider world. 
28 

There was one way in which landlords could retain nominally high 

rents and still keep tenants who could not really afford to pay them. 

That was by offering abatementsq simply a return to the tenant of that 

percentage of his rent needed to keep -him solvent and farming. The 

Duke of Northumberland gave abatements to most of his tenants nearly 

every rent day between 1816 and 1836 (see P-146). At lepst two dozen 

other Northumberland landlords followed the same proceduret and newspaper 

reports of their generosity were numeroust particularly in the years 

1780,1834-5t 1843-4 and 1849-50 - all times of low corn prices - but 

also in the period 1830-1t when prices were not especially low but when 

harvests may have been poor and sheep rot was certainly rampant. 

Compaxatively few Northumberland landlords found it necessary to reduce 

pe=anently the rentals of faxms in lease. 29 Landlords who refused even 
30 ' 31 

abatements were texmed 'haxd-heartedt: those who gave themp 'munificent'. 

But there were also contrary voices which found much to criticize in the 

practice. Abatements brought popularity that could be pplitically 

useful and they also brought ready cashp for it was a universal 

requirement that all arrears be cleared before tenants were, entitled to 

abatement. 
32 Hence tenants frequently had to sell produce at times 6f 

low p rices o-r borrow money at high intetest to qualify. 
33 Abatements 

avoided the apparent defeat of rent reduction, and if times improved, 

the landlord could benefit by immediately claiming fall rent. John 

Grey gave the example in 1850 of a landlord who had preferred to abate 

28 F. M,,, 229 18219 P-104. 

29 Only six were reported. N. C., Feb. 24th 1815, March gth 1816, 
Jan. 9th 18199 May 5th and Dec. 25th 1830, Jan, 10th 1835- 

30 N. C., Sept. 14th 1816. 

31. 'A Northumberland Plougbn=t# N. C., June 2nd 1821, 

32 1822 Greenwich Hospital Reportq PRO/AM/79/60, 

33 IA Tynpside Farmerit N, C., Ap=il 20th 1822. 
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C200 to a bad farmer on a farm let for a nominal ZlfOOO rather than let 

it to a cood tenant at E800.34 The abatement system benefited those 

who farmed least profitably and who were least likely to. improve the 

farms they tenanted. It is an excellent example of high rents 

representing and perpetuating the very opposite of agricultural 

improvement. 

An alternative way by which landlords could counter periodic 

low prices and yet still reap high rents during more prosperous times 

was by means of a corn rent , that system by which all or part of the 

rent was calculated by the current price of corn and was therefore 

lower'at times of poor prices than at, times of good, This was a tactic 

35 
first introduced to the County by the Duke of Portland in-November 18150 

and continued by'him throughout the first half of the 19th. century. 
36 

Objections to the system were that, being based on past wheat averagesq 

it was too slow to give i=ediate reliefg and that wheat was no accurate 

indicator of the state of the market for meat,, wool or even other grainA7 

Nor did cc= rent cater for a poor harvest producing low yield but high 

prices. 
38 Despite much discussiont39 the system does not seem to have 

had many praotitioners in Northumberland. Perhaps its greatest 

disadvantage was that it not only made -uncertain the commitýment of 
, 

tenants and income of landlords, but also encouraged a I'disregard to 

the state of the markets, the fluctuation of which is the great impulse 

34 N. C., Jan. 11th 1850. 

35 N. C. 9 Dec. 2nd 1815; J. Bailey to Sir. J, B, Riddellj Nov. 16th 18189 
NCRO/ZRW/293; Notice to Duke's tenants, n*d, l NCRO/ZRW/289, 

36 NCRO/ZSA/12/16. 

37 NCRO/ZHE/34. 

38 Mr Chrisp to N. ewcastle Fa=ers' Club, 1859, NCRO/ZHE/34- 

39 e. g. Notes by W, H. Sitwell, Jan. 10th 1850, NCRO/NRO/470/52; Thomas 
Rodger to William Lowryq March 3rd 1852, NCRO/Tankerville Box l/D/3. 
unsorted, 
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to industry and skill,,. 
40 

Xýp 6: 1 is-produced from Schedule B of the Property Tax Assessment 

of 1815P 41 
andq adopting a technique partially developed by Sir John 

Sinclair42 and MýCullochq43 attempts to show the relative talue per 

acre of agwicultural land at the end of the War. As might have been 

expected'. land values decreased ftom east to west as altitude increased. 

The Tyne Valley is appa=ent as an area of higher =entq as is the north 

of the County, the coast and particularly the mining and industrial area 

of the south-east with its i=ediate agricultural hinterland. 

Xap 6: 2 is based on the map and rentals', given by Thomas Colbeck 

in 1847 44 
and superimposes the rental figures given by Young for 1769,45 

of which Colbeck was probably aware. Agricultural land in the vicinity 

of Newcastle had always been expensivep and was also dear at least as far 

north as Gosforth in 1769. The arable lands of the coast had generally 

increased in rent from about 12/- to 30/- or 35/- per acre and the best 

permanent pastures and wheat land of Bamburgh exceeded the normal going 

rate at both dates, Good grazing land in the Stamfordham area certainly 

increased in valuev but not the poor pastures and second-rate arable of 

the Upper Wansbeck or Rothbury areas, Greatest advance in rental seems 

to have been in Glendale and by the River Tweed in the very north of the 

40 1822 Greenwich Hospital Reportt PRO/ = /79/60. 

41 PRO/E/182/295- Schedule B taxed farmers, including owner occupiers', 
on their theoretical profits which were assumed to be three-fourths 
of the rent. Rentals under C50 were exempt, and those between C50 
and C150 received various abatements on the sum. of 2/- in the C 
claimed from those paying rentals of over C150. A. *Hope-Jones, 
Income Tax in the Napoleonic Wars, 19399 pp. 209 23. For the purposes 
of Map 6: 1 all payments axe assumed to have been at the 2/- rate. 

42 F. M., 189 18179 pp. 1-8. 

43 J-R-X 0 Culloph, op. cit., A P-531. 
II 

44 Thomas Colbeck, p. 436. 

45 Arthur Youngg Northern Tour, 1770,3. 
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County. 

Though Thompson's land values in Figuxe 6: 4 suggest that the 3ýent 
I 

of agricultural land reached a peak by mid century, other evidence 

indicates that Northumberland rents may not have achieved this. In 1855 

it was asserted that Northumberland was the only part of England where 

rents woro still below their 1815 level and that while they had averaged. 

about 15/- per acre then, they were only 13/- per acre at mid century. 
46 

A footnote to this work suggests that only those parts of the County 

which could not grow turnips had failed to advance. To check this 

supposition the Extrdordina=y Gaol Rate Assessment of 18'0947 was compared 

48 
with the new Poor Rate Assessment of 1848. Both these were based on 

property values and assessments were made by township. Current rent 

levels were used to establish these values, but the gieatest defect of 

the procedure is. that non-agriCultural property was also assessed. Hence 

the increased value of urban and industrial property is very evident. 

But most of Northumberland was concerned with purely agricultural 

enterprise and this perhaps justifies the pro , auction of Nap 6: 3 to give 

a generalised indication of relative change in rent levels. Pigures 

for North Durham-and Bedlington are not available. 

Map 6: 3 indicates that greatest rent increases were in the - 

industrial and mining area of the south-eastj that part of the County 

where non-agricultural factors were most instrumental in influencing 

rent levels. Coal mining was also responsible for the increasesin the 

Wylan and Nickley areas and in Haltwhistlep a woollon mill for that in 

Otterburnq iron works for the Bellingham rise and various urban activities 

for rent increases in Hexham and Xorpeth. But agricultural areas of the 

46 Leonce de Lavergne, The Rural Economy of Englandq Scotland and 
Ireland# 18559 p. 273- 

47 NCRO/ZMI/B45- 

48 NCRO/W/89- 
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Sources: 1809 Extraordinary Gaol Rate Assessment, 
NCRO/ZMI/B45. 
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County also show significant augmentation of rent. The Upper Coquet, 

parts of Glendalep the central Tyne area and most of the coastal belt 

show rent increaser. that'were probably the result of increased 

agricultural productivity. The highest parts of the Countyq in the 

west and southp generally show moderate increases and these are also 

common in those paxts of the northp coastand Tyneside not distinguished 

by still greater rises. Moderate increases are also common in central 

Northumberland# but more typical is rent decline. With. the. exception of 

the Upper Coquetq the axea from Ponteland and Stamfordham in the south 

as far north as Eglingham, from Kirkwhelpington and Alwinton in the west 

as far east as Bothal and Alnwick or even the coast in placespwas one 

in which rent reduction was more common than rent increase. 

The situation is revealed more clearly by use of the 1848 Poor 

Rate Assessment to provide figures of rent per acre in the mid-19th 

century. These are shown on Map 6: 4. Again, the non-agricultural rents 

of the south-east, Ovington, Bellingham#-Hexham, Morpeth and parts of 

the Haltwhistle region distort the picture and should be discounted. 

What remains is a situation in which high rents per acre were being paid 

along the coast, in Glendale and the central Tyne area. 'Lowest rent 

per acre, not surprisingly, was paid for the highest parts of the County, 

in the south and west. Central Northumberlandt that part which had been 

characterised by rent reduction in the period from 1809 to 1848, is now' 

charaotgrised by extremes. High rentals were paid in Glantono Meldon 

. or Whaltong for example, 'but low ones in adjoining areas* The course 

of the Wansbeck, -the Coquet and even the upper reaches of the Aln and 

Breamish can be distinguished by the higher rents paid for the surrounding 

land, Between these areas axe large regions of cheaper landv the cheapest 

of all occuring in Hartburn Parish. Yet Haxtbu=p on Map 6: 3. is 

distinguished by moderate rent increases. The -greatest decline o9curred 

in those parts of central Northumberland paying a moderate rather than a 
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very low or very high rent per acre. In shortv the best land in 

Northumberlandq the arable along the coast, on the Tyne and in Glendale 

paid the highest rent per, acre and made the greatest rent increase 

during the first half of the 19th century. The cheapest land, that 

too high for extensive arable cultivation, made moderate additions to 

its rental. It was the land of central-Northumberland, between about 

300 and 700 feet above sea level and inciuding a considerable proportion 

of thing cold clay much of which could be put to arable usev land that 

came mid way on the scale of-rent charge per acre that was most prone to 

rent decline in this period, Other evidence suggests that this part of 

the County was being forced to produce large oat acreages in the first 

half of the 19th century (see p. 231) and that it was the last arable 

region'to attempt to incorporate turnips into its rotations (see P-415). 

It would seem that much of central Northumberland was marginal arable 

land during the first half of the 19th centum7t that its arable potential 

produced higher rental than purely pastoral activity would have yielded 

and over-exploitation by-arable cultivation caused the evident rent 

decline*in the area. 

The importance of geographic marginality has been emphasised 

before49 and will be considered in more detail later (see pp. 200-233)butt 

it may not be irrelevant to take note also of the importance of economic 

marginality.. . A=able*exploitation of land that was geographically 

marginal often yielded returns to both tenant and landlord that were of 

marginal economic benefit. The comparatively high rents paid for such 

land could be sustained only as long as a considerable proportion of it 

remained in arable. But the longer the land remained in arable, the 

more prone it was to soil exhaustionp a situation aggravated by the fact 

that while few turnips were grown, less stoci-could be kept to make 

manure and while rents were high and prices low, less could be spent 

49 e. g. J. W. House, 'Nargins in Regional Geography - an Illustration from 
N, E. Englandlin Northern Geographical Essays, 1966, pi?. 139-56; 
M. L. Parryq Changes in the Upper Limit of Cultivation in S. E. Scotland 
1600-1900t Ph. D. Thesis, Edinburgh University, 1973- 



on imported manures and general improvement. 'High farming' may well 

have been uneconomic in the short te=v but this was 'low farming' and 

perhaps uneconomic in the long term. 

Cheap land was so largely because it could not be converted to 

arable use: expensive land was expensive usually be. cause it was already 

good arable land. The first could best be rendered more productive and 

thus liable to higher rent by improved pastoral agriculture: the second 

by more efficient arable culture. But in between was land of middling 

price, th e value of which could readily be raised by increasing its 

arable proportiong especially the ratio of grain to other Produce. The 

conditions of the late 18th centuryl and more especially those of the 

Napoleonic Wars, were conducive to this happening in central io=thumberland. 

Once it hadv the spiral of flow farming' took hold. High rents based on 

the arable farming of poor quality land were most easily maintained in 

the fabe of low prices and declining fertility by increasing grain 

acreage. This in turn reduced the capacity to maintain fertility and led 

inevitably to reduced yields or conversion to poor pasturep both of which 

must have meant diminish9d rental. The problem was whether it would 

have been more profitable for landlords to have allowed rent reductions 

and to have thereby made possible more pastoral farmingt or to have 

tried to maintain high rents and thereby to have virtually compelled 

fa=ers to increase their arable acreage. Basically it was an economic 

problem in a geographic settii1g. As it happenedt the pressure for farms 

even poor ones - in Northumberland in the second half of the 19th century 

usually took the decision out of the lazidlord's hands and ensured him 

a high competitive rent which for marginal axable could only ýe paid by 

means of the most rigorous exploitation of the land. Geographic 

marginality decided where such exploitation would take place: economic 

maxginality if it were to happen at all. 
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vii 

AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION 

It has been argued - and it is an argument which appeals to co=on 

sense - that periods of agricultural depressiony indicated by reductions 

in rents, increased arrears and abatements (see P. 50) rather than 

simply by reduced prices for agricultural produce, 
1, 

were detrimental to 

agricultural improvement in that agriculture then ceased to be a 

remunerative field for capital investment by either tenant or landlord* 

The cominent of Adam Walker of Mellendean, Roxburgh in 1816 was typical 

of that school of thought. "It is difficult to describe the circumstances 

denoting the distress of farmers,, which vary according to the nature of 

the farm; but among the most strikingg is the total stop which has been 

put to improvement of landq by limingr draining, and every other 

operation requiring the expenditure of capital. ,2 It was supposed that 

money was laid out on improvement in times of agricultural prosperity, 

particularly during the period when farmers were reaping the benefits 

of the high corn prices of the Napoleonic Wars. A letter to the local 

newspaper in 1822 expressed this view. 

"It is well known that within the last 15- or 20 years, under the 

encouraging circumstances which were held out in the early part of the 

century, great tracts of inferior soil were enclosed and brought into 

cultivationg and a number of tenants werep by the fair prospects of the 

timep induced to expend their labour and capital in improving these lands, 

with the reqsonable expectation that the. latter years of their leases. 

would repay their expenditureq and reward their exertions. The-depression 

of produce has disappointed this hopep and when, in some cases, the leases 

have expiredp and the lands have come into the marketp the unfortunate 

improvers, whose thouqands have been buried in the soilq have been over- 

1 G. E. Mingay, 'The Agricultural Depression 1730-50'. Ee. Hist. Rev. p' 2nd series, 8.1956, P-324. 
2 Evidence of Adam Walker of Mollendeanp Roxburgh, Agricultural State of the Kinýdom# 1816, PP. 407-8. 
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bidden and ousted by those whose sole view was to gather the fruits of 

their unfortunate predecessorst expenditure and labour. 0 

There isp however, an opposing view that is worthy of some 

consideration. It is that high prices and general prosperity do not 

necessarily stimulate increased activity, "because many producers are 

disposed to work less hard when an accustomed income can be earned with 

less exertion". 
4 For tenants, the means of making agricultural change 

were greatest during times of prosperity, but the actual incentive to 

change may well have been greatest during times of agricultural depression. 

For landlords with greater reserves of capital, these conditions may 

not have been so strictly applicable, but again it may be wondered 

whether a landlord with capital would have been more eager to spend money 

on improving an estate that was already profitable than on one yielding 

only poor profits. Certainly the usual landlord reaction to times of 

prosperityp the raising of rents and the shortening of leasesq was not 

conducive to tenants laying out their own capital. A Northumberland 

correspondent surnmed up the situation as he saw it in 1804- 

"As farms in general are now let at rack-rentv and on short leases, 

it cannot excite surpriset, that fa=ers should decline laying out their 

capitals in undertakingsg from which time will not perhaps allow them to 

reap an adequate reýtu=... An acquaintance of mine has possessed a farm 

for about twenty yearsp consisting of nearly equal portions of good rich 

land and waste: and during all that time a single acre of the waste has 

not been improved. The reason is plaint - the proprietor will give no 

assistance; and the tenant, who finds he can live comfortably by the good 

'A Northumberland Ploughman't N. C., May 11th 1822. 

4 Sir Hubert Henderson 'The Price System', Economic Journal. 9 Dec. 1948 
quoted in G. R. Allen tWheat Farmers and Falling PricesI9 Farm 
Economistq 1954,7. no. 89 P-335. Allen's own studies of agriculture 
in Saskatchewan between 1914 and 1939 lend support to this arg=ent. 
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land alone, will not embark single-handed in so'axduous and hazardous 

an undertaking. 
0 

It would seem that there is some danger in presuming that prosperity 

encouragedq and that depression deterred, agricultural improvement. 

It is therefore worth examining in more detail the periods of 

agricultural depression in Northizmberlandin an attempt to discover 

whether the progress of agricultural development was markedly different 

during these periods than at other times. 

Petitions complaining of the depressed state of agriculture in 

Northumberland were either sent or planned to be sent to Parliament in 
678 10 11 1821t 1822P 18279 18359' 9 18360 and 1850, but it may well have 

been that the discontent they expressed was more political than 

agricultural. Perhaps a surer way to trace periods of agricultural 

depression is to find when there were uncustomarily large numbers of 

farms advertised to let in the newspapers, Bearing in mind that 

advertising steadily became an increasingly popular method of letting 

fazms after 1750 and that isolated high figures for a single yearp such 

as those at 21-year intervals produced by the block letting of Greenwich 

Hospital fa=s# are not sigAificant, such a method can prove useful iind 

was regarded by contemporaries as an indication of depression. 12 During 

P. M., 59 1804t P-450. 
N. C., Jan, 27th 1821. 

N, C, g Feb. 16th 1822. 

8 N. C., Jan. 27th 1827- 

9 N. C., March 28th 1835- 

10 N. C. 9 Peb. 20th 1836 

3.1 N. C. p Jan. 4th 1850. 

12 "The heart sickens at the perusal of the uncommonly numerous 
-advertisements of the sale 'of the whole stock, implements of husbandryv etc. ' of farmers who are already ruinedv which crowd the 

columns of the newspapers. " Berwickshire Quarterly Report, April 25th 1817# F-M-P 189 18179 p. 228. 
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such times it was said that "the cause of farms letting so slowly is,, * 

the real want of tenants; this want is really owing to the many failures 

of Farmersil # 
13 that "the number of farms to let in this County are 

I 

great,, 
14 

or that "I was in hopeso. that farms wd have been eagerly 
15 

enquired aftert but I am afraid it will not be the Case"* Newspaper 

advertising, at least in the l6th century, was more likely to have been 

a last resort than a-first course of actiong but it should. provide some 

indication of which were years of depression. 

Figure 7: 1 Plots the total number of individual farms advertised 

to be let each year. ' The block advertisements of the Greenwich Hospitalf 

a product of landlord policy and nothing to do with depressiong are 

distinguished. The evidence suggests periods of depression in 1762-65, 

1780-84# 1805-o6t 1808-12t 1816-18 and 1830-34 and peýhaps also in the 

late 1840s. These periods generally coincide with low grain, prices, 

often being i=ediately preceeded by them (see PP. 286,297,30j). They axe 

also frequently confirmed by evidence from estate papers, such as a 

letter from Joseph Hutchinson at Chillinghan in 1762. 

"Farmers are Breaking every Day as well as the Gentlemen of this 

Neighbourhoodg and I am much affraid Ralph Ostens will not be able to 

stand it, for I can get nothing of him without Distress, and Hunters 

Wif es Fortune does not appear yet. and Morrison is Sixty Pounds behind, 

nor does Halls Rent come in a Bill from Newcastle as Promised, nor IF 

Dalglieshq The Wooler Ten ts Turvelaws the Way to Wooler nor Walke=s 

a=ea= come till after the Fair or their Wool be Sold... " 16 

13 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delaval, Maxch 4th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/15/17. 

14 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavalq Nov. 26th 1783- NCRO/2DE/4/15/57- 

15 J. Bailey to Sir J. B. Riddell, Nov. 16th 1818. NCRO/ZRW/293- 

16. Joseph Hutchinson to Lord Tankerville, April 24th 1762. NCRO/ 
Tankerville Box l/D/2 unsorted. 
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The tenor of a letter in 1783 is simil=- "It, was possetively Asserted 

by a reputable Fa=er the other day that His Grace the D. of Northumberland 

had Disabled three Hundred Tenant in the space of the last six years, 

There is no age of man can till of so many farmers having been for ever 

ruined as has been in these last Seven or Eight years... from one end 

of the County to the other it is SO-1117 
I. I 

Apparently not even the frequent high corn prices of the Napoleonic 

Wars were enough to avert depression when rents were also high. The ruin 

of the tenant at Rosedean in 1809 "alarmed the other stock Tenants - he 

took this farm by proposal, at C2600 - he found he could not stand itv 

m & wanted to give it up - Mr. Clennel reduced his rent 1: 600 p ann & he is 

now gone to Piecesq The Landlord obliged to seize for his rent, & 

several Executions besides - they say the fam ought not to be beyond 
C 

1400 a year at the outside", 

The post-Wax depressions in Northumberland axe sufficiently well 

chronicled in the official enquiries of th .e 
age919 but ono'cannot help 

wondering how objective some of the witnesses were. Was it true in the 

Northumberland of 1816 that "more than 100 faxms are unlet; and that the 

?0 great body of farmers. are in the utmost distress, verging upon bankruptcYp 

or that "were they not restrained by leasest the whole country would have 

given up their fa=o, for diatreas among farmorn waa never ao groat"? 
21 

Perusal of strictly local material suggebts it was not. A letter to the 

17 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavall March 4th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/15/17- 

18 The Duke of Northumberland's Commissioners, Wm Smith* D. W. Smith and 
J. Lawsp to the Duke, Nov. 29th 1809. AC/Z/1/12b/517.. 

19 See particularly'Agricultural State of the Kingdom, 1816, pp, 234-42; 
and Reports of the Select Committee on the State of Agriculture and 
the Causes of Distress, 1836, pp. 137-78. 

20 Evidence of James Fenwick of Long Wilton (Witton) near Morpetho 
'Agricultural State of the Kingdom, 1816, pp. 235-6. 

21 Evidence of George Hopper of Black Hedley, ibid. 0 p. 238. 
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Courant in 1822 flatly contradicted a very similar picture drawn earlier 

by 'A Northumberland Farmer'. "He tells usl that. there are hundreds of 

farmers who stand equally in need of relief as himself. I will boldly 

tell him, that his-assertion is'not true. There may be individuals in 

such a situation; buto if. anyt I am well aware that they are very few. 

22 Bad as times are,, they are not so bad ; is that. " U North=berland 

Farmer; later clarified his opinion and gave an interesting slant to 

the relation between depression and improvement. Depression, he saidg 

had removed only the poorer, less skillful f armers; those who remained 

were the most competent and industrious. 23 Certainly the "phenomenon of 

a landlord unde=taking improvements in the midst of the depression , 24 is 

evident enough. Rent abatements by Northumberland landlords frequently 

included the provision of now buildingsl of lime or seedp' or were made 

on the understanding that various improvements be undertaken by the 

tenant. The Greenwich Hospital, although exceptional in the amount of 

money it was spending on its estate after the War (see', p. 126) was 
25 

typical in its attitude to depression. The depression confused and 

worried tenants and there were reports of them "refusing to carry the 

Xaterials in consequence 
. 
of the distressed state of the Time S,, 

26 
and of 

delay "owing to the lat*e depressed state of Agriculture the Tenant 

being then undetermined whether he could continue the Pa= at its 

27 
present Rent. or not". but these were recognised as minor and temporary, 

22 'An Old Fa=erl, N, C. t June 22nd 1822i 

23 'A North=berland. Fa=erl . N. C. 0 June 29th 1822. 

24 G. E.. Mingayp op-cit-t P-334. 

25 See paxticularly co=ents on East Mill Hill and Haydon Town Fa=sq 
1817 Visitation, PRO/ADM/79/59; and on Dilston De=esnef Throckley. 
South and Newlands Mo=ow Field Fa=s, 1818 Visitationg NCRO/NRO/46V 
42/4- 

26 1818 Report on Lipwoodwell and Lipwood F Warden, NCRO/NRO/467/ 
42/4. 

27 1818 Report on West Land Ends Fa=t-Langley BaxonytNCRO/NRO/467/42/4. 
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difficulties; the main work of improvement continued, if not stimulated 

by depression, at least unabated by it. 

It was a common contemporary argument that the best way to avoid 

increased poor rates in times of depression was to employ those who 

would have been unemployed in the execution of agricultural, improvements 

In Berwickshire, it was reported in 1819 that all labourers were-fully 

employed in "draining and other kinds of, workt which were in a great 
29 

measuxe at a stand during the last two years", and in Cumberland in 

1823 that "In seasons of uncommon difficulty, such as the present, good 

roads upon a farm, and well drained landt commonly return extraordinary 

profits; and we would humbly recommend to landlords to give every 

encouragement to these two excellent modes of improving their rentals". 
30 

An article by one tGibbie, Grubber' in 1823 identified a similar situation 

in the South of Scotland where one could usually find "inferior soils 

still in cultivationg and'daily behold such soils, situated in the worst 

of climates, undergoing the process of improvemeAt. It may require 

greater knowledge than we possessp to account for such policy on the part 

of farmers. But while we know that inferio: q soils continue to be 

improvedp- that manure and lime are bought at most extravagant prices and 

applied to such soils, we shall smile at the political economist who 
31 

raves about inferior soils going out of cultivation", An argument using 

similar logic was presented by the Yorkshire Land-Draining Association 

in 1844 that "the. position of the Agwicultural'Com=2nity seems emphatically 

28 See, for example, the report of this being done extensively in 
Northumberland in a letter from 'A Well-wisher to all Ranks of Societyr 
N-C., Feb- 5th 1820. 

29 Berwickshire Quarterly Report, P. M., 209 18199 P-103- 

30 Cumberland Quarterly Report, P. M., 24,1823, P-506. 

31 tGibbie Grubber', 'On the Effects of a Low Price of Corn', P. M.,, 249 
1823v p. 201. 
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to call for the most active promotion of every practical improvementg 

which, by securing an increase of productiong may tend to counterbalance 

any depression consequent upon the relative reduction in prices. 
02 

It is as well to remember that the measurement of agricultural 

depression in terms of wheat prices does not necessarily give an accurate 

picture of agricultural prosperity in No=thumberlandl not primarily a 

wheat - or even a grain-producing county. Sir Charles Monck recognised 

in 1834 that the depression "was greater now than ever, before in the 

artic16 of wheat: But oats and barley he believed bore a remunerating 

price# and stock and wool were dear". 33 Nor should it be assumed that. 

the conditions sometimes pertaining in the South of England - peýiodio 

n=al under- or unemploymentg high poor rates and labourers' riots - 

were equally typical of Northumberland. They were not. Agricultural 

labour was generally scarce and it always received wages amongst the 

highest in England (see P. 185). Poor rates were consequently low 

and caused little comment, and there were no violent disturbances 
34 

amongst rural labourers. ' This being so, it must be wondered how 

depressed Northumberland agriculture ever was, even during the. worst 

periods of depression. Depression like'improvement is, after all, a 

relative term. The simplest-change in the most backwaxd agriculture 

may have seemed a great improvement: the smallest reversal in the 

fortunes of prosperous farmers may have been regarded as depression, 

The local newspapers have been used to give some idea of how many 

farmers were in really serious financial difficulties during one of the 

most serious of the depression phases that following the Napoleonic 

Wars. A fair idea of the numbers and locations of those faýmers who 

suffered desperately can Iýe gained from the formal announcements of 

32 N. C. 9 Feb. 16th 1844. 

33 Abstract of Sir Chaxles Monckts Rent Day Speech, Nov. ' 25th 1834P 
NCRO/ZMI/B4: L/7. 

34 See the co=ents of 'A Well-Wisher to the Countytý N. C. t May 18tht. 
1822. 

. 
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bankruptcies, or from the factual addition to advertisements for the 

sale of farm stock that the sale was being brought about by bankruptcyj 

by the landlord distraining for =ent or as a consequence of a writ of 

Fieri Facias delivered to the Sheriff. No doubt some farmers in equal 

difficulties were able to make quieter, 1 ess embarrassing exits from 

agriculture which would not be detectable, but it is significant that 

between 1816 and 1836 - the date of the last Report on agricultural 

distress - only 86 cases were found of farmers in such severe economic 

clifficulties. 

The distribution of these 86 cases is also interesting. XaP 7: 1 

shows no tight gtcouping in areas of poorer soil or marginal land. 

Certainly the very north of the County, Glendale, most of Tindale and 

much of the higher lands are relatively u=arkedg but the distribution 

is as dense on the fertile soils of Bamburgh and Belford as on the less 

desirable land axound Ki=kwhelpington or Whittingham. Nor is there 

really any time in which there was a Glut of financial tragedies during 

this period. After a maxi=L= of 13 in 1816, there were never more than 

in any one year and most yea=s had only 3 or 4- 

The evacuation of a farm by a tenant, particularly when bankruptcy 

had caused this to be sudden and inconvenient, frequently occasioned the 

insertion of an advertisement in the papers for the letting of the fa=. 

Of the 86 fa=s where the tenants were in serious difficulties, 49 

could be definitely identified in letting advertisements. These fell into 

the following acreage categories: - 

below 50 acres -2 
50 to 149 -4 150 to 299 -15 

300 to 499 -15 
500 to 999. -8 
1000 and over -5 

Even by North=berland standards, these were not small'fa=s. They 

certainly provide no evidence of the small men going to the wall. Of 

course# smaller fa=ers may have had less need of fo=al, insolvency 
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ES 

Insolvent Farmersq 1816-1836. 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1816-36. 

12 16 
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proceedingsp but there is ample evidence of bankrupt -small shopkeepers, 

publicans and even farm labourers to suggest that had there been a great 

number of small farmers in financial difficulties, they too Would have 

left some evidence, It would seem there were not and that what few 

embarrassed farmers there were in the County during this period farmed 

considerable holdings. 

It must therefore be supposed either that periods of agricultural 

depression in Northumberland between 1750 and 1850 proved little 

obstacle to improvement and may even have stimulated itt or that the 

depression of these periods was generally too shallow and short-lived 

to have-had any serious effect on improvement. Yet there is no reason 

why these should be mutually exclusive alternatives. The existing 

evidence points to the conclusion that Northumberland suffered no serious 

or long-lasting agricultural depression in the century after 1750 and 

that what difficulties there were certainly proved no real hindrance to 

improvement and innovation. 
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The tenant farmer owned only livestock, crop and implements: the 

soil and most of what was constructed upon it belonged to'his landlord 

and could be used only as the landlord allowed or failed to forbid. 

Consequently, the landlord's behaviour in the administration of his 

estates was crucialt 
1 

particularly in the "land-owners' landscape ,2 

of Northumberland. Very little of the County was farmed by men who 

actually owned their faxms. The Land Tax Retu=S3 confirm this 

(see Table 8: 1). What few owner-ocCupiers there were were basically 

the customary or copyhold tenants of the south-west of the County, small 

cottagers, or large landlords*making payment for their seats. 

Table 8: 1 

Relative Importance of Proprietors and Owner-Occupiers 
in Northumberland - 

Number of Number of Total % Owner- 
Proprietors Owner- Proprietors Occupiers 

Tax Assessed Occupiers and Owner- of Total 
Occupiers 

4/- to El 909 366 1275 28.7 

over C1 to Z5 580 156 736 21,2 

over C. 5 to C10 193 39 232 16.8 

over C10 to C20 117 13 130 10.0 

over C20 log 14 123 11.3 

TOTAL. 1908 588 249.6 23.5 

Source: 1806 Land Tax Returns. 
NCRO/QAP/40-41. 

1 G. E. Xingay, 'The Large Estatý in 18th Century England' and P. M. L. 
Thompson, tEnglish Great Estates in the 19th Centuryt in Comml, 'Mications 
of the First International Conference of Economic History, Stockholm, 
1960t PP-376-81,392-7; William Marshall, Landed Property. 1804tpp. 28-9. 

2 Thomas Sha=pq Shell Guide to Northumberland, 1969, p. 16. 

3 It has ýeen decided not to place'g=eat reliance on tho distinction 
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Table 8: 2 suggests that the domination of the landscape by large 

landlords did not alter radically during the period. 

Table 8: 2 

Land 0-vrnershiD in Northumberland, 1750 and 18 

lWo of rental Number of estates 
of Tankerville equal to or above 
Estate l(Plo Tankerville rent. 

c* 1750( 1) C 700 66 

1873 
(2) 

, E39142 61 

S. Purces: (1) Kid-18th century undated list of rentals of main 
properties in No=thumberland. AC Niddle Room/M/ 
div. I/22. 

(2) Return of Owners of Land 1873, London, 1875. 

As the 1750 list gives ho acreagesp the rental of an estate which 

did not alter greatly in area during the period 1750-1873v that'of 

Lord Tankerville, has been used ds an index. 

It is not possible to examine the style of management of all these estates. 

What must suffice is an examination of some of the chief characteristics 

of Northumberland estate management which draws evidence from a number 

of estates. It should then be possible to test such simplifications 

as that of Daniel Liddell, who claimed there were "two classes of landed 

proprietors in Northumberland. The landlords of the one class give 

leases, co-operate with farmers in &raining and improving land... The 

between proprietor and owner-occupier in the Land Tax Ret urn s. For 
some parishes the distinction was never madb, while in others it was 
made for only some entries. Northumberland leases usually left the 
landlord to pay the land tax, making it tempting for Commissioners to 
register the landlord as an owner-occupier. This happened in the 
paxish of Whitfield, for example, in 1806 when the Blacketts paid a 
lump sum of E50-16.6 out of a total parish assessment of Z56.16.0 and 
were recorded as the owners and only occupiers (NCROAREP/40-1), even 
though it is clear from estate rentals that their 12,000 acre estate 
in Whitfield-was divided into many farms (NCRO/w/2/13)- Hen 

' ce Table 
8: 1 is likely to overstate the. numbe= of owner-occupiers and any attempt 
to trace a change in the ratio of proprietors to owner-occupiers is not 
likely to produce'reliable results. 
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landed proprietors of the. other class do not grant leases, or if they dog 

insert in the agreement absurd conditions which place tenants at their 

mercy 
fand] do not co-operate with their tenants in draining and 

improving the land... A This may best be done by investigating in 
I 

much more detail the management of two extremely important and 

contrasting Northumberland estates in an attempt to discover what effect 

estate policies had on encouraging or discouraging agricultural 

improvement and innovation. 

The effect of the landlordts agricultural enthusiasm. 

Northumberland had no landlords in the mould of Thomas Coke or the 

Duke of Bedfordp men who were personally and actively engaged in the 

improvement of agricultuxe on their own estates. The picturo'conjuxed 

up of a landlord such as Coke as-the complete panacea for all agricultural 

56 backwardness has aroused some severe and well-founded criticism. Coke 

himself confirmed that his improvements had not spread at the rate of a 
7 

mile a year. It is, perhaps, fatuous even to attempt to trace back the 

evolution of improved agricultural methods to the example of an- 

individual. Primary historical evidence is not generally conducive to 

a study of the impact of even the greatest landlord's agricultural ideas 

on his tenants. Secondary evidence, where it exists, was generally 

created on the assumption or in support of the assumption that the 

landlord's personal ideas were effectively influential, and is therefore 

to be regarded with some suspicion. 

4 N. C., March 22nd 1844- 

5 Vide A. M. Stirling, Coke of Norfolk and his Friends, 1912; and 
N. Riches, The Agricultural Revolution in Norfolk, 1937. 

6 R. A. C. Paxker, tCoke of Norfolk and the Agricultural Revolution', 
Ec. H. R. p 2nd seriest 8,1955, PP-156-66. 

7 G. E. Fussell, 'The Dawn of High Farming in England', A. H., 22 (2)t 
April 1948, pp-83-95- 
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Some Northumberland landlords undoubtedly did try to use their 

influence and what they often assumed to be their. superior agricultural 

knowledge to improve the techniques of their tenants. Correspondence 

between Sir John Delaval's land agents in Northumberland and Sir John 

in London provides some interesting evidence of patriarchial intervention, 

William Noble, the overseer at Hartley South and Brierdon West farmsp 

wrote to Sir John in December 1780 saying have got the Mechean 

presumably winnowing I and plow from Carlisle and does not in the least 

doubt but they will boath answer verey welp the plow cost one pound 

nineteen shillings and sixpence, the Mechean three pounds seventeen 

shillings... 118 The new implements were not greeted enthusiastically 

by everyone. John Ocheltrie, the land agent at Seaton Sluice, reported 

to Sir John 11 ... there is a good Corn Machine at South Farm little 

worse than new; Yet Noble without consulting the Office, or Aquainting 

Any One with his Design, hath sent to no nearer a Maxket than Carlisle 

for a Plow and a Machine; not only buying the Same at a high-Rate; but 

foolishly increasing the Price therof, by such a Long Carriage. 119 Ocheltrie 

goes on to reveal where the incentive came from and is also surprisingly 

frank in his opinions about such innovations. "He says he had Lady 

Delavalls Order for so doingg which no doubt (if true) is a Sufficient 

Vindication of his Conduct. But if he had no such O=dert then suýe it 

must Appear both Unjust, & thoughtless to squander Money at this Juncturel 

in such an Unnecessary Manner. 1110 Clearly the implements were hardly. 

likely to receive fair trial. Lady Delaval owned the Ford Estate of 

the Delaval. Family and seems to have taken a keen theoretical interest 

in agriculture. John Bryers, the Seaton Delaval. land agent, wrote to 

Sir John in March, 1783 saying, "I also rec 
d two Books of Husbandry 

8 William Noble to Sir, John Delaval, Dec. 24th 1780. NCRO/2DE/4/47/2. 

John Ochelt=ie to Sir John Delavall Dec. 29th 1780. NCRO/2DE/4/43/7. 

10 Ibid, 
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(by Hart, and Hunter) with minutes by Lady Hussey Delaval fo='trials to 
11 be made of Sundry soris of manure etementioned in ýhemll. and again 

in April, 1783 about a drill rake for the planting of, peas, "as ordered 

by Lady Hussey Delaval to be made according to directions in Harts Essays 

on Husbandry. " 12 Regretably, there is no info= tion about the effect 

of Lady Delaval's advice on manure, but her horse rake was certainly not 

a complete success. Worked by an untrained horse and ploughman, on stiff 

clayt full of clods and formed into high and curving riggs,, with teeth 

unable to penetrate the ground and followed by 10 or 12 women and 

children sowing the same quantity they would have sown broadcast, the rake 
13 does not seem to have made a totally favourable impression. 

Sir John, although he spent most of his time in London, was in a 

peculiarly favouxable position to intervene in that boats from his bottle 

works at Hartley were constantly plying between Seaton Sluice and ports 

on the east coast, particularly London. Buck Wheat seed was sent from 

London to Berwick for use on the Ford farms in 1783P 
14 

and several 

ploughs we=e sent from London for use on the Seaton Delaval estate. 

"The two ploughs was received some time ago and has been tried. 

Matthew [the ploughman] says they will nether of them answer well for 

this strong Land - they can't get the smaller one to answer at all, he 

imagines the Bean has been made of Green wood, or otherwise has been 

twisted since it was made and stands quite from the Land. Thd larger one 

goes much better and I do not hear of any fault only its not effectually 

turning the furrows - this in some respects might be owing to therr 

imperfect Idea of management of them, they being so much different from 

any thing of the kind used here.,, 15 A double plough, tried the same 

11 John Bryers to Sir John Delaval, March 14th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/20/39- 

12 Ibid. 9 April 4th 1783. NCRO/2]JE/4/20/42. 

13 Ibid, 

14 Johii Bryers to Sir John Delaval, April 27th l783-NCRO/2DE/#20/44, 

15 Ibid., Feb-14th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/20/35. 
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16 month, similarly did"not meet with Natthews approbation' 

It is hard to imagine that imported implements, the result of 

landlord enthusiasm operating at a distancep made any real impression 

on the agriculture of the landlord's estates. Certaihly one tenant on 

the Ford estate was "cutting down Ash and other Trees out of the Dean 

wood and making,, Carts and Ploughs and other implements of. husbandry 

which are necessare. for the stocking of a farm. '.. 17 in 1794, 

presumably making his own implements in the traditional style, either 

totally. oblivious of improved designs or all too aware of the opinions 

held of them by-the various land agents and men like Matthew,. But the 

letters of land ag, gents to landlords are unlikely to yield hard evidence 

of any retrograde effect of landlord interference. Indeed, considering 

that the agent's job was at stake, even implied criticism of the 

landlord's interference is damning evidence of its general impracticality. 

Even apparently simple suggestions from abovet evolved in theory in 

London, met equally simple practical objections in Northumberland. 

11 ... I took one of the Gardeners Men (with one of their short 

Scythes that they use for the Garden walks) to make a Tryal of 

mowing stubble according to your Lordships directions in a 

letter for that purpose... The Clods of Earth and small stones 

in the Mausoleum field where the best stubble is,, spoiled the 

Scythets Edge and prevented its being gathered so well into 

heaps.., 11 18 

Similar encouragement from the landlord for tenants to use new machines 

seems to have existed on the Lord Crew&Estate. An account book of about 

1770 of John Sharp, Senior Trustee of the CreweCharity, notes "A Machine 

for cutting Turnips. A Machine of a new construction for chopping hay & 

16 Joseph *Oxley to Sir John Delaval, teb. 22nd 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/15/3. 

17 George Gladstone to Sir John Delaval, March 17th 1794. NCRO/2DE/4/49/1. 

18 John Bryers to Sir John Delaval, Sept. 28th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/2o/66. 
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straw. N. B. These two are intended to be*lent'out to any persons that 

are willing to try them in order that the use of them may be publicly 

known in the country. " 19 There is no information as to the success of 
I this particular encouragement. 

The agriculturai enthusiasm of landlords provided their agents with 

the incentive to experiment and to report on the experiments, but it 

would be unrealistic to assume that personal interest alone would have 

either countenanced major experiment or led to radical change throughout 

the estate, It seems much more probable that the benefits accruing from 

a landlord's personal intervention were a result of encouragement given 

to local agents to make better use of agricultural materials rather than 

of the applicationýof theoretical knowledge devoid of practical 

understanding. Such a contribution is certainly less dramatic and is 

very much harder to trace, but a possible example of the process is 

detailed in a letter to Sir John Swinb urn e from his agent, William 

Kirsopp, 

"I had Morrison's Son over at Capheaton when we View'd the 

Waggon fully and went afterwards and View'd Mx Delavals, which 

in my Opinion is as much too slender and light, as yours is too 

strong and heavy... I proposed to him to take yours to peices 

and putt her together again in a much lighter manner with a 

Sett of New Wheels also lighter to make her fit for 4 Horses 

to manage-,,.. Yours is Cledd in the Sides Double with whole 

Dealt and Mr Delavals is only Single and Slit Deal. Now I 

think Single with whole Deal would be a right Medium*" 20 

Hardly a sensational improvementg, but one encouraged by the interest of 

the landlord and more likely to experience widespread if gradual * 

diffuzion than a strange ploughl unworkable and exorbitantly expensive. 

19 NCRO/b/164/5/92A. 

20 William-Kirsopp, to Sir John Swinburneg Sept. 24th 1762. NCRO/ZSW/213/3- 
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There is little Northumberland evidence of the landlord's home 

farm being of more importance than as a source of fresh food for the 

household. The potential influence such farms might have had as 

practical exampl6s to surrounding tenants of the latest agricultural 

techniques in actual operationg must have been largely nullified by 

the realization that the home farm "was not generally regarded as a 

busines's enterprise and when one was run at a'p=ofit for a few years 

it was worth writing a book on the case. " 21 Profit motivated the 

practical farmer to farm, increased profit to innovate: the certain 

proof that home farm methods were unprofitable could have been no 

motivation at all. When Sir Charles Monck p-at sand upon his own land 

at Belsayl it was an improvement in that'it lightened heavy land, but as 

an example to tenants it was ineffectual as "the expence was still 

greater than the profit,,. 
22 The home farm at Howick was the product 

of the agTicultural enthusiasm of the Greys and was, by 18519 extensively 

drained, subsoiled and manuredp the corn was all drilled, the turnips 

moved by portable railway and the cattle box-fed, which even in Caird's 

estimation, were all "on a scale unnecessarily costly". 
23, Hughes 24 has 

chosen to regard the considerable evidence from experimental agriculture 

on this farm as typical of the region: it is more realistic to see the 

project as completely atypical, a product of landlord enthusiasm, but in 

no way conducive to the diffusion of agricultural innovation. 

Perhaps this failure of landlord enthusiasm to become infectious 

is best illustrated by an examination of Sir Charles Monck's estate at 

Belsay which, with its, cold, stagnant clay, bare and dirty fallows, scanty 

I and weedy crops of wheat and beansv and its absence. of leases and drainage 

21 P. M. L. Thompson, OP-cit-t P-392. 

22 Thomas Colbeckts comments on Hugh Taylor's paper to Newcastle 
Parmers' Club. July 3rd 18479 L. & P. Bolbec N630.611. 

23 The Timesl Nov. 28th 1851. 

24 Xark Hughesp Leadp Land and Coal as Sources of Landlord Income in Northumberland between 1700 and 18501 Ph. D. Thesis# Durham University# 1963. 
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was reckoned one of the worst-run in the County, 25. Yet Sir Charles was 

ostensibly one of the most enthusiastic of landlords. His rOnt day 

speeches are thick with paternal encouragemont and agriculturaladvice. 

Monck had recommended the replacement of 'half . the clover crop with a 
26 

pea crop in 1835, and continued to make the same recommendation nearly 

every year for more than a decadeP27 with the result, that, the tenants 

saw the opportunity to replace clover not with peas, but with. oats, a 

practice only partialiy eradicated by 'the imposition of an arbitrary 

fine of C2 per acre for crops taken out of course after 1839,28 Monck 

seems to have imagined himself as a sort of agricultural messiah amongst 

his tenants. "Go forward, " he saido "cultivating my estate-with 

encreased skill and industry for the benefit of us both: Ask me for 

the use of any Knowledgep which I may possess beyond youp and you shall 
29 have it. " His knowledge came from "Conversation with gentlemen of 

most knowledge and. experience in other parts of Englandp together with 

observation upon the practice of the tenants of an estate, which I have 

in a distant county [Caenby in Lincolnshire] 00 Sir Charles also 

tried to stop his tenants sowing rye-grass with their clover -a rash 

move where clover was obviously prone to failure - to grow wheat af ter 

the lea though two crops of wheat on poor land in a four course rotation 

would hardly have been superior farming; and to grow more turnipsp though 

he was reluctant to drain. "I have determined'that all drainage at less 

Ol Not than three feet is tenants drainaget and therefore do none. 

surprisingly, he had to admit in his inspection report of 1846. that 

-- . 

25 John Wilson, Northern Farms and Farming, 18649 P-3. NCRO/ZR`W/Add. &Miso. 

26 Rent Day Speechg Nov. 1835. NCRO/ZMI/B41/7. 

27 NCRO/ZMI/S/12 

28 Rent Day Speechq Novq 25th 1839. NCRO/ZMI/B41/7. 

29, Rent Day Speech, May 1844. NCRO/MaA41/7 

30 Rent Day Speechq Nov. 26th 1838. NCRO/ZMI/B41/7, 

31 Estate Reportp 1846. NCRO/ZMI/S/12. 
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32 
"The tenants... give only a reluctant compliance", and in 1845 

that he "feared they wouldq if permitted, relapse into the old way. 

The temptation of a small present benefit by cropping in false course, 

is too great to be resisted by such men". 
33 Which was hardly 

surprising when they were all tenants at will of what appears to have 

bee4 a remarkably conceited and stupid man. Personal enthusiasm did 

not necessarily mean that a landlord's ideas were good ones, nor did 

encouragementp even though it neared coerciong mean that new agricultural 

techniques- diffused in'this manner would in any way be pezmanent. 

Landlord exýthusiasm was alýo manifest in Mr Sitwell's Barmoor 

Castle Sheep Show, held annually from July 1804 for several years. The 

event was modelled on the Woburn shearing, even to the extent of 
'A A 

building in imitation a. hovel and a special house to hold 150 guests. " 

In that premiums were awarded to labourers winning drilling competitions 

and to owners of superior animalsp the event differed little in function 

from the early agricultural societies and consequently suffered from 

the same weaknesses (see PP-487-95). Whatever beneficial effects the 

Show may have had in the display of new techniques were probably 

secondary to Sitwell's main interest - the display and letting of his 

own tups. It should not necessarily be assumed that the landlord 

loudest in his efforts to improve agriculture was the most effective 

(later evidence suggests that Sitwell's estate was very poorly r=35) 

that self-interest was not involvedy nor that a venture ýn which 
I 

"Noblemeng baronetst'landlordsp and tenants'from both sides of the 

Tweed, sat intermixed like united Britonst discussing the advantages 

which must evidently result from gentlemen of-landed property becoming 

32 I. bid, 

33 Estate Reportt 1845. NCRO/ZMI/S/12. 

34 John Carr to Sir John Delaval, July 21st 1806. NCRO/2DE/4/60/24. 

35 W. H. Sitwell to Frank Sitwellp 0.1840. NCRO/NRO/470/52. *3- 
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the patrons of agricultural experiments; and many appropriate toasts 

were dr=ik on the occasion,,,, 
36 

was of any practical use in promoting 

the diffusion of agricultural improvements. 

Another way in which landlord enthusiasm could be directed towards 

the encouragement of agricultural endeavour amongst tenants was by the 

offering of premiums, restricted to tenants of the estate, for what the 

landlord deemed superior agriculture. Sir Henry Vane Tempest offered 

silver cups on his Durham estate for the farm in the best condition; for 

the most under-drainingp hedging and laying down to grass; and for the 

best animals. 
37 Sir James Graham adopted similar methods on his Netherby 

estate in Cumberland. 38 In Northumberlandq the only evidence of the 

practice is for the tenants of the Greenwich Hospital estate in the 

southern part of the County, but the scheme barely lasted a year before 

39 being merged with the Tynside Agricultural Society's activities in 1844. 

Presumably the effects of this sort of encouragement were not vastly 

different from the very similar encouragement offered by the agricultural - 

societies. 

Perhaps the most obvious method a landlord could use to re-educate 

his tenants in agricultural matters was that adopted by the Duke of 

Northumberland in'1843. 

"A lecture on agriculture, which was numerously attended, was 

deliverod by Profoasor Johnston, of Edinburgh, to tho tonantry 

on the Duke of Northumberland's estatev on Saturday last, in 

his Grace's Lancastrian School Room, at Alnwick. The lecturer 

has been engaged at his Grace's expence; the tenantry being 

admitted gratis by ticket. 1140 

The first lecture was on draining, and others on various subjects followed. 

36 N. C. 9 JulY 14th 1804. 
37 N. C., June gth 1804 
38 William Dickinson, 'The Farming of Cumberland,, J. R. A. S. E. t 139 1852t 

P. 252. 

39 N-C-P SePt-15th 1843- 
40 N. C. 9 Nov. 24th 1843. 
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This hypocrisy on the part of the Third Duke, who had never encouraged 

draining or any other sort of improvementp must have struck the 'voluntary' 

audience of tenants at will more strongly than the theoretical arguments 

of Professor Johnston. An opinion of the -venture attributed to one of 

these tenants was printed the following year. 

"The Duke is rich, but very haxd, 

He wont return a cent; 

But sends his tenants to the school 

To lea= to pay thei= rent. "41 

It would seem then that landlords laotiv4ted by their own zeal for 

agricultural improvement were in a peculiarly powerless position to exert 

their personal wishes upon their tenantry. They could bring pressure to 

V, 
bear, as Monck did, in the same Yay that observance of game laws and 

voting traditions was. maintained, but this hardly made for popular 

acceptance of innovations. A basic limitation to the effectiveness of 

the landlord's agricultural enthusiasm was his probable ignorance of 

practical difficulties as was the case with Delaval's efforts to innovate. 

But even more basic and marring all attempts of landlords to exert 

personal influence was the gulf that existedt not just between the 

landlord class and the-tenant classq but between the amateur who dabbled 

in agriculture for pleasure or self-satisfaction, and the professional 

who depended upon agriculture for a livelihood and for whom indiscriminate 

change could mean rain. 

The land agent's role in improvement and innovation. 

Bridging the gulf between amateur* and professional, landlord and 

tenant, was the land agent. Sometimes called a commissioner, a bailiffl 

a steward or a receiver, it was the land agent's job to administer the 

estate in accordance with the wishes of the landlord. I&ether this 

meant merely carrying out the detailed instructiorBof the landlord or 

41 N. C. t April 12th 1844. 
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virtually running the estate himselfl depended very much on the 

landlord's inclinations and his agent's abilities, but if any individual 

was likely to stimulate agricultural improvement on an estate, it was 

not the landlord', but his agent. 

Judging from newspaper advertisements both for and from larid. agentsy 

the duties of such men could vary enormously. Some potential land agents 

thought themselves capable of keeping accountp, marketing all types of 

stookq of superintending labourers engaged in most activities from 

planting to brickmakingv of drainingg embanking, surveyingg caring for 

livestock and for the general management of all types of farms. The 

requirements of landlords were no less demanding. Presumably individuals 

who could really competently control all-these activities single-handed 

were rare and this may be one reason why some landlords chose to appoint 

several men. It is interesting that an increasing number of candidates 

chose to a= up their capabilities by simply stating the region in which 

they had had experience, The long lists of the 18th cent 
2 

are less 

frequent in the early l9th than such reoo=endations as perfectly 
43 

understanding the I'North: umberland Agriculture", or having been 

"brought up in the Agricultural Line in Scotland". and having served 

under "one of the first'Agricultu=ists in Northumb 0 erland". 
44 It would 

seem that general experience among progressive farmers was reckoned of 

more value than specific expertise in agricultural methods and that 

demand may have become greater for a single informed and enlightened 

administrator than for several competent technicians. It is, however, 

doubtful whether. many ; and agents gained jobs as a result of advertising. 

There is little doubt that considerations other than agriculture were 

equally important. When a new bailiff was needed at Seaton Delaval, 

42 e. g. N. C. 9 April 29th 1775. 

43 N. C. p Jan. 26th 1811. 

44 , N. C. v April 12th 1823. 4 

0 
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Sir John was told, "Hi .s Name is Hedleyv A near Friend of my Wifelso & 

He & his Connections several in Number, Voted always on Your Lordship's 

side in the County elections for Members of Parliament". 45 

The duties of a land agent yaried enormously. Those working for 

landlords who were frequently absent probably had more work and 

responsibilityg as would those in complete rather-than shared control. 

Sir Charles Monck was not a regular absentee and seems to have entrusted 

his new steward in 1850 with very little real power. It was his steward's 

job to let farms Vpon authorization from Sir Charles, to make general 

inspection annually accompanied by Sir Charlest to keep accounts to be 

explained monthly to Sir Charles and to see to the condition of fences 

and houses and the day-to-day running of the estate, 
46 The opportunities 

such a man would have of making significant changes were clearly severely 

restricted. It was sometimes the case that land agents were needed as a 

result of agricultural change. When Lord Carlisle, who had previously 

administered his Northumberland estates with the aid of rent collectors 

and lawyers, introduced leases with agricultural dovenants in 1740, it 

becamq necessary to employ a man on the spot who actually knew something 

about farming to make sure that the agricultural covenants were not 

broken. 47 

Landlords varied a great deal in the use they made of their agents 

and the trust they bestowed in them. Policy on the Delaval estate seems 

to have been to appoint a multiplicity of agents', each acting as a check 

on the activities of the*. others -a stratagem used on other estates 

including the Dukels. Chaos and a great deal of i, 11 feeling was often 

the result. In 1770, Matthew. Hall was the farm bailiff of the Flodden 

45 John Ocheltrie to Sir John Delavalv. June 25th 1788- NCRO/2DE/4/43/41. 

46 NCRO/MI/B12/22. 

47 John Stoddart to Lord Carlislep APril 17th 1740- P. & Ds", -Howaxd of 
Naworth, N52/51.0 
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estate I at Ford and Joseph Oxley the Chief Lan .d Steward for the whole Ford 

estate and technically Hall's superiorp though Hall reported directly to 

Lord Delaval. Oxley was in. charge of hiring and paying servants, but 

they were employed by Hall. Oxley controlled the threshing and marketing 

of corn, but Hall was to make all decisions until the corn reached the 

barn. 48 With such overlapping dutiesp the men were bound to clash. 

Oxley and Hall spent years trying to bring each other down and a letter 

from Sir John to Hall in 1774 shows Oxley to have nearly succeeded. 

', I am sorry to hear you are undervalueing my farms at Flodden 

with an intent to. prevent my getting-such a rent for them as 

they ought to be let for. I was informed-you. said at Wooler 

market that you had told me they would be dear enough at the 

rent of C450 a yearl and that you have had to discourage 

tenants who were desirous of taking them by saying they would 

require a greater sum to work is necessary and by other things 

which you have said.,, 
49 

But this sort of acrimony was not peculiar to these individuals. In 1763 

Robert Burne - the general steward at Ford - complained to Sir Johnt 

Matt Hall-Will not take my advise in no one thingg but 

still Encouragqs the other Servants not to regard me in the 

leastv Which Undoubtedly is a Very great step Why the people 

of ford take so much liberty of Using me so Very ill behind 

my back; When I told Hall My name Was by your Honours Order 

to be at all his accounts, he swore he had no such Order 

neithb=should it Come in any such place, for I had no business 

With neither him nor his accounts, such behaviour you may be 

48 NCRO/2DE/4/54/1. 

49. Sir John Delaval to Matthew Hall, Jan. 9th '1744'(1774); NCRO/2DE/ 
4/54/8. See also NCRO/2DE/4/54/9. 
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sure rather dauntes me for Whdn ýuch a lying fellow as 

him take the liberty of Using me ill, other people are 

likely to do it.,, 50 

In 1783Y John Ocheltrie, land agent at Seaton Sluicet brought more 

complaints. "It is disagreeable for me to be an Accuser of the Brethren. 

However my own Conscience, & the Integrity of my Heartp will not suffer 

me to see a Gentleman so shamefully imposed upon, without discovering 

the same, whether it be well or il taken. What I mean is,. that Mr Oxley 

never settles at home'to do any Business.., 51 'And so the strife 

continued. In 1795, a new land agent reported, "If Lord Delaval would 

give me an order to Inspect his works hear, and fordl I would save 

Hundreds; If notpThousandsp in the Year, thare is no bodey to touch to 

Lord Delavals, Interestv Cang a man sarve tool masterso nop the agentsp 

has so much themselvesq both hear, & ford Castle, they have no time to 

Louke to Lord Delavals Interest which makes me very unesey to see all 

things Going to Confuchion. - the so-aner the batter a man of Conchens is 

appiAt6d1l. 
52 Naturallyl with so many competitors, there was a parallel 

struggle for comparable pay. "I understand that the salaries of Messrs. 

Bryers Broderick, & Forsterp have been Augmented by your Lordship's 

generosity when'here; But Am Sorryo that your Lordship in the Midst of 

your Usual Beneficdnce, forgot to think of Me.,, 53 It is quite obvious 

that the administration of the Delaval estates left much to be desired 

and the encouragement of progressive agricultural technique may not have 

been given the attention it deserved. 

Not all estates were in such confusion. That of Lord Tankerville 

in the north was the second largest landed property in the County and 

50 Robert Burne to Sir John Delaval, Aug-5th 1763. NCRO/2DE/4/52/6. 

51 John Ocheltrie to Sir John Delaval, Jan-31st 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/43/15- 

52 George Gladstone to Sir John Delaval, Nov, 9th 1795. NCRO/21)E/4/49/15- 

53 John Ocheltrie to Sir John DelavaljJune 24th'1797. 'NCRO/2DE/4/43/55- 
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was effectively admii4stered by a single man - Joseph Ilutchinson from 

1749 to 1783 and John Bailey from 1783 to 1819. In this casev relations 

were totally different. "It appears from letters I have perused that 

He Hutchinson and M= Bailey who succeeded him as. Agent were upon 

the most friendly terms and kept up such Correspondence both before and 

after his [Bailey's I appointment as convinces me-that nothing relating 

the Estate or otherwise useful to his Lordship or Mr. Bailey was at all 
04 likely to be withheld by him. Bailey's influence on the Tankerville 

estate can hardly be overestimated. I%'.. what I place the greatest 

stress upon is the improvement of the estate by the new System of 

management I introduced, which is copying by the adjoining estates; and 

has been admitted by the Board of Ag-ziculture as the best that has come 
05 

-to their knowledge, from the various county reports. The chief 

factors differentiating the Tankerville administration from the Delaval 

were individual control with real power in the hands of the agent rather 

than multiple and limited controlv and also total involvement of the 

agent in the affairs of the estate rather -than 
in-other affairs of his 

own. 

It was most usual for landlords to intervene in their agentb! ý 

administration only in matters of importancet particularly those directly 

concerning the rent. In 18509 Sir Walter Riddell complained to his land 

agent, 

lleee you propose the rents of my Moors are to be greatly reduced; 

when, as I am informed, the rent of Moors is generally well 

sustained; & such landy where it is pasture-only, is much 

sought after. The alteration of the Corn laws cannot affect 

the moors & the price of Wool & of Sheep is far better'than 

when Mr Orde's rent was reduced by your Brother from C225 to 

54 William Metcalf to Lord Tankerville, Aug. llth 1824. NCRO/Tankerville 
Box l/D/3 unsorted. 

55 John Bailey to Lord Tankerville, Dec. 26th 1797. NCRO/Tankerville 
Box 1/D/3 unsorted. 
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E190 - which rent yI ou propose now to reduce to f, 135.,, 56 

The reins were much tighter dn the Delaval estate. When Sir John sent 

60 quails in a basket by sea from London in 1783v despite the fact that 

they were starving and trampling each other to deatho John Bryers felt 

57 the necessity of writing to'London for permission-to let them out, 

A great deal that could not be settled by letter had to await the 

eventual arrival of Sir John "about the commencement of the partridge 

shooting', 
58 before action could be taken. 

Inefficiency and probably corruption seem to have existed among 

some land agents. The Barmoor Estate of Francis Sitwell was administereý 

in the 1840s by a Mr Lowreyq whose activities did not meet with the 

approval of W. H. Sitwell, Francis' brotherv to whom the estate would 

eventually descend. Lowrey had apparently already been-dismissed as 

the tithe agent of a neighbouring landlord for fraud and stood accused 

of under-letting and of breaking the covenants of his own leases. 

Lowrey's advocacy of 21-yeax leases to Francis Sitwelý had been 

successful, but the leases contained no improving clauses. The consequent 

I poor farming from the tenants infuriated Francis' brother. 

"On xemaxking on this negligence to Lowreyp he said ohl the 

best way is to get rid of a Tenant who wont attend to these 

points - Blockhead I has he not given them leases without 

any Covenants on these pointsp so forsooth your lands axe to 

be daily getting worse for 10 or 15 years because you are too 

lazy to look after the Tenants. A good Agent here sh 
d be on 

some one part of the estate here every day in the year prying 

into all corners.,, 
59 

56 Sir Walter Riddell to George Tatet 1850. NCRO/ZRII/337- 

57ý John Bryers to Sir John Delavall Sept. 24th 1783, NCRO/2DE/4/20/65. 

58 Ibid., Aug. 27th 1796. NCRO/2DE/4/22/61. 

59 W-H- Sitwell to Frank Sitwell. NCRO/NRO/470/52. 
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This was the crux of the matter. Whether Lowrey was actually dishonest 

is not possible to confirm cmýsidering that W. H. Sitwell was hardly a 

disinterested party, but it does seem that, in common with many other 

agents whose salaries as land agents were insufficient, Lowrey had 

other jobs and was by no means full-time steward on the Ba=ogr estate. 

W. H, Sitwell's summation of the evidence against Lowrey was that it 

showed "him either to be not quite competent or to be too absorbed by 
60 

his farming or other Agency duties to attend to his situation here". 

Clearly then, the role played by the land agent varied markedly from 

estate to estate and with it the capacity of the agent to act as an 

instigator or propagator of improvement. 

Estate Policy: improvement programmes, methods of letting and attitude, 

towards rent. 

Whether the initiative for agricultural improvement upon an estate 

came from landlord or land agentq it manifested itself in estate policy. 

The effect of such policy on the tenants and the sort. of agriculture 

they practised can perhaps best be seen in the attitude of the 

administration to improvement progranmes, to letting and to rentbas. 

Improvement programmes show with what effect the landlord and his agent 

could indulge in deliberate and all-embfacing change completely organized 

from above; the attitude towards letting gives an indication of what 

care the landlord took when he selected tenants to work his fa=s; and 

a consideration of landlord attitude towards his tenants' rent should 

provide an idea of the relation between profit and improvement in the 

landlord's mind. 

Sir John Delaval mounted what at first sight appears to have been 

an admirable improvement scheme on the Ford estates from the 1760s. 

Farms were taken in hand, they were surveyed and redivided, money was 

spent on them and after a few years they were ret = ed to the market at 

60 Ibid. 
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increased rentals. It would seem that an energetic landlord was at 

work, investing in agricultiiral improvement in the hope of eventual profit. 

This was certainly not the case. Farms upon the Delaval, Estate were 

taken in hand when the land had been so impoverished by tenants 

renting from year to year that new tenants could not be found at the 

old rent. 
61 

The landlord then moved in to improve the farm. An account 

survives entitled 'A Calculation of the improvable Lands in the Farms 

62 
of Crookham & Heatherlaw1p dated. 1762p which concludes that by 

judicious management the annual improvement of abou: t 300 acres will be 

C100. It is clear that agricultural improvement had a very restricted 

interpretation on the Delaval estates, particularly when the means of 

deriving the limproveme4t' are considered. Seventy-eight acres of 

Crookham Moor were taken in hand in 1762 and were ploughed and limed. 

In 1763P they were sown with turnips and fed offq followed by oats in 

1764t oats in 1765 and'barley in 1766 before being laid down to clover 

and grass for hay. The land was then arable and would be required as. 

such to entice a new tenant at an increased rent. The cost of the 

timprovement' of 78 acres of Crookham Moor waso for limingg ploughing, 

sowing and harvesting E213 and for lost rent over four years C109.4s. 

The profit from the crops came to C460.18s... Hence, this small piece 

of 'improvement' had cost Lord Delaval nothing; indeed he had benefitied 

by C138.14S. and the prospect of increased rental. Crookham Westfield 

nearby seems to have once suffered from the same sort of-treatmentp 

rendering its 'improvement' in this manner no longer an economic 

proposition when Joseph Oxley reported in 1781 "... how unlikely is 

it to be an Advantagous Adventure to take Crookham Westfield on hand at 

the present Rents that are now bid when so much out of new land so Much 

61 Robert B=e to Sir John Delaval, July 4th''1763. NCRO/2DE/4/52/11. 

, 62 NCRO/2DE/19/4. 
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63 Impoverished and that which have be laid Down is doubly refined Poor. " 

The following year. John Garrett confirmed that the farm needed real 

improvement. Z 
"I think the Crookham Westfield Farm is capable of great improve- 

ment by a good course of Husbandryq and drawing Hedges where 

necessary; I think Lime would work wounders upon it, for it 

appears by its face to have got very little of that kind 

Manure. " 
64 

A year later Oxley noted the poor condition of the farms that had been 

in hand. "I have made it an Observation for some time that all the 

Farms you for the most part have lately had on hand axe such as the 
65 

well skilled fazmer would scarce bid for. "t.,., It would seem that great 

care must be taken when considering landlord improvement schemest not 

automatically to assume that the landlord was willing to suffer 

financial loss for eventual profit and the long-term benefit of both 

tenant and estate. In this case at least, the landlord was impoverishing 

the land in a way that no tenant would have been allowed to dot for the 

sake of profit of any kind. 

A more purposeful'scheme of-agTicultural. improvement was undertaken 

by Sir Edward Swinbuxne on his Highland Estate on the North Tyne. The 
v 

situation is high and bleak and the soil, with the exception of small 

patches of alluvium by the River Tynep generally poor and acidic. It 

was largely the area nearest the river, the "In Grounds at Mounces Know 
66 

and Leaplish"t consisting of about 460 acres, which was subjected to 

extensive and very expensive improvements between 1763 and 1787. Parts 

of this area, though not always the samq parts, were kept in hand during 

63 
. 

Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delaval, May 6th 1781. NCRO/2DE/4/13/42. 

64 John Garrett to Sir Johii Delavalq March 20th 1782. NCRO/2DE/4/61/6. 

65 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavalg Feb. 23rd 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/15/14- 

66 N. C., July 22nd 1809. 
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this period while improvements were executed, Dykes were constructed 

and stake and rice fences upon. them while other areas were enclosed by 

stone walls. The enclosures were pared and burnedt limed, stones picked 

from theml drained and either planted or cultivated. 
67 

New buildings 

were later constructed at the Mounces farm-stead. All this was done at 

the total expense of the landlord between November 1769 and May 1787.68 

Mmenditure between 1763 and 1769 was probably not great as none of the 

axea was in hand until 1769.69 Nor did expenditure rise much until Six 

Edward man ed to pass a private Act through Parliament in 1774 allowing 

him to charge his improvements to his entailed estates. 
70 John Leadbitterg 

the surveyor, supposed the parliamentary negotiations in 1774 had cost 

Sir Edward C448-0-7d. - probably about a third of what he had spent on 

the Mounces improvements to that date, 71 It can therefore be assumed 

that being able to charge the improvements to the estate was certainly 

to Sir Edward's advantage and it may be wondered how much subsequent 

iinprovement, would have been executed had he not been able to dD this. 

Expenditure on the venture certainly rose dramatically from 1774 

(see Table 8: 3). Between November 1769 and May 1787, Sir Edward spent 

C6081 on his Highland Estate and reaped C3793 in ret the profits 

from farming'areas held in hand, most of*this'sum accruing in the last 

72 two or three yeaxs. It may well be significant that when Sir Edward 

died, on November 2nd 1786, his son, Sir John, decided that improvement 

had gone far enough, rapidly concluded the p=og=n=e, andlet. the whole 

Mounces area from May 12th 1787. 

67 NCRO/ZSW/270-92, 

68 Ibid, 

69 NCRO/ZSW/221, 

70 NCRO/UUP/1 and NCRO/NRO/404/289/2, 

71 NCRO/QRUP/l/2. 

72 NCRO/ZSW/270-92. ' 

7 7`7 A" 
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Table 8: 3 

Cost of Improving the Mounces Estate 

Cr. Dr. 

Nov, 1769 to May 177.0 0 C 77. *6. 0. 

May 1770 to Nov. 1770 0 f: 141.4. 51 

Nov. 1770 to May 1771 C 29.7. 6 C- . 115.16. 4 

May 1771 to Nov. 1771 C 2.11. 0 'f- 114-11-11 
Nov. 1771 to May 1772 f: 128.3- 4-17 z 169.1. 7 

Nov. 1772 to Dec. 1773 1: 61-17. 6 C 227.4.11 

Dec. 1773 to Dec-1774 C 91.10. 9 C 462-17. li 
Dec. 1774 to Dec-1775 9 113-11- 2 f, 323.2. 6 

Dec. 1775 to Dec-1776 f, 64-19. 3 C 228.19.11 

Dec. 1776 to Dec-1777 C 54.7- Ala C 332.18. 034- 
Dec. 1777 to Dec-1778 C 267.16.. 10 F- 441-11. 7 
Dec. 1778 to Dec-1779 C 108.12.10 9 352.19. 31 
Dec. 1779 to Deq. 1780 z 213- 9- 9ý f, 442.9. 2-4ýý- 
Dec. 1780 to Dec-1781 C 229.16. 7 C 345-19. 1 

Dec. 1781 to Dec. 1782 E 241.18. . 71 z 278-13. 4-hr 
Dec. 1782 to Deo-1783 C 246-17. 6 f: 418-19- 11-i 
Dec, 17 83 to Dec-1784 C 375-19. - 9121 F. 519.6. 4j 
Dec. 1784 to Dec-1785 C 468.1. 4-j- Z 441.11. 1 
Dec, 1785' to XaY 1787 U094.6. 524' z 646-15. 1 

TOTAL f: 3793- 7. t6oal. 7-10'. - 

(The Dr. Account presumably includes rental lost while various 

I areas of Mounces were in hand. ) 

Therefore cost of improving Mounces Z2288.0.1_1, 

Source: NCRO/ZSW/270-292, 

It is difficult to guage how successful or profitable these 

improvements were. It was probably always the intention of Sir Edward 

to divide the improved area among the 5 or 6 large stock farms on the 

.. Highland Estate so that each had a portion of reasonable a=able land. 

This was certainly the declared intention in 1809,73 and at least one 

part of Mounces which had already been improved was let with a stock 

73 N. C., July 22nd 1809. 
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ý, arm in 1778. Conse(plently, Mounces did not have a separate-identity 

that would be identifiable on rentals - from 1763 paxts were either in 

hand or let with various stock farms, which themselves rarely mainta#ed 

a constant identity. It is therefore necessary to examine the rental 

of the whole Highland Estate of some l3v714 acres74 for this period. 

Table 8: 4 shows the changes in rental for the Estate and reveals that 

the Estate rental doubled during the period, 

Table 8: 4 
Increase of Rent on Swinburne Highland Estate 

Estate consisting of Longhousep Willowbog, Leplisht Mounces Know 
Otterstone Lee and Neat and Akenshaw Burns. 

Annual Rent Comments 

1763 C211-15. 0. Let as 6 farmsq Mounces C26.1o. o. 

1764 Z240- 0. 0. Let as 5 farms, Leplish joined with 
Otterstone Lee, Mounces 926.10.0. 

1765 do, do, 
1766 do. do. 
1767 do. do. 
1768 C236.10. 0. Mounces still Z26.10.0. 
1769 do, do, 
1770 do. 'do. 
1771 E268.0. 0. Mounces taken inýhand with part of Leplish. 
1772 do. do. 
1773 do. do. 
1774 do. do. 
1775 ; C301- 0. 0. do, 
1776 . do, do. 1 
1777 do. Part of Otterstone Lee also taken in hand. ' 
1778 C-353- 0- 0- , Pax-tsof Mounces, Otterstone Lee and Leplish 

still in hand. Part of Mounces let for 
Z22.10.0. 

1779 do. do. 
1780 do. do. 
1781 do. do. 
1782 do. do. 
1783 do. do. 
1784' do. do. 
1785 do. A part of Otterstone Lee and part of 

-Mounces in hand. 
1786 do. do. 
1787 do. do. 
1788 9435- 0. 0. All let as 6 farms, but much re-4rranged. 

Source: NCRO/ZSW/219. 

74 NdRO/ZSW/197. 
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Between 1769, when intensive improvement-began, and 1788, when the 

improvements were complete and the Estate once again all letv annual 

rent rose from C236.10.0. to C435.0. Ot an increase of about 80. 

On the neighbouring e6tate, belonging to the Duke of Northumberland and 

containing very similar land but totally unchanged by landlord imp3ýovementp 

rents rose from Z928.6- 3- to Z1517-13- 7, an increase of 63% during 

75 
the same period. It may therefore not be too far fetched to say that 

such land would have increased in value to the landlord by something in 

the region of 63% anyway and that Swinburnels expenditure of C2288 

produced an increased rental of only 21% ordbout E50 per annum - an 

eventual yield of 2.2 ýer cent per annum after twenty years of investment. 

Obviously the Delaval type of improvement scheme was vastly more 

attractive and it is significant that Sir Edward's son, John, limited 

his expenditure in the axea to the building of bridges and roads useful 
76 for the profitable 'Carriage of coal into Scotland. It is very 

doubtful whether the practical landlord could have afforded to personally 

finance such comprehensive and u=emunerative agricultural improvement. 

and whether Sir Edward would have tackled the development in so complete 

a manner had he been able to spend the money in any other way. 

Although some attention has been given to the subject of farm 

rents - (see pp. 50-76), it will not be oiit of place to consider the 

attitude of Northumberland landlords towards rent. Rent represented the 

return on the landlord's capital and on any improvements that might have 

been made; it embodied his profit and largely controlled his standard 

of living. Of all estate matters, rent was of most importance to the 

landlord and if improvements could affect the amount of rent, then they 

too were important. Landlord attitude towards rent becomes 

75 AC/Middle Room/B/l. 

7ý John Swinburne to John Hodgson, 1838 in North: umberland County Historyp 
1940P 15P p. 268.; Simonburn Guard Book, NCROAa5/Al7. 
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even more relevant in the light of the popular contemporary argument * 

that reAt levels did much to regulate agricultural improvement and 

innovation. When John Wilson of Middleton in Teesdale died in 17709 

. 
he was described as 

. 
"a good landlord to his tenants; he never was 

known to raise a tenan-Us rent in his life, and'died with an unblemished 

characte, r". 
77 This conduct would not'have met with the approval of 

Arthur Young. 

"I have not seen an instance of rent being low, and husbanýry, 

at the same time, being good. Innumerable are the instances of . 
ýarmers living miserably, and even breaking, on farms at very 

low rents, being succeeded by others, on the same landt at 

very high rents, who made fortunes. Throughout my journey 

I have universally observed that such farms. as were the most 

wretchedly managed, were very much underlet.,, 
78 

Nor did McCulloch agree somewhat later that low rents were good for the 
I 

tenant. 

"Estates that are unde=ented arev unifo=ly almostp fa=ed in 

a very inferior style to those that are let at their fair value; 

and the tenants axe comparatively poor. An increase of rent, 

provided it be not pushed too far, is of all others the most 

efficient means of improvement,,, 79 

In theoryp the argument makes some sense in that the tenant on a very 

low rent would perhaps lack incentive to improvep-but it is difficult to 

discern at what time and place a rent was low and virtually impossible 

to =elate this with any accuracy to agricultural improvement. It has 

been argued ýhat relative increase in rental can be an indicator of 

improvement (see PP-51-2)9 but it cannot be proved to have been a cause 

of it. What evidence there is of causation is limited to odd co=ents 

77 N,, C,, June 16th . 1770. 
78 Arthur Youngo Northern Tour, 1770,4v P-376; Arthur Young, Political Arithmetic, 1774, p. 275. 

79 J. C. XoCulloch, Statistical Account of the British Empire, 18379 lo 
P-533. See also W. Davies, General View of the Agriculture of South Walesp 1815P 1, p. 165. 
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in estate correspondence, such as that of W. H. Sitwell concerning the 

Yeavering farm on the Barmoor estate in 1850. "No farm can well exhibit 

more the bad effects of a low rent compared with the reasonable 

capabilities of the soils, wh: has permitted the Tenant to sloven over 

everythingg scratching only the surface, and leaving every portion uncalled 

upon and unimproved... 1180 Beyond this the argument cannot proceed. 

A similar point over which tenants and theorists not surprisingly 

differed was the matter of rent abatements. When tenants could hot pay 

their rent, the landlord was at liberty to take legal measures against 

his tenant. Apart from the ill-feeling and expense this was likely to 

engenderg other difficulties arose as on the Swinburne estate in 1762 

where there was "no ventureing to Seize any Bodyts Goods at this time 

till Winter be over for no person will take Leau Goods of ones hand at 

any ratellp 
81 

or on the Tankerville estate in 1'777 where there was 

IT900 in arrear not to be avoided, but by Disputes, and raising a Clammor 

in the Country v ch when done will sink many other spirits &I fear give 

a great turn to the prices & Letting Land". 82 Some landlords showed * 

remarkable leniency towards their tenants. A tenant of Sir J. B. Riddell 

wrote in 1819, "We never had any particular time of paying our Rents; 

times lately being much against Farmers Sir John always took them by 

Installments as we could advance them". 83 Obviously such a policy was 

not likely to have been general: most landlords wanted rent paid fully 

and punctually. But when times grew haxder 9 particularly after the 

Napoleonic Wars, when many tenants could not pay their rents in full, the 

landlord was faced with the choice of distraining and re-lettingp perhaps 

80 Notes by W. H. Sitwell, 0-1850. NCRO/NRO/470/52. 
81 William Ki=sOPP to Sir John Swinburne, Sept. 24th 1762. NCR'O/ZSW/213/3- 
82 

, 
Joseph Hutchinson to Lord Tankervillev Nov. 26th 1777. NCRO/Tankerville 
Box l/D/2 unsorted. 

83, William Wilson to Oddie &. Por. ster, *Oct. 27th. 1819. NCRO/ZR"W/286. 
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to worse tenants and probably at reduced rents, of revaluing the estate 

or of offering abatements. The last, in that it suggested only a 

temporary drop in incomep was by far the most popular (see p. 66) 

though permaiýent reductions often had to. follow. Tenants also welcomed 

aýatements in that thby meant some temporary relief during particularly 

difficult times, 84 
and superficially at least they would seem to have 

been a desirable' emergency measure. It would seem though that they may 

have been a significant deterrant to agricultural improvement. 

Rent abatement was often a device employed by landlords to raise 

ready money, 
85 by generally insisting that the abatement was only for 

those tenants who had paýAýa all their arrears. Conseqaently it was 

worth the tenan* while to borrow moneyt and sink himself further into 

debt to qualify for the abatement. 
86 Abatements also led to inflated 

rents offered by tenants depending on not having to pay the full rent; 

and artificially high nominal rents meant that there was no automatic 

filter to sift the good tenant who could make a farm pay and was not at 

the mercy of his landlord's bountyp from the poor tenant who faxmed 
87 badly and whose rent had to be abated. As a short-term measure, 

abatements were obviously a convenience to both landlord and tenant. 

Where they continued for many years, as they certainly did on some 

estatesq they must have been a considerable hindrance to agricultural 

84 Vide 'A Northumberland Plougbman'. N. C., June'2nd 1821; "The 
Complaints of the Tenants are very g=eatv and many of them would 
have given up their farms but Kell &I Promising to represent 
their distress to you and Fir Trevellyan, from whom they hope for 
some relief against next Rentday... Several Landlords in 
Northumberland have made returns to their Tenants from 10 to 20 
Per Cent I have received Instructions from IF Silvert6p to return 
from 10 to 20 Per Cent to his Tenants at the approaching Rent day. " 
William Todd to Henry Witham,, Nov. 24th 1815t NCRO/ZCO/9/1. 

85 1822 Greenwich Hospital Report, PRO/ADM/79/6o. 
86 U Tyneside Farmert, N. C., April 20th 1822. 
87 John Grey to Tyneside Agricultural Society, N. C., Jan. 11th 1850- 
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improvement. On the Swinb urn e estatesg for example, they were offered 

in 1829,18309 1843,1844 and 1850, despite frequent rent reductionsp 

and on the Craster estate in 1830,1831t 1833,1834,1835 and 1836.88 

Another method used by landlords to adapt rental to adverse 

agric-ýltural conditions was the corn rent. The Duke of Portland - 

introdveed the system to the County in 1815 whereby the whole of his 

89 
reduced rental was regulated by the prevailing Newcastle price of wheat*, 

Scales were adjusted iis in 1829,1 1832 and 1846,90 but the system did 

91 
not obviate the need for reductions in the nominal rent. No other 

instance of corn reiit has been found in the County though it was 

frequently discussed by landlords and tenants 92 
and was considered'. on 

93 
the Sitwell estate in 1850- Various other schemes were mooted for 

using the prices of all cereals or the tithe averages to regulate part 

of the rentv but none overcame. -the preference of both landlord and 

tenant for a fixed rent, nor could they be expected to be particularly 

appropriate to the stock farmer. 94 In. that all such methods of'rent 

regulation produced "a disregard to the dtate of the markets, the 

95 
fluctuation of which is the great impulse to industry and skill'. 

they must be regarded as disadvantageous to the progress of agriculture. 

Although the discussion of the importance of leases to agricultural 

improvement is properly 'reserved for another sectiong the consideration 

of how fa=s were let is more relevant to the connection between estate 

policy and that improvement. The way in which a farm was let could bea= 

88 Editions of Newcastle Courant. 

89 NCRO/ZRW/289' and N. C. 9 Dec. 2nd 1815. 

90 NCRO/ZSA/12/16. 

91 John Bailey to Sir J. B. Riddellp Nov. 16th 1818. NCRO/ZRV/293- 

92 e. g. Thomas Rodger to William Lowryj March 3rd 1852. NCRO/Tankerville 
Box 1/D/3- 

93 W. H. Sitwell to Prank Sitwell, Jan. 10th 1850, NCRO/NRO/470/52. 

94 NCR O/ZHE/34- 

95 1822 Greenwich Hospital Visitation, PRO/ADM/79/609 
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heavily on whether thaý farm was likely to improve and on whether its 

tenant was likely to innovate. On the more paternal estates, particularly 

that of the Duke of Northumberland, there was a marked tendency to let 

to the heir of the previous tenant (see P- 136) whatever his 

agricultural qualifications. There was similar absence of control over 

the quality of tenant when the lease of a farm was publicly auctioned, 

though this was a rare occurrence 
?6 Estate correspondence makes it clear 

that it was far more usual for the land agent to enquire quietly and 

privately some timG before a farm was due to be re-let. Very often 

existing tenants would continue, though perhaps on new terms, or the 

farm would be let to someone known-personally by or. =ecommended to the 

agent. When such methods failed, the farm would of necessity be 

advertised in the newspapers, 
97 Although farms were advertised 

throughout the second half of the 18th centuryt the method became very 

much more popular in the l9th and as long as it was used to attract a 

wider choice of tenant. p it was presumably beneficial to agriculture. But 

the system could be, and wasp abused. 

A meeting of the Northutberland Agricultural Society in 1845 heard 

that "If the landlords did advertise their farms, and put the tenants 

in competition with each otherv they mu-st not take the highestbidder 

always; but they must take the most substantial, farmer - the man who was 

possessed of capital, and who had spirit to lay that capital oiA. 1198 

Xany landlords were naturally tempted to accept the highest offer whoever 

made it. The system was generally known as 'letting by proposal' ýnd 

was attended with great secrecy. Examples of typical wording in 

advertisements are, "Proposals, sealed up, with the word Proposal written 

on the outsidellp" "Proposalsq sealed up,... mentioning Proposdl upon 

96 This happened in 1806 when the Earl of Carlisle let a 448 acre farm 
in Thirlwall. ý. & D., Howard of Naworth, N49156. 

97 When John Bailey was offered no more than L1800 for a farm at 
Doddington which he had valued at C2100 p. a., he wrote to Lord 
Tankerville, "The Rent he offers being so much below my estimatet I 
have advertised it*" Nov. 29th 18029NCRO/Tankerville Box l/D/3 unsorted. 

98 Philip Nairn, N. C., Oct. 10th 1845. 
99 N. C., Aug-let 1807. 
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the Direction'19 100 
or "Offers will be taken in until the lst December 

101 
next, and none after. Such as are not accepted will be kept secret"* 

Great distinction was made between those farms which were to be let by 

proposalt and those wLch were to be treated for. 102 Blame for the 

introduction of such*a system to Northumberland was*generally attributed 

to the example set by the Greenwich Hospital in their administration of 

public landsl03 (see PP- 131-2), though it would clearly have initiated 

itself, particularly when there was special doubt as to the market value 

of a farm. The Duke of Northumberland's Commissionersp for example,. 

were thinking along these lines in 1798 for farms nearest the larger 

towns. 104 

There was great criticism of the proposal system. A letter from 

'Agricola Northumbriensislin 1806 stated thatv "Most of our landholders 

now let their farms by written proposals; a method whichl I think will 

in the end, prove ruinous to the tenantryp and consequently highly 
105 

injurious to the landlords and the country". Certainly contemporary 

opinion interpreted much tenant failure to be the result of proposals. 

In 1810, it was said that "The farmers who took land by proposal, two 

or three years since, are all sick of their bargains. Many have given 

UP11,6106 In 1848, W. 
"Stephenson 

saw "land let'by proposal as tenanted 

107 
by the poorest class of farmersj and invariably worst managed". But 

by this time, the system was probably much less indiscriminate andl 

therefore, less hanuful to agriculture. By the 1830.4 not only were 

100 N. C., Aug-17th 1805 

101 N. C. 9 Oct. 29th 1803 

102 Stelling and Broomy Hallp near Bywell, N. C., Dec. 21st 1816.. 

103 Vide Thomas Bell, History of Improved Short-Horn Cattle, 1871, p. 116. 

104 James Dormer and Robert Forster to Duke of Northumberland, April 7th 
1798. AC/Middle Room/Letter Book 1796-1800/p. 74. 

105 A. M. j 1806. Letter from 'Agricola Northumbriensis'. 

106 F. M., 29 18109 p. 412. 
107 W. Staphensoii to Newcastle farmers' Club, N. C., Jan. 14th 1808. 

See also N. C., June 9th 1848- 
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advertisements offering farms to be let by proposal somewhat less conmon 

(see Figure 8: 'l), but many demanding proposals carried such riders asp 

"The Proprietor does not bind himself'to 'accept the highest Proposal'10108 

Upon those estates where the proposal system was rigorously employedf it 

seems likely that agricultural improvement would have progressed more 

slowly than if a more selective system of letting had been used. It is 

scarcely feasible to test this thesis or the several others concerning 

the effect on agricultural improvement of landlord policy, by an 

examination of every Northumberland estate, but by studying two laxge 

and contrasting estates in which many of these features were prominent, 

it is hoped to reveal the importance of these aspects of landlord policy 

to agricultural improvement and innovation. 

The Greenwich Hospital Estate. 

The Greenwich Hospital Estate had originally belonged to the Third 

Earl of Derwentwater but had been forfeited to the Crown when he was 

beheaded for his*Jacobite affiliations in 1715. Repurchase was rendered 

unlikely when his heir died under age and unmarriedin 1731 and the 

Estate was eventually granted to Greenwich Hospital by an Act of 1734 log 

It comprised about 35,000 acres, mainly in the south and south-west parts 

of the County, though scattered farms were owned in Bamburgh, Meldon 

and Ilderton. Though the Estate was the property of a public body rather 

than a private landlordp there was little difference in the priorities 

of administration. The-Hospital still felt it held an estate in trust 

for posterity, it suffered the disadvantages of any other largep generally 

absentee landlord and it was encumbered with the same sort of financial 

responsibilities towards a landed property. 
110' Until 1833 the Estate 

108 N. C.,, Nov. 28th 1835. 

109 Particulars of Greenwich Hospital Estate, AC/W`/Div. l/20. 

110 Between 1734 and 1847, the Hospital paid out Z159,440 to the 
descendants of the Third Earl in pensionsq allowances and marriage 
portions. AC/W/Div. 1/20. 
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was run by a system of eight Bailiffs responsible to one or more 

Receivers in Northumberlandv in turn responsible to the Hospital, 

Commissioner's in London. Occasional visitations were made and it is 

from these that most information can be derived about the working of the 

estate. 

The first surviving Visitation Report is for 1775. It presents 

a picture of complete mismanagement and inefficiency*ý The Estate had 

last been surveyed and maps drawn in 1736, but by 1775 the farms were 

virtually unrecognisable. "the Tenants having, since that timep destruyed 

several of those fences, divided, subdivided, diminished or increased 

the different Inclosures as. hath best suited their own convenience, 

so thoroughly changed the Face of the Farmsq that the aforesaid Plans, 

which were made at a great expenceg are become in a great measure 

useless... " 112 There is further evidence that the tenants had been 

allowed to do very much as they pleased. The Hospital's leases bound 

the tenants to put no more than a third of their total acreage under the. 

plough and to fallow a third of the axable every year; 
113 

-yet in 17759 

of the 92 farms where details are giveng comprising 24,044 acresp 

10,614 acres or 44o were under the ploughp even though much of the estate 

was little b etter than moorland. 52 of these tarms had more than 5W,, 

of their acreage in tillage and 60% of even the rich grazing pastures 

on the'Meldon estate had been ploughed out, On farms'where the acreage 

in fallow or turnips is given, 1081rl acres were in fallow in 1775 out 

of an arable acreage, including turnips and fallow. of 52027. Instead 

of a third in fallow, the Hospital tenants had about a fifth. 

111 PROADM/79/57 

112 Ibido 

113 1815 Greenwich Hospital Report, NCRO/NRO/467/42/3/49. 
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The Viewers also condemned another liberty taken by the tenantsy 

that of sub-letting their farms.. 

"The Board will observe that several of the Farms are in 

the Occupation of under Tenants who have been put in without 

proper leave contrary to an express Covenant in the Leases. 

A practise which we think ought to be put a stop to as 

productive of. much mischief in the Hospital's Estates; such 

Sub Tenants being generally low indigent persons. yho probably 

would not have been admitted by the Hospital, and giving more 

than they can afford to come into the Parms, have recourse to 

every means they can think of to make the most of their hard 

Bargains; embezzling the Timber; excessively ploughing, & not 

sufficiently manu=ingp the Land; neglecting the =epairs of 

,, 114 the Buildings etc etc.. 

Of the 101 fa=s on the Hospital estates supposed to be fa=ed by 

individual tenants in 1775,38 were then let to one or sometimes many 
115 

more sub-tenants. Complaints against individual farmers were 

numerous, and from the Viewers' pleas to the Board to punish these 

tenants, it seems clear that the leases had been little more than paper 

tigers and that the tenants had been previously subjected to little or 

no regulation by their landlord or its agents. The Report is full of 

the so=t of comment applied to Land Ends and Hill Closes, a farm of 

300 acres neax Hexhamg between 250 and 260 of which were in arable. 

"We also found that the Tenants had lately ploughed up about 

16 acres of fresh Land without Leave, expressly contrary to 

one of the Covenants of their Lease, for which they are liable 

to pay 40s. p. acre and which we therefore reco=end to be 

114 PRO/ADM/79/57. 

115 Ibid. 
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immediately demanded of thems more especially as they are 

exceedingly bad Husbandmen & Appearances of other Abuses. are 

so strong against them. " 116 

The comment on Allerwash, a farm of 400 acres mostly in arable, is also 

typical. "We have seen a great deal of bad Husbandry on the Estate, but 

nothing hitherto to be compared with what we met here; for which we 

think the Tenants should, whenever there is a proper opportunity, be 

shewn some mark of the Board's displeasure.,, 117 Although ýhe restrictive 

and very backward terms of the Hospital's leases would have done nothing 

to improve the standard of agriculture on the Estate, had they been 

enforced, it is clear that giving complete liberty to the tenant 

certainly did not advance the science. 

It would seem that the Hospital did not allow such behaviour to 

persist. A valuation of 1817. shows there to have been no sub-tenants 

at alit 
118 but 'a 

comment in the 1805 Report would seem to suggdst that 

the standard of Hospital tenants was still low.. The Viewers were 

examining Gloror=t a farm of 447 acres isolated from the bulk of the 

estate. 11... the tenant of it is not-equal to his immediate neighbou=s 

in agricultural knowledgev if we may be allowed to judge from the state 

of his land, but he is superior to many of the Hospital's 'tenants upon 

119 
the estates which we first visited. " A degree of tolerant paternalism 

continued into the 19th century. When the tenant at Meldon retook the 

fa=, the Viewers of 1818 remarkedg "We cannoi so much regret the 

lowness of the Rent, as it will give him a chance of retrieving a very 

heavy loss which we have reason to believe he sustained upon this Farm 

116 Ibid. 

117 Ibid. 

118 PRO/Am/79/59. 

119 NCRO/NRO/46V42/2/183* 
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at his former high Rent". 120 The Hospital interests in lead mining - 

. said to be so important that agriculture was relegated to a secondary 

matter 
121 

_ also continued and some indulgence was shown to smelters and 

pitmen who had improved their plots at their own expense. "It would 

therefore be thought a little hard to put them up to Rack Rentp some 

indulgence of this kind may also be necessary to enable the Hospital to 

1? 2 
retain in its Service the most experienced and industrious of its Workmen. 

But generallyl the 1805 and succeeding Reports suggest that the Hospital 

had taken a new interest in its northern property and had at last gained 

control of its tenants. Certainly the leases of the early l9th century 

were much more realistic than those of the 18th and allowed most tenants 

to have two thirds or three quartets of their farms in tillagep and to 

undertake more varied rotations. The comment of Langley Barony in 1805 

that "the improvements made ofýlate years have been considerable... and 

the spirit of agriculturep prevailing so much in the North, is beginning 

to shew itself herep we have no doubt but that the future improvements 

will be rapid... " 123 
could not have been made thirty years earlier. 

Such a. change of heart in the Estate suggests both stricter. 

discipline and renewed interest. The former will be investigated shortly:. 

the latter is confirmed by the enormous amount of money the Hospital was 

putting into the estate. A passage in the 1805 Report makes it quite 

clear that the policy was not to make allowances of rent to a tenant to 

enable him to make improvements that might never materialise and which 

the Hbspital would then have to make at a double expense, but to accept 

ne 1 all the burden of improvement itself, giving the tenant only as 

much of the cost of improvement as would encouragehim to take an interest - 

120 NCRO/NRO/46V42/4. 

121 Thomas Bell, op. cit., p. lis. 

122 1818 Greenwich Hospital Reportq NCRO/NRO/46V42/4. 

123 NCRO/NRO/467/42/2. ' 
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124 
n t. It would seem that a tenant had merely to ask - at any time 

during his lease, not just at the start of a term, - and improvements 

would be made for him, Large items, such as threshing machines, were 

installed at the landlord's expense at the request of the tenant but 

always on the payment of 8 per cent of the expenditure. 
125 Of the 

12 farms mentioned as having threshing machines in 1805 where it is clear 

whether the tenant or- landlord supplied them, only 3 had been built by 

the Hospital, at an average cost of Z889.126 In 1815, of 15 other farms 

where the distinction is madep 12 machines had been provided by the 

landlord at an average cost of F-567- 
127 

It would appear tha-i'. *the Hospital. 

paid the cost of all other improvements without exacting a percentage, 

and that this included drainage. 128 For a landlord to encourage 

extensive drainage at this early date is remarkable enought but for him 

n6t to exact a percentage is totally unprecedented in the County* All 

the Hospital demanded was that the tenant lead the materials. the 

Drainý recommended will be undertaken as soon as the Tenants consent to 

the Carriage of the Materials wh 
, 
ich is their proportion of the improvement 

129 
contemplated. " As late as 18329 such expensive improvements were 

still being undertaken without a pýrcentageql30 though the Hospital did 

exact 5% for drainage later. Hospital generosity even extended to the 

provisi. on of lime and bone maaure where the tenant's situation was such 

that he could not economically supply these himself. 131 Particulars of 

124 Ibid. 

125 1815 Greenwich Hospital Report, NCRO/NRO/46V42/3/54-ý5-- 

126 Two of these were driven by wind.. In one other case, th. 6 landlord 
built a wheelhouse at Z6 per cent. NCRO/NRO/467/42/2. 

127 NCRO/NRO/467/42/2-3. 

128 NCRO/467/42/3/56. 

129 Lees Farm, Langley, NCRO/NRO/467/42/4. 

130 Auctioneer's advertisement for sale of Greenwich Hospital property. N. C., April 28th 1832. 

131 AC/W`/Div. 1/20. 
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Hospital expenditure on one farm over a period of years remain. George 

Hughes of Middleton Hall, Ilderton, was onc of those rare tenant farmers 

who kept rudimentary accounts. The 1815 Report states that about C2,400 

had been spent on this'one farm since the 1805 Visitation.. 132 In factp 

C39225.7.5. had beeft allowed for improvements between 1806 and Harch 

1615, and P-49352-18. * was allowed between 1806 and October 18249 all. 

of which was subtracted from the rent. 
133 Despite this massive expenditurep 

the rent of Middleton Hallp though it was maintained at C1100 between 

1806 and 18229 then sank to C1000 and to P-850 in 1823- Of a gross 

Estate rental of. f. 63,000 in 1820, Z33P400 yas remitted to London and 
134 

C27,600 remained to be spent on the Estate, though not all on improvements. 

Such heavy expenditure, though some was financed by 11 ... the floating 

Capital of the Hospital... axising from the large Receipts of Prize- 

135 
Money during a long protracted. War"O must have raised doubts as to 

ultimate profitability. Lord St. Vincent had suggested in 1822 that 

Government stock might be more profitable, though he was more concerned 

with the difficulties of stopping corruption. 
136 The sentiment that a 

certain 5% might be safer than the risks of landed property was repeated 

in 1860.137 Such speculation must have been'quelled in the interim 

138 
after the disastrous sale of some of the northern estate in 1833. 

The land comprising Keswickt Xeldonp the farm of Middleton Hall in which 

so much money had been investedv and the Wark Estatep sold for C191P884 
I 

"in accordance with a popular but mistaken opinion in favor of the sale 

of the whole of the property and the investment of the proceeds of [sic] 

132 NCRO/NRO/467/42/3/8 

133 NCRO/ZSI/17. '. See also NCRO/ZSI/50,94. 

134 . 
1821 Greenwich Hospital Report, PRO/ADM/79/60/2. 

135 NCRO/NRO/467/42/3/57. 

136 Lord St Vincent to Edward Locker, Nov-4th 1822 in evidence of John 
Livingston Jay, 1860 Greenwich Hospital Report. NCRO/ZB`M/19/39-40* 

137 NCRO/ZBM/19/119-20. 
138 Vide N. C. 9 April 30th 1831. 
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the public funds". 139 The Duke of Northumberland's purchase of most 

of the Wark Estate emphasised the extent of the blunder when his mineral 

exploitation recovered the purchase cost in only two years,. 
140 A mistake 

of this magnitude was enough to deter the sale of further lands during 

the period under consideration even though the Receiver advised the sale 
141 

of some outlying parts in 1860. The Hospital felt stuck with the 

Estate, profitable or not. That the Estate proved to be profitable was 

largely a result of past generosity coupled with yet another move which 

had unforseen consequences. 

The link between the local administration of the Hospital's Estate 

and London had always, been weak. All'practical power lay in the hands 

of the local Receiver. 

"The three Commissioners have the absolute control of the estates 

in the north, but generally in important matters they solicit the 

sanction of the Admiralty... As to works and =epairsq the receiver 

in the north sends up periodically a statement of what he considers 

necessaryv and the Co=issioners approve or disapprove of his 

reco=endatigns.,, 
142 

In theory, the Commissioners were in control; in practice if they tried 

to do anything out of the ordinaryp they reqaired the consent of the 

Admiralty and if it touched upon the conditions of the Act of 1734P of 

Parliament. The Commissioners could'send a delegation to inspect the 

estate, but this was expensive and could only be done occasionally if 

propriety were to be observed. "... the chief Agent is therefore a 

more immediate representative of, or more nearly assimilated to the owner 

himself,, in thisq than in most other cases,, and possesses power and 

139 AC/W`/Div. l/20. 

140 NCRO/ZBM/19/39. 

141 NCRO/ZBM/19/120. 

142 NCRO/ZBM/19/32.. i 
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authority, with less personal control or liability to it than other 
143 Agents. " Not unnaturallyp the power given to the local administration 

was frequently abused, "Bell, in particular, the Bailiff of Langley 

Baronyq appears to have been extremely remiss in his duty, not to give 

it a harsher appellation.,, 
144 Various attempts were made to encourage 

greater honesty and efficiency - two Receivers were appointed each to 

check on the other, 
145 Bailiffs were given farms at nominal =entl46 and 

schemes were mooted for sharing with the Bailiffs the penalties tenants 

paid for breaking lease covenants*147 BY 1817P the Estate was virtually 

farmed outo the two Receivers being paid at the. rate Of 21ýo each of the 

rent and profits of the Estate out of which they had to apportion what 

they felt was just to the eight Bailiffs, 148 

The office of Bailiff seems to have been perpetual and virtually 

hereditaryl49 - not generally the most reliable method for'employing the 

best men - while the senior position of Receiver went to the man with the 

most influential friends. Againp this method was hardly a guarantee of 

efficiency, as Lord St. Vincent admitted when he charged himself "with a 

very improper appointment while at the head of the Admiraltyt although 

it was'done at the pressing solication of two men of exalted characteAO 

It was in just such a way that John Grey became sole Receive= in 1833, 

Grey came to personify advanced agricultural methods in Northumbýrland 

in the way that Culley had done before him. Indeed, he came from the 

same area where he had farmed under Earl Grey and had been neighbour in 

his youth to George Culley at Milfield. And it was through his connections 

143 ITCRO/NRO/467/42/2. 
144 1775 Greenwich Hospital Report, PP. O/AI)M/79/57. 
145 NCRO/NRO/467/42/2. 
146 NCRO/NRO/467/42/4. 
147 PROADý/79/57- 
148 PRO/AI)M/79/59/437-8. 
149 PRO/AI)M/79/60/11-12. 

150 NCRO/ZBM/19/39-40. 
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with Earl Grey, 151 
and for his services to the Whigs as an orator that 

152 Grey obtained the post of Receiver, worth E1200 per annum., Grey 

proved to be a totally exceptional administrator and held the post 

until his death in 1863. Not only was he an agriculturist of some 
I rýA 

national renownt-" but he also understood local agriculture,. partio-alarly 

the most improved agriculture from the north of, the County. 154 

Agriculture was his lifeg its improvement his missiono and the Receiver- 

ship his opportunity. 

"When I went there in 1833 1 was almost killed in the first year 

and a half; for I rode over every faxm and every field, and I 

made a report every night when I came home of its value and its 

capabilities, whetýae= You could employ water power instead of 

horse power, and so on. This was a thing that every one could 

not have done, but I had been brought upin the country, and 
155 

seven or eight hours in the saddle was no great matter to me. " 

It is quite clear from later evidence that Grey maintained the 

independence of his predecessorsp and even increased that independence 

as his reputation grew. 
156 It is'also clear that the Estate tradition 

of heavy expenditu=. e on improvements suited Grey well. He estimated 

that he had spent Z100,000 in improvements between 1834 and 1860 and 

that he had thereby increased the value of the Estate by C300,000. 

Money returned to London had risen from F, 25,000 in 1839 to Z40tOOO in 

1860157 and Grey was in no doubt that Hospital funds could not be more 

profitably employed than in improving the Estate. Comprehensive rentals 

no longer exist by which Grey's confidence c; an be checkedv but they 

151 NCRO/ZBM/19/185. 

152 Thomas Bell, op. cit., p. 251- 

153 F. M., 2nd seriesp 14,1846, PP-1-4. 
154 John G=ey wrote the Prize Essay on Northumberland farming for the 

Royal Agricultural Society, 'A View of the Past and Present State 
of Agriculture in Northumberland', J, R. A. S. E. 121 1841PPP-151-92. 

155 NCRO/ZBM/19/119-20. 
156 e-g- NCRO/ZBM/19/46. 

157 NCRO/ZBM/19/1179 119. 
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were produced in 1860 and seemed to satisfy the opponents of high 
158 investment. Encomiums were openly heaped on Greyq and g6; ve tacit 

support to H6spital policy. 

it is impossible to praise too highly the judicious 

application of capital to improvement. A very wet property 

has been drained; it was an ill-built property, and it'is 

now well-built. The farm-houses are of the very best; and 

instead of tenants with. not much capital to make improvements) 

we find tenants with greater capital and greater skil j. J59 

Tn 1870 it was stated that 11... the expendituxe since 1815, both in 

buildings and draining, has paid five peý cent interestq and that in 

addition an increase of f. 5,000 a year in rental has accrued since the 

year 1839", 160 though it would seem that Greyts successor, his own 

161 son Charlesp was not imbued with quite the same capacity as-his father, 

John Grey's personal influence on an estate over which he was allowed 

virtually complete power cannot be over-rated. George Tierney said of - 

him in 1860,11... he is a Tnam of a thousand. If he was to-leave us, 

we should be in a difficulty, and no one could say where we axe to turn 

to find such a man -I know nobody like him". 162 

The remarkable power invested in John Greý enabled him to make 

radical changes to the system of letting Hospital fa=s'that proved 

essential to the improvement of the Estate. ' The Act of 1734 had allowed 

Hospital farms to be let for up to 21 years and had insisted they be 

let by public tender that there be the mini miim chance of corruption and 

the maximum chance of the highest possible rent. 
163 The former provision 

158 NCRO/ZBM/19/46. 
159 NCRO/ZEM/19/185. 
160 1870 6reenwich Hospital Report, PRO/ADM/79/62/2, 
161 Ibid. 
162 NCRO/ZBM/19/108. 

163 NCRO/NRO/467/42/2/216. 
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, ýas advantageous to both landlord and tenant where there were sensible 

leases to be enforced (see pp. 162 4). This was not the case on the 

Hospital Estate in the 18th century. The latter was reasonable during 

periods of rent stability. This was not the case towards the end of the 

18th century and well into the 19th. The Act allowed the remission of 

no reAt to a sitting tenant, either as a permanent reduction or as an 

abatement. All the Receivers could do was allow a tenant to resign his 

lease and then to offer the fn= to public competition again. Consequentlyr 

it was likely that successful candidates for farms would have already 

promised an inordiriately high prop6rtion of their capital to paying 
164 

rent and may well have had little left to finance their own improvements. 

Not surprisingly, it was'rare for a Hospital tenant to retake a farm and 

there was little incentive for a tenant nearing the end of his lease to 

keep his farm in good conditign. 
165 These two'factors may . go some way 

towards explaining the large contribution towards improVement the 

Hospital felt it necessary to make on #s estate. 

So great was Grey's powerv that debpite the provisions of the Act, 

he immediately set about changing the system. The first serious 

amendment had,, in fact, been. recommended by Edward Looker in his 

Visitation Report of 1822 in which he suggested that the best possible 

way to relieve the tenants was to reduce their rent for a short fixed 

period. 
166 The evidence from Xiddleton, Hall confirms that this was 

actually implemented. Grey's changes were much more sweeping. From 1834, 

farms were advertised only if suitable arrangements could not be made 

with the existing tenant. Leases continued to be for long periods, but 

the tenant was now cýmpensated for improv ementsi particularly the 

application of manurey he might have made towards the end of the term3, 

164 PRO/ADM/79/60 

165 NCRO/NRO/46V42/2/216, '. 

- 166 PRO/AI)M/79/60. 
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the period during which farms had previously fallen badly out of 

condition. 
167 Grey's enthusiasm for improvement was not simply the 

result of undeviating loyalty to his employers. He was also very-mudh 

a man of the people, both tenants and labourers, 168 
and amen introduced 

169 
prizes for improved agricultural techniques within the estate, the 

success of which scheme encouraged the formation of the Tyneside Agricultural 

Society. Only by an improvement in the standard of agriculture could 

both sides be equitably served. 

The example of the Greenwich Hospital Estate in Northumberland has 

been used to show how greatly the administration and administrative 

policy of an estate could affect the standard of agriculture on it. An 

attempt to study agricultural improvement in terms of rentals or corn 

prices or innovation waves on such an estate would be meaningless 

without first giving serious consideration to the peculiarities of its 

management. Efficiency of local controlp letting policyp local autonomyg 

attitude towards tenantsp investment policy - all were vital controls on 

the climate which permitted agricultural improvement. The example of 

this 6state gives some justification to the theses propounded earlier. 

The exhmple of the Duke of Northumberland'sp though administered in a 

totally different mannerv gives more. 

The Estate of the Duke of Northumberland. 

The Duke of Northuzqberland owned property in the County comprising 
170 134,500 acres in 1607 and by 1847 augmented to 161,000 acres by the 

addition of land in North Tindale and along the Reed. 171 He then owned 

about one eighth of the whole County. "Even in an extensive county like 

167 NCRO/ZBM/19/118. 

168 J. E. Butler, ' Memoir of Tohn Grey of Dilston, 1869, passim. 
169 - N. C., Sept-15th 1843. 

170 Notices Relating to the Percy Estates. AC/Libraryt Shelf 44/5, 
187A/152 p. 101. 

171 NCRO/ZHE/32/3& 
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Northumberlandt and containing as it does so many fine propertiesp the 

preponderating influence of an estate so vast as the duke's must be felt, 

and must effedt, either for good or for bad, the general rural economy 

of the county.,, 
172 - Such was the sýandard of agriculture upon the estate 

that it can only be assumed that this influence must have been wholly 

bad. A letter of 1767 to'the Duke in London suggests that all was not 

as it might ha: ve been. 

11*9* our conversation bQfore we parted happen'd to roll on your 

Grace's Estates in various parts of this County, which* they 

assured me were now getting into a. lamentable condition, Your 

Grace's Tenants at AlnhýLm, upon Tyn&side, up North Tyne, in 

Tinmouthshire etc having committed the most horrible Devastations 

upon their ff arms by ploughing almost the whole out & leaving 

little or no Grass Land..,. Upon the whole they concluded that 

your Grace's abovementioned Estates, instead of rising in value 

as those of private Gentlemen usually dot would suffer a very 

great Downfall in the Present Rental.,, 173 

This was still the situation after the Napoleonic Wars when Matthew 

Culley wrote that, "the Duke of North d 
allows 25 per cent althol from 

the barbarous manner iý wh his estate is, conductdd no particular rise 

had taken place". 
174 And this remained the situation until 1847 when 

Algernon'became Fourth Duke and at last started to improve "the very 

low and dilapidated condition of the estate". 
175 John*Greyv a political 

as well as agricultural enemy of the first three Dukesp wrote to Iýarl 

Grey in i845. "There may be excuse for the slow advance of poor men on 

- small properties which they can only improve very gradually, or by means 

172 John. Wilson, Northern Parms a-ad Parmingg 18649P. 8. NCRO/ZSW/Add. &1qisc. 

173 Coll. Forster to Duke, Xarch 30th 1767. AC/Q/Div. 11/3- 

174 Xatthew Culley to Arthur Young c. 1820. NCROACU/44- 

175 John Wilson, op. cit. 9p. 9. NCRO/ZSW/Add. & Xiso. 
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of their own industry; but what can be said for such men as the Duke 

of Northumberland, whose estates, -save in a few instances within sight 

of the castle, 
176 have undergone no improvement for the last centuryv 

notwithstanding the movement in that direction all around them?... 

Look at the folly of that man. He buys land wherever he cang which 

ret=s him perhaps threo per cent., and leaves his wide acres all over 

the county in poverty, to grow rushes and all but what they ought to 

grow. That same moneyp employed in improvements upon the land he 

originally hadv instead of adding to the e?: tent and disgrace of it, 

would have paid him double or treble that amount of interest...,, 177 

quch was the influence and power of the first three Dukes that 

it is very difficult to discover reasoned assessments of their 

contribution to-the agriculture of their Estates that are not the 
178 

product of sycophancy. Sir Hugh Smithson'tarried the A=hvft of 

Northumberland in 1748, was created Earl of Northumberland in 1750, 

Duke in 1766, and concerned himself with rebuilding Alnwi ck Castle and 

with trying to forget that he had even been called Smithson, Hip son, 

also Hugh, succeeded him in 1786, and his, again Hugh, in 18179 both 

being ?? emarkably similar in their high Tory and Church principles, 

their love of soldiering, their affliction with gout, and their 

autocratic manner. 
179 The Fourth Duke, Algernono inherited the chaos 

left by his brother and ancestors in 1847 and was a man of very different 

character who determined to effect radical improvements to the appalling 

agriculture of his Estate. 

The Duke's farms in the middle of the 18th century were generally 

let on long leaset often of 21 years, in co=on with most other 

176 Vide N. C., Sept. 6th 1783. 
177 John Grey to Earl Greyl March 10th 1845 in J. E.. Butlerv op. cit., 

p. 220. 
178 e. g. G. Brenanj A History of the House of'Percyj1902ý PP-445-6p459- 
179 Ibid., passim; J. Lingwood, A Glance of Alnwickp 1848, School of English, Newcastle University; Ha=er Wilson, Durham Chronicle, Feb. 17th 1821. 
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Northumberland estates. This remained typical until the 1790s when 

the Duke allowed nearly all such leases to lapse 180 to be replaced by 

"the abolition of Rack & discontinuance of subletting, with the mode 

of renting from year to year subject to your Gracets pleasure & Control; 81 

which continued until the mid-19th century. At a time. ' therefore, when 

the importance of long le4ses to encourage improvement by tenants was 

being increasingly recognised in Northumberland (see p. - 1.64) the 

Duke's Estates moved in the opposite direction. Leases had never 

developed much on the Northumberland Estate. The 17th century lease form 

was that of the mid-18th, while the rudimentary provisions of the later. 

18th century mention little more than the retention of all grass landp 

the necessity to fallow once for every two corn crops and of manuring 

with lime. 
182 This development halted altogether at the end of the 

century when neaxly the whole estate was let at will, without lease and 

under the personal supervision of the Duke and his agents. The lack of 

familiarity of even the Fourth Duke with the lease system is perhaps best 

seen in the Stanwick Scandal of 1855 when pressure from tenants for 

leases produced a compulsory form SO impractical and vindictive in the 

covenants it required that some of the. best tenants were obliged to quij? 
3 

Not that tenants consequently lacked security dpon the Duke's Estates. 

Traditions of loyalty were strong. Tenants frequently held the same farm 

for life and standing instructions stated that all farms were first to 

be offered to the previous tenant4s son. 
184 The list of tenants who 

volunteered to lay the first stone of the Percy Column in 1816 shows no 

shortage of men who could trace back their familiest tenancy on the 

185 Estate for centuries. Such blind following of tradition permitted 

180 AC/L/Div. 2/14 , 24. 

181 Commissioners to Dukev Xarch 8th 1807. AC/Z/Div. 1/12b/181. 

182 NCRO/ZHE/34/14. 

183 NCRO/ZHE/34. 

184 General Instructions,, dated 1817 and 1839. AC/Upper Room/3rd shelf 
up immediately on the left behind the door (uncatalogued). 

185 NCRO/W/l/7- 
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almost incredible abupes. When Richard Robson, the bailiff of Alnwick? 

inspected a farm in 1806 he reported, "I found here a Rich Tenantv and 

a poor Exhausted Farm, the Reason he gave to me for not having made 

some Improvement on his Farmy is that he had no leaseg-I Enquired how 

longg he had been the Occupier he Replyed about 30 years... 11 la6 When 

- John Wilkinson lost his farm for subletting in 1807, a special reminder 

from the Commissioners'was necessary to prevent the farm being let to 
187 the sub-tenant, and while 11r. Armourer was-complaining of the state 

of Catcleugh of which he had recently become tenant, 188 the Commissioners 

were complaining, of the state in which he had left his last farm, also 

one of the Dukels, at Overacres. 189 

Tenants from other estates may well have found it difficult to 

0 hange to or from the Duke's Estate, Of all Northumberland landlords, 

190 
only the Duke allowed no way-goihg crop* Consequently, a tenant of 

the Duke would have required considerable capital to tide him over the 

move to another landlord's farm. It is also relevant that the Duke's 

term finished on Lady Day (March 25th) but every other landlord in 

Northumberland finished on May Day (May l2th). While-this might have 

discouraged the introduction of fresh blood and new ideas from tenants 

from outside, it would certainly have made it difficult for hinds from 

other estates to 'flit' to the Duke (see p. 189). It'may well have 

been for this reason that the Duke attempted to anchor his farm labouxers 

by giving them allotments and cottages at low rent. Original instructions 

demanded 6 acres each, 
191 later reduced to 5P 192 

and in practice very 

186 tReturn of the Buildings and'Fences upon the Duke of Northumberland's 
Estate 1806t. ACAliddle Room/5th shelf up on the left past the window 
sill (uncatalogued). 

187 Commissioners to Duke, Jan-5th 1807. AC/Z/Div. l/12b. 
188 Ibid. t April 10th 1808. AC/Z/Div, 1/12b. 

189 Ibid., June 17th 1809, AC/Z/Div. 1/12b/484- 

190 Evidence of George Ramsay, Report *of Select Committee on Agricultural 
Customs, 1848, p. 192. 

191 Directions for the Auditors, Jan. lst 1796. AC/O/Div. 2/G. 
1,92 General Instructions and Regulations 181 . 7. AC/Uppe= Room/shelves 

immediately on th6 left (uncatalogued). 
- 
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much less. At Newham, 127 acres was given over "for t4e Mill, & about 

40, or 50 Cottagers to be emancipated from Bondage". 193 At Newburn 

Hallf difficulty was experienced giving the cottagers even half an 
194 acre and the Duke was asked if a quarter acre might do. Some farms 

were severely docked to provide the needed land. Wandon farm in 

Chatton, which had had 312 acres, was an example. "The Cottagers 

from this farm will require near 50 acres, so that the farm will be 

, 195 196 reduced to about 262 acres. Culley thought little of the system 

as did Xc Culloch, 197 
and by the end of the century all traces of what 

198 had once been general on the Duke's Estate had disappeared altogether. 

In common with other Northumberland estates of the 18th century, 

the Duke's Estate was administered by Bailiffs whose remuneration was 

a farm at nominal rent. Where the Duke differed was in retaining- this 

inefficient system into the l9th century. Most bailiffs held their 

position for decades and were not infrequently succeeded by relatives. 

That the system was not productive of the best men is indicated by the 

fact that the dilapidated farm at Catcleugh complained of by Mr. Armourer 

had long been in the hands of Mr. Dodd, the Tindale Bailiff, and that 

the new Bailiff was to be none other th an the neglectful Mr. Armou=er 

himself. 199 Controlling the Bailiffs. were two or sometimes three 

Commissioners in Alnwick whose job it was to visit each Bailiwick 

200 "at least once in every three, or. fou= Years at the furthest", and 

to report regularly to the Duke or more usually to his agent at 

193 Commissioners to the Duke, 1807. AC/Z/Div. l/l2b/l88.. 
194 Ibid., June 20th 1807. AC/Z/Div. 1/12b/223- 
195 Ibid. p July 4th 1807. AC/Z/Div. 1/12b/239. 
196 George Culley to Dr. Ftiller, June 29th 18019 NCROACU/31; George 

Culley to'Arthur Young, 1800P NCRO/ZCU/3- 
197 J. R. McCulloch, op. cit., 19 P-463. 
198. Seymour Bell, - Collections Relating to, Agriculture, c. 1880. NCL/L630- 
199 Commissioners to Duke, April 10th 1808 and June 17th 1809. AC/Z/ 

Div. 1/12b. 

200 General Instructions dated July 16th 1817. AC/Upper Room/shelves 
on the left behind the door (uncataloguqd).. 
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Northumberland House in London who would then deal with the Duke, an 

attempt being made to check on all agents by requiring each to give 

a particular Relation of what was done, with Your own Observations 

theron independently". 201 The system outlined in 1769, demanding 

"Reports to be made from time to time, at least once in every Quarter of 

a Year, by all their Grace's Officers, to whom any Thing is herein 

referred, of what Progress has been made, ý what has been'done in the 

Execution of the Matters severally referred to them: such Reports to be 

TS made either immediately to his Grace, or to Mess, Butler & I%Tdteg at 

their Office at Northumberland House. " 202 
remained substantially the 

same until the Fourtý Duke's total reorganization. The existing 

Commissioners were then removed and replaced by a single man with 

extensiv .e knowledge of both the Estate and of agricultuxeý. 
203 It could 

then be reported that "his grace contemplates important changes... 

with a view to encourage the investment of capital in the improvement 

of the estate". 
204 

ýhe Estate's administration must have always been awkward, but the 

characters of the Second and Third Dukes made it even more difficult. 

In 1796, the Second Duke issued detailed instructions of exactly how 

the estate was to be run. 
205 These were extended in 1804 206 

and remained 

substantially unaltered until the time of the Fourth Duke, being endorsed 

by the Third Duke in 1817 and 1839.207 The thundering autocracy of 

these documents is unrivalled in any other estate material examined. 

The Duke ordered his agents in 1804 "always to bear in Mind, that the 

Estate is mine, and that in the Management of itt it is my peculiar 

Province to Direct, as it is Their's to carry such Direction into 

201 April 23rd 1769, AC/P`/`. Div. 2/3/p. 

202 'Directions for the Officers and Agents... 11 Sept. 9th 1769, 
AC/P/Div. 2/2/cc. 

203 Richard Welford, Men of Mark 'Twixt Tyne and Tweed, 1895t3tP. 494. 
204 N. C., Oct-lst 1847. 

205 Directions for the Au4itorsv Jan-lst 1796. AC/O/Div. 2/G. 
2o6 AC/O/Div. 1/2/S. - 
207 AC/Upper Room/ahelves on left'immediately behind the door (uncatalogued). 
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Ebcecution". And so the Dukest completely ignorant of agricultural 

technique, assumed personal control of a vast estate as if they were 

commanding an army with Commissioners more familiar with the law than 

with agriculture for officers, Bailiffs experienced only in exploiting 

their position for sergeants, and tenants deprived of all individuality 

and initiative as troops. Indeed, the tenantry was mobilised at the 

Duke's expense into a unit 1500 strong during the Napoleonic Wars and 

all cottages on the estate had large 'registration' numbers*affixed to 

their doors. 

The provisions of the various lists of directions. are remarkable. 

That there were to be allotments for labourers and no more leases except 

for the stock farms has already been mentioned, but the Duke issued 

other drastic orders. 

"As I disapprove much of large Farms, which the Tenant cannot 

possibly ciiltivate properly himself... I, will have no Farm 

let to any One Person exceeding 300 Acres or E150 1 an exception 

was again made for stock farms I and that Quantity to be but 

very rarely granted. In general the Farms not to exceed Two 

Hundred & Fifty-Acres. When the Lease therefore of, any Farm 

208 
expires which exceeds the above 300 acres it is to be divided. " 

Once again, the Duke was acting directly contrary to informed agricultural 

opinion that large farms, expecially in an axea already dominated by 

large farms, were generally more conducive to, agricultural improvement 

6ee pp, 29-30). By these directions, the Duke assumed active personal 

control of the agriculture of the whole Estate and thereby crippled its 

development. 

"Whenever at any time any Alterations, or new arrangements 

shall appear proper to be made, either by dividing of Parms - 

taking ground from P arm s- changing of Tenants - making new 

Buildings - repairing old ones, or in any other way - such 

-P 

208 Directions for the Auditors, Jan. lst 1796. AC/O/Div. 2/G. 
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alterations and, arrangements with reasons for the same, are 

first to be laid before met in writing, under my hand; which 

mode of my Signature is, on all occasions, to be the only 

proper authority for carrying anything into execution. " 209 

One certain result of the Duke's subdivision of his farms was to 

210 increase his control-of County elections after 1832, but this can 
I hardly have been the case in 1804. Nor is any reasont apart from the 

Duke's will, ever presented. Not surprisingly, the practical application 

of the instructions brought some problems. ' If new farms were to be 

created, then new farm buildings had also to be created. Newham townshipp 

containing 2,527 acreý, had been let as five farms and was to be divided 

into eight until the Duke, was told of the cost of new farmsteads. 211 

As he had expressed considerable alarm in the 1804 Directions that 

disbursements had reached a record peakt he imposed the ludicrous 

solution'of letting Newham not as five farms, but "in 4 double &1 Single 

farms... & it is thus we are directed by your Grace's instructions to 

continue them for the-present, in'o=der as much as possible to prevent 

the immoderate necessity of buildingii. 212 An addition to the 1804 

Directions, dated July 1810, reveals the Duke's policy towards such 

improvements. "Seven pounds for every C100 of the clear receipts at each 

Audit of the rents of Land only i. e. the clear rents of the Landt ighich 

are paid into the hands of my Banker in London, is the only Sum, which 

will be allowed to be expended in Buildings and, Repairs. 11 No money 

whatever was to be left on account for these purposes. When the Duke's 

farms were advertised, as they occasionally were, the advertisement 

carried the warning that "No Money whatever will be expended on Buildings, 

unless mentioned in the Proposals, and especially agreed for before the 

209 AC/O/Div. 1/2/S. 

210 'A Northumberland Farmer', Letter to the Enfranchised Tenantry of 
the County of Northumberland, 1833, L. & P. Tracts, 1919 no-17, 

211 March 28th 1807, AC/Z/1/12b/188. 

212 July 4th 18079 AC/Z/1/12b/240. 
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213 - Fa=s are let". Not that a promise then meant much as George Wilsont 

tenant of Loning Head since 1803, complained to the Commissioners in 

1807- 214 The tenants of the stock farms in Reedsdale refused to enter 

in 1808 unless repairs were made to the shepherds' houses, "most of 

which are very bad & unsafe tQ live in... there is not one of the 

Shepherds, or Cottage Houses, that has been kept even 'drop dry', for 

these several Years -& the Dykes are in an extremely bad state at 

present" 
215 The previous winter had bebn pjartýcularly hard for the 

(&4V 
Duke's stock farmers as the absence of steils on-his estate's had meant 

inordinately high losses from sheep being overblown with snow. 
216 

Letter after letter tells of inadequate expenditure; for example, 

"The Fences on W. Hay's Farm are particularly well kept in order & 

Repair also the Buildings which have an Annual Repair yet many of them 

are failing in the Walls & Roofs from Length of Time, many of them 

being built with Stone'& Mud i nstead-of Lime". ' 217 When George Hedley, 

the tenant of Walbottle Dean Farmq declared he would have to leave in 

1809 because his fa=stead was falling down, th6 Commissioners admitted 

that a new onstead was desperately needed as a result of the rain 

caused by the previous tenant, and that they should build a new oneq not 
218 

to oblige Hedley, but because the farm would otherwise be unlettable. 

Normally what repairs were done were reflected in increased rentall but 

a letter of 1802 suggests that the Duke wished to charge a percentage as 
219 

well until informed that this would necessarily lower his rental. 

Nor does it seem that the condition of farm buildings improved during 

the 19th century. Of 326 farms listed in the State of Farm Reports 220 

213 e. g. N. C., Oct. 8th 1814. 

214 March 9th 1807, AC/Z/1/12b/182. 

215 D. W. Smith to Duke, April 10th 1808. AC/Z/1/12b, 
216 William and David Smith to Duke, -June 18th 1808. AC/Middle Room/ 

15ook marked 'Letters to His Grace 1806 91, 

217 tRetu= of the Buildings and Fences upon the Duke of Northumberland's 
Estate 1806'. AC/Middle RooM/5th shelf up on the left past the 

- window sill (uncatalogueci). 
218 Oct. 21st and Nov. 4th 1809f AC/Z/1/12b/512 515. 
219 Robert Forster to Dukep June 14th 1802. AC/Z/Div. l/gb. 
220 Stateýof Parms Reports 1827-, AC/Middle Room/41arga boxoav 2nd shelf lira G., Daces-1.0- ýLlo 
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in 1828,227 had farm buildings described as good, and 99*or 3elb had 

buildings described as average or poor. In 1850, of 290 farms listed, 

only 154 had buildings rated as good, and 136 or 47% described as 

average or poor, 

Though the Estates had never been successfully administered from 

London, the era of 'General Directions''brought intensified difficulties. 

Reports on repairs to fences could not, it had to be explained, 'be 

submitted until the fences were aotually. repairedv 
221 

nor could the 

stock farms be let to good tenants if Northumberland House insisted they 

all be offered at once. 
222 The administration stumbled from problem to 

problem, meeting arrears with dismissals as the Directions insisted or 

with abatement after abatement when the a=eaxs became universal. John 

Mason eulogised in 1826, 

"In the first years of agricultural distress, when it appeared 

as if the whole farming inte3ýest was to'sink in i=emedial ruin, 

that nobleman I the Third Duke I stept forward,,. andt by munificently 

deducting twentyý-five per cent from the rents of his tenantryg 

arrested the work of destruction in the extensive district over 

which he presided, and not improbably. by the influence of his 

ý23* 
example, was the means of restoring prosperity to the country. 

The Duke wasq in factp so totally unrealistic in not adapting his 

rents to meet changed times, that he gave regulax abatements between 

1804 and 1836 rather. than reduce. his rents or face arrears more massive 

even than those accumulated between 1778 and '1784. Figuxe 8: 2 shows 

the result of the Duke's failure to meet the earlier crisis with 

allowances, his later use of allowances even during the period of high 

wax prices, to reduce arrears, and the persistent reliance on allowances 

221 D. W. Smith to Duket May 10th 1808. AC/Z/3)iv. 1/12b. 
222 4ril 18th 18079 AC/Z/1/12b/lgg. ' 

223 John Mason, The Border Tour, 1826, p. e., 
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after the War to keep arrears ýo a minimum. When allowances ceased in 

1836, arrears =ose once ag,; 1in. Figure 8: 3 traces the Duke's rental for 

the century. Too much. importance should not be attributed to the 

spectacular rise that seems to have taken place between 1750 and 1780- 

The Duke was one of the last landlords in the County to change from a 

system of large fine and small rental. Although this process was 

virtually complete by 1754P it must have taken some time to find the 

realistic rent for farms on 21 year leases, as many were. The remainder 

of the graph is more significant. The depression of the 1780s caused 

a drop in rents or atleast a stagnation in their rise and the War period 

a steady increase that became only nominal once the Duke chose to maintain 

artificially high : ýents by means of allowances. This high nominal rental 

was maintained for three decades after the Wax, yet it is clear that 

without the aid of allowances, rent during this period would have sagged 

badly despite an increase of neaxly 2Wo in the area of the Estate. 

After allowances were stopped, rents trailed downwards to a re alistic 

level. It is perhaps doubtful whether the Duke or his tenants ever 

thought in terms of real rent. The term 'rent' was dropped from the 

accounýs altogether after 1784 and they thereafter concern themselves 

with the IchargeIq a most complicated concept which covered whatever was 

reckoned to be the real rent - and when all tenancies were held ýt will 

that was a factor which could frequently have vaxied - plus all accumulated 

arrears minus whatever allowances were offered. Such a system must ha: ve 

engendered among the tenants a resignation to pay what they could rather 

than a determination to pay what they should. 

Figure 8: 4 traces the total money received each Lady Day from the 

whole landed Estate and total'Lady Day disbursements on the Estate. 

Receipts generally increased throughout the century, but the amount - 

received varied alarmingly in the post-War period. When investment in 

the Estate might have been expected to place rentals on a realistic 

footing and to ensu=e a more regular income, it was not forthcoming. 
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Instead, the Duke curtailed estate expenditure, as is particularly well 

illustrated by the plummet from the high investment of the very early 

yeaxs of the 19th century and the years from 1804 onwards, occasioned, 

by the Duk6ls. edict of that year. The dizbursement figures include 

every penny spent in connection with the Northumberland Estate, includingy 

for example, the whole cost of administration, of the maintenance and 

repair of Alnwick Castle and of all legal expenses. These were no 

mean sums. One roport says that the Duke spent Z71000 annually on the 

224 
reconstruction of Alnwick Castle over 20 years, probably 1766-1786, 

and the Earl was appaxently spending f. 100 each week on wages for workmen 

repairing the castle in 1763.225 The occasional breakdown of 

disbursement figures certainly shows large sums being spent on non- 

agricultural items. Xichaelmas disbursements between 1769 and 1773 

amounted to Z27P135 of which at least Z10,000 was spent on castle repairs, 

C. 3,650 on sinking collieries and Z5,050 on purchasing land. Although 

total disbursements for Michaelmas 1821 and Lady Day 1822 amounted to 

226 
Zl4t449, ; C4,933 of this had been spent on legal expenses. Consequently, 

it is not possible-b determine what sort of investment was being made in 

agricultural*improvement. This does not invalidate the conclusions that 

even total expenditure on the Estate was not hight and that investment 

was not allowed to keep pace with increased receipts when prolonged 

variation in receipt demanded some sort of action be taken, nor even 

during the War when money was most readily available. 

Perhaps nothing illustrates the neglect into which the Duke of 

Northumberland. 1"s estate was allowed to lapse better than the revolution 

that took place in 1847, when the Fourth Duke eventually took the reins 

from his brother. Between 1847 and 1863, he spent C. 524,607 on =oads, 

224 Notes Relating to the Percy Estates in Northumberland. AC/Libraxy/ 
shelf 445,187A/152 p. 89. 

225 N. C. Aug. 13th 1763. 

226 AC/B/1. 
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bridgesi buildings and draining alone on the Estate: 227 during a 

similar period, 1829-18459 the Third Duke had spent less than ; C2009000 

228 
on absolutely everything connected with the Estate. Figure 8: 5 shows 

the number of roods of drainage undertaken in vaxious years before and 

after 1847 in Shilbottle Bailiwick, containing 5,500 acres of heavy land. 

The activity of the Fourth Duke, though partly. a product of the wide- 

spread interest in draining of the 1840s. stands in stark contrast to 

the neglect of his predecessor. So great a change did not go unrecognized. 

In 1848, it was declared that 

"If the proprietors would be more liberal and reasonable in 

their demandss it would encourage the occupiers to take 

greater pains in the cultivation of the soilt and the results 

would then be equally beneficial. Such a change has already 

commenced upon the estate of one'of the largest proprietors 

in this district (I allude now to his Grace the Duke of 

Northumberland),,. 11229 

Conclusioný 

The examples of the Greenwich-Hospital Estate and that of the 
.I 

Duke of Northumberland illustrate to what extent and in what ways 

agricultural improvement may have been hampered or encouraged by the 

type of estate administration. Were there much better information bnd 

were it more agricultural in naturep it is not improbable that the 

progress of agricultural improvement and innovation could be traced as 

accurately in terms of estate management as in any other way. As the 

information is, it gives indication rather than quantification of the 

forces at work. The indication is that the-influence of the landlordIs 

administration was a controlling factor, even of other factors. Cc= 

227 
' 

John Wilson, op. cit., p, g. NCRO/ZSW/Add. & Xisc. 

228 AC/B/l. 

229 W. Stephenson to Newcastle Pa=ersl Club. N. C., June gth 1848. 
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prices, for example, became irrelevant under corn rent as did rent 

levels when abatements were traditional, or leases when there was no one 

to enforce them. It has been shown that'it is not enough simply to 

differentiate between 'good' landlords and tbad'. Sometimes the 

landlord who said he was improving was doing no such thing; who took 

an ostensible interest in agriculture was completely ineffectual; who 

spent most on improvements achieved least.. No ideal estate administrationp 

certain to produce or encourage agricultural improvement, has been 

discovered. In one example, corrupt bureaucracy produced improved 

agriculture, but that would hardly have been a reliable formula. The 

variables were as numerous at the aspects of the characters of landlords 

and land agents. An investigation of the influence of estate administration 

provides no easy answers: it illustrates the difficulties that make 

easy answers untenable. That. is. no small'service. McCulloch wrote in 

1837 that 

"Considering the wonderful facilities of communication that 

exist in Great. Britaing and the. universal diffusion of information 

by, means of the press, the slowness by which agricultural 

improvements make their way is not a little surprising ... 

It might, one should thinkv be reasonably enough supposed that 

the improved practices would now be much more rapidly diffused; 

but experience shows that this is not really the case... we 

should anticipate ten times more from the efforts of the 

landlords to enforce a better system, than from any improvement 

in the knowledge of the farmers. The former have it in their 

230 
power... speedily-to introduce a better system". 

He was correct in his realization of the problem and perhaps even in his 

solution, but his simplification of that solution was dangerously 

misleading. 

230 J. R. MoCullocht OP-cit-plo PP-545-7- 
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Ix 

LAND TENURE AND LEASES 

Host agricultural land in N orthumberland was freeholdp 1 
and 

apart from a small percentage farmed by owner-occupieral was let to 

tenants. Only in the far south-west of the County was any substantial 

acreage controlled in another mannert and there copyhold or customary 

holdings were comon. It will be as well to deal i=ediately with the 

peculiar problems this foxm of tenure presented, 

I The system of land tenure in the south-west was in many ways a 

mediaeval anachronism perpetuated by the farmer's fervour to keep his 

indepondence and the lord'a to maintain his rights. Some farma woro 

hold on normal short-term leasing a=angements with landlords, but 

others were held on ancient extended leases which gave the leasee the 

expense, but not the freedom of a freeholder, while, it deprived the 

landlord of not only a realistic revenuep but of the obligation and 

incentive to spend money on the holding* The fam at Millhillsp near 

Hexhamp was held on a 99-year lease from the Greenwich Hospital whose 

delegates visited it in 1775 and reported "The Housing upon this Fa= 

2 (as upon all the 99 Yrs Leases) is very mean & ruinous"s Other Hospital 

Reporters visited Whinnetley Farmt near Langleyt in 1805, held on two 

leases for 1000 years expiring in 2626 and 2629, For this farm of 

nearly 400 acres plus allotments from Grindon Common, the Hospital 

received only the annual rent of ; C6.12.0 and a fine of El-17.4 payable 

every 21 years. Consequently, the Reporters paid little attention to 

the farmp "the Hospital's interest-in it being so very remote". 
3 

Bailey and Culleyt 1805, p. 25- 

2 Greenwich Hospital 1775 RePorti PRO/A W 79/57. 

3' Greenwich Hospital 1805 Reportq NCRO/NRO/467/42/2o 
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There was little practical difference in the terms of copyhold 

and customary tenure* Both rendered the estate liable to an ancient 

annual rent and to a fine of several times this-rent upon the demise 

of either the lord of the manor or the holderi i heriot - normally 

the best horned beast on the fa= - was also due on the death of the 

4 lord. By the 19th centuryp even the legal te=inology was not exact, 

but where the copyhold seems to have differed was in requiring a payment 

at the death of. the holder based not just on a multiplication of a 

trivial ancient rent, but on the improved value of the holding, 5 

Copyhold lands held of the Dean and Chapter of Durham had to pay fines 

based on this improved value at the extinotion of every life or after a 

stated. number of years. As late as 1856 it was said of such lands in 

County Durham that "no man having this species of propertyq and aware of 

the mbmner in which the fines or renewal are made to rise in proportion 

to all improvements# would think of laying out more money on his estate 

than he could n9t well avoid". 
6 

In other parts of the Co'untyp manorial 

rights provided the excuse for a degree of ceremonialt for the assertion 

of privilege in petty matters or for extended legal wranglingp but only 

in the south-west do they appear to have been responsible for impeding 

agricultural progress. 

In 17849 when landlords and. farmers elsewhere were seeking to 

-i=. rove stock, Sir Edward Blackett's steward complained that the tenants. 

at Ridley Hall had sold all their best cattle to avoid an eXPensive 
7 heriott and even in the mid-19th century tenants were forced to resort 

to various semi-legal devices to reduce fieriot payment from C20 to nearer 

4 NCRO/ZBL/270/1* 

5 James Donaldsong Modem Agriculture, 1796,4, P-171- 

6ý Thomds Bellp 'A Report upon the Agrioultuxe, of theto'unty of Durhan't 
J. R. A. S. E. 9 179 18569 P-97- 

7* George Bates to Sir Edward Blackettt Jan. 9th 1784- NCRO/ZBL/85/1- 
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8 L2. Landlords everywhere were keen to retain manorial rights, 

especially where it was thought mineral'exploitation would be worthwhile, 

but in the south-west customary and copyhold tenure were an integral 

part of these rights and these too had to be maintained. When Ridley 

, and Hotbank Commons were enclosed in the mid-18th century, the lord-of 

the manor was reminded to make very sure that the Act did not change the 

customary estates to freehold. 9 The enclosure of Haltwhistle Co=on'and 

the re-allotment of dale lands "incapable of being cultivated to advantage 

to their proprietors by one half of their value" 
10 

were delayed for 

nearly half a century by the intransigence of one Lady of the Manor 

anxious to keep up herýrights. Where exploitation leases had been 

granted to companies by the lord of the manor for mineral extraction 

from the commons before their division# that coýapany was free to despoil 

allotted agricultural land without paying the usual compensation of 
12 double rental. Where coal, ironstone and . 

1ime were to be found'and 

where rights over them were to be leasedv as was the case in the south-: 

westf it was well worth maintaining manorial, rights. The mining companiv., 
13 

not only paid realistic tents, but'also a percentage of turnover. 

IIk 
Pines and heriots we: re worth little in comparisont but their exaction 

ensured manorial right to the greater profit. ' Table 9: 1 gives an idea 

of the impact of various legal changes which substantially reduced the 

agricultural profit to be made from manorial rights after about 1850- 

8 NCRO/ZBL/270/6. 

1,9 Ro. bert Douglas to Sir Edward Blackett, Jan. 17th'1752. NCRO/ZBL/85/1. 

10 John Adamson to Mr Walterst Oct. 26th 1843. NCRO/ZAD/2. 

I. 11 Notes dated 1844t KCRO/ZAD/2; Haltwhistle Nanor Rollq NCRO/ZAD/1 

12 

13 

Alexander Watkins to John Claytont June 29th. 1857- KCRO/ZAD/1- 

Epitome,. 1842-55. NCRO/ZAD/l, , 
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Cash Account for Me2kridgeq Henshaw, Ridley and 
Thornm afton Manors. 1829-1863 

Receipts 
Courts Held Expenses from Fines Profit Loss 

& Heriots 

18290293407 F- 41-13-10' P-133-17-10 C 92- 4.0. 
1839t42 E 93-16.8 Z209.0.11 Z115- 4-3-' 
1845P48 C147.4.10. C263- 8- 1 

' ' 
E116- 

' 
3-3- 

. 1848949 Z155- 5.7 16.8 C279. C124-11-1- 
1849-54 (annually) C167.16.11 C26ý- 4.6' "Z 96- 7-7- 
1854-56 (annually) C191.19.6 Z 55-11- 3 - C136.8-3- 
1857-63 (annually) L276-10- 7 C131-14.1 C144-16.6. 

Sources NCRO/ZBL/271/3- 

The result was a blatant disregard for týe condition of agriculture. 

Where customary and copyhold tenure prevailedq with "every little saving 

being hoarded. up for the payment of the eventual finellp the tenants were 

left "nothing for the expense of travelling to see improved modes of 

culture; to gain a knowledge of the management and profits of different 

breeds of stock; and to be convinced, by ocular proofsp that their own 

situations are capable of producing similar advantages: and even should 

they be half inclined to adopt a new practice, prudence whispersp that 

Table 9: 1 

should the experiment failp it would require the savings of many years 

to make good the deficiency. Customary tenures is [sio] allowed on 

all hands , to be a great grievance and check to improvement". 14 Such 

conditions crystallised the pattern of small farms handed down from 

-father to son in which "strong attachments to ancient methods of 

husbandry have descended with themp and new improvements have been 
15 

slowly countenanced", o Only one instance of a lease being publicly 

14 

15 

James Donaldsong OP-cit-v PP-173-4- 

John Hodgson# Description of Northumberlandq nodeq p. 28. 
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auctioned by a landlord is known for the County. At a time when most 

landlords were taking some care over the choice of tenantsq the Earl of 
16 Carlisle was auctioning the lease to a farm in Thirlwall in 1805- 

In the mid-18th centuryo the lease was little more than a signed 

undertaking guarahteeing the landlord his rent and the tenant the, 

oocupancy of a farm in return for that rent. The leases used on the 

Duke of Northumberland's estate in 1749 were largely financial contracts 

and virtually identical to those in use a century before, 17 There is 

no doubt that on some estates this remained the principal function of a 

leasep but landlords seem to have been increasingly keen to-incorporate 

conditions of husbandry into their leases, The Duke's tenant at Over 

Shiells in 1759 promised to take no more thay three crops to one 

'fallowingg to lay 5 fothers of lime on each fallow acre and to use all 

the manure'on the farm. 18 By 1'770t the covenants required for the 

Duke's farm at Rennington were substantially more involved* The tenant 

had to retain all old grasslandp to lay down with eight bushels of 

haySeeds and three pounds of white cloverp to fallow a third of the 

tillage land eaoh year and apply 60 bolls of lime per acrep to take no 

more than two corn orops before fallowing, to use all straw on the 

premises and to grow no mustardq flax or potatoes6 Penalties were laid 

down for the breach of these covenants* 
19 

By 1770P Sir Edward Blackett 

was using large printed forms detailing particularly the, acreage to be 

20 in tillage and the percentage of that to be in fallowt though exactly 

. 21 the same form was used for farms with scarcely any tillage. Such 

covenants were especially necessary where tenants held long leases. 

16' P- & -D-t N49/56. 

17 NCRO/ZHE/34/14. I 
18 - AC/L/2/19* 

, 19 NCRO/ZHE/34/14* 

20 e. g. High Bradley leaseq 1770, NCRO/ZBL/78* 
I 

21 Goge Prookbank lease, 1783-. NCRO/ZBL/78 
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Some tenants at Ford in 1763 were reported to the landlord as having 

"Pat the farm into. very bad Conditionp but they have done neither less 

nor more, than What Your Other tenn to have done Especially those Whome 

to the Country deem your principal tenn but that is for no Other Endq 

but to keep of Other people from takeing them, and to injure Your Honour 
22 

off Your fortune. " The same steward had earlier outlined what he 

expected of a lease. -"Sir John I look Upon a lease to bind a Tennant 

to the axticles specified thereing also on the Other handq it Obliges 

the Landlord (by a Counter part lodgId in the hand of the Tennant, ) to 

such Conditions as he in the next place is toperfo= to the Tennant; 

now if the Tennants at West fieldq have not Ivaded their Lease, it-io a 

little odd to meg Otherwise it must be suoh a lease as is different from 

What I Expeot it is; but however be as it Willt they have ruin'd the 

farm for some. time. 11 23 In Septembert he had had to*ask Sir John whether 

the tenants were allowed to plough out their gTassland for a way-going- 

crop* 
24 If the steward had no idea of the covenantaq the tenants can 

hardly have been expected not to try to eliminate competition at the 

next letting by running down their farms. Norp it was saidp could good 

husbandry be expected from tenants on anything less than a seven-year 

lease with a. few well-chosen and enforceable covenantst then Your 

Ron may in a little timej be sure of having your Estate improved to its 

proper Value, but I'm sensible the methods You. take, of letting from Yearg 

to Yearp You ruin Your landp You ruin Your Tennants, and You Cannot in 

reallity be any gainer Your self 9 for a Tennant Will take no thought 

about his farm this Year that is not sure of Enjoying it the next"O 
25 

22 Robert Burne to Sir John Delavalt Oot. 24th 1763. NCRO/2DE/4/52/2. 

23 Robert Bu=e to Sir John Delaval, July 8th 1763. NCRO/2DE/4/52/10. 

24 Robert Bu=e to Sir John Delaval p Sept, 24th 1763 and Sir John 
Delaval to Robert Burnet Oct. 6th 1763- NCRO/2DE/4/52/3-4- 

25 Robert Burne to Sir John Delavalq JulY 4th 1763- KCRO/2DE/4/52/11* 

61 
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Another steward on the same estate could remember cases of several 

Northumberland tenants who had delayed accepting covenants and had taken 

26 the opportunity to wreak havoc on their farms. The new interest in 

the lease as a code of agriculture rather than a financial contract can 

be se; n even in the farm letting advertisements in the-local newspapers* 

From the 17708 these begin to contain requests not just for tenants who 

could make the fa= pay the rentq but for good tenants who could benefit 

themselvesp the landlord and the farm from an approved agricultural 

exploitation. 
27 

One small but practical obstacle discouraged some landlords from 

granting leases* They were expensivet-partioularly so when Stamp Duty 

was payable on them and there wast thereforej, some inclination to reduce 

wordy leases or to replace them with informal'agreements liable to less 

28 - duty. But at any timev the legal feep for preparing a new lease 

could be prohibitive. The lease for Chollerton Farm cost C27.6-4 to 

produoe in 1820, a burden shared equally between landlord and tenant. 29 

The advantage to the landlord of a lease with, covenants, was that 

his property then had a greater chance of maintaining or increasing its 

value. To the tenantp it gave securityq an outline of what was and was 

not permitted and a statement of what contributions the landlord had 

agreed to make toidards the farm. But in simple termst the covenants 

were the landlord's securitys the lease itself the tenant's. Arthur 

Young deolared this mutual security to be almost totally responsible for 

improvements in English'. agriculture93O and Caird thoughtp much laterg 

26 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavalq Deo, gth*1786. NCRO/2D`E/4/16/65- 
See also N. C., March 24th 1787- 

27 e. g. West Wideopen, Longbenton and Coat Yardst Netherwitton. 
N-C-P NOV-5th 1774- 

28 Edward Grace to Sir John Delaval, Nov. 16th 18049NCRO/2DE/4/60/2 and Jolm Ca= to Sir John Delavalq Feb. 6th 1807, NCRO/2DE/4/60/39- 

29 NCRO/ZSW/199. 

30 Arthur Young# Political Arithmetic, 3.774P P'-15- 
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31 that its absence was one of the greatest causes of waste in agriculture. 

In 18479 the Tyneside Agricultural Society heard that "if the landlords 

of Northumberland would exert themselves as they oughtp the agriculture 

v of the distriot would be in a different state to what it was; and its 

present condition was principally owing to 9-10ths of them refusing to 
32 

grant leases The lease was often looked upon with blind faith as 

the prerequisite par excellence of agricultural improvement. Some 

attention should therefore be paid to the conditions of leases and the 

observance of those c9nditions. 

There is no doubt that the covenants written into leases increased 

in lengthp detail and complexity until at least the Napoleonic War 

period#33 The agricultural conditions in a lease for a farm at 

Netherwitton in 1770 had been to use a3 course rotation and to lime the 

fallow third, to keep all fences and buildings in repair and to plough 

no grassland. Equal space was occupied by covenants to win stones for 

highway repairsp grind. corn at the lord's mill, buy coal-at his pitat 

lead coals for the landlord9 work 2 days on his dam and to pay 2 young 
34 fat hens as part of the rent each year. By 18289 when a lease was 

granted for a neighbouring farmt all these latter provisions had 

disappeared entirely, the 3-course had become 4 with turnips occupying 

some fallowq the landlord had assumed responsibility for building and 

repairsq and the tenant was reqtUred only to lead. 35 

Plans were often given detailing the exact crop to be grown in 

each field throughout the whole course of the lease. 36 It was argued 

31 James Caird, English Agriculturev 18519 preface. 

32 NoCej Oct, 8th 1847, 

33 For an account of what a progressive lease would have been expected 
to contsin see F. M. p 20f 18199 PP-31-429 424-35o 

34 Longlee Farm, 1770o NCRO/ZTR/l/100-1, 

35 Netherwitton Baxm, 1828. NCRO/ZTR/l/105. 

36 e, g* fa=s on the Ilderton estatet 1775-84, NCRO/NRO/678- 
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that detailed covenants were vital "riot with the view of cramping an 

energetic tenant# but for the purpose of preventing the farm from being 

plundered and the soul taken out of itp in the event of its coming into 
07 the hands of a non-piofessional man v and that such clausest far from 

stinting enterprise in Northumberlandip had encouraged the'highest 

standard of agriculture. 
38 Yet there were -some who complained the 

res trictions were often a hindrance to agricultural advancement, 
39 

and 

there was one would-be tenant in 1803 who advertised himself. as 

"desirous of being exonerated from those restrictive Clauses in Leases 

which unnerve the Arm of Industry, and reduce Judgement and Ability to 

a Level with Ignorance and Prejudice. This he can expect only from the 

liberal and enlightened; and with such alone he wishes to. treat.,, 40 

BY 1859P Christopher Bell felt that "The leases in-use throughout the 

County seem to be the same handed down from past generationag abounding 

in restrictions and repetitions only calculated to puzzle the poor man 

anxious 
. 
at once to fulfil his contract'and obtain a return for his 

capital. 1141 That this could be so was amply evidenced in the notorious 

Stanwick affair when the Duke of Northumberland's prize-winning tenant 

in Yorkshire was forced to resign his lease because of totally impossible 

covenants*42 Lord Kames had spoken of the need for tenants to be 

fettered43 and there is North=berland evidence of tenants mistreating 

37 Mr Ferguson to Newcastle Farmers' Clubp Map 1859, NCRO/ZHE/34- 

38 J. C. MoCullooh, Statistical Account of the British Empirep 1837t 
19 pp-454-5. 

39 James Chrisp to Newcastle Farmers' Club, April Ist 1848, L. & P, t Bolbeo N630.6129 p*2* 

40 N. C. 9 Sept. 24th'1803- 

41 C, S, Bell, 0,1859-, NCRO/ZHE/34/19# 

42 NCROAHE/ý4# 

43 Lord Kamebt The Gentleman Farmer# 1776t p. 406., 
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their farms towards the end of leases, 44' but it is perhaps doubtful 

, whether lease covenants were generally regarded by either tenant or 

landlord as worth any more than the paper they were written on, 

In 17849 several Flodden tenants refused to abide by even the 

rudimentary covenant not to plough 
. 
grass land45 and the same infringement 

46 
occurred at Lydon West, in Earsdont in 1795- Matthew Culley had to 

threaten legal action against a Denton tenant in 180247 and. George 

48 
Silvertop against a Ponteland tenant in 1803 for the breaking of 

lease covenants. The Greenwich Hospital Commissioners agreed with their 

tenants that their le"es were unworkable49 and-the reviewers of even 

Bailey and Culley's ideal. lease for the improvement of Nor thumberland 

agriculture found much to criticise'. 
50. Newspaper apologies from tenants 

51 to landlords for the breaking of covenants were not uncommong but 

perhaps the most damning indictment of the covenant system was not the 

numerous infringements of itq but the single admission by Sir John 

- Delaval's steward that a memorandilm iLltering an existing clause in aI 

lease would be more satisfactory to both tenant and landlord than altering 

52 the clause itself. By the 19th centuryp leases generally contained 

pages of extraneoiis verbagep the products of legal minds for the benefit 

44 Greenwich Hospital 1805 RePortt Elrington Hall and Dilstone 
KCRO/NRO/467/42/2. 

45 John Bryers to Sir John Delavalo July 13ih 1784. KCRO/2DE/4/21/10* 

46 John Bryers to Sir John Delavalt May 6th 1795- NCRO/2DE/4/22/38- 

47 Matthew Culley to JohnýWelchq May gth 1802. KCRO/ZCU/6, 

48 William Todd to John Pottst April 24th 1803- NCRO/ZCO/9/le 

49 Greenwich Hospital 1775 Report. PRO/AW79/57- 

50 F*. M*p 19 18009 P-315- 

51 
'seg. 

N. C. j June 12th 1790, 

52'. John Bryers to Sir John Delavalq March 14th 1783- NCRO/2DE/4/20/39- 

0 
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of other legal mindsp not primarily of farmp tenant or landlord. 53 

So abstruse was one lease in 1817 that the landlord eventually 

discovered that if he werelto evict his tenant for non-payment of rentp 

the tenant would be . due compensation in excess'of the rent owed. 
54 

Covenants which related-to the preservation of the landlord's game were 

sometJiýes included. A massive part of Johý Errington's leases was taken 

up with such provisosp but in this case largely to "quiet the mind of 

the said Lunatic which always appears to'be extremely irritated-upon 

seeing or hearing ofany Person coming upon his Estate to kill Game,,, 55 

It seems very likelý that many covenants were no better read than the 

sTnsJ1 print in a modern insurenoe policyand, were probably not striotly 

observed by either landlord or tenant. Improved agriculture was 

obtained by co-operation and the realisation, of mutual benefit not 

by enforcement of inappropriate and often anachronistiog incomprehensible 

or impossible conditions. Donaldson*reekoned that any lease actively 

prevenýing the sale of manure and the taking 'of two white crops in 

succession was quite sufficient to at least maintain a farm's fertilit . 
Security for the, tenant lay. *-in the length of lease. A tenant with 

a long lease# it was arguedg was much more likely to Invest money in farm I 

i=rovements because he was certain to reap the benefits towards the end .v 

of his term. Not so the tenant on a short lease or none at all; he 

could never be certain of seeing returns for his expenditure on 

improvements and his best security lay in getting what he could from the 

farm, while it was still in his possession and in making it as unattraotive 

as possible to discourage any possible succession. A massive body of 

contemporary agricultural opinion was thoroughly convinced that the 

53 James Chrisp, to Newoastle Farmers' Clubg April lot 1848& L. & P, j Bolbec N630.6/29'PP-3-4- 
54 NCRO/CO/24. 
55 NCRO/NRO/309/G/11- 
56 James Donaldsong OP-oit-t 17959 21 p.. 200. 
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shorter the lease the less improvement was likely. The marked 

improvement in Scottish farms under 19 year tacks was frequently compared 
57 with that on English farmsj usually let without lease. "Upon a review 

of the causes which have given to Northumberland, Durham and Scotland, 

the superiority in agriculture, they mayq I conceivet be fairly traced 

to have principally originated from the granting of long 1, eases. , 58 But 

even within Northumberland distinotion was made between the long leases 

and improvement typical in the north of. the County and the short or 

uncertain tenure presumed responsible for lack of improvement in much 
59 

of the rest of the County. Yet there was some confused thinking over 

whether short leases produced bad tenants or whether bad tenants simply 

desired no more than short leases. In Scotlandq the Forfeited Estates 

Commission had divided tenants into four classes by merit after the 

'45; the most deserving received forty-one year leasesq the next twentyý- 

onev then seven or nine year leasesp and a fourth class of "poor and 

ignorant tenants" were to have no leases, and were to be replaced as they 
60 died out by the sons of better farmers. Most contemporaries argued 

61 
that the short lease produced the poor farmingq but long leases both 

cost more and were generally associated with large farms requiring 

considerable capital. It is likely that there was a pool of less 

wealthy tenantry unable to afford the luxury of long leases. Many 

landlords did not give leasesp but sold them - almost. by the yard as. 

a property distinat from the land. Certainly short leases were felt 

necessary at times of rapidly rising prices and rents when one steward 

advised the landlord to offer only "a very short Lease to give you the 

57 Ibid. 9 19 P-426; J. C. MoCullochp opocitop'po459; Robert Ritchie, 
The Farm Engineer, 1849P PP-77-P. 

58 FoMol 12# 18119 p*235- 

59 NoCo, Septo 23rd 1842 and Supplementp JulY 17th 1846.. 

60 J. E. Handleyp Scottish Farming in the Eighteenth Centuryq 1953, p. 242o 

. 
61 JoReMoCullo0hp OP-cit-9 p-177; ', Greenwich Hospital 1822 Reportv 

PPADM/79/60o 
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advantage of the change of times ,. 62. 
It was'also sometimes necessary 

to give short temporary leases to permit the re-arrangement of farms 

and tenants. 
63 

The difference between the cost of a long lease and that of a 

short was often considerable and those tenants who bought longer leases 

generally did so not to improve the farmp but to benefit, from, a constant 

rent level during times of rising rents. In 1174P Joseph Oxley reported 

despairingly to his landlordp "I had only one Tennant more Inquiring 

about Floddons but when I told him of a nine years lease he turned his 

hors abot and Like all the rest said no man would remove his family and 

Flock for so Short a Tack" . 
64 

Similar demands from tenants for longer 

leases despite the increased rents were common throughout thq second 

half of the 18th centuryl 
65 

and remaining portions of unexpired leases 

66 
were bought and sold as pieces of valuable property. The War period 

with its soaring rents meant that tenants were even more eager for long 

leases: the immediate post-War periodq lacking these conditionsp meant 

that tenants were 'Ifearfull of engaging for a Term" . 
67, 

Leases on the' 

Duke of Northumberland's estate had been for terms up to 21 years in the 

1750a and 1760s, increasingly for'21-year terms in the 1770a and 1780s, 

but from then on many were for 5# 7 or 12 years. After 1795P the whole 

vast e'statep with the exception of stock farms let for 12 yearst was 

let from'. year to year throughout the first half of the 19th century. 
68 

62 
' 

John Carr to Lord DelavAlt Nov-3rd 1807. NCRO/2DE/4/60/60. 
63 Greenwich Hospital 1805 Report, West Land Ends Farmp Langley; 

NCRO/NRO/467/42/2. Whittonstall High Field; N. C. p March 12th 1808, 

64 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavalp March 9th 1774. NCRO/2DE/4/11/4- 
65 ' Matthew Hall to Sir John Delavalp Jan. 12th 1781; NCRO/2DE/4/54/12. 

Joseph Oxley to Sir John-Delavalp March 28th 17819 NCRO/2DE/4/13/31; 
March 5th 17829 NCRO/2DE/4/14/13; May 30th 17840 NCRO/2DE/4/16/14- 
William Wilson's proposal, Feb- 4th 17939 NCRO/2DE/4/57/11- 

66 eýg. N. C. 9 April 24th 1762 and July 13th 1776# 
67 William Todd to George Silvert6pp Febe7th 1817- NCRO/ZCO/9/1. 
68 AC/L/2/14-24. 
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Figure 9: 1 shows lease lengths at'decade intervals on the Blackett 

Estates and confirms a picture of increasing length during the later 

18th centuryp curtailed by the War and abruptly halted by. tenant refusal 

to accept long lbases after the War, 

Occasionally leases known ambiguously as 'improving' leasez were 

granted for long terms over which the rental increased as, the tenant' 

brought the farm into shape. When the farm had been left-in really 

appalling condition, such leases sometimes bound the landlord to finance 

imnrovements based on the rental. Table 9: 2 shows offers for such a 

scheme for Overacres Farmv Elsdon, in 1809 which had been left in a state 

of dilapidation by the outgoing tenant and could not be re-ýlet normally 

Table 9: 2 

Proposals for an 'Improving' Lease for Overaores Farmp 

_ElsdonHeld 
of the. Duke of Northumberland, 1809 

_ 
The Duke insisted that he receive the old rent of Z121.10s. for 

the first 7 years of the new leasev twice that for the second 7 and 

the whole bidding for the third 7 of a 21 year lease. 

Bid Rent p. a. 
To Spend on Total to be Spent 
Improvements P . a, on mprovements. 

Proposal 1 C210 C88-10s- for 7 years t 619.10s. 

Proposal 2 C220 C98-10s. for 7 years C 689.10s, 

Proposal 3 C250 C129.10s. for 7 years 
E 7- Os. for 7 years Z 948-100. 

Proposal 4 C285 C163 *10safor 7 , years 
C 42- 00-for 7 years C1438-10s. 

Proposal 5 C370 E248-10s. for 7 years 
9127- Os. for 7 years E2628.10s. 

Source: AC, Middle Roomp 'Letiers to His 
Gtace, 1806-91t Letter NO-457, 
March 22nd 1809, 

69 ACp Middle Roomt 'Lette I rs to His Grace# 1806-91 484t June 17th 1809* 
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But just because a tenant had no lease did not mean that he automatically 

lacked security. Many tenants'at will had farmed the same holding for 

generationso7o and the absence of a lease was often used as a ready 

excuse for poor management as was certainly the case on the Duke of 

Northumberland's farms (see p. 137). 

What is more important than the hackneyed argument that short 

leases meant poor farming was the faot that leases of any length seem 

to have become increasingly rare in 19th century Northumberland. In 1847P 

Colbeck could not understand why "Although the advantages of long leases 

are yearly becoming more understoodp a great proportion of the farms in 

this county are still let from year to year. It will indeed seem strangel 

. 
that ep absurd a custom should be persisted ing when the ruinous 

consequences are so apparent.,,, 
71 In 1864P lea . ses were said to have been 

uncommon in the area between the Wansbeck and the Aln and in the Rothbury 

district. 72 Where leases were still granted at mid-century, covenants 

were but pale shadows of their predecessors and later in the century, 

farms in lower Coquetdale and Bamburgh which had previously been let on 

lease had come to be let yearly. 
73 Sir Matthew Ridley gave 21 year 

leases with covenants but permission was readily obtained to deviate 

from these. 74 The same was true on the Cresswell Estate and the Beal 

Farm on the Haggerston Estatet which had been a model of advanced 

farming for at least a century, was "held on lease for 21 years without 

any restrictions whatever as to the mode of croppingt the landlord no 

doubt considering that a skilfull and responsible tenant was better able 

70 Mark Hughes found tha: t tenants stayed longer on farms of the Crew, & 
Trustees held at will than on those of Earl Grey or the Greenwich 
Hospital let on 21-year leases, Mark Hughes, Lead, Land and Coal 
as Sources of Landlord Income in Northumberland between 1700 and 1850- Ph. D. Thesisp Durham University, 1963, p. 215- 

71 Thomas Colbeck# PP-422-3o 
72, John Wilsong Northern Farms and Farmingg 18649 p*89NCRO/ZSW/Add. &Misoo; 

N. C., July 18th 1845. 

73 N-C-H-P 1893t 19 PolO; 1899t 59 pol6o 
74 John Wilsong opecite, p. 2o The same was true on the Cresswell Estatek ibidot P-7o 
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to judge of the most beneficial way of farming. the land, than he could 

secure by any of the customary directions on covenants". 
75 Sov in 

practicog such tenants were hardly in very different circumstances than 

those tenants at will of Sir. Charles Monck-who had no leases or covenants, 

but were expected to adopt a four-course rotation'and not to plough out 
76 

grassland. 

By the mid 19th centuryp it was no longer normal for the bulk of 

the expense of improvements to, be paid by the tenant. In 1816 it had 

been claimed that "A lease is only necessary... as a safeguard to a 

tenant who engages with a farm which requires considerable 'Outlay before 

-any emolument can be received... '77 No doubt many such farms still 

existed in Northumberlandv but financial responsibility had largely 

shifted from the tenant to the landlord. 78 It was the landlord who paid 

for new fencesp buildingst for repairs and even threshing machines, who 

advmiced money for drainagep and paid compensation for the tenmts 

unexhausted improvemen. ts*79 The tenant had come to hardly need the 

safeguard of a lease and the landlord had his in the power to evict at 

six months' notice a tenant deemed guilty of bad management. The age 

of the lease as primarily an agricultural rather than a legal device was 

probably over in Northumberland bY 1850. Although lease covenants may 

have been less effectual than they pretended to be in guarding the 

landlord's rightsp it is felt that at a period when much initiative and 

finance for improvement came from tenants rather than landlordst long 

leases were of significant importance in giving tenants the security 

necessary for their ihvestment. 

75 John Wilsong opecit. p p. 11. 

76 NPRO/M/B41/7- 

77 N. C., Sept. 28th 1816. 

78 James Chrisp to Newcastle Farmerst Club, 1859- NCRO/ZHE/34- 
79 e. g. Whittonstall Farm lease, 1852. NCRO/ZCO/9/4* 
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x 
AGRICULTURAL FINANCE 

In a study of this nature it is possible to give but cursory 

consideration to the vital matter of the facility with which money to 

pay for improvements was available to landlord or tenant during the 

century after 175 0. In partioularg some attention will be paid to the 

availability of oreditg for it would seem that the suspension of cash 

jpsyments between 1797 and 1819 gave rise to a system of credit accounts 

in Scotiand by which tenants used the security . -of their leases to obtain 

credit to improve their farms. The extent to which this happened in 

England is a topic largely unexploredg 
2. but there is evidence which 

suggests that the relationship between money and agricultural improvement 

in Horthumberland deserves some oloser examination.. 
3 

The important effect of credit and paper money on agriculture was 

frequently emphasised in the Board of Agriculture RePort of 1816 on the 

Irricultural State of the Kingdom. Agricultural distress in both Durham 
N. J. - 

and Northumberland was held to be directly caused by bankers restricting 

the circulation of their notes*4 It was argued that agricultural 

improvement was a direct product of credit availability; that the 

unfettered circulation of paper currency had not produced just high 

prices and wagesp but also the means by which agricultural changes could 

be affordedp and that when the fetters were returnedg such improvements 
5 

would cease. For examplep the return to the gold standard in 1819 and 

the oonoequont reduotion of oredit was aoolaimod as the oole oause of 

1 J., E*Handley,, Soottish Farming in the Eighteenth Century, 1953, p. 270- 

2 G. E. Mingay, Introduction to Agricultural State of the Kingdom, 1816, 
reprinted 1970P P-xiv- 

3,8*9*'Matthow Culley to Arthýr Youngg pre-18209 NCRO/ZCU/44, 

4 Evidence of Thomas Davison of Sedgefieldg James Fenwick of Whitridge 
and John Wilson of Morpethp Agricultural State of-the Kingdomt 1816j 
pp-79-809 235-7t 240. 

5 Evidence 
, of John Moseley of Norfolks Agricultural State of the Kingdom, 

18169 P-*208; Joseph LowepThe Present State of FMaInndpIG23j Applx. p. 24. 
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i 

agricultural difficulties in Cumberland in 1820. 

Much finance for agricultural operations probably camp from the 

country banksp the first of which. iii the North East was the Old Bank# 

trading in Newcastle from about 1755- 7 There were four banks in 

Newcastle by 17889 more in County Duxhamgý and'country branches at 

Berwick, Morpeth and Norýh Shields by 1800.8 Contemporaries were not 

slow to acknowledge their agricultural importance. In 1802, Benjamin 

Bell wrote "country banks prove usefnl to agriculturep and thereby to 

the publieg by enabling farmers to carry on improvements with more 

expedition and certainty than otherwise they could do; Were it not for 

the accommodation that farmers receive from bankerat improvements of the 

most important kind would frequently stopt and might never be entered on 

again". 
9 

The formation of local banks with banking connections in London 

made the, transmission of rent money from Northumberland to London both 

cheaper and easier. The Duke of Northumberland had been paying a charge 
10 

of 1% to a Mr Isaacson for this service in the early 18th ce ury, and 

the Greenwich Hospital was still paying a residual charge of iffov though 

for no-paxticular servicep in 1817. Local banks seem certainly to 

have increased the flow of money within agriculture. In 1749, Joseph 

Hutchinsong agent to Lord Tankervillet had standing instructions to 

receive only cash for rent duep 12 but by 1758t cash# Bank of England 

bills - payable after a stated timep such as 30 or 60 dayag and carrying 

F. M, t 21t 18209 p, 121. 

7 Maberly Phillipst A History of Banksq Bankers and Banking, 1894, p. 24. 

8 lbid, p PP-34t 46. 

9 -Banjamin Bellp Essays on Agriculturep 18029 P-416, 

'10 
List of Officerag 17489 A. C. /P/2/l/n; P. Alcock to Henry Harpur, 
Oct- 17th 1749t A. C-/Q/1/79. 

11 1817 Visitationg PRO/AIW79/59/438- 

12 Joseph Hutchinson to, Earl Tankerville 9 June 14th 1749 -NCRO/Tankerville/ Box 4/C/14 unsorted. 
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interest for that period - or those of the Newcastle Bank had become 

acceptable. 
13 

The great difficulty with country banks was their unreliability. 

Small banksv issuing notes of. low denomination and. x-un by tradesmen 

14 
rather than bankers were particularly shakey and open to criticism, 

though Northumberland seems to have had few of these. The least rumour 

of trouble seems to have frequently occasioned runs on local country 

banks. Newcastle banks had to stop payment in 1793 bocauso of a run on 

gold in London, 15 
and fear of Prench invasion in 1797, leading to another 

16 
local gold shortage, meant the banks again had to close their-doors. 

The latter crisis had been predictable. In 1796 it was acknowledged 

that "The Banks here are Exceedingly afraid of the Country making a ruxi 

on them by demanding gold for their notes - there never were so many 

. notes on circulation since Newcastle Bank Notes were known". 17 In such 

times of crisis, the nozmal remedy was for customers to lend support by 

continuing to accept notes rather than insisting on specie. Shops 

advertised that they would continue to take notes, and landlords 

rallied by accepting bank notes as rent. 
19 An indication of the 

importance of agriculture in banking operations may be gained from the 

plea of the Berwick branch of the 'Suxtees and Burdon Bank to Sir John 

Delaval in 1796 to postpone his Rent Day as'long as posbiblep a request 

that mystified the land agent as most of the money was to go straight 

13 Joseph Hutchinson to Earl Tankervillep March 14th 1758. 
NCRO/Tankerville/Box 4/C/14 unsorted. 

14 N. C. 9 Oct. 7th 1775. 

15 Maberly Phillips, OP-Cit-t P-53- 

16 James Dormer and Robert Forster to Duke of Northumberland, Feb, 23rd 
1797. A. C. /Middle Room/Letter Book 1796-1800. 

17 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delaval, April 18th 1796. NCRO/2DE/#18. 

18 e. g. N. C., M=ch 18th 1797. 

19 N. C. 9 April 20th 1793; John Bailey to Earl Tankerville, March 15th 
1797. NCRO/Tankerville/Box l/D/3 unsorted. 
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back into the Berwick Bank. 20 

Probably the greatest liability country banks had to endure was 

the regulation that they could have no more than six partners, a-proviso 

which tended to restrict assets but to dq nothing to prevent the' 

printing and circulation of paper money, In Sootlandp country banks 

could have as many partners as they wished and were very much more 

secure than their English counterparts, Between 1798 and 1818, no less 

than 230 English country banks went bankrupt: in Scotland during this 

period only the Ayr Bank suffered this fate. 21 
So superior was the 

Scottish system of financing agricultural operations that it was reckoned 

in 1822 that "If the same system of banking establishments which Scotland 

now enjoys were extended to England and Ireland# these countriesp 

possessing such a superiority in soil and -olimatev would'rise to a degree 

22 
of prosperity hitherto unexampled". It was objected that Northumberland 

country banks required too much security and too rapid repayment to be 

of full use to the fa=erp 23 
and asserted in 1836 that even though 

Northumb. erland banks gave credit to farmers, they did not provide it 

24 
with the alacrity of Scottish banks, In fact, the proximity of 

Northumberland to Scotland probably allowed Northumberlaxid farmers to 

use Scottish bankin facilities. When the Bank of England prohibited 

the use of Scottish notes of under C5 denomination in 18289 25 

North erland pr9tested by petition that oeven-eighths of'all. rents 

were usually paid in Scottish notes and had been since the mid-18ýh 

century. 
96 

11 

20 John Bryers to Sir John Delavalp Sept. 25th 1796, NCRO/2DE/4/22/64. 

21 T. Potter Macqueenp The State of the Nation, 1831, pp. 22-3- 

22 F, M. 9 239 18229 p*191. 

. 23 N*C. t April l3th-1822. 

24, Evidence of William Bell of Berwickshireq Report of House of Commons 
Committee on Agricultural Distress, 1836, P-58- 

25 N. C. t March 28th 1829. 

26 Maberly. Phillips p op, cit,, p, lol, 
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It is possible to examine in more detaii some of the-financial 

arrangements of one Northumberland fa=erp George Culley, In 17969 

Culley had C2#000 at 3% in the Berwick Bank of Surtees and Burdon, but 

was anxious to transfer this to London tP invest in Navy Bills at 

between 9 and 12%. Money for the purchase of an estate in 1794 had. 

been obtained not from the bankf but from neighbouring farmers at 5% 

and it was because they did not wish rapid repayment, that Culley sought 

Navy Bills, So wealthy were Glendale farmers at this time that Culley 

estimated he could easily borrow five or ton thousand pounds more at 
27 the same 5%. In 1800 he laughed at the idea of money being short 

28 *in Northumberland as long as the coal trade continued to prosper. The. 

following yearg hO'Bpent C139000 on an estate and paid for it not by 

withdrawing money from the Stocks, but by'borro, ýing fromi local 

29 farmers. At the same timep Some farmers in the regionp. many of whom 

owed Culley moneyp were going bankrupt30. and Culley issued instructions 

to his steward to accept payment only in-cash or noteat not bills or 

drafts. 31 In 1802, Surtees and Bu'rdon of Berwiokp with whom Culley 

bankedp crashed from a cause not unusual among country bankst . English 

country banks.. "unlike the Bank of Englandp had no obligation to declare 
32 their note circulation, Consequentlyt not all showed prudent reserve 

in the quantity issued. Surtees and'Burdon were found to have issued 

e. 60; 900. worth of, notes not even recorded in their own books. 33. Culley 

27 'George Culley to*William Thompsong Oct. 1796 - March 1797, 
NCRO/ZCU/31- 

28 George Culley to John Welch# May 15th 1600- NCRO/ZCU/6* 

29 George Culley to William Thompsony Oct- 30th 1801, NCRO/ZCU/31 

-30 George Culley to John Welchp June-28th and July 12th 1801. 
NCRO/ZCU/6. 

31 George Culley to John Weloht May 26th 1801. NCROACU/6, 

32 Joseph Lowep op*oitot Appendix p*18. See'also F. M. t 109 1809op-484-- 

33 John Ca= to Lord Delavalt Apri, 1,19th 1806. NCRO/2W4/60/15* 
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and the whole agricultural neighbourhooa lost money34 and so scarce 

did money become in north Northumberland that agricultural labourers 
35 

went unpaidt and even Culley with all his property and wealth was 
36 forced to ask his creditors for time and. mercy. After this blowq 

Culley regarded no country bank as above board and even suspected many 
37 forgeries among Bank of England notesp In 1608p credit was virtually 

unobtainable in Glendale938 and in 1810'Culley I 
was making arrangements 

to borrow some thousands from the Darlington regiont presumably as he 

had done in Glendalep from wealthy farmers rather than from finanoial 

institutions*39 

There are two main points of importance illustrated by what is 

known of Culley's financial transactions* The first is the unreliability 

of existing financial institutions. The second the reliance Culley 

placed on other farmers for the extension of credit, The second factor 

%iimt emphasise the advantage in'terms; of possible agricultural- 

improvement held by a farmer in a'wealthy agricultural district over 

one iq a poor area. The first must have made Northumberland farmets 

grateful for the proximity of Scottish financet if only for Scottish 

notes, There is no evidence of a flow of Scottish bank credit across 

the Borderg but even the provision of reliable notes was no small- 

service to agriculture, In 18049 Brampton Fair in Cumberland was almost 
40 brought to a halt because of a shoriage of both speoie and paper. 

34 Matthew Culley to John Welch# Oct* 5th 1803- NCRO/ZCU/6& 

35 George Culley to John Welchp July 12th and 26th 1803- NCRO/ZCU/6* 

36 George Culley to Mr Buckleyt July 26th and Dec-3lst. l8O3*NCRO/ZCU/6. 

37 George Culley to John Welýhp Aug-Ist 1803*NCRO/ZCU/6o' 

38ý George Culley to John Irvijagg June 3rd 1808. NCROACý/31o 

39. Matthew Culley to Thomas Peacockq April 3rd 1810a NCRO/ZCU/31- 

40 N., C., f June 2nd 1804- 
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Under such conditionsp even the conduct of day-to-day farming operations 

t have been difficultv and the financing of agricultural improvement 

virtually impossible. Thus the use of Scottish notes in Northumberland 

agriculture was of considerable importance, It can also be seen that 

it is misleading to assume that the increased supply of paper money 

between 1797 and 1819 and the inflation it producedp automatically-and 

uniformly increased the financial capability of farmers to improve. 

While the period'produced an increased supply of currency conducive to 

this endq it also engendered severe financial fluctuations which were 

certainly not. Of iýore importance might be the alternative opportunities 

to agriculture for investment by agriculturists. It is fascinating that 

Culley was borrowing very large sums of money from other farmerst 

ostensibly to buy propertyg but in practical terms to invest in 

Government stock, It is perhaps more realistic to see investment in 

agricultural improvement to have been not, so much a factor of the 

availability of credit as of the attractiveness of investment elsewhere. 

Hencev while money was often easily obtainable in the early 19th centuryg 

interest rates in non-agricultural fields were high and tempted 

investment. With a return to the gold standard came lower interest rates 

which made agriculture'comparatively more attractive as a field for 

investment. In 18189 for examplep an advertisement for Spital Farm near 

Allendale pointed out that "On Account of the trifling Interest the Banks 

at present allowp Gentlemen will find the above Farm a very desirable 

41 Purchase"o Regretably# it is beyond the scope of this study to pursue 

the problem further# though the wherewithal to improve-agriculture was 

as essential a factor in the development of that agriculture and presumably 

in the process of innovation diffusion as any'other. 

41 N, Ot March 21st 1818* 
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TITHES 
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Of all the taxes paid by agriculturet the tithe was, the most 

objectionable, first because it was easily the largestq amounting to 

perhaps one third of the rentt and secondly because it was felt to 

be a tax on agricultural improvement in that it bore most heavily on 

those whose yields were greatest and expenditure heaviest. 2 The main 

objection was to tithe taken in, kindt for it meant continuous re- 

assessment of the tax and uncertainty over the sum to be forfeited. 

, 
It was argued in 1796 that "the payment of tithes in kind operates more 

against the spirited improver than against the slovenly and indolent, 

Tithes# as the law now-standeq oaxmot be considered so much the tenth 

of the natural produce of the soil as a tenth of the capital employed 
3 by the farmer in its cultivation and improvement". 

. 
This was irrefutable 

and invidious contrasts were made'between the state of agricultural 

improvement in England and that in Scotlandp where tithe had long since 

been converted to a fixed money payment,, 
4 

In factg Northumberland tithes were very rarely actually collected 

in kindt though they were assessed that way. Only 13 of the 73 

Northumberland parishes were rectories and the vast majority'of tithes 

were in the hands of laymen and regarded as a form of propertj from 

which to extract profit. 
5 The actual income of clergymen was most 

J*R, McCullochq Statistical Account of the British Empireg'1837,1, 
P-460; Seymour Bell's Noteaq o*18609 NCRO/ZHE/34/18- 

2 H. C. Princer 'The'Tithe Surveys of the Mid-Nineteenth Centurylg 
Ag. H. R, p 79 19 19599 P-15- 

James Donaldsont Modern Agricultureq 1796,4t p. 122o 

4 Ibid. 9 P-114-- 

5 Jbhn Hodgsont Description of Northumberlandt n. dot. p. 28. - 

,6 
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commonly derived solely from the exaction of small tithesp a matter of 

little economic importance to agriculturep but which did nothing to 
6 improve relations between Church and Farm, The normal method of 

collecting corn tithes in the County was for the tithe proprietors to 

appoint valuers to assess the crop. This valuation would normally be 

accepted by the farmer and paid in cash# but if refused, the valuers Vero 

to take the tithe at the price refused* It is difficult to do justice 

to the antagonism felt by farmers towards tithe'assessed in kind. Bailey 

and Culley devoted the whole of the section on tObstacles to Improvement! 

in the County Agricultural Report to the iniquities of the. system and' 

particularly to its irievitable consequences in hindering agricultural 

progress. 
8 In 1800p George Culley stressed both this point and the 

uncertainty of the payment in a letter to John Welch, "My Bro r is 

charged this year 6/- per acre-at Warkq for all his hay tithe, & you 

never saw half so bad Crop at Wark of Hay. Some pay 10/- - ll/- per 

acre for Clover tithet nay I was told one, man was charged 14/- per acres 

There is no knowing what Tithes may 'come too The more industrious you 

arep the more you are punished in the Tithe way? And the more you 

improve your farmp & Stock etc etc the more you are taxed in the Tithe 

wayl There is no other Tax so grievious as*the Tax of Tithes'1*9 An 

earlier comment from John Bailey confirms in splendid rhetoric the 

frustration of those trying to modernise an agricultural system shackled 

to an outmoded and damaging system of tribute. Referring to a Vicar of 

Ilderton particularly demanding in the annual tithe battlep Bailey wrote 

6 Seymour Bell's Notesp c. 18609 NCRO/ZHE/34/18- 

7 1805 Greenwich Hospital Report# NCRO/NRO/467/42/2/1716 

a Bailey and Culley, 1805t Pp'-178-9 

9 George Culley to Jobn Weloh# JulY 30th 1800, NCRO/ZCU/6* 

"1 -- 
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'I*,, * he is so very a Priesto he will do all the mischief he cant - :1 

wish the Legislature would curb those black Cattlet and confine them 

within the Pale of moderation; that they might no longer be scare 
10 Crows to Industry and improvement". 

As so many Northumberland tithes were in lay hands and frequently 

those of the actual landlords of the farms assessedv'it was possible and 
I 

to the advantage of both tenant and landlord to convert the'annual tithe 

into a fixed rent charge and to let the farm tithe free, It was argued 

in 1831 that this policy on the Duke of Northumbei4land's Estates woulý 

"not only save the Agencyt or. per Centaget on valuing & collecting; but 

be less objectionable to the tenantip as avoiding the excitement of a 

New Valuationg & fresh bargains every yaer - so thatt in a little time, 

the tithes will be fmýgotp & the occupiers feel the quiet of tithe 

-free Lands"* The Tithe Coinmtation Act of 1836 introduced a fixed 

charget but one based- on prices over the prededing seven years. While 

this was an immense advance over tithe assessed in kindt considerable 

feeling still remained that maximum improvement would not be produced 

until the tenant knew with absolute certainty the extent of his over- 

heads. In 18509 for examplep Sir Walter Riddell insisted that his farms 

be let'at an inclusive and certain rentf not at rent plus tithe'rent 

charge "as I wish the tenant in no case to be concerned in the Rent 

Charget its rise or fallq but the Farms all let for what they are 

fairly worthp clear of rent charge; and so the rent should be in a 
J2 

round sum.,. 

There is some evidence that payment of tithe was a factor powerful 

enough in certain circumstances to determine land use. - George Culley 

10 John Bailey to Lord Tankerville July 2list 1784- NCRO/Tinkerville 
Box 5/C unBorted. 

U Midit Accountsp Michaelmaeg 1831. AC/Middle Room/B/le 

12 Sir Walter Riddell to George Tateg l850-. NCRO/ZdW/337* 
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thought that if the Vicar of Norham's effort to tithe turnips were 
13 

successfulq the growing of turnips would rapidly cease in that parish. 

In general it was supposed that the exaction of corn tithe - by far the 

heaviest -'had the effect-of keeping land in grass that could have been 

growing corn. It was alleýged in 1795 that not only did tithe cramp 

the genius of the farmer but also prevented many thousands, of acres 

of Northumberland from coming under the plough. 
14 Galley knew farmers 

in Glendale whop because of tithep refused to break tip their grassland 
15 

and one who had even bound his son to the same principle. Humerous 

newspaper advertisements for farms to let proclaimed that the land 

could be used not only for grazingg but "for Husbandrys, as it is clear 

of all Manner of Tithe'19 16 
or that lands 'Were 11Tythe Frees, so'long as 

17 
they continue in Pastures'$ 

Perhaps the greatest influence tithes exerted over land use 

concerned the arable exploitation of virgin moorland. A statute of 

1548P in order to encourage cultivation of wastesp had allowed such land 

to remain tithe free for the first seven years of exploitation whqn the 

profits of the first yearts crop did not repay the iniýial costs of 

18 
preparing the land. It is not known to what extent local farmers took 

advantage of the law; it would seem from litigation such action provoked 

that tithe owners often interpreted it rather less liberally. Certainly 

the law was invoked to make more profitable theýgrowing of corn on 

Morpeth Common in 1774t 19 
and an amazing case was heard in 1780 

oncerning Corbridge Common. Once the Common had been enclosed and 
4 

. 13 George Culley to Rev. Watkinst Sept. 23rd 1795- NCRO/ZCU/20 

14 N-C-t Aug-15. th 1795. 

15 Copy reply to Board of Ajricultureýcirculart 1800, KCRO/ZCU/2. 

16 Beuckley Farmq St Johnleeq H. Csg Feb. 26th 1763- See also Hallingtong 
N, P, g Jan. 27th 1762 and Great Swinburn, Chollertont N, C, q 
July 25th 1778* 

17 Scotts Hall and Meadowel Allendalet, N. D. 0 April 18th 1807- 

18 - F. M. p 219 1820g pp. 476-7@ 

19 NeCal Aug* 6th 1774. 
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allotted, the farmers forsook their old Townfield arablep which they 

began to lay down to graeal and grew their corn on what had been' the 

Common, some after paringp burning and liming and some without any 

preparation. It was ýrgued that the new arable haf!. involved no real 

expense in the improving ; uid that its crops were as good asq and some 
20 

'better thzuiq those the old infield land had produced. The outcome 

of the case is not known# but it. would seem that this loophole in the 

tithe law could perhaps only be used to effect a change in land use 

where a strong urban body could unite to resist the claims of the 

. tithe proprietorp for it was alleged that "The Constant usage of this 

Country has been for the Commons to pay Tithe Corn immediately upon 

Cultivation% 21 Certainly the evidence that tithes had as real an 

influence on agriculture as to affect sbtual land use lends considerable 

weight to the contemporary clamour that they were a significantg though 

scarcely calculablet obstacle to agricultural improvementq and makes 

understandable the unanimous feeling of relief evident among agriculturists 

upon the long-delayed passing of the Tithe Commutation Act* 
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xii 

THE AGRICULTURAL POPULATION 

While this study does not provide scope for a thorough 

investigation of demographic faciorsq it has been thought worthwhile 

to l6ok at certain aspects of the Northumberland population between 

. 1750 and 1850, The first of these is the importance of the local 

population as a market for agricultural produces the second the 

role the agricultural population played in the creation of that produce# 

particularly in changing and improving the methods of its production. 

The diet of the Northumberland labourer seems to have been very 

different from the wheaten breado cheese and beer or cider common in 

the South. A soldier sampling it at Felton Bridge in 1745 described a 

typical breakfast as "Hasty-puddingt made of Oatmeal and Water boiled 

togethert till it. comes to the Consistence of Pasteq which some eat 

with Beerg Nutmegg and Sugar; others with Milk; then ftis tolerable. 

Their Bread was very bad and blacks Oat-oakes are here also in Fashion'll. 

By 1795t the diet had become little more attractive and consisted of 

various combinations of boiled oatop barleyp peas and potatoes. Savoury 

2 
soupi were popular and bread was made from either barley or oats. 

When the Duke of Portland sought to know in 1795 whether ricep barley or 

oats were being us4d as substitutes''for the much more expensive wheatp 

only 2 of the 16 parishes to send teplies mentioned any demand at all 
3 for wheat. While wheaten bread seems to have been well established in 

Durham by this timG94 it, was only just becoming so in Northumberland. 

1A Volunteerp Journey Throýgh Part o: C England and Scotland Along with 
the Army, 1747P P-45, 

2ý Sir Frederick Eden# State of the Poort 17959 P-117- 

3 PRO/HO/42/55/3426 

4 Ae Mowbrayt A, AO# 24t 1795t Po97- 
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"The labouring part of the comnunity in this countyp live upon bread 

made of grey peas and barleyp in the proýortion of two parts-of barley 

to one of pease; andt though coarsep is a most hardy food and wholesome: 

though I own that wheaten bread is more used than formerly. 9,5 

It is not suggested that'the demand for barley and oats'explains 

the dominance of these two crops over wheat in the 1801 Crop Returns: 

it is more likely that the labourers' diet reflected a situation in 

which wheat had played an even less significant role in Northumberland 

cropping# particularly when wages were generally paid in kind and were 

traditionally composed of high proportions of barley andýoats. The 

whole northern sector of the County exported grain through such ports 

67aiIi 
as Alnmouthq Budle and Berwickq and Culley referred to the whole 

area as 
. 
an "exporting distriot". 9 This being*so,, it must . mean that 

nearly all wheat grown in Northumberlandq at least until about 18009 

was exported. Even when a local market did-exist for a productq as it 

did in the south-east for rye where it was said "the pit men all eat 

bread made from lean meslin 
[ 

maplin was a mixture of rye and wheat 19 

or rye; because. ** it prevents that costiveness which their very hard 

10 
work and prodigious perspiration occasions the Crop Returns of 

1801 show that despite this demandt hardly any rye was grown to meet 

11 it* Insteadq supplies were shipped from the Baltict and Newcastle 

5 George Culley, A*A, p 249 17959 P-107. 
6* An advertisement for a farm at Amble described it'as being "between 

3 and 4 Miles from Alemoutht where most of the Grain of the 
Neighbourhood is shipped". N*C, 9. Aug. 10th 1805- 

7 The farms of Outchesterg SPindleston and-Glororum. were said to be 
"very pleasantly & delightfully ýituated near to the German Seaq a 
part of which called Budle Bay is very convenient for shipping their 
produce". 1775 Greenwich Hospital Visitation Reportv PRO/AW79/57, 

a "The grains produced in this part, of the cou4ty9viz within the reach 
of the port of Berwick upon Tweedq produces Lsic] every year, over the 
consumption of the town and its vicinity# a considerable quantity of - 
grain for exportation; on pn everage'of yearog about 509000 quarters* 
Rev. Dr Thorpep A. A*9 249 17959 P*99- 

9 A, Aet 24P 1795P p. 106. See also 149* 17909 p. 254* 

10 George Culleyg'A. A. t 219 17939 p, 228, 
11 Sao alsO Bailey and CulleYo. 18059 PP679-80- 
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, 12 beoame a port of importation for corn, The dry# light soils suited to 

the growth of rye were also appropriate to the more profitable and less 

exhauoting turnip crop. As the Northumberland labourers' predelietion 

for barley and oats was a relic of times when wheat had n6t been 

extensively growng so the pitmen's appetite for rye bread was as much 

evidence of an older system of land use as the numerous instances of 

'rye hill' among place names in Northumberland. 

While James Caird had written of mid-nineteenth century England 

that "probably not more than one-third of the people in this country 
13 

consumed animal food more than once a weekllp the statement would not 

have been true of Northumberland. It would seem that the Northumberland 

labourerg especially in the industrial areas of the south-eastp consumed 

a great deal of meat even in the 18t4 century. The demand for butcher's 

meat in Northumberland in 1800 made it sell dearer than anywhere else in 
14 Englandq save Smithfieldq and Culley claimed "the above dearness in 

mine & other peoples. opiniong arises from the boal. Trade entirely"915 

. while the shipping was also hailed as the "primum Mobile" of meat 
16 

production* Even Culley was willing to admit that the New Leicester 

sheepq of immense importance in the progress of Northumberland agricultureq 

though bred primarily for meatt produced decidedly over-fat and inferior 

=tton. "To weak appetites it is not so inviting as the lean mutton# but 

it finds a ready market amongst-the manufacturing and laborious part of 

the community" who apparently "out off a part of the fattestg with which 

which they make suet-dumplineg or bread paste with it for piest etc and 

12 A. A. 9 39 1785P P-463- 

13 James Cairdq 'General View of British Agrioulturelg J9R*AS,. E, q 2nd seriest 14,18789 p. 289. 

14 George Culley to Warren Hastings! # May 23rd 1800. DVAdd*Mss/29177/ 
folio 272. 

15 George Culley to John Weloh, May 15th 1800, XCRO/ýCU/6. 

16 George Culley to John Welch, May 21st 1800., KCRO/ZCU/6* 
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not infrequently make sea or boiled jAes of the fattest parts. 1117 

Leicester meat was locally known as 'coal-heaver's mutton' "adapted to 

support the exertions of those laborious olasses.. o of Coal-heaverep 

Keelmang and Pitment about Newcastle. 1116 It would seem likely that this 

voracious appetite for quantity rather than quality of meat,, supported 

by high industrial wagesq was at least partly. responsible for the 

profitability Northumberland farmers found in livestock production and 

thus for the encouragement of that branch of agricultural industry. 

There is little doubt that the rural labourer was financially worse 

off than his urban counterpart. Eden'supposed an agricultural wage in 

south Northumberland in 1794 to have been worth'about 12/- a weekq while 

that of pitmen averaged 161- and that of keelmen 17/6.19 In Durham in 

1790P pitment miners and keelmen were said to earn 14/- a week "but they 

. 
are generally so extravegatitq that their savings for their families come 

20 to little or nothing". Close proximity to higher industrial. wages had 

the effect of raising agricultural wages. 
21 In Northumberlandq high 

agricultural wages were attributed to "the very close facility to the 

prosperous oollieries in the southern part of the oountyg to the 
0 

collieries of the oounty of Durhamp to the great extent of shipping 

I upon our coastst and to the consequent great drain and demand fo3; labour 

which took place and which carried off from the agricultural districts 

all the superfluous', labour whichq'if allowed to remain on the spotp 
22 

.. would weigh down the agricultural labourers" A Durham farmer had 

17 George Culleyp Observations on Livestockq 1801, p, 108. See also 
'A Northumberland Farmerlt F-M-9 5t 1804t. P-310- 

18 'A Breeded of the Coal-Heaver's MuttonIq F. M. 9 49 1803t p. 166. 
See also 'A Newcastle Coalheave3z't 4.18039 PP-400-1- 

19 Sir Frederick Edeng OP-cit-9 1795P P-117- 
20 David Daviesq The Case of the Labourers in Husbandryt 1795t P-157- 
21 The tendency of industrial'-areas to-produce increased agricultural 

wages in nearby rural area6 is noted in Adam Murrayt Agriculture 
of Warwickshire, 18159 p. 167; and in S. B. L, Druceq The-alteration in 
the Distribution of the Agricultural'Population of England and Walesp 
J, R, *A*S*Eop 2nd seriest ýlt'18859. P-109- 

22 Ralph Qarr to the Northumberland'Agrioultural Society. 'N. C. Oct. llth 
8 
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complained in 17919 "1 am situated in the centre, betwixt two navigabie 

rivers# and it is with great difficulty I can get a man to turn his hand 

to busbandryp as they can make so much greater wagest in a few hourst at 

either of the portep by casting of coals into ships and the ballast out'. ' 
23 

In'factq it would seem that some agricultural labourers working near 

industrial areas were required to do industrial work at agricultural 

wages. Not surprisingly# they objectedg and did not stay long at 

Hartley South Farm in the 1780a when they were expeoted to 'Igoe at*the 

Waggons when Callt on". 
24 The situation remained the same even in 1650 

when a report stated that "the Wages of Agricultural Labourers are , 
higher in Northumberlandg more especially in the Southern Distric-tst 

than in many bther parts of the Kingdom. This circumstance must be 

considered as mainly due to the large employment furnished by the 

Working of Coal Mines". 
25 

It is hard to estimate how much Northumberland agricultural 

labourers were paid, Certainly they were among the best remunerated 
26 farm workers in the countryp . but as most 18th century wages were paid 

in kindt it is difficult to judge their comparative value, Bailey and, 

Culley estimated the annual value of the grain, woolq potatoesq coal 
27 

cottage and keep of cowq pig and hens paid to a Northumberland Hind 

28 to be about C18 or E199 added to which would be whatever his 

I, 
23 Stephen Watson of Oleadont, near Sunderlandt A. A, t 15t 17919 PP-490-1- 

24 William Noble to Sir John Delavalt Jan. 15th 1781- NCRO/2DE/4/47/3, 
See also John Bryers to Sir John Delavalq Jan, 17th and March 25th 
178ý- NCRO/2DE/4/20/32 and, 41* 

25 'Calculations on Farm Producep 1850'# by Hugh Taylor. AC/N/3/13, 

26 AX6 Bowleyp 'The Statistics of Wages in the United Kingdom during 
the, past Hundred Years'# Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 
619,1898o P-47- 

27 While 'hind' was-and stillýis a generic term for aný labourer employed 
in agriculturet it was also used, to distingidsh from the day 
labourer, the man contracted by a'farmer to work for and to be paid 
for the whole year* -It is in this sense that the word is used here* 

28 Bailey and Culleyt 1805t p. 164-, 
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bondager 29 
and his children might'earn. 

30 John Grey had valued the 
31 typioýLl hind's wage at f-38,18-0 in 18319 but the calculation 

naturally depended very much on the price of agricultural produce* It 

seems that many hinds found themselves in a position strong enough to 

bargain with employers32 and that some were considerable capitaiists 

in their own right at an, early date. "A Hind's Wages may 'amount to 

about fifty pounds per ann but little of this paid in Moneyq mostly 

in sheep grazing. N. B, This is to be understood of a E[indq who has two 

or three Servans & perhaps 100q sheep.,, 
33. It may be that high wages 

for labpurers provided the opportunity for some to prosper, within 

agrioulture and the inspirati6n and. vherewithal by whioh others sought 

prosperity elsewhere. 

Although payment in kind continued vell into the 20th century in 

Northumberlandt34 it had declined in popularity long beforee,, -In the 

Bamburgh region it had almost disappeared by the 1870st 35 but seems to 

have first given vay to a money vage in the south of the County. 36 A 

report of 1850 deolared "that in the Northern part of Northumberlandq 

. 
no Farm Labourer is paid entirely in Money; whilst on the Clay Soils of 

the South Eastern part of the County, Money Wages are universall'. 
37 It 

may. well have been that wages in kind cushioned the hind from the 

29 Part of the hind's contract was to supply a lbondagerig a woman 
bound to work aý a fixed daily wage whenever called upon by the 
farmer. 

30 Kay calculated the average earnings of an unmarried labourer to be 
C25 p. as while those of a man with a wife and seven children might 
be. expected to be over E50- James Kay., Journal of the Statistioal 
SooietYp 19 1838P p. 181. 

31 John Greyq p. 186. 
32 George Culley to John Welcht April 30th 18029 NCRO/ZCU/6. 
33 'A Calculation for the Improvement of 78 Acres of Crookham Moorlt 

August 1762. KCRO/2DE/19/4* 

34 See J. R. Woodg Nqtes on 'AjYear's Management of a Half-B14ed Flocksp 
1930t 14CRO/NRO/302/78; and D. A, Gilchristv Journal of the Newcastle 
Farmers' Club# 19239 P-64! 

35 Northumberland. County Historyt 18959 lt p"ll. 
36 N. Cet May 16th 1845. 

37 'Calculatioýs on Farm Producaq 1850'-,, by Hugh Taylor, ACA/3/13- 
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38 
privations high food prices mijht otherwise have causedt but they 

also meant he was unable to benefit from low prices, The War had 
39 

certainly made labourers scarce and dear# but it is unlikely that 

they were ever plentiful and cheap4o and they did not become so after 

1815- What did occur was a growing dissatisfaction with the status of 

being a hindt dissatisfaction shown in the pressure for money wages 

rather than payment in kindp and in an increased mobility. 

The hind was always better off than the day labourer in that he 

was pýid. by the year whether ho worked or notp but as long as his 

payment in kind included a cottageg he was likely to have had to exist 
41 in what was little more than a temporary hovel. "The mainstay of the 

wretched cottagesp that then universally exietedt and of which we yet 

have too many speoimeneg, has been the bondage system. 1142 Few 

contemporaries had a good word to say about the hind's cottage* Loudon 

declared them worse than pig sties and looked upon the hinds as serfs943 

while a society was formed in 1841 specifically to improve agricultural 

labourers' cottages in Northumberland*44 Andyet there was method 

behind the squalore The argument was that sound housest permanently 

occupied with large and well cultivated gardens made the labourer far 

too comfortable and independentt and the3; efore less interested in 

working well and reliably for the farmer#45 In the same wayp'the 

38 George Culleyq A, A. p 249 17959 P-107- 
39 George Culley to John Welch, May 25th 1803, NCRO/ZCU/6* 
40 In 17829 for examplep John Watsong the tenant of Glororumq hbA asked 

the Greenwich Hospital for a large rent reduction because of "the 
great scarcity of servants (which makes their wages very high)". 
quoted in Mark Hughesq Leadp Land and Coal as-Sources of Landlord 
Income in Northumberland between 1700 and 18509 Ph. D. Thesis, 
Durham University, 1963, p'*208. 

41 See W. S. Gillyt Thd Peasanti7 of the Border, 1841 in 'A Revolution 
in Agriculturelf NewcastleýUniversity School of Education Archive 
Teaching Unitq No. 8. 

42 Samuel Donking The Agricultural Labourers of Northumberland, 18699polle 
43. ' J. C. Loudong Encyclopaedia'of Agriculturep 18339 PP-482 and 495- 

44 N*C'-p Oot-15th 1841o' 

45 Geo'rge Culley to Dr Fullerp June, 29th 1801 (NCRO/FU/31)j'and to 
Arthur Youngt 1800 (KCRO/ZCU/3)o 
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obligation to supply a bondager, woman was a product of sound business 

management. When labourers were scareet women were important - "want of 

Meng makes Women more valuablet, 
46 

_ and were probably absolutely 

essential for the numerous light, maLal tasks associated with turnip 

husbandry. 47. In 1790t Culley had to explain carefully to Arthur Young 

that a wool-spinniýg industry in the County was out of the, question 

because "Our Girls are all employed in Agriculture. Hoingg Haymaking 

48 & reaping eto etollp and Colbeck claimed in 1847 that "nearly the 

whole of the harvest-work in the county is done by women. 11.49 The hind 

system provided the farmer with something that, would otherwise have been 

difficult to obtain -a guaranteed labour supplyp both male and femaleg 

for the whole year. That labour supply continued to present difficulties 

throughout this periodq despite the hind systemt. is indicated by the 

several declarations by various groups of farmers that no labourers would 

be hired before specified dates. 50 Had there been a surplus. of 

labourers, neither these declarations nor the advertisements offering 
51 rewards for the capture of hinds who had run away from farmers would 

have been necessary. 

The importance of agricultural labourers offering for hire 

themselves and their skills a-t a distance will be considered in more 

detaii elsewhere (see PP-495-9)# but the general mobility of the 

agricultural labourer must be stressed here, House has shown that migration 

46 George Culley to John Welchq May 25th 18039 NCRO/7, CU/6. 

47 Bailey and Culleyp 18059 p. 165. 

48 George Culley to Arthur Youngg Deco 8th 1790,, KCRO/ZCU/3- 

49 Thomas Colbeckp P-436. 

50, N, Caq May 23rd and June. 6th 17789 April 15th 1780t'Feb. 25th 17869 
Feý. 25th 1809 and April 15th 1826, 

SeOp for examplep N. C. 9 Sept. 6th 1766. 
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from nearly all parts of Northumberlandq 'except the south-eastp was 

general after 1831 and that migration into the north-east of England 

made its greatest proportional contribution to the native population 

52 during the decade 1831-1841- It was claimed: by a contemporary that 

a turnover in agricultural population of some 9Wo in ten years was 

quite feasiblep perhaps even typicalp in the north of Northumberland 

in the middle of the l9th centuryP53 and it has been suggested that 

labourers in the south of the county were more mobile 13till. 
54 In fact, 

it had become traditional for all labourereq but particularly hindst to 

move readily to better wages or conditions. Many commentators remarked 

on the annual 'flitting' of the hinds. "I was told that in this part 

of the countryq most of the farm servants are married peoplep and that 

they generally change their masters every year at Whitsunday; a 

circumstance which I should very much dislike. That this is the case# 

howeverp was evident from the number of carts loaded with furniture 

"55 which I noticed on the road* Reports from distraught land agents 

to their masters suggest that nothing . short of a reorganization of the 

whole agricultural labour force was taking place annually. In 1793t 

it was proclaimed that "the hinds and every description of Labourers 

are upon the wing and standing out for an augmentation of, their wagest, 
56 

and in 1798 that "this being the 12th of Mayp the general day of all 
h the Labourers flitting their habitations thro out the Countryp we do 

52 JeW. Housep 'North Eastern England. Population movements and the 
landscape since the early 19th century19 Department of Geographyq 
Newcastle Univeraityt Research Seriest 1.19549 PP-3 and 6. 

. 53 

54 

55, 

56 

Rev. W. S. Gilly to The Highland and Agricultural Society Show at 
Berýick. N. C. 9 Oct. 8th 1841* 

The'Duke of Northumberland's Comýissioners referred to "the district 
round Newcastleg where theipemiantry more frequently change,, than 
upoii the Northern Estate"*, Commissioners to Duke, June 20th. 1807* 
AC/Z/1/12b/223* 

'A Glamorganshire FarmersgýF. Mtlll; 1810p P-454- 

J6hii Carr to Sir Jobn Delwialq Feb-4th 1793- NCRO/2DE/4/57/13- 

4 
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,, 57 
not know who is who till they are fixed. It was said in 1838 that 

Northumberland farm labourers "more resemble the Arabs of the desert 

, 58 than any thing else and somewhat later that their migratory nature 

had prevented the development of the rural hamlets common in other 

parts of England. 59 But the mobility had more important effects. It 

will be suggested later (see P- 500) that migration is likely to have 

spread improved agritultural techniques: it also meant that there was 

a natural drift of labour to the most progressive and prosperous areast 

both industrial and agricultura. 16 High labour costs meant that farmers 

were forced to turn from traditional to more economic'ways of utilisinj 

that labourg and that labour-saving implements such as the threshing 

machine were eag 
. 
erly accepted. 

CNo'rthumberland 
poor rates were generally 

60 
lower than those of. most other countiesp but by far the most 

important effect was that fa=ers were forced to compete for a vital 

factor of produotiont agricultural labourp with each other and with 

industry. This'-situation would seem to have offered the appropriate 

conditions for continual improvement in the efficiency of Northumberland 

agriculture. 

Attemptst apparently successfulp were made by the hinds to form a 

union in 1836, The movement started in Wooler 
61 

and spread to 

Thropton 
62 

and then Feltonf3 Whether the inspiration came from similar 

57 James Dormer and Robert Forster to the Duke of NorthumberlandtMay 
12th 1798. ACt Middle Roomf 'Letter Book 1796-180019 P-79- For an 
excellent example of the negotiations and difficulties surrounding 
the flitting of one hind in-1801 see Matthew Culley to John Welchp 
March 26th 1801. NCRO/ZCU/6* 

58 Thomas Dodds, N. C*q Novo23rd 1838. 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

Seymour Bellp Collections Relating to Agriculturep newspaper cutting 
c. 1880. CL/L630- See also, Francis Heatht British Rural Life and 
Labourt 1911v P-13- 

William Parsons and William Whitep Directory of Northumberland and 
Durham, 1827,29 p. 63- 

H. C. j, Dec*24th 1836. 

N, C, g Jan 6th 1837-' 

Y*Cop*Jan, 20th ; 837- -i 
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movements in Scotland 
64 

is not knowng but it would seem that the 

Northumberland unions had as their particular aim the abolition of the 

bondaging system. Two cases of alleged incendiarism - the only ones 

known in Northumberland --were reported at thi's time, 65 
and there was 

some immediate advance in wages. 
66 It is thought that the union was 

the product not simply of revulsion at the system of hind servitude or 

of a desire for higher wagesq but of a realization on the part of the 

hinds that their's was very much a seller's market, 'A report of 1843 

suggests that the union had allowed hinds to make advantageous private 

arrangements with farmers. "At Wooler hiringv on the 2nd inst. t more 

hinds were present than were remembered to have been seen on any similar 

occasion since the union among that class of servants# seven years ago.. 
67 

Although there was some discussion of the consequences of converting 

arable land to grass in the first half of the 19th centuryp it will be 

argued elsewhere ( see p. 232) that this was largely a feature of the 

second half of the century* One consequence would have been a reduction 

in the number of farm labourers : eequired to work grass rither than-arable 

land, In the Hexham region in 18279 it was reckoned that 5 labourers 

would be thrown out of employment on converted wheat soils and 8 on 

turnipt 
68 

but in Glendalet it was inconceivable that agriculturql 

labourers could ever be out of*work. 
69 

BY 1871, the situation had 

changed, "The result [of Free Tradb] has been that whole districts in 

Northumberland have been put into grassp and the population has decreased 

as the iirable culture has. disappeared. The Halton Castle estate has been 

64 See, G. Houstong tLabour Relations in Scottish Agriculture before 18701 
Ag. H. R., 6, pt. it 1958t pp*27-414 

65 N. CogMarch 23rd 1838- 

66 N*CýtMarch 24th 1837 and JýlY 5th-1.839- 

67- N. C*'t March 10th 1843- 

68 W. Bates of Hexham to ?p Jan. 6th 1827- KCRO/ZHE/34/2* 

69, Matthew Culley of Coupland'to R. Robsonq Jan*15th 1827- NCROACU/379 
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all laid to grassq and let annually in 'grass parksIt and one man only 

is employed as cattle herd, where Mr Bates employed fifteen meng besides 

women and childreng and extra labour in hay time and harvest.,, 70 

Depopulationg though not quite on this scale, is evident in most rural 

areas of Northumberland after 18519 . 71 but it is perhaps doubtful 

whether less emphatic information about the purely agricultural'population 
72 

can be determined from the earlier census statistics* 

Map 12: 1 shows gross population change by parish between'1801'and 

I 

185L. Population increase was in the south-west a product of coal and 

lead miningg in Bellingham the result of iron workingt and in the south- 

east a result of the development of coal mining and industry; but that 

along the northern coast could only have been the consequence of the 

intensification of arable land use. The population decline in some 

parts of central and ýestern Northumberland may have been due to some 
73 

reduction in arable acreageg but all that is clear is that this was 

not widespread. Ths: t in Chillingham was attributed partly to "the 

employment of fewer laboUrers on farms which have been laid down to 

pastureq and partly to the reduction of the establishment at the 

castle". 
74 A more interesting picture appears on Maýp 12: 2 showing 

70 Thomas Bellq History of Improved Shorthorn Cattle, 18719 P-171- 

71 E. C*Sykes, The. Agricultural Geography of Northumberlandp M*A,, Thesis, 
Geography Dept. 9 Liverpool Universityq 19619 P-55- See also Merle 
Abbott, The Changing Settlement and Economy of North Tyndale, 
unpub, B*A, Thesisq Geography Dept. t Liverpool University, 1958, 
fig. 20. 

72 House has used data from the 1811 and 1831 Censuses to show the 
relative importance of employment in agriculture* J*W*House, op. cit., 
pp " 16-17. The data is not considered reliable enough to sqpport 
more detailed investigation. See John Rickmang Preface to 1831 
Census Abstractq 18339 PP-ix-xi; and 1851 Census Population Tablest 
1852# lt Results and Observationsq pp. lxix-lxxi. 

73' Population decline in Elsdon and Corsenside was attributed to this 
conversion. John Hodgson# History of Northumberland, 1827, pt., 2tlt 
P-83-- 

74 W. Whellang Directory of Northumberland# 1855t p. 679- 
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75 
population change*by parish between 0-1736 and 1801. Againg the 

south and particularly the industrial south-east appear as areas of 

growth and presumably of attraction. Much of the rest of Northumberlands 

particularly some central and highland areas, experienced population 

decline and it can only be surmised that small-scalep semi-subsistence 

agriculture was being repiaced in these parts by largerg less labour- 

intensive units. The mountainous region 'of Kidjand contained only 60 

people in 1801, dependent on three large sheep farms976 but in 1736 

had boasted 65 families which lived ýmostly in single. houses called 

steed houses inhabited by stock masters and herds.,, 77' The-porth of the' 

County is distinctive in its considerable advance in populationt an 

advance which is unlikely to have been occasioned by anything other 

than a more intensive cultivation of the land. 

Population statistics# even presuming them to be reliablet 

generally yield information too comprehensive to be of specific benefit 

to a study of agriculture. All that is really certain is that the 

population of the south-east was rapidly increasing throughout the 

period 1750-1850. It is not unlikely that this area was not only a 

major market for some agricultural proiluce, but was also'the final 

destination of some agricultural labourers and the basic cause of their 

scarcity and of high agricultural wages.. Figare 12: 1 of baptisms at 

decennial intervals in the various wards between 1700 and i8OOp provides 

75 The population figures for 1736 are those given in Bishop 
Chandlerts Visitation of that date (NCL/L253), These are substantiate4 
by-he less comprehensive but apparently independent figures of George 
Mark for 1734 (George Markt A Survey of a Portion of Northumberlandp 
1734* NCL/L942 82). Data, for St. Johnlee and Allendale is from 
Archbishop He=Lng's Visitation of 1743 (Surtees Societyp 1949) 
Parish totals were given in family units. The figures for 1801 are 
from the Census. 

76 William Parsons and William Whiteg op. cit. 9 1827P. 2t P#480, 

77 Bishop Chandler's Visitationg 1736. NCL/L253* 
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Baptisms 
Figure 12: 1 Castle 
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a very rough indication oi the rapid population growth in the southl 

Aally Castle Wardt compared with a more statio in Tindale and espeO 

situation in the rest of the County. Figure 12: 2 shows the age 

structure of the population of the various wards in 1821. All the 

Ina pyramids exhibit a stable growth patternp but show there was a ed 

tendency to lose young males in all but Tindale and Castle Wards. It 

seems logical that some of these found their way to the south of the 

County and became industrial workers. Only an elaborate demographic 

study would prove this conclusively. 

The scarcity and expense-of farm labour was far from being a 

disadvantage to the Northumberland farmer. It meant that he automatically 

followed Arthur Young's maxim that "The soil ought to be applied to thai 

use. in which it will pay mostp without any idea of population. A farmer 

oughtý not to be tied down to bad husbandryt whatever may become of 
78 

popul4tion It meant there was always pressure to find alternatives 

to manual labour or to use that labour more efficiently. When talkin 

of the supposed advantage the South of England with its cheaper labour 

held over the North in the 1820s, Matthew Culley pointed out that "in 

all the other arti6les which go to'form the 'cost of production' we 

have a manifest advantage in the cheapness of their labour being more. 

79 than compensated by our superior skill and machinery"# In 1823t 

.. Joseph Lowe had argued that "From the progress of improvement, in 

husbandry the same number of labourers raise a considerably larger 

share of produce than they did ten or týelve years agolle 
80, It may not 

be too fanciful to express theýargumeptýdifferentlyq that limitation in 

the numbers of labourers was itself 9 stimulus to improvement in husbandry* 

The close relationship between labour scarcity and the inclination to 

78 Arthur Youngo Political Arithmetiot 1774t p*269* 

79 N*Cet Feb, 10th 1827- 

PO Joseph Loweg The Present State of Englandp 1823p Appendixt p. 56o 
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81 - adopt labour-saving machinery is axiomatic, though Culley declared 

that demand for labour was so great in Northumberland that it would have 

been a practical impossibility for machinery to reduce itt and that 

machinery had been most important in enabling the farmer "to do many 

things which he'would have left undone if he had only manual labour 

82 to depend upon Yhen the annual supply of Irish reapers virtually 

ceased in the 1850s; the eicklet the reaping instrument generally used 

'in Northumberlandp rapidly fell from. favour. "The scarcity of labour 

during the last few years, has drawn more attention to the reaping 

machineg the Aberdeen Scythet and the long-handled sickle*,, 
83 So it 

mu t have been throughout the preoeeding century: labour soaroityý must 

have forced farmers continually to re-examine their situation and to 

re-assess their methods. 

81 Beep for example, William Lesterp A History of British Implements 
aiid Machinery Applicableýto Agriculturei 1811p p, 208; and 'HIt 

, 
F*M. 9 23p 18229 P-56. 

82 Quoted in W. Hasbachq A Ifistory of the English Agricultural 
Labourer# 19089 p. 256. 

83 Seymour Bell'o ýotes o-lP589 Collections Relating to Agriculture* 
NCL/L630* See also 'Notes from the' Farm-ý-North Northumberlandlg 
AugA30th i86o. NCRO/ZHE/ý4/6, 
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Agricultural Land Use 
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The basic division in the use of agricultural land is that between 

arable and pastoral. Knowledge of-the use to which land in the past 

was being puty even in these most general of te=sq is essential to an 

appreciation of agricultural change, wliether that change be overall 

development or specific innovation. Diffusion of axable improvements 

is unlikely to have proceeded apace during times of arable contractione 

Although there were no attempts to calculate the arable acreage 

of. the County until the Napoleonic. War periodp it seems likely that 

there was a considerable increase in arable well before that time. 

Newspaper advertisements for farms to be let gave more encouragement 

to would-be tenants to plough-out grass land in the years 1750-70 than 

'during any other period o. f similar duration. Typical wording of such 

inducement was "the whole Farm is now in Qrazingg but Liberty will be 

2 
given to plow a Part thereof" or "one hundred Acres of fresh Landp 

ready to plow or tear out,, 
3 

or "great Encouragement will be given to 
4 

entering Tenants to plow out fresh Grounds". Many, ýhough by no means. 

allp of these farms were located in highland districts in the south and 

south-west of the County and were farms either newly carved from'the' 

ýcommons or enlarged by additions therefrom, The Enclosure Movement in 

Northumberland after 1750 was almost completely exclusive to the common 
5 

wastest a process which naturally facilitated their conversiony at 

least in part or temporarilyp to arable. Map 13: 1 shows those areas 

of the County to be enclosed by Act after 1740 and clearly-depicts a 

N. C. 9 1750-70 - 13'advertisementst 1771-90 - 8t 1791-1810 - 49 1811-30 
39 1831-50 - 4- Only in ; 818 and 1849 are there advertisements 

stressing that pasture is to remain permanent. 
2A farm at Heighlawsp Hartburn; N. C. p Jan. 4th 1755- 
3 Part of Chilling1wn Old Park; N. C. gDec-13th 1766. 
4, WelltHousevChollerton; N. C. v Nov*25th 1758. 
5 "When Parliamentary enclosure began in the 1720s there was hardly an 

open field to be enclosed in NorthumberlandoDurhampor the North Riding. " 
R. A. Butlinp'The Evolution of the Agrarian Landscape of Northumberland 
1500-1900'. M*A*ThesispLiverpool Universityllg6ltP-10.5. Butlin die- 
covered only 11 private Enclosure Acts for Northumberland between 1740 
and 1844 which inoluded areas of common field (p*123), 
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process of enclosing common waste in. the highlands rather than common 

fields in the rest of the County. ' Although enclosure of moorsv both 

by Act and privately, was extensive throughout the period 1750-1850P 
6 

and was often conducive to the'extention of arable cultivationt7 

enclosure of such land was frequently desired for purely pastoral 
8 

purposes. 

The distinctionbetween arable and pastoral becomes blurred when 

it is considered that by far the most popular method of improving moor 

land was to pare and burn it and perhaps lime it as well. and -then to 

take several crops before laying it down with seeds. This wasp in factt . 

merely a more refined'and thoughtful development of a process that had 

been going on in Northumberland for centuries - that of taking grain 

crops from newly-ploughed hill land until the exhausted grouna was 

allowed to revert-to pasture of its own accord. The advantage of sowing 

fresh land was that given favourable'weather it could. produce excellent 

yieldhv even without manurej before exhaustion set in. Thin wan happening 

in Ovingham in 1801 when it was reported that "this present year the 

higher Grounds, which are three parts out of four of the parish have 

1 119 produced double Crops.. *, and in the high and exposed parish of 

Kirkwhelpington where a total wheat acreage of 30 acres yielded 32 

bnshels per acre; 
10 

one of the highest reported wheat yields in the 

County on some of its least auspicious land. Similarlyt the yields 

which Arthur Young mentioned as typical of various lowland parts of the 

6. Newcastle Chroniclet May 23rd 1877 gives a figure of lllt248 acres 
between 1702 and 1799 (of which 43P751 were enclosed between 1760 
and 1800); 43,873 acres beýween 1800 and 1843t and 399394 acres 
which had been enclosed sifice 1843-- 

7 Seep for exampley the recommendations of John Bower and John Claridge) 
1817 Greenwich Hospital Vi6itationp PRO/ADK/79/57/PP-431-2-and 59/ 
p. 267- 

8 See; for example, John Naismith on enclosure in the Cheviotsp A. A. # 27P, 17979 P-198- 
9. PRO/RO/k7/8 10 Ibide 
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County in 1770P pall before the yields he found near Glenwhelt, by the 

Cumberland border. There wheat yielded 30 bushelsp barley 32'and oats 
11 

an almost incredible 90 bushels per acre. The fact that these moor- 

lands were often unenclosed commons does not seem to have deterred this 

occasional arable occupation, When Lord Tankerville complained to his 

land agent that Wooler Common should not have been ploughedp he was 

told that stopping it would be difficult as the*tenants had been ploughing 

200 acres of it for the preýious 10 or 12 years and because "this Comon 
12 or moor has been Ridg & Purror Plowdsome Hundred Years egoell , Such 

arable encroachments upon the commons %ýere apparently usual enough to 

have been given some legal standing by the payment of 'acre money' to 

, the lord of the manor. 
13 

Later commentators on the traces left by these spasmodic arable 

incursions onto the moors make it quite clear that these cannot be 

regarded as signs of extended margins of arable cultivation of the period 

1750-1850. An expert of the mid-nineteentli century wrote, "The Alole 

system of farming consisted in ploughing a few acres. for corn year after 

year, until its fertility was exhaustedq and then leaving it to. rest, 

a fresh parcel was toxn out, This.,, accounts for the traces of 

%,. cultivationt ridge afid fu=owp to be found on almost every moor and hill, 

even at an elevation we would now think it folley to attempt to grow, 
14 

corn"* Even at the turn of the 18th centuryq when high-wartime corn 

prices might have given reason to extend arable to the highest possible 

landy men were awed by the clear sWs of the azeable cultivation'that, 

11 Arthur Youngq 'Northern Tour', 1770,3, Pý104- 
12 Joseph Hutchinson to Lord Tankerville, NoV*26th 1777. NCRO/Tmkerville 

Box l/D/2 unsorted. 
13 There exists a case outline dated April 3rd 1775 concerning Nubbookp 

near Hexham, which makes the point that "Some of the inclosures are in Tillage and others in pasture and have often beeri'ýchanged from one 
, to the-other. " NCRO/Allendale Ms-/CS/15/a. ,, 

14 Seymour Bell c. 1860, NCRO/2HE/34/1- 
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had already occurred. "The ridges and furrows; apparent in various 

parts of Kidlandq plainly show that the feet and sloping sides of these 

finely-formed hills havep at one timep been more accustomed to 

t , 15 
cultivation than at presen-. , 

"In this neighbourhood [Yetholmr 

Kirknewtonj 9 many of the hills bear the marks of having been cultivated 

to the summit; and some of those which have long lain neglectedp are 
J6 

now breaking up fo: r turnip, etc. . 
The case was the same on the moors 

of south Northumberland. 

here the surface has beeý'cast into equal ridges by the 

plough, though the land is now. covered by heathq and-agriculture 

has formerly flourished in situations so elevated as to preclude 

the possibility of obtaining corn. crops from them. at the present 

day. Record and tradition are alike silent respecting the era 

whent and the people by whom, these districts were subject to 

tillageot, 17 

While it is probably going too far to say that an outfield 'system' 

had long been in operation in upland districts of Northumberlandq it is 

clear that arable cultivation had at some time taken place on a great 

deal of Northumberland moorland and that these incursions would have 

continued throughout the 18th century even without enclosure. It may 

even not-be too far fetched to suggest that moorland held in severalty 

was less likely to witness such daring arable usage in that individual 

landlords were reluctant to allow the exhaustion of their lands, at 
18 least without the compensation of increased rental. lqost leases of 

the second half of the 18th centuryp despite their neglect of detailed 

15 J. Hodgson and F6C. Lairdg'The Beauties of England'end Wales,, 1813, 
129. P-116. 

16 Johii Naismith in a letter about the Cheviot Hills to A. A., 27,1797, 
P-179. 

17 N. J. Winchp'An Essay on the Geographical Distribution of Plants 
through the Counties of Northumberlandp Cumberlandp and DurhamIq 
Newcastle, 1819, pp. 19-20. LA P. ý1581/6. 

- 
16, It The Bailiffs should be strictly directed never to permit any Grass Land to be broke up without'being themselves satisfied that 

it is necessary and proper. " Visitation Report on Greenwich Hospital 
lands by James Stuart and Thomas Hicks 17759 PRO/AW79/57- 
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conditions of husbandry# tried to limit the extent of arablep usually 

to something like a third of the total holding, though such clauses 

seem to have been frequently abused* 
19 In that these'resttictions 

did not exist on the moorland commons, it is not impossible that as 

long as arable rights were equally shared and population pressure remained 

lowp arable use of such lands was as likely to occur under common owner- 

ship as under private. 

Corn can be made to grow at practically any heightf but severity 

of climate increases with altitude and the chance of a successful crop 

decreases. In Cumberland, in 1852v it was said that the m imum 

elevation at which wheat was grown was 600 feetp while barley was grown 
20 as high as 800 feet and oats somewhat higher. Napoleonic War estimates 

for Northumberland were considerably loftier - wheat was grown to ltOOO 

feetp barley and rye dt 1P500 and oats, -turnips and potatoes up to 

2,000 feet* 21 Walter White found oats and barley at 1401 fe6t'on the 

22 top of Simonside in 1859, and of A3. nwick Moor hq remarkedv "What 

would Adam Smith or Arthur Young say if they could return and see how 

drainage and tillage are transforming the moorlands into fields of grain 

and potatoes... ? 1123 Of Adam Smithlri. opinions on N6rthumberland moors, 

we know nothing: of Arthur Young'sl a lit tle is known. He found it 

"melancholy to ride through such vastly extensive tracks of uncultivated 

,, 24 
good land and at the same time cared little for the popular method 

of utilising such latid. "While moors are thus improvedt I do not much 

wonder at seeing so much waste land in Northumberland. 1125 The 'improvement' 

to which Young referred was the ploughing out of patches of hillside on 

which oats and rye were grown until the land was exhaiisted and allowed 

19 The, Greenwich Hospital reporters repeatedly remarked on the. extensive 
abuse of this clause in 1775- 

20 William DickinsonptOn the Farming 6f CumberlandIt J. R. A. S. E. 91391652t pp. 215-217. - 
21 N. J. Winch, op. cit. gpp. 1,9-20., 
22 Walýer Whitet Northumberla; id and the Bordert 1859, p. 200. 
23 Ibia. 0 P-193 -'24 ''Arthur Young, OP-cit-9 P-115- 
25 Ibid. 
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to revert to grass. Though grpater care was later taken by paring and 

burningg liming, growing somewhat fewer corn croPsq and by adding grass 

and clover seed to the abandoned groundq the basic arable use'of high 

land was essentially the same in 1850 as in 1750 or, indeed, long 

26 before. Often it was justified on the grounds of improving the herbage, 

but the system of intensive grain cropping rarely changed. 
27 In the 

North, high ground was usually broken up with a crop of turnipsv the 

keeping quality of the small turnips produced on 'burnt land' surpassing 
28 

all, others. 

It is important to remember that the total arable acreage of 

highland areas throughout this period was always small (see Table 13: 1). 

and that acreage changesy though striking relativelyt were, in absolute 

termsp insignificu4it. Moreoverv the tithe files for many upland townships 

make it quite clear that corn was grown there only for domestic and 

local consumption in order to avoid the difficulty and expense of 

importing it from more favoured areas. 
29, It'is, therefore, unlikely 

that the concept of 'margins of cultivation' 'will be particularly 

meaningful in the Northumberland moorland context. The. arable did not 

spread up the hills until halted by geographic conditions: it had always 

been therep but only in small, scattered and largely temporary patcheAO 

It is probably more usfeful to think of arable expansion in terms 

of the development of convertible husbandry - that system by which land 

was regularly converted from pastoral into arable and vice versa in 

26 "It is found necessary now and then to break up these high grounds 
for the sake of renovating the pasture. " William Dickinsonpop. cit. pp*2176 

27 John Housman, 'A Topographical Descripti6n of Cumberland, Westmorlandp 
Lancashire and a part of the West Riding of Yorkshirelp18001 P-151 

28 "If'you could meat with a few burnt land Turnipq pretty good, taked 
of yd do well. And the Burnt land ones are the best worth buying, 

. -always. They feed best, are soundestp and fullest of juices. and 
stand the Winters frosts the bestIll George Culley to John Welchp 
Oct. 9th 1802. NCRO/ZCU/6. 

29 See, for example, tithe files for Harbottld, Birtley High Division 
in Chollerton and Lambley. ýPRO(AVIR/18/700%6826 and 7093. 

30 "There is very little Arable land in itt and that there is is so 
-scatterld about in Patches! on the Sunny Sides of the different Hills 
that is [sic] impossible to speak of it collectively. " Tithe file 
for Ingramp Linhope and Grbenshaw Hillp Ingramt April 7th 1842., 
PRO, (A)/IR/18/7077* 
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Table 13: 1 

Acrea, -, e under Chief Grains in some Riahland Parishes 

Parish area in 
acres 

Falstone 57P700 
Kirkdale and 169853 Kirkwhelpington 

Knar; sdale 7tI44 
Whitfield 129125 

Kirklaugh(l) 6,665 

WHEAT 
Acreage 

1801 1867 

11 0 

BARLEY 
Acreage 

1801 1867 

165 5 

0AT 
Acreage 

1801 1867 

299 26 

37' -0 438 9 644 99 

10 0 100 40 200 76 

17 0 42 11 183 140 

3 0 29 8 71 1,22. 

Sources: 1801 Crop Returns. PRO/HO/67/8 

1867 Agricultural CensuapPRO/MF/68/ 
139 

mon, History (1) 1803 Returnsp John Hodg 
of Northumberlandt 1832, pt. 293, P-58. 

rotation; in terms of the spread of turnip cultivationg which demanded 

that even purely pastoral enterprises had some arable land; 31 
or in 

terms of a three-course rotation with a. great deal of Permanent pasture 

being exchanged for a four-course with. considerably less (see Pp- 326-7). 

That there was an arable increase between 1750 and 1600 there can be 

little doubt# but the measurement of its extent in the absence of all 

figures is not possible. The only available evidence is that of letters 

from land agents to landlords advising them of the struggle to prevent 

tenants ploughing-out grasslandt32 of surveys reporting on the increase 

33 
of arablet and of observers obliging enough to have made comparisons.. 

In-1807 'A Traveller* remarked, 

"I never in my Lifeg Sir, was more*amaz*edp or more agreeably 

astonishedt than in our Journey between Carlisle and Newcastle 

31 what is under the Plough is so rathei for the purpose of raising 
a few Turnips for winter-food for Stock than from any profit to be 
derived from Corn. " Tithe file for Hartsidet Ingramp April 7th and 

. 8th 1842. PRO(A)/IR/18/7022. - 
32 Seep for examplev Joseph Oxleyýýo Sir John Delavalt March 9th 1774- 

NCR6/2DE/4/1174 
33 e. g., Gieenwich Hospital-Visitation Report of 1775- PRO/ALW79/59- 
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I am not a very old Man, Yet I recollect when there was hardly 

a house between those places, though a distance of 60 miles. 

All was heath and Wild Waste, not the trace of a plough 

anywhere to be seen - How changed the scenel there is not a 
04 

piece of Land that is not now well 6ultivated... 0 

Such reports, the progress of enclosurep of turnip cultivation, the 

development of new rotationsp all point to an increase in arable taking 

place before the Napoleonic Wars.. In that more detailed evidence as to 

the extent and variation of this increase is not available and may 

therefore not be used to further knowledge of agricultural development 

and innovationg it must suffice to say that an increase took place and 

that it was probably substantial. 

It is more rewarding to concentrate on'and draw conclusions from 

a period for which more apposite information exists. 'The poor harvedts 

of some of the Napoleonic War years produced not only high corn prices 

but enough panic to prod the central government into investigating the 

extent of the country's food stocks and how much was being grown. Parts 

of the findings of the inqýiiries of 1795P 1801, and 1803 in Northumberland 

remain. How reliable these figures would be even had they all survived 

is a matter of some doubt, but in*the absence of any other information .. 

of this typep the returns should be fullyt if guardedlyv exploited. . 
The 1803 Returns exist in two forms. As they were collected by 

the ýnýstrates, they were returned as an abstract for the County of 

Northumberland to the Lord Lieutenant of the County, the Duke of' 

Northumberlandt and this abstract is to be found at Alnwick. 35 Mackenzie 

and Hodýson obviously had acceýs to this abstract and to at least some 

of the individual parish and ward returns for they publish a few of the 

34 The Gentleman's Magazineg January 1807p PP-38-39- 
35 AC/Y/4/2/b/5 
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36 figures in their histories of'Northumberland. Mackenzie's figuresp 

apart from copying mistakes as in the total number of sheep in the 

County and the omission of some figures such as those for turnips, which 

were located apart from other crop acreages in. the Lord Lieutenant's 

37 
abstractp are identical to those of the Alnwick document. 

The 1795 Ret urn s also exist as two sources, but their purpose was 

somewhat different. The Return was prompted by the very poor harvests 

of 1793 and 1794 and consequent grain shortage and was designed to find 

out how the harvest of 1795 compared. It was organized by the Lord 

Lieutenant who canvassed the magistrates in the 629 township's of 

Northumberland and sent the returns, to the Duke of Portland at the Home 

Offiýe. 38 Unfortunately the returns now survive only-as the total 

expecied produce of each crop for the whole County accompanied by an 

indication of how the yield compared with normal years. More fortunatelyp 

there remains in Northumberland the original pencilled scribblings by 

which the calculations. were made for all of Tindale and Glendale WardsP 

These give the acreage under each crop for unnamed, subdivisions of each 

part of both wards and also give the yield for each entry and how it 

compared with the average yield for that area. 
40 Hence it is possible 

to determine the actual 1795 yield for all ofITindale and. Glendale Wards 

for wheatv oats and barleyo ýnd as, Glenaale Ward contal4ied some of the 

*beat arable land in the County and Tindale some of the worst, it is 

36 E. Mackenziev 'History of NorthumberlandIp pt. 29 lp 1825P pp. 221-222, 
There are 8 individual parish returns for 1803 in John Hodgson, 
'History of NorthumberlandIf 1832, (pt. 2v 2v P-3709 Morpeth and' 
Ulgham; p. 278, Stannington; and pt. 2.3t P-58i Kirkhaagh; P-789 
Knaresdale; P-97Y Whitfield; P-1132 Haltwhistle; and P-362, Warden). 
This is the only known source for 1803 statistics on the parish. scale. 

37 The 1803 Returns were initiated as a preparation for withdrawing the 
civilian population from coastal areas and for instigating a scorched 
earth policy in cane of enemy invasion. Hence much of the abstract is 
given over to quantities of deadstock and to-grain threshed or not 
threshed out. Other returns exist for the numbers of horses and carts 
available to carry food and people to the interior. (NCRO/ZSW/198). 
See also correspondence iri NCRO/ZSW/596 and NCRO/2DE/4/25/43 and 46. 

38 PRO/HO/42/37/119.39 NCRO/QSB/89/32, ' 

40 There is a total of 213 entries for wheat, 287 for barley and 189 for 
oatsy each giving an'acreage, the expected produce in Winchester bollep 

'bushels or local measures and moot stating how this, compared with 
the yield of common years., It'is made clear that this is meant to be 
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possible to arrive at a reasonably accurate average yield for each of 

the three main crops for the whole County in 1795. With this knowledgep 

the total county acreage for these three crops can be deduced (see Table 

13: 2). 

Table 13: 2 

Acreages of Wheatq Barley and Oats for Northumberland 
and Berwick (excluding Durham), 1795 and'1803 

AB 

1795 County Supposed County County acreage 1803 County 
Produce (1), Yield in 1795 (2) in Chief Grains Acreage ý3) 

(Winchester (Winchester in 1795 derived under Chie 
quar ers) -, 

bushels 2er acre from A and B. Grains. ' 

Wheat 68,625 16-3 33,681 39v236 

Barley 649741 23-5 22tO39 21p802 

Oats. 232P718 24.2 76P932 71v803 

'TOTAL 132v652 132v921 

Sources: (1) 1795 Returnp PRO/HO/42/37/119- 
(2) NCRO/QSB/89/32, 
(3) AC/Y/IV/2/b/5, 

A rough check can be made on the accuracy of these yields by comparinj 

the actual 1795 yield for each crop claimed for Tindale and Glendale 

combined with their estimated nonnal yield adjusted by the percentage, 

ýI, given in the abstract as the difference between a normal crop and that 

It would seem--that the of 1795 for the whole County (see Table 13: 3)- 

combined Tindale and Glendale yield for 1795 was fairly typical of that 

for the, whole Courity, The 1795 county grain acreages derived from these 

yield figures and shown in Table 13: 2j are comparable with the acreages 

given straightforwardly in the 1803 abstract. 

iIt is unfortunate that the total acreage for the three main 

grains in 1795 and 1803 shown in Table 13: 2 axe so nearly identical. 

The method by which the figures were'derived and probably that by which 

they. were originally collatedq do not support the accuracy implied. Only 

the most general conclusions can be drawn: firstv that though there 

an aebount for the total grain-growing land in these wards. 



Table 13: 3 

Barley 25-0 

The Degree to which Yield for Glendale and Tindale I-lards 
is Representative of Countv Yield 

A 

Normal Yield for 
Glendale and (1) 
Tindale Wards 

j Winchester 
Bushels per aCre. 

Wheat 21.0 

211 

B 

1795 Yield for Proportion (2) A adjusted 
Glendale and (1) by which 1795 by B. 
Tindale Wards. County Yield Winchester 
Winchester differed from Bushels 
Bushels per acre. normal yield. per , -tcre. -- 

16-3 117125ths less" 15.1 

23.5 /9th less" 22.2 

Oats 24-9 24-2 "crop equal" 24.9 

Sources: (1) NCRO/QSB/89/32 

. (2) PRO/HO/42/37/119 

probably was an increase in arable prompted by the enormous grain prices 

of this periodp it does not ieem to have been as dramatic an increase 

as has sometimes been imagined; and, secondly, that high grain prices 

might have been most immediately reflected in a change in cropping 

rather than a sudden shift from pastoral to arable. The increased 

wheat acreage between 1795 and 1803 seems as though it could well have 

II 
been created from land which should have been growing oats. High corn 

prices did not persist throughout the war period; there were very marked 

peaks and troughs from one year to the next and even from month to montho 

nor was there the same profit to be made -on all crops (see P. - 287). 

When prices soaredy most money was to be-made from the sale of wheat, 

sog wheat was grown at the expense of other grains. When prices were 

unstablev wheat had to be produced quicklyp before a fall occurred. In 

such a climatet there was hardly likely to have been as much inclination 

to withdraw land from pasturet to spend time and money paring and burningt 

liming or fallowing as there would have been simply ý, o abuse existing - 

rotations. The Northumberland Quarterly Reports give some indication of 

this h eningO41 App though the-suggestion is that wheat land was'increasing 

41 F. M. 9 Jan. 1800 to April 1819 with few interruptions. ', " 
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42 
at the expense of barley rather than of' oats. It could be that the 

exceptionally low oat pricen of 1802 were a particular temporary 
43 incentive to grow less of that grain. 

Even the best farmers were anxious to profit from high wheat prices. 

George Culley wrote to John Welch in March 1802, "1 believe we never sold 

so much Wheat by this Seasong in any year I recollect since we Grew so 

much? And not only us but most people I believe in this District, led 

by the same Idea Viz that Wheat could'not hold the price it began with? 

, 44 
sold more than usual. Besides it raised so much money. Indeed it 

had donet as Table 13: 4 indicates. In a letter to Arthur Youngg George 

Culley remarked that the fertility of arable depqstured by sheep "sometimesp 

induces the Farmerep to take a Crop of Wht, after the Oatsp before Fallowing 

for Turnip. And I think it is the more excusablep while Wheat sells so. 
45 

well, & the land is in high Spirits". When grain prices fell, Culley 

admitted that he*had made a killingo 11... let us be thankfulg that we 

have had our share of. wonderfull good times; what is moret we made use of 
A6 them, so, as we can bear. a brush? An enti7 in his landlord's accounts 

imes was at three years later suggests that Culley's. making use of good t 

rs last to be punished. "To MeW Culley for Breach of Covenant C838-0-0-47 

Table 13: 4 

Gemzze and Matthew Cullev's Grain Receipts 

Oats Barley Wheat Tot . al Receipts % of Total Grain 
for all Grain Receipts earned 

by Wheat 

Cý 

4477 5789 77 1797 1117 195 
1799 2149 292 5706 8147 70 

'1800 635 376 5973 6984 86 
1990 727 10937 13654 so 

1802 1121 596 6045' 7762 78 

Source: NCRO/ZCU/33- 

42 See particularly the P. M., April 1601t Jan. 18049 and April 1807- 
43- "Oats are now... scarcely! saleable to the Merchants at these priceal" 

George Culley to John Welchq March 30th 1802* NCRO/ZCU/6. 
44 Ibid.. 45 George Culley to Arthur Young, Dec'. . NCRO/ZCU/, '8th 1790 
46 George Culley to John WelchpApril 14th 1802. NCRO/ZCU/6.3 
47- John Bailey's Accountso Nov. 1805XCRO/Tanýerville'Box 4/C/9 unsorted. 
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It is likely that Culley'was typical in that he was growing more 

of the most valuable grain on existing arable or breaking up readonable 

quality pasture landl not marginal land at all. He wrote in 18029 "The 

Plough-has paid well of late certainly, 9 especially upon good, land? "48 and 

to the Annals of Agriculturs of the Cheviots that "it is but a trifle of 

corn that is produced in these little valleys",, 
49 A report to the 

Greenwich Hospital Commissioners in 1805 on the Demesne Haugh Farm at 

Dilston, 187 acres of excellent pasture landg outlines how the use of 

the best pasture land differed in Northumberland from the South. 

"A considerable part of this Haugh would make an excellent feeding 

pasturev and in that statev we have no doubtv similar land would 

be used in the South of England, and we were at the first view of 

it inclined to think that the tenant. should be restrained from 

breaking it up; but as # is also exceedingly good arable land 

and well adapted to the growth of turnips and artificial grasses 

as well as cornp and being moreover the sort of land most sought- 

after in this part of the countryt and producing the greatest 

rent, we were soon convinced that a restriction of that kind would 

be injurious to the Hospital.,, 50 

Land which could grow turnips. and artificial grasses in rotation was more 

valuable as arable than as pasture: land which could not was leftq "in a -, 

1. most slovenly state of, managementt being over-run with thistles... ; but 

it is as we have before said the custom of the countr ry to neglect the 

pasture landsq and will probably continue as long as the plough is so 

great a favourite"951 

Good fortune allows the breaking down of crop acreages in 1795PI801 

and 1803 for various parts of Northumberland and gives some indication of 

regional patterns. Table 13: 5 is the product of information from a variety 

48 George Culley to John Welchp Aug-14th 1801. NCRO/ZCU/6* 
49, ' A. A. p 17909 14P p. 254- 
50 Greenwich Hospital Reportp 1805- NCRO/NRO/467/42/2* 
51 Ibid. p. 163- 
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of sources. 

Table 13: 5 

Changes in Grain Acreage 1795-1801/3 for 
parts of Northumberland 

WHEAT 
Acres 

TINDALB WARD 1795 3378 
(E. DIV. ) 

1801 3156 

TINDALE WARD 1795 6801 
(WHOLE) 1803 8136 

BARLEY OATS 
Acres Acres 

2301 6577 
2872 6679 

8328 -20337 
9103 20137 

GLENDALE 1795 1507 1049 3811, 
(E. DIV. )' 

1801 2504 1565 3955 

GLENDALE 1795 1313 1421 4177 
(W. DIV. ) 

(approx. fAl) 1801 2358 2053 4458 
Branxton) 

GLENDALE WARD 1795 2820 247P 7987 
(WHOLE) 

(approx. for(l) 1801 4862 3618 8413 
Branxton) - 1803 4302 2927 7661 

(1) Branxton Parish was part of the West Division of Glendale Ward 
in Northumberland but was included'*ith Cornhillp then in Durhant 
in the 1801 Crop Returns. An approximate crop acreage base&on 
total acreage has been attributed to Branxtono using these 
Returns. 

Sources: 1795 - NCRO/QSB/89/32. 
1801 - Crop ReturnsqPRO/HO/67/8 
1803 - E. Mackenziep History of 

NorthumberlandqlB25plqp. 2ý2, 

The indication is that in no part of the County did the acreage of the 

cheapest graing oatsq increase even moderately during this period. The 

acreage of barleyt the next cheapest grain, rose very little except in 

Glendale Ward while that of the premier graing wheatv even experienced 

a small decline in the east di-v: ision of Tindale Ward between 1795 and 
1801p and only proportionally small increases in Tindale Ward as a whole* 
There was &-significant increase in wheat acreage in Glendale Wardq whichl 
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combined with the barley increase there, must have meant an increase in 

total arable land. It is significant that increased arable acreaget even 

at a time of high grain prices, should be greater in an area of 

convertible husbandry, where turnips, after which barley was normally 

grown, were the most important arable cropt than in the area comprising 

most of the hills and much Imaxginall land of Northumberland. 

The agricultural gloom and despondency so ostentatiously displayed 

52 by the farming lobby after the War and immortalised by Ernle, was 

hardly a true representation of the situation in Northumberland 

(see ppe 82-4)-. Certainly the sentiment was expressed that "a 

considerable proportion of the poor landv now. under cultivation, will be 

53 laid to grass", but similar feelings that this still remained to be 

done continued into the 1830sp suggesting that little conversion had 

taken place. 
54 It was always the inferior arable land on which attention 

centred and it. is doubtful whether much of the land converted to 

permanent arable use by 1816 in Northumberland was inferior. Northumberland 

was not naturally a grain-producing county its wheat crop was unreliable 

and it .s barley not worth the malting55 - though farmers had been keen 

enough to take advantage of rising grain prices. The real interest in 

arable in much of Northumberland when grain prices were not exbrbitanto 

was in the production of turnips and artificial grasses with grain , 

- production as a necessary but secondary activity. Practical men were 

quick to criticise the theorists who complained that poor arable would 

52 Lord Ernlep tEnglish Farming Past and Presently 1912. 
53 Evidence of George Hopper of Black Hedleyp 'Agricultural State of the 

Kingdom', 1816, p. 239-40- 
54 See, for examplev Northumberland Quarterly ReportqJan. 28th 1815p 

P. M., 16t 1815p pol26; the 1822 Greenwich Hospital Report by Edward 
Lockerg PRO/ADN/79/60; and the evidence of John Langhorne of Berwicky 
1836 House of Commons Select Committee Report on the State of 
Agricultureq P-179 

55 Northumberland Quarterly Reportv FoMop 8,1807, p. 262; and J. MomoCullochp 
Statistical Account of the British Empire, 1837, Vololp Pol72. 
Vo#humberland never had, and except in favoured localities is nott 
and'can never excel asp a wheat growing district. " Seymour Bell, 
Collections Relating to Agriculturep c. 1860, NOL/L630- 
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have to be turned to pasturej pointing out that unless a great deal of 

money were spent on the conversion, pastures created from poor exhauE; ted', --, - 
56 arable would become totally profitless brakes or wastes. Moreovert 

there was the logical argument that the most obvious and probably the 

easiest way to offset the loss occasiondd by a drop in market value was 
57 to increase production* Whether this was happening in Northumberland 

is impossible to determine with any accuracy, but it is certain that 

the Greenwich Hospital Estate had experienced no contraction of arable 

by 1817 and was then still increasing its arable, 
58 that farms on the 

Blackett-Ord Estate in the south-west were still in 1817 putting high 

land through the traditional process of a few years tillage before it 

was laid down to more or less permanent pastureP59 and that farms on 

the Hepple Estate of the Riddells were still anxious in 1819 to plough 

1 60 
out new ground in exchmge for laying down old. There is no better 

evidence for the period than this, but were it not for the laments of 

politicians, pamphleteers and those who oftered to appear before 

Parliamentary Committees investigating agricultural distressq it is 

doubtful whether-a contraction of arable would ever have been conceived 

of for this period in Northumberland. 

It is possibld by use of the 1803 Returns and with figures estimated 

by Thpmas: - Bell for c. 1652 to glean some idea of the change in arable 

acreage in the County during the first half of the 19th century. 
61 

It is 

56 N. C, j Feb. 2nd 1828. 
57 M. C. Naish found that arable increased in the immediate post-i4ar 

period on the Hampshire Chalklands and attributed the increase to 
this reason. M. C. Naishp The Agricultural Landscape of the Hampshire 
Chalklands 1700-1840, M. A. Thesis, London University, 1961, P-307- 

58 PR6/ADN/79/59.59 Map ofý-Krindledykesp NCRO/NRO/320. 
60 Survey Book, 1819, NCROARW301- 
61 The, c-1852 figures are in NCRO/ZHE/34/1 and were produced by Thomas 

Bell, an active member of the Bell family of land surveyors and 
frequently in the service of the Fourth Duke of Northumberland and 
other gTeat landowners in the County. His calculations were estimatest but Bell was certainly one of the best informed men in the County to 
make such estimates. They are undatedy but on paper watermarked 1858 
and as Bell died in 1860, they caxmot be later than that date. Howeverp 
they are probably considerably earlier. Nicholas Burnett presented some 
of these figures and an identical sketch map in an address to the 
Newcastle Farmers' Club on March 6th 1852 (L. & Pop Bolbecq N6301612. ) 
as an qttaok on the aoouracy of Caird's yield figures for Northumberland 
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i 
alsop of coursey possible to compare these earlier statistics with those 

of the agricultural censuses. The first of these has been avoided as 

being more likely to contain inaccuracies occasioned by unfamiliarity 

and that of 1867 has been used. While later censuses were probably even 

more accuratep their use might well have over-emphasised the arable 

changes of the late 1860's. The comparison of total county acreages 

of the chief arable crops is shown in Table 13: 6. Unless Bellts estimates 

were completely inaccurate - and that is unlikely - there would seem to 

have been a very substantial increase in arable between 1803 and 0-18520 
62 followed by a decline to a figure still above the 1803 total in 1867. 

Table 13: 6 

County Acreage of Chief Arable Crops 

(2) (3) 
1803 c-1852 Change 1803-52 1667 Change. 
Acres Acres 1603-100 Acres 1803-67 

1803=100 

Wheat 439134 629500 145 389357 89 
Barley 249089 40P500 168 28P743 11 9 
Rye 19527 251 16 

Oats 77t277 979242 126 699798 90 
(4) Beans & Peas 5Y713 159500 271 9Y954 174 

Turnips 26t741 58,476 219 50,881 190 
Potatoes . 4p639 6Y950 -150 4,934 106 

TOTAL 183pl2O 281,168 i54 2029918 

Sourcess (1) AC/Y/IV/2/b/5. Parts of Northumberland included 
in Durham in 1803 are fortunately covered by the 
1601 Crop Returns and these figures have been 
included here. Figures do not survive for Holy 
Island and no estimati on has been made. 

(2) NCRO/ZHE/34/1. 
(3) PRO/MAP/68/139. 
(4) Including-tares. - 

printed in the Times in 1651- Consequently it is not unreasonable to 
date Bell's statistics at c-1852. 

62 The idea of a cereal peak in-the mid-18506 concurs with that 
expressed by E. L, Jonesq 'The-Chancing Basis of English Agricultural 
Prosperitylt Ag. H. R. p 10t 1962p p,. 110. 
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That there should have been an arable dpoline from the mid-1850S 

can excite no surprise in the light of well documented reaction to 
63 

continued very low grain prices after the Crimean War, but it seems 
that this arable decline may have been far from evenly spread over the 

County. A comparison of the change in crop acreage by parish between 
64 1801 and 1867 reveals reductions on the thin soils of central 

Northumberland and on the high ground of the south and, westq but increases 

in the northt south-east and along the coast (see Map 13t2)- map 13: 2 

is somewhat misleading in giving undue predominance to the decline in 

small areas of arable in the highlands. This impression may be rectified 

by Table 13: 1 illustrating the comparatively small axable acreages of 

some of the highland parishes and by Map 13: 3 showing the arable lose 

or gain between 1801 and 1867 as a proportion of the total parish area. 

The indication is that major decline in arable was limited to central 

Northumberland. Maps 13: 4,13: 5 and 13: 6 show the percentage change in 

acreage of wheatp barley and oats between 1801 and 1867* The reduction 

in the small acreage of all three main grains in the western highlands 

is much less important that the same process happening with the much 

larger acreages-of ce; itral Northumberland. No other areas experienced 

such overall decline. 

Map 13: 6 reveals remarkably little fluctuation in oat acreage with 

the exception of declines in the south-west and in the central area. The 

wheat acreageg shown on Map 13: 4p experienced more widespread contiactionp 

but it was again most serious 
I 
in the, south-west and centre. Increased 

wheat acreage occurred only in scattered areas of good wheat landq 

largely along the coast. Map 13: 5 again reveals serious decline in the 

south-west and the central areas of the County, this time in the growth 

of barley. Further interpretation of this map is best made in 

63 See particularly the. address of Thomas. La'wson to the North of England 
Chamber of Agriculture on 'The Conversion of Poor Arable Land into 
Pasture' when it'met at Morpeth in 1865- Seymour Bellp Collections 
Relating to Agricultureq NCL/L630- 

64 The crops recorded in the 1801 Returns are'wheat't barleyq oatso ryeq 
- beans and peas, turnips and potatoes. These crops were also. identified 
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6 

conjunction with Map 13: 79 showing turnip acreage as a proportion of 

total crop acreaCe in 1801 and Map 13: 8 showing the change in tuimip 

acreage between 1801 and 1867. Glendale Ward was clearly the bastion 

of turnip growth in the County at the beginning of the century (Map 13: 7) 

with very few tiýrnips being grown in the south. The increase of turnip 

acreage (Map 13: 8) was greatest in the no. rth-east and throughout the 

south, areas where few turnips had been grown. in 1601. The spread of 

turnips throughout the north was as'part of a five course convertible 

rotation incorporating barley as a following crop; hence th e massive 

increase in barley acreage experienced by this region between 1801 and 

1867 (map 13: 5). But in the-south-east, *the spread of tumips. was to 

portions of the fallow of lands light enough to grow turnipst the only 

lands which had been growing, barley in this area. Here turnips virtually 

N, replaced barley as a crop on lighter lands. The uniform decline in the 

acreage of all three main grain crops in central Northumberland and the 

, south-west in conjunction with moderate increases in turnip acreagesq 

confirms that serious arable decline occurred here and-suggests that 

arable became more useful for the production of stock food than human. 

Only in Kirkwhelpington and Falstone was there a total. decline in all 

arable land use, a decline predicted about 1840 in the tithe files for 

these areast but which had not then taken place. 
65 

The State of Farms Reports of the Duk; of Northumberlandi 
66 

available from 18279 can be used to determine the proportion of arable 

on about 1189000'acres of the Duke's land. Figure 13*-l-shows the acres 

of tillagep including 
'clover t turnips and naked fallow but not grass 

two or more years old, as a proportion of total acreage for various areas 

in 18679 with swedes included in 
' 
the turnip figures. There were no 

other important arable crops in Northumberland, and little rye was 
cultivated at either period. 

65 See, the tithe files for Plashettst West Whelpingtonp Greysteadv 
Coldwell, Little Harlet West Harlep Kirkwhelpington, FawnspCapheatonp 
Catcherside, and Great Bavington. PRO. (A)/IR/18/7178,7287s 6998t69119 
701PP701lt7ogo. t'697496879p687Ot68ol. 

6ý The; figures were produced by the%bailiffs for each separately-let 
unitp from large farms to cottage, allotments. Some years are missing, I maýy entries are incompletqp and no attempt was ever made to add the p 
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Figure 13: 1 

Per Cent Change in Percentaqe of Tillage (including clovert Tillage fallow and turnips) to Total Farm Acreage on Nine 
901 Bailiwicks of the Duke of Northumberland's Estate. 
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Maximum and minimum total acrearer. for each bailiwick 1827-65. 
(See Pigure 13: 1) Acres 

Newburn 2920 - 3149 
Longhaughton 5251 - 6396 
Prudhoe 4677 - 4929 
Warkworth 3209 - 4088 
LucXer 8787 - 9091 
Shilbottle 4953 - 5825 
Corbridge 7559 - 8888 
Chatton 18332 - 19451 
Tindale 42899 - 59745 

for which the figures are reasonably complete and where they are 

comprehensible. Corbrid: ge, Chatton and Tindale, with large areas of old 

g-i"ass, maintained a. fairly constant proportion of arable over the period 

from 1827, but the six more arable bailiwicks, although they display a 

degree of variety in their trends, pertainly Show no diminution in arable 

between 1827 and 1850, but a definite decline from about this date to 1865- 

Of 117P944 acres for which an intelligible record was made of their use, 

26P774 acres (22. Vo) were in tillage in 1850- In 1865p the use of 

118,965 acres could be discerned and 23P191 of these (19.5%) were in tillage. 

Hence there seems to have been a decline in tillage of something over 14% 

on the Duke's Estate between 1850 and 1865. This does not approach the 

ý decline implied in the comparison of Bell's figures with those of the 1867 

census (27ý8%)q and suggests both that the decline continued steeply after 

1865 and that Bell's estimates were probably too generous. 
If there was an increase in Northumberland arable between 1803 and 

1850, as seems to be indicated, the figures from the Duke of Northumberland's 

Estate suggest that much of this must have taken place before 1827. It seems 

probable that the remaining War years witnessed an arable increase, -but 

figures. Consequentlyt no check could ever have been mado-on the 
figures and the bailiffs did not feel the necessity to adopt a uniform 
procedure. For examplep on any one returno one farm may have its - tillage listed inclusive of turnips and fallowt and the next-exclusive 
of them. The only way to use the figures reliably is to check them for 
each'individual farm. and to discard those of which there is any doubt. 
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unlikely that they were responsible for the whole rise. What is more 

feasible is that the years after 1815 saw a continued increase in arable 

cultivationg and what is -still more certain is that the Idepression' of 

these years could hardly have prompted a decline in arable land use. It 

has been shown that agricultural insolvency was neither common nor 

localised between 1816 and 1836. How then did farmers, especially those 

working, the poorest arable landsp manage to survive? It would seem that 

they must have opted for the easiest and most obvious course of increasing 

production by extending arable. The alternative generally suggested by 

the theoristst of converting poorer arable land to permanent pasturep was 

a course of action which both robbed the tenant of what profit there was 

in grain cultivation and subjected him to, the immediate expense of 

conversion when he wan least able to bear it. No evidence has been found 

of the sort of landlord assistance in laying down met with after 1850- 

It seems likely, therefore, that a greater extent of graing particularly 

wheatp was grown in order to combat low prices after 1815. Grain prices 

were not perpetually low in the years following; there were periods of 

moderate, even good prices (see p. 286), a feeling atleast of security 

was engendered by Protection, and most landlords obliged with rent 

abatements or reductions (see- pp. 66-7), " This solution was easiest for 

good wheat land or good barley land and Maps 13: 4 and 13: 5 show a marked 

increase in barley on the established barley lands of the north (MaP 13: 5) 

and a similar increase in wheat on the County's best wheat lands, in the 

south-east and along the coastt where wheat had long been the most important c 

crop (Map 13: 4).. But on the poorer soilso the position was more compli; ated. 

"On a thin clay. soil, wheat must be the staple prop to ma . ke money 

ofq even though the prices may sometimes be low. It is best 

adapted for the soilp and to sow oats on this sort of 3and more 

than once in four yearsis sure to result in bad crops - so badq 
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that frequently the yield per acre 
. 

will be: as, maney bolls of 
67 

wheat as of oats. Barley on such a soil is out of the question.. *" 

What may have been more important 'in promoting an increase in 

arable during the period 1815-50 was the spread of methods of livestock 

production by means of arable. The increase in turnip acreage between 

1803 and C-1852 has already been shown as has its relatively insignificant 

decline between C. 1852 and 1867- Map 13: 8 suggests that viztually all 

areas were anxious to increase turnip cultivation and it is clear that 

turnips were being grown in many parts of the south-east. far from 

naturally suited to them (see P-320). Colbeck commented on this 

. trend in the County in 1847-'"--- the increase in cattle is in the 

face of many thousand acres of grass land having been brought under the 

plough: thus pro-ýing. the striking fact, that we now can, with much less 

grass land than formerlyq actually feed more cattle as well as grow more 

corn. 1168 Seymour Bell confirmed the unusual importance of the role of 

turnips in Northumberland arable. "... our variable climateplaces us 

at a disadvantage in. the growing andyinning of, cereal cropst but it 

gives us the prominence in roots. " 
69 

It is clear that stock numbers 

increased greatly during the first half of the 19th century (see py. 234-6) 

and that this increase was dependent not simply on arable cultivation 

I in the growth of turnips, but also on a change from permanent grassland 

to rotation grass. Temporary grass was considered as early as 1801 to 

be the bulwark of Northumberland farming and the main difference between 

it and "that system of husbandry which is pursued in many parts of the 

kingdom, to the southward of us, and which appears to proceed from a 

greater attachment to the opinions and customs of our ancestorsq than 

we can'here afford to entertain". 
70 The attitude of W. H. Sitwell was 

typical when he complained about 1840 that the Barmoor estate was well 

67 Essay on crop rotation by 'Talpal, 1864, Seymour Bell, Collections 
Relating to Agricultureq NCL/L630. 

68 T. Colbeckj P-437. 
69 Seymour Bell, Collections Relating to Agriculture, c. 1860, NCL/L630 
70 'A Northumberland Farmer', F. M. v 21,18019 PP-307-8. See also a paper 

given by Williari Glover, "On Breaking-up Grass Land'q Newcastle 
Parmets' Clubp Nov. 6th 1847. L. & P. pBolbec N639.611., 
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behind the rest of the region in that 9Wo of the old grass was "worse 

than bad straw" and should have long since been converted to rotation 
71 

grass, The Tithe Files indicate that the Northumberland five-course 

rotation, incorporating two year's temporary-grass and sometimes extended 

to a six or seven course with extra years of temporary grass, had spread 

through-out the northern half of the County by about 1840 (see Map 15: 11). 

As turnip acreage increased in this region between 1801 and 1867 and 

as turnips occupied only one year of a five-course rotationt this must 

mean that considerable quantities of permanent pasture became incorporated 

in arable rotations. It could not have meant the decrease of existing 

grain acreage by the inclusion of temporary grass in the arable rotation. 

In the south, the four-course rotation largely prevailed with turnips 

occupying an indeterminate percentage of the fallow and it is not possible 

to declare that an increased turnip acreage automatically meant an 

increased total arable acreage. 

The conclusion that must be reached is that those areas which 

experienced the only. significant arable decline between 1801 and 1867 

were the thin clay lands in the centre of the County, the area in which 

extensive turnip cultivation and convertible husbandry were not possible, 

which could not grow barley and was therefore consigned to suffer low 

prices for diminishing yields of poor grade wheat, or soil exhaustion 

from over-cropping of oats. But it would seem that even in these areas 

farming income was sufficient to ensure solvency and probably*not 

-sufficiently low to force so drastic a change in land use as the conversion 

of arable to pasture until after 1850- It was even suggested that low- 

rented poor farms were particularly in demand in Northumberland despite 

their unprofitability in that they were somewhere cheap for hard-pressed 

farmers to keep stock and utensils togetheruntil opportunity favoured 
72 them. Such men could not be expected to treat the land kindly and it 

71 W. H. Sitwell to Francis Sitwell 0-1840. NCRO/NRO/470/53- 

72 'Talpal, op. 6ite, 
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was often the situation that the'poorest clay soils had been so exhausted 

by over-cropping that they were too infertile to produce good permanent 

grass and had to continue in arable. 
73 

After the ýsychological blow of 1846 and, more practically, the 

continued low corn prices following the Crimean War, it would sedm that 

a great deal of arable was converted-to permanent pasture, Modern 

drainage methods meant that such conversion w4s likely to render profitable 

pasture rather than merely wastet74 and landlords frequently gave 

financial assistance to tenants to lay-down arable. 
75 Professor Wilson's 

account of Northumberland agriculture provides example after example of 

thia process in operationg including an illuminating note on Mr. Anderson's 

estate at Little Harle. "He'was induced a; t an early date (1841) to convert 

a large proportion of the tillage land on the estate to permanent grass, 

as he found that, at the elevationt (600 feet) at which his property 
76 

laid, the cereals could not so successfully be cultivated as the grasses. " 

Draina,, o,, e could also mean a new lease of arable life for clay farmst but 

generally only in areas where it was also worth using artificial fertilizer. 

This expense was not warranted on the low-yielding arable. lands of the 

centre of Northumberland. 

It is argued that high-corn prices were always felt to be temporary 

in nature and were as conducive to production of the highest priced 

grains as to an overall increase in arable. Low corn pricesy as long as 

there was reason to hope they would not continue low for ever, were 

initially an incentive to increase arable and eventually the reason for 

maintaining this arable, even in areas unsuited to any particular crop. 

In the 18th century, the pressure to increase arable had come from the 

. tenants and arable continued tq be regarded by the bulk of them aa the. 

most profitable manner of farming in the 19th century. Indeed, the 

73 Seymour Bellp Collections Relating to Agriculture, NCLA630- 
74 Seeg for example, Mr. Harrison of Delsay's comment on Thomas Lawson's 

paper (op. cit. ) that "it would be throwing money away to lay down land in grass unless it was first thoroughly drained". 
-75 Bell reckoned that C4 perýacre for lime and seeds was a reasonable sum for Northumberland landlords to pay*'Seymour Bell to Hugh Taylort Sept. 15th 1859- Collections Relating to Agriculturet NCL/L630- 
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exhausted state -of s. ome arable, land and the expense of conversion to 

pasture, particularly drained pasture, ' prove dprohibitive until'ýositive 

financial help was 'given by landlords to convert. This assistance did not 

occur until after mid-century when it became increasingly clear that 

grain prices would not rise, and when the means were available for 

extensive draining. The 19th century also witnessed the increasing 

popula: rity of a new sort of arable based on-turnips and temporary grass 

rather than grains and even less dependent on corn price as a regulator 

of its extent. In that there is some evidence for the continual expansion 

of the arable acreage of Northumberland between 1750 and 1850, there 

are grounds for looking at the development of Northumberland agriculture 

during this period as a single positive process rather than a series of 

jumps halted by periodic recessionsq and for studying, as far as the 

sources will allowt the progress of innovation within that continual 

process rather than as various separate occurrencesp each peculiar to 

parts of it. 

76 Prof. John Wilson# reprint of articles in Newcastle Daily Chroniciev 
July 1864t on NCRO/ZSW/Additional and Miscellaneous# dated Capheatong 
Sept. lBt 1964- 

. 

t 
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xiv 

Livestock 

The production of livestock in Northumberland was of particular ' 

importance not just in the upland areas where little arable cultivation 

was carried ont but also as an integral part of the arable rotation 

systemp whether-it was the extendedTive course practised in the north 

of the four course with only a single'year of temporary grass often used 

in the south of the County. Livestock was essential to that circular 

system which required dung to grow crops including fodder to feed animals 

to produce dung. But the 18th century improvers argued against the use 

of animals as mere manure machines perpetually subservient to the grain 

crops they fertilized. The development of the turnip as a field crop 

and of improved artificial grasses meant that stock could not only be 

fed over the 'hungry gap', but alsobrought to a controlled and reliable 

maturity. Hence, it was worthwhileýfrom the second half of the 18th 

century to make great efforts to ensure that the right kind of stock was 

being kept to make most efficient and profitable use of the now conditions* 

Though little meat was consumed by rural workers in Northumberlandq 

the reverse was true of the well-paid workers in the industrial areas of 

the south-east of the County. With the development of coal minest coastal 

shipping and Tyneside industry came a growiný demand for meat. In 1800, 

George Culley remarked that "Beef is much higher & scarcer than Mutton. 

That both are much dearer at Morpeth than Wakefield, & that the above 

dearness in mine & other peoples-opiniong arises from the Coal Trade 

entirely. Consequently that meat is at present sold higher at NCastle & 

Sunderland, than anywhere else in the Island London excepted"'*' Morpeth 

was probably the third largest market for fat stock in the country, after 

Smithfield and Wakefieldp serving not oýly a Northumberland demandl but 

much of that from the industrial towns of south Yorkshire and both jobbers 

George Culley to John Welch# May 15th 1800. NCRO/ZCU/6. See also May 21st 
1800 and George Culley to Warren Hastings, May 23rd 1800. BWAdd. Mdso/ 
29177/f. 272. 
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and butchers from Edinburgh to Wakefield scoured Northumberland for 

stock even before it came to market. 
2 

In 1794P Sir John Sinclair noted that "owing to the high price of 

woolp and the constant demand for sheep and cattle, both at the Edinburgh 

and Morpeth markets, nothing has paid better for many years pastt,., 
3 

and 
6 

Sir John Delaval made the comparison that "one pound of the beat butchers 

meat generally worth more than two pounds of the best white bread - in 

,, 4 plentiful years it is sometimes -3 or 4 Pounds # Accompanying this 

realization of the profitable potential of stock came the dogmap the 

in-and-in breeding-ideas of Bakewell in Leicestershire and Colling in 

Durham, and in Northumberland the doctrine of small bone and rapid 

fattening. 5 To what extent ordinary'farmers followed the lead of such 

professional improvers will be considered in detail laterg but a report 

of a Tweedside Agricultural Society meeting of 1815 is a harbinger of 

the dangers in assuming even the greatest demand for the most improved 

stock. "It was observed that since the institution of the society, the 

Leicester sheep had improved in the quantity of the wool, as well as in 

robustnessp and were more suited to all the vicissitudes of our climate, 

than the delicate, pettled, pampered animals which were exhibited some 

years ago. There is an error in refining too much.,. It is to be hoped 

that this hint will not be lost on the breeders of our horned cattle. " 
6 

By 1800 it could be said that 
. 
"the agriculturists in Tynesideq and 

other parts of Northumberlandt were amongst tho most eminent in the 

kingdomp and nowhere had the breeds of stock been more improvedp or more 

.7 numerous herds exhibited" By mid-centuryg the Northumberland farm 

2 Joseph Oxley to kr John Delavalq March 3rd'1765. NCRO/2DE/4/10/6. 
George Culley to John Welchq Jan. lOth 1801. NCRO/ZCU/6. William Todd 
to George Silvertopp. Dea. 12th 1812. NCRO/ZCO/9/1. 

3 Sir John Sinclairp Statistical Account-of Scotland (Kelso Parish, 
Rokburgh)p 1794,10, pp-578-9. 

4. Sir John Delaval, Notes on Agricultural Improvementp 1793-1805- 
NCRO/2DE/44/7. 

5 Geo*rge Culley, Observations on Livestock# 1801v P-178- 
6 N-C-v Oct-14th 1815- 
7 Thomas Bellp-His. tory of Improved Short-Horn Cattle, 18719 P-117- 
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producing both grain and green crops and fattening livestock could be 

regarded as a factory with its anirgý, ls working as reliably and efficiently 

as machines. 
8 It is this increase in the efficiency and profitability of 

livestock husbandry which seems of most importance and the changes which 

brought it about most deserving of further attention. 

Sheol) 

Sheep seem to have been of much more importance in Northumberland 

than any other type of livestock.. Their manure was reckoned to be of 
9 

more value than that of any other animal, and there existed in the 

County both a growing industrial market for mutton and the means by which 

local flocks could be improvedýto produce more of the right sort of 

mutton more quickly andv thereforep more economically. 

Northumberland sheep breeds of the mid-18th century consisted of 

hardy Blackface (the Heath breed) on the hills of the. south and equally 

sturdy Cheviots on the higher land in the north. 
10 On the lower lands 

throughout the County were the Mug sheep, an exceedingly woollyq slow- 
11 12 

feedingo gangling breed with short or medium length wool. In the 

northern coastal area existed a larger breed with longer wool sometimes 

known as the Bamburghshire and the result of frequent crossinks with the 

Lincolnehire. 13 It would seem that 'this large coastal breedp valuable 

for both meat and long woolt was regarded as the most improved br; ed in i 

the County in the mid-18th century and that it still retained its advocates 

in the early 19th century. 
14 There was certainly a steady demand for 

Lincolnshire sheep in parts of Northumberland in the 1770s. 15 Arthur 

8 George Kirkq 'Philosophy of Stall Feeding1v J. N. A. S. 9 1846, p. 90. 

9 George Culley to John Welch# Jan. 10th 1601. NCRo/zcu/6. 
10 Bailey and Culley, 1805t PP-144-50- 
11 F-M-9 49 1803P PP-303-4- 12' Bailey and Culleyp 18059 P-150* 
13 F-k-9 49 18039 P-304. 
14 F-M-9 5,1804t PP-454-6; 61 1805,9 PP-45-6. 
1,5 A. A. r 27P 17979 P -184; F. -M-9 39'18049 P-307; N-C-t Sept. 19th 1778- 

6 
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Young gave little information about Northumberland sheep breeds, but 

from his estimation of their-average fleece weight, it can be deduced that 

long-wooled sheep were to be found only in the Belford area and the lower 

parts of Glendale. 16 

Culley claimed that it was he who first introduced"the Dishley 

(Bakewellp Culley or New Leicester) breed of sheep to Northumberland in 

1766.17 Culley had first hired a Dishley tup from Bakewell in 1763ploand 

had let tups of this improved breed in Northumberland some time before 
19 his removal from County Durham to Glendale in 1767, a practice in 

which he was notp even then, alone. 
20 It. seems that thenorthern coastal 

area was little interested in the Dishley sheep at this period, and 

concentrated on improving its own breed with fresh imports from Lincolnshire. 

In 1761'9 thirty tup lambs were sold at Cheýwick "got by two very curious 

ones from Caisterp in Lincolnshire", 21 
and other tups at Thornton were 
22 

said to have just come from that county. More in this region are less 

rt, 1.23 Where the Dishley sPecifically defined as being "of the large so. 

sheep made most headýay was in those '. areas where the Blackfacel Cheviot 

or Lincoln type did not prevail, where the only competition was the Mug 

sheep. 
24- 

The advantage of the Dishley sheep was that it could be fattened in 

25 two years rather than the more normal three. and so satisfied Culley's 

basic requirement of producing "the most Money1from a given Quantity of 

26 Food". The Dishley was a small sheep with short legst barrel-like body, 

long woolt thin pelt and small bones. 27 Its invaluable property of being 

16 Arthur Young, Northern Tourg 1770,3P pp. 65 & 78. 

17 Bailey and Culleyp 1805t P-150- 18 Pedigree of Culley Sheepj 17979 
NCRO/ZCU/33- 

19 P-M-y 4,1803P P-307. 
20 F-M-t 49 1803t P-309; N. C. t SePt-5th 1767P Sept-3rd 1768. 
21 N. C., Sept. 12th 1761.22 N-C-9 Oct-3rd 1761. 
23 N. C., April 30th 1763; June 25th & Oct. 8th 1768; April 20th 1761. 
24 A. Aet 209 17939 P-32. 
2ý George Culley to Sir John Sinclairg July 1792. KCRO/ZCU/2. 
26 Notes by John Bailey annotated by George Culley, 0-1791, NCRO/ZCU/3* 

See also George Culley, OP-, cit-080ly P-178- 
27 Bailey pnd Culley, 18059 P-150- 
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able to make meat cheaply and quickly has tended to gild. some of its 

other properties with an undeserved merit. Thoýgh Bakewell had probably 

used Lincoln blood in the original breeding of the Dishley, the wool of 

the Northumberland Dishley had been entirely sacrificed to its mutton. 

In 17920 George Culley wrote to Sir John Sinclairg "I do not know that 

any of our Breed6rs in this County have attempted to improve the-Fleece 

in quantity or quality, what effect the present advance on long wool may 

have I know notp but we are so thoroughly convinced of the benefit of good 

Carcases that whatever wool we growq we must. attend to carease in the 

first place, & inclination to feed.,, 11,28 though he sometimes attributed 
t 

low prices and lack of interest in wool to the great distance from the 
29 woollen manufacturers of both England and Scotland. The Northumberland 

Dishley was a meat-producing animal, growing less wool than most other 
30 31 long-wooled sheepp and that'. g6nerally of less value. Nor was the 

meat it produced of good quality. It was coarse and sometimes so over-fat 

that it required specialised methods of cooking. 
32 Locally it became 

known as 'coal-heavers' mutton, 
33 

and those of more discerning palate 

refused to eat it. 34 'But the Dishley was a mass-production'animal 

designed to satisfy the demands of rapid turnover. It was designed to 

feed not the few gentlemeng but the mass of industrial workers. 
35 "To 

weak appetites it is not so inviting as the leaner muttony but it finds 

a ready market amongst the manufacturing and laborious part of the 

communityt who necessity has taught to lay'out their money to the best 

advantage. ** "36 "And thot the Mutton fed upon the Mounteins may have 

the finest flavour, it is this Nutritious kind that Satisfies the hunger 

28 George Culley to Sir John Sinclairg June 1792. NCRO/ZCU/2. 
29 A. A., 199 1793P P-149- 
30 J. R. McCullocht Statistical Account of the British Empire, 1837P 19P-500- 
31 George Culleyp op. oit., 1801, p. 102. 
32 John Ogilby to George Culleyq May 17th 1803. NCRO/ZCU/25. See also George Culley# op. cit. 9 18019 P'los" 
33 F-M-# 49 18039 pp. 165-7- '34 P-M-P 49 18039 PP-400-1- 
35 P-M-P 4P 18039 P-310- 36 George Culleygop. cit., 18019p. 108. 
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1 37 
of our Manufacturersy at the cheapest, rate. " Some critics of the 

Dishley also complained that it grew meat "upon the least valuable parts; 
38 

legs and saddlesy not shoulders and breastsq being the favourable parts . 

If some consumers complained, so too did some butchers that the Dishley 

sheep did not contain as much tallow as other sheep. 
39 Farmers also noted 

that the Dishley held only half the usual weight of tallowJ40 but Culley 

reckoned the tallow given away an .d the animal more profitable without. 
41 

If any one asset justified the high agricultural reputation of 

Glendaleg it was the Dishley sheep and no one man did more to encourage 

the diffusion of Dishley blood than George Culley. Culley farmed at 

Penton and later at other locations in Glendale between 1767 and his death 

in 1813 and made a great deal of money through the breeding and feeding 

of Dishley sheep and the letting of Dishley tups. In 1801 he proolaimedg 

"Sure I am we have made more of sheep than any other article we ever 

42 'dealt in? ". Culley was a long-standing personal friend of Bakewell and 
43 

bred almost exclusively from Bakewell stock. His exceptions were made 

for purely practical reasons. Farmers who had long placed value on large 

sheep were not to be i=ediately converted to rearing dwarfs and Culley 

had early followed a suggestion made at Dishley in 1765 to "keep fast hold 

of the little Sheep, but at the same time to put a few Ewes to a great 

tup by way of suiting all sorts of Customers"944 and to this end had 

45 
almost certainly absorbed Teeswater blood into his stock. While 

Bakewell satisfied a national miarket of other'breedersp so too did Culleyq 

but to a much lesser extent. Culley was also interested in catering for 

a local Glendale and Northumberland demand and argued that "we have a much 

better chance : C2 Mr. B. letting at such extravagant prices. none but tup 

. 
37 George Culleyq Notes for a History of the Pat Wetherv 1788. NCRO/ZCU/31, 
38 W. Marshall, 'On the new Leicestershire SheepIp in Georgical Essaysp 

ed. A. Hunter, 1803P PP-386-403- 
39 George Culleyq Journal of a tourýinto Leicestershire, 1771, NCRO/ZCU/10 
40 A. A. 9 199 17939 P-537. 
41 George Culley to Sir John Sinclairt June 1792. NCRO/ZCU/2, 
42 George Culley to John Welch, Aug-14th 1801, NCROACU/6. 
43 George Culley to John Bailey,, April 27th 1789- NCRO/ZCU/31- 
44 George Culley#Journal of Tour into Leicestershire & South Englandq 1765. 

NCRO/ZCU/1. 45 George Culley to Thomas Daýsonqn, dqNCRO/ZCU/44, 
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men can come to Dishley, none else can afford it, & We cd ery well 
46 

a. - 
ZZ 

with less prices... Yet even Culley was able tOAlet tups at 80 

guineas a season in 1789.47 though no tup had let in Glendale for raore 

than 3 guineas before his arrival. 
48 

The success of the Dishley in lowland Northumberland was #pressive. 

B, Y 
ý7909 

Culley could claimp "Perhaps we can find no 'district in this 

islandp of the same extent as the county of Northumberland, and the 

Borders of Scotlandq taken collectivelyp where the Dishley breed of 

sheep have ippread so rapidlyp-and taken such entire possession. Very 

"49 few of the old breed reinaing and even these are giving way on all hands * 
A report of 1793 still talked of Northumberland lowland sheep as "Mug 

sheep"' but "much improved by the Messrs Culleys and others q by their 

introducirZ the Leicester, or Bakewell rams,,. 
50 BY 17951'Dishley sheep 

were reported to dominate the, lower parts of Glendale and were "even 
51 creeping up many of the lower Hills and by 1802 they, were said to 

have "spread into all or most of the Southern parts of Scotland & up the 

Riversides". 52 When a Mr. Parkinson ap plied to Culley in 1795 for sheep 

larger than the usual Dishleyt he was forcefully told "If you want-larger 

you must apply to the County of Durham or near the Teeswater, because we 

have no larger in this district". 53 

Map 3.431 gives some idea of the limited distribution of Dishley 

blood in the whole County of Northumberland up to the time of Culley's 

death. It also marks the locations of sheep shows where Dishley tups 

could be hired and of, those tup-letters. who were members of Culley's 

Northumberland Tup Association. This society was a short-lived affair 

started in 1792 in imitation of the Leicestershire oney with which it was- 

46 George Culley to Matthew-Culleyp Oct. 24th 1784- NCRO/ZCU/9. See also 
R. Trow-Smithp A History of British Livestock Husbandry 1700-1900, 
19599 P-198. 

47 George Culley to Matthew Stephensonp Oct. /Nov. 1789. NCROACU/31 
48 George Culley to Mr. -Colhounq July 9th 1790. NCRO/ZCU/31- 
49 A; A. t 149 17909 P-474.50 A*A. 9 20t 17939 Pý32* 
51 George Culley to Mr. Menziesp Sept. 18th 1796. NCRO/ZCU/319 
52 George Culley to John Welcht Sept. 24th 1802. NCROACU/6. 
53 Georgp Culley to Mr. Parkinsonp. Aug-7th 1795. NCR OIZCU131- 
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ILES 

Distribution of Dishley Sheep during Culley's Lifetime. 

Source: Newcastle Courant to 1813. 

12 16 
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to havý exclusive dealings. 54 'Ostensibly 
theýmotive was to maintain the 

purity of Dishley sheep; in reality it was to inhibit competition in tup 

letting from other Northumberland breeders and to this end the Association 

was composed of only 10 members# all Culley's immediate friends or 
'55 'Culley had always been neurotically anxious-)to avoid his relatives* 

draft ewes falling into the wrong hands and had adopted the policy of 
56 fattening them himself rather than the usual one of sending them southv 

57 
and had insisted that butchers be seen to slaughter these drafts. Yet 

it would seem that the diffusion of Dishley blood had already proceeded 

too far by the 1790s and demand had become too great for such a crude 

restrictive policy to have been successful. Farmers in Berwick, 

Coldstream and Alnwick banded together to boycott the AssociatiOn, 58 
and 

a Dishley breeders" co-operative was formed in opposition in 1793- 59 A 

letter of 1793 from Northumberland commented on "a tup society in thia 

district, that arep as I understand nearly on the same footing with the 

Leicestershire one. They sell no tups ngr ewesp nor, as I hearv let any 

sheep under certain priceso and certain restrictions; but it is lucky the 
60 

country is independent of them... 4 Local hostility to Culley's vain 

attempt to restrict the spread of what had proved to have been a successful 
61 

innovation forced him. to end the Association in 1793, and to apologise 

to his customers. 
62 

Map 14: 1 suggests most strongly that early diffusion 

of Dishley blood in Northumberland was centred on Culley's own personal 

activities and on those of a few close colleagues. It is an excellent 

historical example of the role played by the individual farmer in 

stimulating and propagating agricultural change, 
63 

54 D. J. Rowet 'The CiAleysp Northumberland Farmersq 1767-1813'# Ag. H. R. 9 199 pt. 2p 19719 pp. 164-5- 
55 N-C-ý July 14th 1792.56 A. A., 199 17939 P-309. 
57 Matthew Culley to John Welch, Oct. 6th 1799- NCRO/ZCU/6. 
58 N. C., June 16tho 30th & Aug-4th 1792. 
59 N. F. v June lst 1793-, 60 A. A. 9 199 17939 P-537. 
61 Nathaniel Stubbins to George Culleyq Jan. 10th 1794. NCRO/ZCU/18. 
62 Copy circular in George Culley's hand and signed 'John B. 1, dated 

Woolerv Aug. 6th 1795. NCRO/ZCU/20. 
63 See Stuart Macdonald, 'The Role'of the Individual in Agricultural 

Cýangej The Example of George Culley of Penton'* in Ch@nge in the 
Countrysidet ed. R. A. Butlin nnd 11*S. A. Pox (forthcoming)* 
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Although sheep manure was much Valued in Northumberlandv the system 
I 

of folding as understood in the, South, by which sheep depastured one area 

in the day and were hurdled at night on another area destined to grow 

cropst was hardly known in the County. 
64 

and there was no general interest' 
65 

in what Culley termed the 'folding breeds'. By the end of the 18th 

century other perquisites from sheept such as the ewes' milkf were being 

sacrificed in favour of its more major attributes. 
66 

The salving of 

highland sheep with a mixture of butter grease and thick Virginia tar to 

help them withstand the winter also disappeared in the'early 19th centuryp 

the regular advertisements for both these commodities no longer being 

printed in local newspapers after the first decade of that century. 
67 

By 1823 it could be said that "smeared fleeces q both of the Cheviot and 

Black-faced breedsp.. scarcely find purchasers.,. From the experience of 

this and former yeareq it has become of great importance to our store- 

farmersy to dispense with smearing whenever it is practicablep or to find 

some substitute for the tar, which so much reduces the value of the wool,, 
68 
0 

On the most exposed walks, where salving was sometimes still thought 
69 

necessaryp more gentle preparations than. tar were found 
. and more use 

was made of dipping*70 

Tracing the diffusion of Leicester blood after Culley's death until 

the mid-19th century is difficult, though Map 14: 2 showing the. location 

of stock sales which involved Dishley or jurt-Dishley sheepp makes the 

attempt. It is difficult because it became increasingly recognised that 

the value of the Dishley lay not so much in thoroughbred stock as in a 

cross with other breedst particularly the Cheviot and the Blackface. 

Culley had met great resistanceýfrom Cheviot farmers when trying to 

tincture their sheep with Dishley bloýod and-, they had even turned down his 

offer to supply tups free-of charge, 
71 

a refusal which brought the 

64 A. A. 9 17t 1792t P-, 351.65 Bailey and Cull6y, 1805, p. 186. 
66 Bailey and Culleyt 18059 P-154; A. A. 9 279 17979 P-193- 
67' N, C. q Oct. 8th 1785; Aug. 24th 1793; Sept-5th 1795; Sept. 23rd 1797; Sept-7th 

1799,; Nov. 6th 1802; Oct-15tý 1803; Sept. 8th 1804; Aug. llth 1810. See 
alsq A. A. t 2791797, P-194 and Nicholas Hoppen to George Culleyp M arc h 
10th 1794. NCRO/ZCU/199 

68 P. M'q 24# 18239 P-356.69 N. C. 9 Sept. 17th 1831. 
70' S;!; ýel Donkin to Newcastle ýarmersl Club, Sept 2nd 1046*NCRO/ZHE/34/17- 
71 George' Culley to Arthur Youngp D, 00,8th 1790- ý-'ýIIOIZCO 3-013 - 
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accusation that "The Farmers on the Mountains are only in an unenlightened 
72 State, much behind, some of their Neighbours". It was not until 1800 

that a cross between a Dishley ran and a Cheviot ewe was used to produce 

a hardy sheep with quick-fattening properties on the best Cheviot sheep 

walks. 
73 Though Cheviot breeders were slow to incorporate Dishley bloodp 

they were not to adopt Culley's method of improving their own stock. In 

1795, Thomas Smith of Woodhall announced that he was to show Cheviot tups 

to let in-order to instill that "Spirit of Emulation by which ... the 

Leicestershire are arrived to t, heir present improved State". 74 Two years 

later the Society for the Improvement of Cheviot Sheep was formed in 

direct imitation of Culley's Association. 75- 

Terminology also makes the diffusion of Dishley blood amongst 

Cheviot and Blackface sheep difficult to. ttace.. Blackface sheep were 

often termed 'short' sheep and Cheviots 'long' as a consequence of their 

body lengthp but their wool having the opposite characteristics leads to 

a measure of confusion. So too does the terminology of the late 19th 

century which calls a. Leicester-Cheviot mixture a 'Half-bred' and a 

Leicester-Blackface mix a 'Cross'. 76 for the period up to 1850 Imew no 

distinction# the terms 'half-bred' or 'cross' being used indiscriminately 
77 to refer to any sheep containing part Dishley blood. ConsequBntly, 

XaP 14: 2 can show only the spread of Dishley influence though it is known 

that much of this was among Blackface and Cheviot flocks. 

Map 14: 2 shows fairly clearly the spread of Dishley blood from the 

main Glendale centre and secondary ones in the Warkworth and Hexham areas 

to surrounding areas of higher land. This progression is particularly 

noticeable in central Northumberland and the Alwinton region. Map 14: 3 
i 

shows the situation between 1841 and 1850 and reveals a much more complete 

diffusion of the blood throughout the County. Progress in the south-east 

72 Matthew Culley to John Welch, Fqb. 18th 1602. NCRO/ZCU/6. 
73 Thomas Lawson to Newcastle Farmers' Clubg April 7th 1860. L. & P. 1, Bolbeo, N630.613- 
74 N. C. 9 Aug. 29th 1795.75 N. C. p Aug. 12th 1797. 
76 e. g. Robert Wallaceq Parm, Live Stock of Great Britain, 1885- 
77 Por examplep the stock sale advertisement for Clennells Alwintonq 

N. C. p April 28th 1843; orýthat for Glantonp April 10th 1845. 
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Distribution of Dishley Bloodq 1841-4850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant Stock Sales Advertisementsq 
1841-50. 
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is especially marked and suggests that land previously thought too heavy 

. for the health of sheep and for the growth of turnips was being used more 

extensively for the keeping of short-term stock. Figure 14: 1 shows the 

percentage of total stock advertisements mentioning Dishley blood and 

confirms the steady growth in popularity of the Dishley factor, particularly 

in the late 1830s and throughout the 1840S.. 

Despite trials of many other breeds of sheep, no breed seems to 

have matched the qualities of the Dishley. The twice-yearly lambing 

property of the DoýrsetW was used to produce lambs to satisfy the 

Christmas demand in Newcastle, 79 
and sporadic interest was shown in the 

South Downs. so Merinos are known'to have graced more aristýcratic flocks 

from at least 1780,81 but there was always great reservation about the 

hardiness of the Merino 82 
and a general conviction that foreign sheep 

were bound to deteriorate in other lands. 83 A Merino-South Down cross 

seems to have met with some favour around the turn of the century984 but 

there is no evidence of this having become widespread before 1850- In 1848 

a shipment of 120 Belgian sheep arrived for sale in Newcastle ; 
85 

of their 

breed and fate nothing is Imown. The shows of agricultural societies made 
86 

available limited numbers of even the most exotic breedsp but these 

seem to have had little or no impact on the general scheme of Northumberland 

sheep husbandry. 

Increased meat and wool yield resulted from the use of Dishley tups; 

on some other breeds. In Scotland it was reckoned that while Blackface 

lambd brought 10/- per head# those produced by a Dishley ram averaged 

24/-, 87 
and it was claimedv rather sweepingly, that "all upland improve - 

ments tend to make the Cheviot breed supplant the Blackface; and againt 

78 N-C-P May 4th 1771.79 George Culleyt op. cit. 918079 P-130- 
80 N, C-, Aug. 3rd 1799. and Nov. lst 1800. 
81 John Hall to Sir John Delavall March 17th 1780. NCRO/2DE/4/53/25. 
82 N. C. v May 18th 1811. ý83 X. C. p May 23rd 1789. 
84 N. C. 9 Sept. 22nd 1792; Sept. 19th 1807; Sept. 9th 1809; Feb. 16th & 

April 13th 1811; Aug. 22nd 1812. 
85 N-C-, July 14th 1848. 
86 e The sale of the British Wool Society's experimental flock near ; af; ýutgh. 

N. C. qSept. 28thý1793-- 
Murray# 

_ýTh*_Iraproved -Value of Scotch Shoop-' 2nd aorina. 
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the half-Leicester supplants the Cheviot and the full-bred 1eicester 
88 

goes on extending its icange". Perhaps so in general termsq but the 

Blackface replaced the Cheviot between 1850 and 1860 in the upper Wansbeek89 

and by 1852 the mutton of the pure-bred Leicester was worth less than that 

of any other breed. 90 The remarkable fattening properties of sheep with 

Dishley blood is suggested by the performance of 5 Leicester wethers bought 

at 21 months by the Duke of Northumberland from Kelso for fattening at 

Alnwick between March 1845 and January 1846. During that time they 

increased their average weight from 12 stone 8 pounds to 22 stone 2 pounds 

But the days when even the Dishley was generally fattened to such 

proportions were over. There was no longer a market for sheep with 7 inches 

of fat on their backs at 4 years old. 
92 Indeed, as early as 1806 it had - 

been virtually impossible to find any wether 4 years of age in Northumber- 

land so general had the fashion become even then for rapid feedinge93 In 

the second half of the 19th century tie pure-bred Border Leicesters "Ceased 

to be bred for the butpher, for the joints are*too large and the mutton 

too fat for the table - genteel or otherwise. The breed is now kept for 

the production of rams which are mated to Cheviot or Blackface mountain 

ewes. The latter breeds being small and leang the large fat Border 

Leicester is just what is required to produce a popular sort of mutton"094 

This was exaotly what was happening in Northumberland during the first 

half of the 19th centuryv what Samuel Donkin called "the growiftg Disposition 

amongst ourselves in Northumberlandv to tincture the Blood of the Leicesterst 

by a Cross with the pure Cheviots", 95 Put simplyq percentage of Uicester 

1667t P-575. 
88 James Sandersong 'Agriculture of, Berwick and R'oxburghshirel, Trans. 

High. and Ag. Soo., 18629 P-354., 
89 John Wilsong 'Northern Farms and Farming', 18649 P-7. NCRO/ZSW/Add. Misc. 
90 William Dickinsonv 'The Farming of Cumberland', J. R. A. S. E., 13,1852, p. 263- 
91 J-N-A-S-v 1847P PP-4P-l- 
92 George Culley, *Notes for the History of the Fat Wether9l788. NCRO/ZCU/31- 

. 
93 John Carr to Mr. Townsonv March ý9th 1806, NCRO/2DE/4/60/14- 
94' J. A. Scott ýIatson and M. E. Hobbal Great Farmers, 1937t P-150- 
95 Nod. v April 27th 1849- 
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blood iended to decrease as al'titude'increa se d 96 
and there was a 

growing disenchantment with the pure Dishley as an economic sheep. When 

John Grey sold his pedigree Dishley stock in 1Wy he was most disappointed 

at the low prices hereceived. 97 

Sheep numbers seem to have increased considerably during the first 

half of the 19th century. Culley suggested in 1790 that this was happening 

towards the end of the 18th "Tho, more & not less ground is under the Plow.. 

I speak of the Increase in the, low Country, & long Wooled Sheep, as its 

os probable little alteration has. or can be made in N in the Hill Country"998 

A comparison of sheep totals d6rived . 'from the Militia Returns of July 1803 

with those from the Agricultural Census of July 1867 in Table 14: 1 indicates 

that'this increase gathered momentum and was probably no longer confined 

to loýland areas, wards containing substantial proportions of high ground 

recording a considerable augmentation. 

Table 14: 1 

Total Sheep Numbers 

Wards 1803 1867 

Newcastle 19351 

Berwick 691 1549 
Bamburgh 439338 . 61P931 

Morpeth 20PP51 68607 

Castle 11,692 21p212 
Glendale 73P875 111,703 
Coquetdale 150t659 240P395 

150,241? ) 
Tindale 5092 41 3309463 

. (*451647) 
TOTAL 3511547 837t101 

. change 
1803m 100 

173 
143 
329 
181 
151 
160- 

658.. (*220? ) 

238 (* 185? ) 

Sources: 1803 - E- Nackenziet History of Northumberland. 1825, 
19 p. 221. ý 

1867 - Agricultuýal Census. PRO/Ma/68/139. 

96 Samuel Donkin to Newcastle Farmers' Clubp Septe2nd 1848; NCRO/ZHW34/17 
and John Greyt P-175- 

97 N. C. 9 Sept. 23rd 1842* 
98 George Culley to Arthur Young, Deo. 8th 1790. XCROACU/3. 
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The County total for 1803. found in Alnwick Castle99 comesto exactly 

100,000 more than that given by Mackenzie and the inordinately large 

rise in Tindale numbers suggests an omission of this order, 
100 but 

whether the increase by 1867 was 138% or Wop it still dwarfs that of 

any other livestock during the period 
101 

and is matched only by .a similar 

increase in the acreage under turnip (see P- 320)t with which there was 

no doubt an intimate do=ection. 

Though the Dishley was not reckoned as a wool-producing breed, it 

did bear long wool weighing about 8 pounds per fleece compared'with the 

3 pounds or so of both the short-wooled Cheviot and the longer-wooled 

Blackface. 102 Hence a'Dishley cross not only improved fattening properties 

but also quantity of wool in the case of the Cheviot, and both quality and 

quantity in the case of the Blackface. Culley showed little interest in 

wool production and was content to attribute any improvement in the quality 

of DiLhley wool to the Northumberland climate rather than to stock 
103 improvement. Indeed, he could hardly be blamed for his apathy towards 

wool. John Naismyth agreed in 1797 that "As the nature of the wool market 

has not been such as to distinguish'the finest wool by an adequate price, 

the inducement to i; icrease the quantity of mutton and wool has been 

greater than to improve the quality of the latter". 104 While short or 

clothing wool maintained a higher price than long woolp as it did in the 

late 18th century. 
105 there was no incentive to change. As late as 18069 

short wool was being sold at Yetholm, for 41/-a stoneg "higher than ever 
106 

was Imown'19 compared with 26/- for long wool. But by 1811, a change 

seems to'have occurredo suggested in Figure 14: 2. in which the price of 

long wool overtook that of short at a time when mutton prices were also 

99 AC/Y/4/2/b/5. 
100 E. Mackenzie, History of Northumberland, 1,1825P p. 2219' 
101 McCulloch suggested that sheep were more attractive to farmers than 

cattle both because more progress had been made in improving the breed 
and bscause their rearing and feeding rendered greater profit, 

- J. R. M 
c 
Cullochq op. cit. v p. ý98- 

102 J. R. M Cullocho OP-cit-P P-500- 
103 George Culley to ?p Oct*26th 1789- NCRO/ZCU/31- 
104 A. A. 9 279 1797P P-190. 
105 George Culley to Arthur Yoimg# Dec. 8th 1790- NCRO/ZCU/3- 
106 George'Culley to Edward Peasep July 5th 1806. NCRO/ZCV/32. 
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high. Though wool exportation was permitted after 1825, short-wool growers 

had to face growing competition from foreign importsp a situation the 

scarcity of long wool prevented long-wool growers from experiencing. 

With the price of short wool declining, the Cheviot sheep fa=ers of 

Tindale and Coquetdale Wards petitioned Parliament for reliefvlO7 but even 

with the legal changes of 1825 108 demand was still largely for long wool, 

though now for export. 
log 

Figure 14: 3 shows the efforts of George Hughes, father and son 

and tenants of Middleton Hall in Ilderton, to adapt sheep. stock to changing 

maxket conditions between 1815 and 1871. It would appear from fleece 

weight figures that infusion-of Leicester blood in Blackface stock from 

1821. to 1834 had little effect in increasing fleece weight and was 

presumably designed merely to produce lambst probably for fattening else- 

where* Change to a Cheviot-Leicester stock from 1834 accords with very 

high prices being paid for Cheviot wool at this time# but when these 

prices slumped In the, 1850s, the Cheviots were replaced by pure-bred 

Leicesters with a consequent marked improvement in wool yield. 

There being no woollen manufacturers in Northumberland, most wool 

was sent to the West Riding, though some found its way to Aberdeen and 

Peterhead in Scotland. 110 Staplers from Leeds and Wakefield toured the 

County in July and August ill and farmers dealt directly with these 112 
or 

with commission agents in Yorkshire. 113 Not until 1835 was a wool fair 

established in Northumberlandq at Alnwick, to give both staplers and 
114 farmers more'scope in their bargaining. Draft ewes and wethers of all 

breeds were sent from the north and west of the County to south-east 

107 Petition c. 1823- NCRP/ZAL/83/9- 108.. J. R. eCulloch, 
OP-cit-t P-502. 

109 N. C. 9 May 29th 1824. 

-110 George Culley to Arthur Young, Pec. 8th 1790. NCRO/ZCU/3- 
111 A*A. q 249 17959 p. 102.112 A. A. 9 199'17931 P-149 
113 N-C-9 July 17th 1813- 114 N. C. p June 23rd 1848. 
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Northumberland or to-Yorkshire for fattening in. the case of wethers and 

to bear one last lamb before fattening and slaughter in the case of ewes. 

Figure 14: 4 shows sheep numbers at a small fattening farm near*Belsay in 

1815 and 1846 and reveals a system of buying in mid-sitomer for sale in 

mid-winter after pasture and hay resources had been exhausted. The 

slightly longer keeping period in 1846 suggests a greater reliance on 

turnips that accords. with evidence of inereased'drainagep use of manure 

and turnip acreage at this period. Farmers falling short of turnips in 

the north of the County sent their sheep on to where turnips were more 

plentiful. 
115 In Yorkshire they boasted "we grow turnips 'that yearly 

feed vast quantities of cattle and sheep of our own breedg as well as 
116 

several thousands of sheep from Northumberland". Not only was the 

South able to feed; it was also able t6 consume. In 1793Y it was thought 

that more sheep had gone from Northumberland into Yorkshire than ever 

117 before. There seems little doubt that this pattern of traffic continued 

in the 19th century and, to judge from sheep numbersq increased. 

If the 18th century had seen the improvement of the lowland sheep 

in Northumberlandq then the first half of the 19th witnessed similar 

improving standards among highland sheep. The processt howevert was more 

complicated. Rapid production of meat satisfied lowland demandst but 

those of the highlands were determined by the price and market for wool 

as well as for suitable meat, The progress and consequence of Dishley 

blood in the lowlands is perhaps more obvious and has attracted more 

attention than the influence of diluted Dishley blood on the hillsp but 

it would be a mistake to assume the latter was automatically of lesser 

significance. Only very recently it has been claimed that "Roughly one- 

third of Northumberland is low-productivity landt most of it sheep farming 

which has changed little since the latter half of the 18th century when 

wolves had disappeared and sheep were kept in large numbers. Since then 

115 Gdorge Culley to John Welch, Nov. llth 1801. NCRO/ZCU/6e 
116 F-M-v 4p 1803P P-151- 
117 A. A., 199 17939 P-150 and N. C., Oct. 25th 1600 & March 5th 1803- 
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I, 118 there has been an actual lack of improvement-in this type of farming'. 

It would seem that this is the very reverse of the truth and that 

important changes in hill-land sheep farmingg though of a less dramatic 

kind than those that had occurred on the lowlands, were equaýly significant 

and sufficient to adApt 18th century conditions to a 19th century market. 

Pigs. 

Very little interest was shown in pig husbandry in Northumberland 

between 1750 and 1850. Pigs were not even regarded as a marketable 

commodity until the early years of the 19th century, 
119 

and Wark Farm 

with 60 or 80 pigs was described in 1864 as one of the very few "where 

pigs are met with as part of the regular feeding stock". 
120 Culley 

thought the only breeds worth encouraging were the Berkshire and the 

Chinesep 121 
and had himself brought a Berkshire boar and sow all the 

122 
way from Wentbridge-to Penton in-1784- It was. this large, very fat 

Berkshire sort that Culley claimed was general in the County at the end 

of the 18th century, but being replaced by the smaller, black, quicker- 

fattening Chinese breed, themselves weakening to a better-behaved, small 

white kind. 123 Pigs are rarely specifically mentioned in stock 

advertisements, but some farmers seem to have kept a few. Pigs at Riddell, 
124 

in Roxburgh, were described in 1804 as "Suffolk and 3erkshire Swine", 

and a massive pig of the "real Chinese prick-eared 3reed" travelled the 

County . the following year. 
125 In 1803, a well-bred boar was available 

at Newton, near Felton, to serve sows at 10/6 each, 
126 but there is no 

other evidence of efforts to improve pig breeds. At Seaton Delaval, young 

pigs were brought in from Glendale to scavenge what they could from the 

118 'The Development of Paxm'Buildings in Northumberlandlo Northumberland 
County Planning Committee, 1965, p. 2. 

119. "The Old Cattle Market at Morpeth', c. 1880, NCRO/Morpeth Collectanea. 
120 John Wilson, 'Northern Farms and Farming1t 1864, pp. 12-13. NCRO/ZSW/ 

Add. & Misc. 

. 
121 George Culleyq OP-cit-t 1807t PP-171-7- 
122 George Culley to MatthewCulleyt Oct-15th 1784- KCRO/ZCU/9i 
123 3ailey 

, 
and Culley, 1805, p. 162.124 N-C-9 June 23rd 1804- 

125 N. C., Nov. 16th 1805.126 N-C-9 July 9th 1803- 
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rocks at low tide during the summer before. being sold to "Country people 

for feeding in autumn". 
127 Table 14: 2p showing the numbers of pigs in 

July 1803 and July 1867 by wardsq indicates that pig husbandry was of 

minor and declining importance, of most use in providing an efficient and 

economic means for disposing of cottage scraps. 

Table 14: 2 

Total Pig Numbers 

WAMS 1803 -1867 
CHANGE 

1803 = 100 

Newcastle 1,162 292 25 

Berwick 346 274 79 

Bamburgh 29290 29292 100 

Morpeth 3,028 29730 90 

Castle 5027 29498 47 

Glendale 2P565 2v083 81 

Coquetdale 49105 3,048 74 

Tindale 9,164 5552 61 

TOTAL 279987 18P769 67 

Sources: 1803 - E. Mackenzie, History of Northumberland. 1825, 
lt p. 221. 

1867 - Agricultural Census. PRO/MAP/68/139- 

Goats 

Goats were of no' general agricultural significance in the County 

except on some parts of the Cheviots where they were useful in reducing 

herbage noxious to siieepp 
128 . and in the areas -of Wooler and Rothbury 

where holiday cottages were rented to whole families in the second half 

of the-18th century to allow them the benefits of fresh air and goats' 

milk. 
129 At least one publican also kept a farm near'Wooler exclusively 

130 for the rearing of goats to provide whey for his invalid clientelev 

127 John Bryers to Sir John Delavalq June 5th 1783. NCRO/23)E/4/20/49. 
128 Bailey and Culleyp 1805, p. 62. 
129 George Taylor and James Rainep Memoir of Robert Surtees, Surtees 

Society, 1852p p. 203; N. Cop June llth 1768, June 25th 1774, March 
29th 1783P May 31st 1788ý May 3rd 1794- 

130 N,, C, v May 3rd 1788. 
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and Culley claimed there were iriore goats-bred and kept in the 

neighbourhood of Wooler than in any other part of England. 131 Whatever 

minor importance goats had seems to have disappeared in the 19th century 

as seaside holidays and more scientific remedies increased in popularity. 

Poultry. 

Little interest was shown in the keeping of hens. It was supposed 

that chickens did not repay the grain they consumed and they were 

"considered as articles purposely bred to pamper the rich", 
132 forming 

no part of the ordinary person's diet. Neitherg however, did eggs, which 

were exceptionally cheap in NorthumberlandO133. presumably as a result of 

the availability of and a preference, for other foods. Instead, eggs were 

commonly used as a constituent of a gruel fed to young calves as a 

substitute for milk. 
134 

Cattle. 

Not a great deal is Imowh about Northumberland cattle of the early 

or mid-18th century. It has been assumedq perhaps correctlyt that cattle, 

as a relatively valuable and portable form of propertyt would have been 

particularly sensitive to the more secure conditions brought about by the 

Union of 1707 and Culloden in 1746,135 and that Northumberlandl in its 

proximity to Durham and North Yorkshireq was in a convenient position to 

improve its herds by emulating'leading Shorthorn breeders. 136 In 1794, 

Culley remarked that the Shorthorn "reached" from the southern extremity 

of Lincolnshire to the borders of Scotland, 137 
mid this has sometimes 

been taken to mean that the imýroved Shorthorn was general throughout 

the axea by the late 18th century. 
138 

131 George Culley to ?, 1785- NCRO/ZCU/5. 
132 'Bailey and Culley, 1805, p. 163- 
133 William Marshallq Review and Abstract of the County Reports to the 

Board of Agriculture, 1808-18, ly P-95- 
134 Bailey and Culley, 1805Y P-143. 
135 James Sinclairg History of Shorthorn Cattle, 1907, p. 12. 
136 James Sinclair, op. cit., p. 256. i37 George Culleygop. cit. 917949P-42- 
138 James Wilsonq. The Rvolution o; C British Cattlep 1909,. p. 102. 
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! he peculiar advantages of the, Shorthorn7 were that it could be used 

to produce both dairy and beef animals, it was adaptable and could thrive 

under varying conditions, and was fit, for slaughter, though not of course 

fat, from * years. 
139 But though it is now an established breed, it has 

been doubted whether the Shorthorn of the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries was any more than a type of'caitle, 
140 despite the apparent 

orthodoxy and regimentation imposed by Coates' Herd Book. 141 Culley 

classified all the breed collectively as the 'Short-horned or Dutch Kindý, 42 

though he did remark that lack of care in some Lincolnshire breeders had 

produced an undesirable black-fleshed sort. 
143 In that Culley would go 

no further than to suggest different breeds of-cattle were appropriate to 
144 different agricultural conditions and for various purposes, he showed 

a totally diff7ent attitude from that he displayed towards sheep. While 

Culley went out of his way on every possible occasion to expound the 

merits of Dishley sheepq he did nothing of the kind for Shorthorn cattle. 

The scant attention he gave to cattle of. any qort in the Northumberland 

Agricultural Report is remarkable and attracted the puzzled censure of 

William Marshall. 145 Though Culley himself owned large numbers of cattle 

over 500 in 1795 146 
_ he was hardly Imown, as Bakewell, wast as a cattle 

breeder, nor do his papers reveal much more than Ia passing interest in 

the What they do reveal is a consumate fascination in beef as 

a profitable marketable co=odity, The suggestion is that the majority 

of Northumberland agriculturists were much more concerned about the 

profitability of their cattle than about the purity of their breeding. 

An earlier interest than beefq however, had been in cattle as 

139 K. J. J. Mackenzie, Cattle and the Putu=e of Beef-production in Englandt 
1919p pp. 128-31. 

140 R. Trow-Smith, A History of British Livestock Rusbandryq 1959P P-90- 
141 R. Trow-Smith, op. cit., pý236; N-C-P April 15th 1820. 
142 George Culleyp OP-cit-9 1; 94t P-40. 
143 Ibid. 9 1794s PP-44-5 144 Ibid. 9 17869 pp. 82-3. 
145 William Marshal, 19 op: cit., p. 91. 
1.46 Accounts for Nov. 1798- NCRO/ZCU/33- 

I 

0 
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draught animals as well as producers of milk and food. Stock advertise- 

ments of the mid-18th century referred to oxen that could be worked or 

grazedP147 and a soldier travelling between Alnwick and Belford in 1747 

remarked that "hereab6uts we frequently saw Country"men ploughing with 

four Couple of Oxen, and one of Horses, the Ground being so hard and strongy 

does here commonly require ten and twelve Cattle". 148 Oxen were certainly 

being employed on the Delaval estates in Glendale in 1763 149 
and in 1783 159 

The change to horses came with; the acceptance of a lighter ploughp the 

Scotch swing plough, during the second half of the 18th century. Ox- 

ploughing had been universal in the 1740sq but had been almost entirely 
' 151 - given up by the end of the centuryo Donaldson quoted Northumbetland 

in li95 as an area where "the best mode of applying the draught,.. * by 
152, two horses abreast" was employedg but Culley, apparently in isolation# 

was using more than 150 oxen in the. draught in 180l, 153 
stimulated by-a 

rise in the cost of horses. 154 Culley spoke of Northumberland as being 

155 
one of the few places he-knew wherg oxen were kept to any agog yet 

despite Culley's feeling that oxen would become more popular, 
156 he was 

forced to admit the horse was often the more economic worker. 
157 The 

supporters of horses and those of oxen raged with now energy lent by 

158' 
wartime crises, but although the Longbent6n reporter to the Home Office 

159 
in 1795 condemned "the use of Horses for the Plough", oxen for draught 

were of declining importance in 18th century Northumberland agriculture 

and of no significance in the 19th. It is presumed that high prices for 

147 N. C. p April 8th 1758. 'e I 
WA Volunteer, Journey Through Pa; t of Ehgland and Scotland Along with 

the Army, 17479 P-48. -ý 
149 Robert Burne to Sir-John Delavalq July 4th 1763- KCRO/2DE/4/52/11, 
150 Joseph Oxley to Sir John 3jelaval, Feb. 9th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/15/10- 
151 F. M., 59 18049 p. 296. 
152 James Donaldson, Modern Agriculture, 1795,2ý P-70. 
153 George Culley, OP-cit-v 18019 P-85s' 
154 Bailey and Culley, 1794, p. 29.155 George Culleygop. cit. 91801PP-85- 
156 Ibid, 
157 Bailey and Culley, 18059PP-155-61. 
158 e. g. F. M. p lt 18009 P-433- 159 PRO/HO/42/55/342- 
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both corn and meat at the turn of the century proved the death knell of 

oxen for the plough. Good land could by therilbe much more profitably 

employed than by feeding oxen to six or eight years of age. 

Some of the newspaper advertisements of the 1750s and 1760s 

offered bulls for sale but made no mention of the breed. Desirable points 

seem to have been red and white colouring 
160 

and sheer size. 
161 A change 

seems ýo have occurred in the 1770s when similar advertisements offered 

bulls of the Lancashire or'Longhorn breedl 162' 
or even Longhorn stock for 

graz3mg. 
163 From this time on, interest was shown in bulls described as 

"a mixture of the long horned kind" 164 
or "got by a short horned Bull, 

out from a half-bred Lancashir 
4G 

Cow,,. 165 Arthur Young reported 

Northumberland cattle to be generally of. the Shorthorn kind in' 1769 , but - 

he found Longhorns at Belfordl Cambo and Glenwhelt. 166 In 1800'p two bulle 

were offered, one a Longhornp the other a Shorthorn and it was declared 

"Which of them is the superior Animal is a Matter not yet decided by 

public Opinion; in this Point they remain in full Rivalry with each 

other" . 
167 But it would seem that the Longhorns did not offer serious 

competition in Northumberland. A Northumberland letter dated JanuarY 31st 

1793 stated "With respect to Mr. -Bakewell's long horned cattle; the kind 

was tried here by a friend of that gentleman's, and given up for the 

short horns; I have heard that the reasons werep that they were very bad 

milkers, and did not get fat at an early age,,. 
168 George Culley positively 

affirmed that though the Longhorns had been triedp they had all been given 

up in favour of the Shorthorns by 18049 169 
and elsewhere remarked on the 

160 NsC*j Feb. 23rd 1765 & Feb. 25th 1769. 
161 N. C. 9 April 3rd 1762. 
162 N. C'q Dec-4th 1773; June 28th 1777; March 24th-1781. 
163 N. C: j April 18th 1778.164 N. C. p May 21st 1774- 
165 N. C., July 21st 1792. 
166 Arthur Youngg Northern Týurf 17709 39 pp-419 96 & 103- 
167 NýC-v May 10th 1800. a68 A. A. 9 199 17939 P-539- 
169 Bailey and Culleyt 1805, P-140- 
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declining interest in Longhorns between 1786 and 1807.170 

Considering the apparent success of the doctrine of early maturityl, 

of Producing the most meat in the shortest possible time at the least 

expenses in Northumberland sheep breeding during the late 18th centuryp 

it is surprising that a similar philor;, ophy was not followed in the breeding 

of improved cattle. Culley wrote that it had been "the misfortune of the 

short-horn breeders to pursue the largest and biggest-boned ones as the 

best, without considering that, those are the best that pay the most money 

for a given quantity of food"9171 but at the same time quoted detailed 

172 
examples of the enormous weight attained by some. Twenty-five local 

newspaper advertisements appear between 1756 and 1807 which proclaim the 

grotesque dimensions of generally ancient and totally uneconomic Shorthorn 

stock. The Durham Ox, weighing 165 stone 12''ounds the four quarters p 

when slaughtered at 11 years oldt173 was the championg but many others 

approached this figure. 174 One ox killed in 1786 was 6 feet 5 inches 

high and 11 feet 5 inches longt175 another in 1802 19 hands high and 

12 feet long. 176 Although some of these monsters, such as the Spottiswoode 

Ox, 177 the Whitley Ox178 or the Northumberland Ox179 were no more than 

force-fed travelling curiosities, the majority were presented*as evidence 

of outstanding breeding techniques by the County's leading Shorthorn 

breeders. After 18079 there is no more mention of cattle of such* 

elephantine proportions and a local contribution to the Farmees Magazine 

of that year stated that "all the best graziers and breeders in the two 

nuoted counties (East Lothian and Northumberland]v are striving kho can 

first bring their stock to market; and the universal toast is early 

170 George Culley, op-cit-P 1ý07P p. 82. 
171 Ibid. 9 p. 81. '172 lbid. p PP-48-51- 
173 N, d. p May 2nd 1807- 
174 The average weight for the four quarters of the 14 other oxen for 

which figures were given was 138 stones 3 pounds. Their average age 
exceeded 6 years. 

175 N. C., Feb-4th 1786.176 N. C., Oct. 2nd 1802. 
177 N-0-9 APril 17th 1802.178. N. C., March 28th 1789. 
179 X-C-v May 9th 1807. 
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It is curious that the same sort of pointless exercise seems to 

have been translated to a breed of cattle totally unequal to the 

competition - Xyloe or West Highland cattle. Four Kyloe oxen mentioned 

between 1779 and 1807 averaged 78 stones the four quarters and generally 

seem to have been much younger when slaughtered. Pride seems to have been 

in how small these animals were and it was boasted that one was so 

"remarkably low sized, and so'small. boned that any grown person might 

have spanned his legs below the knee ,1 181 
of another that he was "only 

four Feet and half an inch high at the Crop" 182 
and of a third that 

"the measurement of his shank bone amounted to no more than four inches 

in circumference". 
183 Although the weight of these cattle could not compare 

with that of the-Shorthorng other qaalities were claimed such as "the 

shortness-of the time of his feeding"184 and the standard of beef,, 185 

ý'The superior Quality of this Beef is so generally esteemed in the West 
t- 186 

of England, Manchesterv etc. that it is sold 2d per Pound above any other. " . 

An increasing number of stock advertisements of the early 19th. century 

indicate that a Xyloe-Shorthorn cross was becoming popular and even Thomas 

Bates of Halton Castle, probably the leading-Northumberland Shorthorn 

187 breeder of the dayq offered for sale cattle stock consisting of "30 

West Highland Cows and Heifers; 10 Cows and Heifers of the improved short- 

horned Breedq bought and bred from Messrs Colling's Stock; and 20 of the 

mixed B. lood between those-two Breeds". 188 An advertisement of'the following 

year carried the rider that an ox of Bates showed "what may be produced by 

a judicious crossing of those breeds of cattle which possess the valuable 

properties of thriving quicklyq whose beef is of the best qualLty, and 

180 P-M-9 8p 1807, P-9. 181 N. C., May 25th 1782. 
182 N. q. v Jan. 11th 1806. 183 N-C-9 JulY 31st 1790- 
184 N. Q. 9 June 26th 1779- 185 N-C-*, APril 30th 1803- 
186 N. C. 9 May 26th 1804. 167 Thomas Bellp op. cit., passims 
188 N. C. p Aug*22nd 1807- 
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189 
which consume the smallest quantity of foodllfý and another animal of 

I 
mixed breeding exemplified, "the progress of an improvement in the cattle 

stock of the country, which, while it returns a greater profit for food 

consumed, to the breeder, furnishes also both beef and butter of a 

superior quality,, to the consumer". 
190 Consequently, the academic argument 

whether the best and original Shorthorns contained Xyloe or Galloway blood 

is a matter of little importance in Northumberland. 191 The pure Shorthorn 

had been rejected by both breeders and feeders in favour of a more 

practical cross-breed. 

MaP 14: 4 shows the distribution of leading Northumberland Shorthorn 

breeders of the first half of the 19th century.. It mwýko all the traceable 

locations of breeders and feeders of Shorthoras mentioned in Coates' Herd 

Book of 1822t subscribers to that, book, those proclaimed as leading 

Northumberland breeders of the period in Sinclair's History of Shorthorn' 
192 Cattle and both breeders and feeders of Shorthorn stock exhibited at 

the Royal Agricultural Society's Newcastle Show in 1846.193 Considering 

the early introduction of the Shorthorn to Northumberland, it is peculiar 

that Shorthorn specialists were, even by mid-centuryt confined basically 

to the Tyne Vall. eyp with a few in Glendale and the Bamburgh-Alnwick area. 
I 

Other factors were working in favour of crosses with Shorthorna 

rather than pure Shorthorn stock. Xyloes were readily obtainable from, 

Scotland and were frequently purchased at the Falkirk Tryst to straw-feed, 
194 in the autu= and winter for sale the following summer. In the south 

of the County, a great deal of stock was the progeny of the dairy cows 

of Newcastle andShields, and in the north of the cows kept by hinds. 

"These tinimals vary in every conceivable deýree of cross, from the black 

189 W. C. 9 Feb. 6th 1808.190 N. C., Dec-15th 1810. 
191 Mr. Chrisp to New . castle Farmers' Club, Play 5th 1860. L. & P. Bolbeop 

N630-613- 
192 James Sinclairp*op. cit. 
193- Show Catalogue. L. & P., Bolbec,. N63018. 
194 Bailey and Culleyv 1805t P-119- 
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West Highlandýkyloe, the polled Galloway . and Ayrshire cow, to the noble 

and massive shorthorn. The most part have several crosses of good short- 

horn bloodp and their produce is invariably got by a shorthorn bull, and 

will feed to sixty or seventy - sometimes eighty - stopRes... The calves 

are all purchased by the farmers; so that a farmer having twelve men has 

the command of twelve calvesp to add to the number produce4 by his own 

cows,,, 
195 Consequently, Northumberland farmers were generally saved the 

expense of a large breeding herd, but at the price of breed purity. 

An extremely warm debate concerning the purity of local Shorthorns 

enlivened the pages of the Newcastle Courant in 1811. tA Farmer' protested 

that these Shorthorns Were of such a mixed breed that their characteristics 

as a breed were difficult to determinev 196 
and was answered by tA Young 

Farmer' that their, propensity to impose their own characteristics on other 

197 breeds made them easily distinguishedq a point. that has been emphasised 

by more modern write rs. 
198 This propensity-seems to have satisfied 

Northumberland desire -for Shorthorn blood. Culley claimed that 50 6uineas 

had once been paid f or the hire of a Shorthorn bull for a season, but that 

the no=al price was a gainea. 
199 Certainly two champion Shorthorns with 

massive and impeocable. pedigrees could command only 20 guineas a season in 

1796y 200 
and a bull from one of the County's most famous Shorthorn breeders 

cost but a guinea per cow in 1793- 201 If these were top ratesq they are 

uunimDressive beside the prices asked for Dishley sheep and presumably 

reflect a comparative lack of interest in first rate animals. 

Despite the milk-producing properties of some Shorthornsp it would 

seem that it was not they who supplied milk in the dairies of Rewcastle. 

Milch colwa were regularly imported from Harlingen, in Hollandl in the early I 

195 X. C. 9 April 2nd 1847. See also Bailey and Culley, 1805P P-143- 
196 N&C, v Feb. ýnd 1811.197 N. C-t Peb. 23rd 1811. 
198 K. J. J. Mackenzieg op. cit. 9 pp. 129-30- 
199 Bailey and Culley, 1805P P-143- 
200 N. C. 9 April 23rd 1796.201 N. C. p Xarch 30th 1793-' 
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19th cbntury, 
202 

and Alderney cows even mor .e! 
-regularly from about 177d 03 

Shipments also came fromJersey 204 
and it was possible to place orders 

for cows from Gue=sey in the 1820s. 205 There is ample evidence from 

stock advertisements of the Alderney breed being used throughout 

Northumberland from the 1770st 206 
and it may be that these were the sort 

of cattle for sale at Eshet in 1760 aescribed as I'll Milch Cows of an 

extraordinary Breed" . 
207 These too seem to have been readily crossed 

with other breeds. A stock advertisement for the Pallinsburn farmv near 

Wooler, in 1777 offered "about twenty Xyloe Cows; some of the Xyloes with 

Alderney Calves, and other Calves at their feet", 208 At least two ship- 
209 

ments of Shetland cattle arrived at Newcastle in the 1820sp but it 

is not Imown what particular attraction they held. 

Table 14: 3 compares figures for the total numbers of cows and other 

cattle in the old County of Northumberland by wards for July 1803 and 

July 1867. The most interesting feature is the rise in total cattle. 

numbers in Column A despite the substantial decline in cow numbers shown 

in Column B. It can only be -assumed that local stock was no longer 

producing the bulk of beef cattle by the mid-19th cen tury. This is 

confirmed by other evidence. The upper Wansbeck had been used for 

breeding and feeding inferior Shorthorns in the 18408# but ha d switched 

to fattening Kyloes in the 1850s and then to fattening Irish cattle in 

210 the 1860s. Annual imports to Britain of Irish cattle for fattening 

had risen from 58,000 in 1826 to 98,000 in 1835 and it was thought they 

would reach 2099000 in 18609 211 though Irish cattle were certainly being 

bought. for fattening in 1818# 212 
and to supply Isloop'beefl at Seaton 

202 N. C., Nov. 27th 1602; Jan. 8th 1803; Sept. 24th 1814. 
203 e. g. N. C., Oct-4th 1777 and May 19th 1821. 
204 N. C., July 13th 1771.205 N. C., June 9th 1827. 

. 2% N. C., Jan. 20th & Nov. 24th 1770; May 16th 1772; March 23rd# Oct. 2nd 
Nov. 6th 1779; Feb. 26th 1780- 

207 N. C., July 19th 1760.208 N. C., May 10th 1777. 
209 N; C. v Oct-13th 1821 and June 27th 1829. - 
210 John Wilson, OP-cit-p P-7. NCRO/ZSW/Add. & Misc. 
211 Mr. Hedley to Newcastle Fa=ers' Clubp Aug. llth 1860. NCRO/ZHE/34/b- 
2i2 William Todd to George Silvert6pt July 13th 1818. NCRO/ZC0/9/1. 
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213 It is particularly interesting that second rate Sluice in 1783. 

cattle should have been used for this purpose as Culley claimed that 

the thicker Shorthorn beef was more appropriate and was always used on 

the Newcastle coal ships. 
214 

Table L4. a. 
Total Cattle Numbers 

A B 

Oxen, Young Cattle & Calves Cows 

WARDS 1803 1867 Change 
1803=100 1803 1867 Change 

1803-100 

Newcastle 188 - 497 19021 205 

Berwick 194 300 155 184 112 61 

Bamburgh 49019 39842 96 1,515 19021 67 

Morpeth 59TO7 79991 
' 

140 39199 19790 56 

Castle 49716' , 606 4 98 4073 2,004* 46 

Glendale 4j2OO 39872 92 19781 19056 59 

Coquotdale 7,659 7,354 96 3,991 2,453 61 

Tindale 19,508 249926 128 l4j297 81080 57 

TOTAL 46tOO3 539079 115 299837 17628 59 

Sources: 1803 - E. Nackenziet History of Northumberland, 1825,19 p. 221. 

1867 - Agricultural Census. PRO/MAP/68/139. 

It is thought that dealings in cattle became substantially more 

profitable for the farmer about the beginning of the 19th century. Cattle 

prices had certainly soared, from an estimated-E6 per head in 1794 to 

215 21 
910 in 1808, and beef from Mid per pound in 1788 to 51d in 1798. 

217 
Farmers feared that peace might bring reduced prices but Figure 14: 5 

suggests there was no sudden drop. Instead, it emphasises high prices 

throughout the period from 1795 to 1830 with very high prices indeed 

between 1800 and 1825- Yet, beside enormous grain pricesp beef was still 

213 John Bryers to Sir John Delaval, Aug-15th'1783- NCRO/2DE/4/20/57- 

214 George Culleyp op. cit-P 1794, P-47. 
215 Robert Kerrv Agriculture of Berwickshiret 18139 P-73- 
216 John Puller, History of Berwick, 17999 p. 429. 

217 J. Henderson to Jasper Gibiong April 16th 1802. NCRO/CO/43- 
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attractive to the consumer and even broke into new markets. In 1799 

it wao said that "At Edinburgh Dunse etc. the Labouring people bought up 

groat numbers of the midling small Cattle to kill for Marts 9 _finding 
them 

cheaper than oat meal, or any meal God knows"9218 and in north 

Northumberland it was reported that a new demand for beef, besides the 

normal one from the Southl was being felt from Glasgow. 219 

In 1802, Culley reported that the Glendale farmers had-sold cattle 

at Dunse in Berwickshire. "You see how the*tables are turned. Instead 

of sending Southq we now send them North for better marketsl" 
220 But 

this was more the result of the alertness of Northumberland farmers quite 

willing and able to play one market or butcher against the other until 

they met with suitable temsp than of a permanent change in the direction 

of trade. Northumberland cattle had always gone to feed the people and 

ships of the Tyne and the industrial towns of south Yorkshire. 221 Larger 

faxmers often dealt directly with butchers or jobbers on their farms, 222 

but all had some dealings with Morpeth market, probably the third biggest 

stock market in Englando after Smithfield and Wakefieldq until the 1840s ý23' 

By 1805 Culley could estimate the average profit from grazing cattle 

from May Day to Michaelmas to be as much as ; C3 or C3-10s- per head, 224 but 

29 cattle kept at Dissington from August until December 1782 had yielded 

only 911 per head profit. 
225 The moderate increase in the numbers of 

feeding cattle during the first half of the 19th century and the continuing 

high price of beef suggest tha t cattle remained a profitable field. Methods 

of fattening them, howeverp altered. Stall feeding of cattle was practised 

on some of the best Northumberland farms in the 19th centuryq but was 

218 George Culley to John Welchp Nov. 23rd 1799. NCRO/ZCU/6* 
219 P. M. 9 99 1810, p. 273- 
220 George Culley to John Welch, Nov. 22nd 1802. NCRO/ZCU/6. - 
221 Rýchard Warnerg A Tour Through the Northern Counties of England#1802p 

2j' P-7. 
222 George Culley to John Welbhq 1798. NCRO/ZCU/6. William Todd. to George 

'Silvertop, Dec. 12th 1812., NCRO/ýCO/9/1. 
223 

. 
'The Old Cattle Market at . Morpethl, C-1880. NCRO/Morpeth Collectanea. 

224 Bailey and Culleyl 1805P P-119-' 
225 John Pryers to Sir John Delavalq Jan-3rd 1783- NCRO/2DE/4/20/319 
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sometimes unnecessarily expensivS? 
6 An offer by the Duke of Northumberland 

in 1850 to pay for the erection of stalls for box-feeding in return for 

a percentage from his tenants didbot meet with the excitement he may 

have expected. 
227 Much more popular was a practice which seems to have 

been introduced very early in the century, of wintering cattle in smallp 

open folds. Cullej wrote to Welch in 1803 "But Jn 0 why tye all your 

Cattle up to make manure?. Why not keep light Queys, in an open fold, & 

give them Turnips in Troughsq raised upon feet, or Cribs in the Corner of 

the fold? It is the way Yr. Nisbet & all our first rate winter graziers 

do now. You know, that they turn much fatter out in the Spring to grassp 
228 from an open fold, than from being tyed up? And got fat in J- the time" . 

By 1833 it was estimated that qWo of Northumberland cattle were wintered 

in these small folds. 229 

Early mention of oil cake being, used to feed cattle is in a unique 

letter from the Duke of Northumberland to the Annals in 17849 proclaiming 

its worth as a feed for calves when mixed with skimmed milk, 
230 

The 

large ratio of calves to cows on Northumberland feeding fa=s meant a 

shortage of cow's milk and many patent recipes were suggested as suitable 

substitutes. 
231 The first newspaper advertisement for linseed oil cakes 

to feed cattle appeared in 1780 232' 
and other early advertisements for 

, 
linse4d oil cake indicate that it was originally shipped from southern 

England 1233 probably from London or Hull 234 
and at least some was made 

from American linseed. 235 Although a local'Mill was established for its 

manufacture in Newcastle by 1790P 236 
, it was still being imported'from, 

237 Holland in 1818. William Greene. of Newcastle seems to have been the 

main purveyor of oil cake and it may be doubted from the tone of his 

The. 'Timesq Nov. 28th 1851. 
227 Christopher Bell to Hugh Taylor,, Dec-5th 1850 and Charles Burnett to 

Hugh Tyalor, Dec. 13th 1850, NCRO/ZHE/34/6. 
228 George Culley'to John Welch, July 8th 1803. NCRO/ZCU/6 
229 J. C. Loudon, Encyclopaedia. of Architecture$ 1833P P-495. See also John 

Greyq P-177. 
230 A. A. 9 It 17849 pp. 293-4.231- e. g, N, C, l April 2nd 1847. 
232 N. C. p Jan. 22nd 1780.233 N. C. 9 Dec. 20th 1788. 
234 N. C., Sept. 19th 1795- 235 N. C., Nov. 28th 1789. 
236 X-C-P APril 17th 1790- 237- N. C. 9 NOV-7th 1818. 
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advertisements whether Northumberland farmers were as eager as some 

southern counterparts to accept the innovation. One of 1790 -read "The 

preference this article has in the Southern parts of the kingdom to every 

other feeding for Cattle is well kriown, and also that such Cattle are 

always preferred, and bring a better price in Smithfield Market... In 

Lincoln shire, Yorkshire, and Norfolk, they are universally used, and bring 

a better price by 20 per cent. which at once shews the advantage to the 

Graziers in this neighbourhood; and the Oil Manufacturers flatter themselveop 

that the prejudices of this country wili. soon be removedy as trial and 

experience can only be wanting" . 
238 No, doubt both linseed and rape seed 

oil cake were used as cattle feed by some of the best farmers for better 

239 240 '- 
cattle, especially when turnips were in short supplyl but the 

pedigree of Northumberland cattle did not generally warrant such high 

feeding and turnips were not normally scarce, 
241 Consequently, oil cakeg 

even in the mid-19th century, was commonly regarded as unnecessary and 

uneconomic. In 1847 it was asserted that "in this neighbourhood few 

farmers give cake except to young stocky fattening off their three year 

olds with white turnips up to Christmas, and Swedes after that, 'and a 

daily supply of oat straw* This may appear a startling assertion to many 

g%j, . 
242 

south country farmers7t yet it is strictly true . 

Stock sales advertisements are not usually'sufficiently detailed to 

give*the breed of cattle until the 19th century., Even then, breeds. such 

as the Longhorn or the Devonshire occur in only a handýul of cases and it 

hardly seems to have been worthwhile describing Kyloe stock, Shorthorn 

bloodt howeverp where it existed in any concentrationg was something of 

. which to be proud and was generally differentiated from other stock* 

238 N-C-9 April 17th 1790. See also, N. C. 9 May 17th 1800, 
239 George Culley recommended Welch use oil cýke in 1802 as Colling had 

used it to feed his cattle. George Culley to John Welchp June 18th 1802. 
NCRO/ZCU/6. ý 

240 N, C, v April 6th 1799. 
241 In 1800, Culley had thought that 

, 
oil cake would not pay even*in times 

of necessity. George Culley to John WelchtFeb. llth 1800. NCRO/7, CU/6* 
Z42 N. C. t April 2nd 1847. 
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Figure 14: 6 shows the percentage of total stock advertisements to mention 

Shorthorn blood; Map 14: 5 shows the distribution of farms possessing 

Shorthorns. This map contrasts fairly sharply with Map 14: 4 and suggests 

that Shorthorn blood was very much more widely dispersed than specialist 

Shorthora breeders. Figure 14: 6 giveO some suggestion that it was not 

until the middle of the 19th century that many Northumberland farmers 
i 

thought it worthwhile incorporating much Shorthorn blood in their stock. 

Shorthorps were certainly widely distributed from the earliest years of 

the century, but it is thought that substantial crossing with Xyloe stock 

was veryýmuch more commýn at thi's period, An octogenarian speaking in 
I 

the 1880s of Morpeth Mirket before 1835 described the cattle there as 

"all of the primest shorthorn breed". 243 As he was certainly referring- 

to cattle brought from most---., ýof southeýrn Scotland as well as Northumberlandq 

this could not possibly have been true ., but it does point to a situation 

in which the term 'Shorthorn' was almost synonymous with improved cattle, 

- particularly a Xyloe-Shorthorn cross. As late as 1860, the Chairman of 

the Newcastle Farmers' Club could refer to the pure breed of Shortho= 

as cattle "which were now becoming more generally known11,244 It woulcl 

seem that early and eager steps in the improvement, of cattle were not 

one of the triumphs of Northumberland agriculture. Reaction to oil cake 

and stall feeding as well as to increased purity of what was probably the 

best stock available suggests either that existing methods were sufficiently 

profitable or that new ones offered chances of increased profit too slim 

to be likely to compensate substantial outlay. The suggestion may also 

be that interest in the improvement of livestock was directed much more 

towards sheep than towards cattle. 

243 "The'Old Cattle Market at MOIrpethig o. 1880. XCRO/Morpeth Collectaneas 

244 Proc6edings of Newcastle Farmers', Club, MAY 5th 1860. L. & P. Bolbeal 
N630-613t P-7. 
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ILES 
Distribution of Shorthorn Blood in Stock Sales. 

Source: Newcastle Courant Stock Sales Advertisements to 1850. 

12 16 
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The balance between arable and pastoral land-., use having been 

considered and the pastoral aspect of this division more closely studied 

in the section on livestock, it is meet that comparable attention be paid 

to the arable process, to cropping in the County. This section will deal 

with the significanc6 of the main individual crops, particularly. their 

relative importance to each otherp and with what changesv in so far as 

they can be traced, each experienced. It will also deal with developments 

in crop yields and rotations. 

Too much emphasis is often placed on wheat and especially wheat 

prices as, indicators of the course of English agriculture. In more 

southerly counties this may be understandable, if not excusableg but in- 

Northumberland, greater care is needed. Wheat was never the dominant 

crop in the Countyp oats always taking that position. Nor did it form 

more than a minor part of the diet of either urban or raral population 

in the 19th century, and certainly much less'had been eaten locally in- 

the 18th centuxy. Most. Northumberlszýd wheat was exporte4 via Berwickp 

Alnmouth or Newcastle or any of tho many lesser ports. In 17959 

Northumberland was said to have been self-sufficient in grain as long as 

too much was not sent "Coastways". 1 

It is also unwise to draw conclusions about agricultural prosperity 

from price levels. Poor harvests might have meant the farmer had little 

grain with which to take much advantage of consequent high prices, and 

that he might well have been better off with average or even low prices 

and a greater quantity of grain to sell. Convqrselyp farmers could be 

much more apprehensive of a good year than a bad'one. In a good year, 

- harvest costs would be high and prices probably low; in a bad yearg 

1 Retum for IFglington't 1795t PRO/HO/42/55/342. 
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harvest costs were at least low and a small crop at high prices could 

be very remunerative. 
2 There may also be some justifiable doubt about 

the accuracy of price returns. A great deal of difference, for example, 

could exist between the price given for first grade grain and that for 

second, third, or even lower quality grain, the bulk of the crop. As 

John Bailey complained in 1818, "more accurate returns of Prices sh 
d be 

made from the Clerks of the Markets -I believe that for the last year 

they have only ret urn ed the highest prices, when most probably one fifth 

of what was sold was of that description". 3 

Nevertheless, in the absence of other evidence, price levels must ' 

i 

be used,. though with some reservationslas a guide to the economic incentive 

*for growing one crop rather than another. Figure 15: 1 shows British wheat 

prices for the century 1750 to 1850 and makes very clear the exceptionally 

high prices pertaining during the years from 1795 to 1818. - Times of 

scarcity and high prices had been known'before', in 1757P 1767-8 and 1783, 

but there had been. nothing to rival the Napoleonic War period. Yetq it 

should be remembered that there were years of low wheat prices durýng 

the same period. Wheat prices in 1808 matched those of the lowest years 

of the whole century and other years were far below the peaks of 1800, 

1801 and 1812. Very high prices, such as"the C7.12.3 given per quarter 

of wheat in August 1812, were generally of short duration and usually 

applied only in the summer months when most farmers had little grain left 

to sell, Figure 15: 2 shows the months in which the lowest monthly British 

wheat prices occurred between 1793 and 18379 and Figure 15: 3 the average 

monthly prices of wheat, barley and oats at Berwick Market between 1761 

and 1795. There can be no doubt that, despite annual variation in grain 

priceq there was a general decline in the price of all grains as the 

harvest came in. Over the 35 years between 1761 and 1795 in Berwick there 

2 Anon. 9 An Inquiry into the Causes of the Present High Prices... 17679p. 82. 
3 John Bailey to Sir J. B. Riddell, Nov. 16th 1818, NCRO/ZRW/293. The 

Quarter Sessions Returns for Northumberland do not survive for the 
period 1750-1850,, 
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was a 17% decline in 'the price of wheat between'August and October afid 

24ýo in both barley and oat price. This is attributed solely to the effect 

of increased supply with the new harvest. Just how anxious farmers were 

to sell their grain despite reduced harvest prices can be seen from 

Figure 15: 4 showing the numbers of farmers selling grain at Alnwick 

Market between September 1821 and December 1825. It seems, clear that, 

far from forestalling, farmers were willing to suffer considerable loss 

in order to turn their grain into cash as soon as possible, a situation 

which emphasises the advantage of the larger farmer with capital who 

could afford to ýait until the following summer before selling his grain. 

In d: efense'of the use of wheat prices as an index of agricultural 

opportunity if not actual prosperity, -it has been argued that they were 

always ! cepresentative of all grain prices. "The general word Corn [could 

be substituted for Wheat; because it appears that all sorts of 

bread-corn have in all times borne a price very nearly proportionate to 

each otheroe, 
4 Table 15: 1, comparing Northumberland prices for oats and 

barley with those giýen for wheat by decade from 1761 to 18409 confirms 

a fairly constant proportional relationshippwith barley.. maintaining 

about 53% of wheat price throughout the period and oats about 41-5%- 

Figure 15: 5., comparing wheat prices at Alnwick and Berwick Markets, 

suggests that price levels did not vary drastically from market to market, 

although the occasional trough at Berwick in 1823 and 1824 did not appear 

at Alnwicko There was also close relationship between London and 

Northumberland prices as is shown in Pigure 15: 6, though Northumberland 

pricesp shown in Pigure 15: 7, were neaxly always lower than those at 

London. In the 1780s it was reckoned that London was the cheapest market 

in the country with the exception of only three counties. 
5 Northumberýand 

4 Edward Wiloong Observations on the Present-State of the Poortl795PP-13- 
5 A. A. P 3P 1785v p. 456. 
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Figure 15: 6 
Comparison of London and Northumberland Wheat Prices, 
1771-1794- 
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was one of these counties. In-1850, it was observed that "Northumberland 

Wheat averages 1/3 per Quarter less than that of England generally: 

Barley 1/8 per Qaarter less, and Oats, 1/1 per Quarter more, on the 

same comparison", 
6 

As Northumberland grain included superior foreign 

corn imported and sold at Newcastle, the real difference was probably 

-greater. 

Table 15: 1 

Comparison of Barley and Oat Prices with Wheat Prices 
in Northumberland, 17 1-1840 

WHE A'T BALEY 0ATS 

pence per pence per % of Wheat pence per % of Wheat 
bushel bushel Price bushel Price 

1761-1770 52-4 26.0 50 22-3 43 
1771-1780 57-S' 26.9 47 22.2 38 
1781- 1790 61. l' 30-5 50 24-4 40 
1791-1800 82.1 43-3 53 35-8 44 
1801-1810 108-4 60-4 56 43.7 40 
1811-1820 105-1 60.8 

. 
58 46.0 44 

1821-1830 82-7 48.2 58 34-8 42 
1831-1840 82-7 43-3 52 34-3 41. 

Sources: B. C. A., Berwick Town Hall, Room 3, 
G/X/15- 

A. A., 1795-99 
F. M., 1800-01 
Bamburgh Corn Prices, NCRO/NRO/452/D/ 

5/104- 

Wheat 

Wheat is tolerant of a wide variety of soil conditions, but its 

great limiting factor, especially in Northumberland, where spring may be 

late, is the long growing period it requires, longer than that of any of 
I 7 the other corn crops. Its advantage lay in being the most valuable kind 

8 
of grain and the least precarious to grow on strong and heavy soils. 

6 Hugh Taylor's Calculations on Farm Produce 1850, AC/N/3/13. Bailey and 
Culley had made the same observationp that Glendale'oats sold in London 
'for 1/6, per quarter more than others and were known as Berwick oats. 

'Bailey and Culleyq 1805, P-85- 
7 David Thomas, The Agriculture of. Wales during the Napoleonic W*ars, 1963t 

pp. 60-1. 

8 James Donaldson, Modern Agrigulturej 17959 2t P. 190. 
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Consequently, Map 15: 1 confirms that it was grown extensively throughout 

eastern Northumberland and on parts of south Tyneside in 1801. Thv west 

of the Pounty, with its shorter growing season, did not specialise in 

wheat cultivation. It is likely that Map 15: 1, compiled from returns 

made during a time of very heavy %ýheat pricesl represents an uncommonly 

high wheat acreage. It is known that even the best farmers. were breaking 

rotation and taking ýn extra crop ofýwheat long before wheat brought the 

astronomic prices of the early years of the 19th century. Iý 1790v Culley 

was taking catch crops of wheat and thinking it "the more excusable,, 

while Wheat sells so well".. 
9 But it was a rislW business in many parts 

of the North and only to be att. empted when prices were very high. In the 

same year, Culley wrote that high winds had damaged the wheat crop so 

=ch that "not less, than one quarter and. a half per acre, is wasted over 

all this countyp and a considerable way-irito Scotland, especially near 

the sea, which is the principal wheat country, both in Northumberland and 
10 Scotland... 11, 

Map 15: 2 shows the importance of wheat relative to other crops in 

1867. There can be no doubt that, although total wheat acreage had declined 

by about 11% between 1803 and 1667 (see p. 217)9 its shift in emphasis 

in the County had been much more marked. ' The north of the County and all 

the western section were . much less interested in wheat in 1867 than they 

had been in 1801. The area of wheat specialisation had contracted and 

was confined primarily*to the heavy soils of the south-east and, to a 

lbsser extent, the coast as far north as Bamburgh. Table 15: 3 confirms 

the reduction in the relative'importance of wheat throughout the Pounty 

and Table 15: 2, compiled from Hugh Taylor's estimates of 18529 agrees 

with the general conclusion that by mid-century, wheat was of little 

9 Georj; e, Culley to Arthur Youngp pec. 8th 1790- NCROACU/3- 
10 A. A. f 14,17909 p. 253- 
11 kROAHE/34/1- 
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Table 15: 2 

Crops as Percentage of Each Regiorls Total Crop Acreage by 
Tav lorls-Divisions, c. 1852. 

1 2 45 

WIMAT 33 34 37 5 

BARLEY 8 7 5 20 21 

6ATS 25 41 49 33 38 

TURNIPS 20 a 5 31 24 

Source: Hugh Taylor's Estimates, 
NCRO/ZHE/34/1- 

J. AIC 

OFMAVOYAW 

A10 

#, from 

4 

*Pf rm 
OW 

E-4 

2 

mWeeffma 

Source: Hugh Taylor to Newcastle Farmers' Clubg March 6th 1852. 
L. & P., Bolbec N630.612. 
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importance in either. the north or the west. 

Table 15: 3 

Northumberland Crop Acreage 

8 0 3* c. 18 52 67 
% Of estimated 

% Of % Of 
acreage total crop acreage 

total crop acreage total crop 
acre e. agreage. acreage. 

WHEAT 43003 23 62500 22 38357 19 

BARLEY 23983 13 40500 14 28743 14 

OATS 76864 42 97242 35 69798 34* 

TU M PS 26759 14 58476 21 50881 25 

Sources: 1803 -'AC/Y/4/2/b/5 
Durhan parts of Northumberland from 1801 

Crop Returns PRO/HO/67/8 

c-1852 - Hugh Taylor's Estimates, NCRO/ZHE/34/1. 
1867 - Agricultural CensusgPRO/MAP/68/139- 

Table 15: 4 shows an appreciable decline in-contributions to. the total 

County wheat acreage from the whole western half of the County between 

1803 and 1867- 

Although Bailey and Gulley decided that the types of wheat used 

in the County at the turn of the century were too nomerous and were known 

by too many different local names to be described accurately, they did 

3ýefer to a general tendency to change seed and to use varieties "imported 

12 from distant parts". Culley himself bought seed from Burwell in 
13 Cambridgeshire, and newspaper advertisements from seed merchmts 

mentioned seed wheat from Kent, 14 Essex15 and even Syria. 16 Of more 

. 
je of spring sowing rather*than winter sowing wheat interest is the practic' 

ýwhich Marshall seems to have found curious, 
17 

and which Culley claimed 

12 Bailey and Culley, 1805, P-73- 
13 George Culley to Sir John Sinclair, Feb. 19th 1810, NCRO/ZCU/2. 
14 N. C., Oct. 27th 1787 and Oct. 22nd 1796. 

15 N. C., Oct-14th 1809.16 N. C., Nov. 12th 1796. 
17 William Marshallo Review and Abstract of the County Reports to the 

Board of Agriculture, 1808-18, lt-P-76. 
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to have been one of the first Northumberland farmers to try when he 

moved to Glendale in 1767.18 This was not the Siberian. or real Spring 

Wheat that was in use in north Northumberland, but simply ordinary seed 

sown from February to early April rather than in the period from 

September to November. The reaso4foraoing týis was to be able to 

take a crop of wheat after turnips, on lands where these replaced the 

naked fallow, Normally the turnips would not be off the ground -until 

late winter and could be followed only by oats sown in March or April, 

or barley, sown in April orMay. The attraction of the more valuable 

wheat crops vas obvious, but especially so in the north where the barley 

was always of poor malting quality. In 1801, Culley wrote that using i 

4, more turnips enabled them "to sow more Spring Wheat, a very importmt 

thine herej where we dan grow nearly as many Bushells of Wheat per acre 

as Barley. And Barley is always ill sold here! ". 19' It was the change 

to spring-sown wheat that was responsible for the rapid development of. 

wheat-gtowing in Glendale and which enabled Culley to claim "a consider- 

able part of our success in fanning was owing to Spring sown Wht. Prior 

to our coming to this District, no Wht was grown in Glendale Wardq 

except in the Haughs by the Riversidesq on some pieces of Strong land 

rs unfit for Tumips. But now & for many': ( 9 thousands of acres have been 

sown with great successq with that most valuable grain; which had never 

produced Wht beforeY. 2.0 Yetv by the mid-19th centur, 79 though wheat was 

still grown on turnip lanýdsq barley was very much more common and the 

main wheat lands in'the County were those that grew the crop after a 

summer fallow, 21 though sometimes even these struggled to produce good 

wheat. The Delaval estates had shipped eggs, baco4 and oats to London 

eaxly in this period for the consumption of Sir John Delaval's household, 

18 George Culley to Sir John Sinclairs Feb. 19th 1810, NCRO/ZCU/2, 
19 George Culley to John Welch, Dec. 12th 1801. NCRO/ZCU/6. 

20 'George Culley to Sir John Sinclair, Feb. 19th 1810, NCRO/ZCU/2, - 
21 Evidence of G. E. Ramsey to Select Commi ttee on Agricultural Customs# 

18489 V-195. 
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but sometimes had great difficulty procuring wheat good enough to be 

sent. 
22 Seymour Bell summed up the situation tersely but accurately 

much later, in 1860. "Northumberland never has, and except in favoUred 

localities is not, and can not excel as, * a wheat growing district. 123 

Barley 

The chief : ýequirements for barley are a dryl. cool climate and 

good drainage. It will not tolerate heavy or acidic soil-and has a 

growing period very iuch shorter than that of wheatq normally being sown 

after turnips in April or May* 24 Map 15: 3 shows tho. importance of . 

barley in the parishes of Northumberland in relation to other crops 

in 18019 and indicates that barley was of greater significance as a 

crop in the south-west third of the County. It is not unlikely that 

the hardy but unproductive four-rowed barley (bigg or bear) was still 

being grown in these parts,, largely*for use as cattle fodder. In the 

north of the Countyp long-eared barley was cultivatedp some for malting, 

but much for human consumption. A great deal of barley was eaten in 

25 
Northumberland either in soups or-in unleavened cakes, Despite the 

nominally high prices, shown in Figure 15: 8, for Northumberland barley 

in some of the War yearsv much local barley was of very poor quality 

and probably fetched much lower prices , if it could be sold at all. In 

1801, Culley referred to the growing of baxley as "a safe game" at a 
26 "famous price" as long as the distilleries prospered. But demand was 

not constant. In l8Q7. it was so small that it was said "most people 

endeavour to grow as little of it as they possibly can" . 
27 In. East 

Lothian in 1811, it was estimated that, "not one fourth so much ground 

was occupied by barley in 1810y as carried that grain in 1778". 28 There 

22 John Oxley to Sir John Delavalq qan. 26th 1768. NCRO/2DE/4/10/36. 

23 Seymour Bellt Collections Relating to Agriculture c. 1860, 'NCL/L630. 

24 David Thomas, op. cit., p. 65. 
. 

25 Bailey and Culley, 1805, p. 82. 

26 George Culley'to John Welchy Dec. 12th 1801. NCRO/ZCU/6., 

27 F*-M7p 8# 1807P p. 262.28 P. M. j 12,18119 p. 213- 

0 
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is no means of telling whether this had also happened in Northumberlando 

but it is likely to have done. Barley needed a light dry soil, -the 

same requirements as turnips, and where the coarse bigg was still 

cultivatedp it was largely for the same purpose as turnips. With the 

spread of turnips as a field crop, barley naturally sufferedp particularly 

when the turnips were taken as a catch crop on drier patches of ground 

rather than in regular rotation. But even in rotation, though they were 

normally followed by barley, the most valuable grain crop with time enough 

to grow after the turnips had been taken -off, this did not have to be 

the case once the advantages of spring-sown wheat became known. Another 

factor operated against the growing of barley in Northumberland; the 

fact that in the first half of the l9th century, both barley and oats 

were declining in popularity as hum . an food. 29 

Table 15: 3 suggests that there was little change in the proportion- 

ate acreage used for barley rather than other crops during the first 

half of the 19th centuryv but Map'15: 4 shows the situation in 1867 and 

emphasises some important changes. Barley had obviously become very 

much less important as a highland crop on marginal hill landq though its 

importance on some of the higher turnip soils of the north where spring 

wheat would have been a precarious crop V had increased considerably. 

The relative acreage of barley on the heavy soils of the south-east 

remained smallp 'smaller if anything than it had been in 1801. I&en Joseph 

Oxleyp land agent to Sir John Delaval and sometime inventor, erected a 

barley mill near Seaton Sluice in 1768, his action was severely criticised 

by a colleague who called it a facility "for which there is no Use in 

this part of the Country". 30 These findings are confirmed by the figures 

in Table 15: 49 which show considerable increases in Bamburgh and Coquetdale 

and a doubling of the relative barley acreage in Glendale Ward. Tindalej 

29 J. R. M 0 Calbdh; $tAtiýtical Account of the British Empire, 1837,1, P. 172. 
30 John Och6ltrie to Sir John Delaval. Deo. 2nd 1786. 'NCRO/2DE/4/43/35 
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comprising most of the far west and south of the Countyl almont halved 

what had been a very heavy dependence on barley. Table 15: 2 confirms 

the relative unimportance of barley along the coast and in the south- 

east at mid-century. 

An uncommonly productive strain of barley, called Siberian Barley, 

appears to have been int3Zoduced about 1770. It could be sown late, in 

uation and was not subject to shake. 
31 Although it created a high sit 

32 
some excitement at the time, it does not seem to have endured and 

is not mentioned in the County' Agricultural Report. Barley was importedt 

though 'perhaps for meal rather than seedq from Norfolk33 and it was from 

thence that the famous Chevalier barley became available from at least 

1835.34 

Oats can mature quickly, and are well adapted to cool, wet 
35 

climates and are peculiarly unexactiný as to soil requirements. Table 

15: 3 suggests th,: at they were easily the most popular crop in the County 

throughout the period. Considering the short growing seasong hiqh, wet 

and exposed location and poor soils of much of Northumberland, and the 

high price that oats grown on better 1-ands in the County could yield 

(see Pigure 15: 9). this is perhaps hardly surprising. It is also 

relevant that there was heavy demand for oats from the local population, 

who ate them in a variety of porridges and gruels, 
36 though, as with 

barleyp oat-meal consumption was declining in the l9th century as wheat 
37 

consumption increased. Yet it would seem that Culley's claim in 

1802 that "there certainly are more oats"in this County than all other 

grains put together,, 38 
was true throughout the first half of the 19th 

century. 

31 N. C., March 28th 1772.32 N. C. pNov. 9th 177ltFeb-13th 1773# April 2nd 
1774 

33 N. C. 90ct. 2nd 1790, June 25th 1803- 
34 N. C., Feb. 21st 1835.35 David Thomas, op. cit. 9 p. 63- 

36 Bailey and Culleyo 1805, P-85. 
37 George Culley to John Welch, June 4th 1802. NCRO /ZCU/6. 
38 Ibidol March 30th 1802. NCRO/ZCU/6* 
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Map 15: 5 shows the dominant position of oats all over the County 

. in 18019 slightly less dense in the very northern portion. By 1867, 

although oats were still'very much the most important grain, their 

distribution had changed., Map 15: 6 shows farmers in the northern tip 

of the County to have become pignificantly less interested in oats. 

Highland areas were still devoting large percentages of*thoir arable 

acreages to oats, but central Northumberlando an area of poor thin 

soils and highly marginal arable land, was devoting the greatest. 

proportion of arable acreage to this most exhausting of grain crops 

(see p,. 231)- In such Positions, oats stood a greater chance of growing 

and of being harvested than did wheat or barley. 39 Table 15: 2 EhowS 

the dominant position of oats at mid-centuryp certainly in the hichland 

areas, but even more on the marginal land in the middle of the County. 

Table 15: 4 reveals a decline in total. oat acreage between 1803 and 1867 

with the largesrpext of that decline being experienced in Tindale. 

There seem to have been a great many types of oats in use in 

Northumberlandy new ýorts often being rapidly followed by still newer 

. 
ones. Bailey and Culley mentioned the Poland Oat as being common at 

the end-of the 18th century, particularly w variety known as the Church 

Oatv brought out of Scotland by one of Culley's students and which had 

40 
apparently replaced the Dutcho Friezeland o: ý Holland Oats. Newspaper 

advertisements indicate that the introduction of the Church Oat had not 

- meant the end of'Duteh Oats as Culley had suggested, for many shipments 

of Dutch, Prussian and Poland Oats were offered for sale between 1783 

41 Tartarian*Oats had apparently been introduced, in the 1770s, and 1800. 

but had been given up on all but the I'midland parts of the county" by 

1805P 42 being exceptionally hardy and able to succeed on cold lands. 

39 Seymour Bell, op. cit., NCL/L630- ' 40 Bailey and Culley, 1805, pp. 82-3- 

41 e. g. N. C., April 5th, July 19th-1783, March 28th 17899 Sept-17th 17919 
March llth 1797, March 15th 1800. 

4ý Baile' '84. 
,y and Culley, 1805P P- 

v 
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43 These were first mentioned in the newspapers in 1780. The Angus Oat 

was introduced to the County at the end of the century44 and first 

adverti sed shipments were to Almouth in 1799 45 
and Newcastle in 1809.46 

And so the process went oft. The Potato Oat, probably coming from 

Cumberland in 1789,47 and the Dutch Oats-were in turn threatened by 

the Newton Oat by 1822, advertised as having the qualities farmers seem 

to have sought in all these types, "growing on poorer Soils, and 

particularly adapted to high. Situationsp being the earliest Oat grown, 

and not easily dashed with the Wind"'as well as being exceptionally 

productive. 
48 

Rve 

Rye is unexacting in its soil requirements provided there is 

adequate drainage. - It has a short growing season and can survive hard 

winters and low levels of soiý fertility. 49 By the end of -the 18th 

century it was cultivated only on very sandy soils unsuited to any 

other cropq though it had been the chief grain grown on lighter soils 

in Northumberland in . 
the mid-18th century. 

50 Tfie use of lime to 

consolidate such land had allowed its replacement with more profitable 

grains, 'and even wheat after turnips. 51 cii1tivation of rye had apparently 

also declined drastically at the same time in areas contiguous to the 

County. 52 Lord Eden, the Chairman of Durham I magistrates, wrote to the 

Duke of Portland in 1795, "1 am sorry to observe that the Cultivation 

of Rye in this Countýr has in late Years much decreasId, but the lower 

People reject it,,. 53 The whole of No; thumberland produced only 2,414 

quarters'of rye in 1795 54 
grew only 1,545 acres in 1801ý5 and 1,1 482 

43 N. C., April 15th 1780.44 Bailey and Culley, * 1805t P-84- 
45 N. C., April 21st 1799.46 N. C., March 18th 1809. 

47 Bailey and Culleyp 18059 P-83- 
48 N. C., Feb. 2nd 1822, See also W. VMellan, 11istoryp Topography and 

Diiectory of Northumberlandq 1855? P-113. - 
49 David Thomas, op. cit., p. 69,50 Bailey and Culley, 1805, P-79. 
51 Ibid. 52 A. A. 0 24,17959 pp-100,103-' 
53 PRO/HO/42/37/102 54 PRO/HO/42/37/119. 
55 PRO/110/67/8 
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acres in 1803.56 By 1843 it could, be remarked of Northumberland that 

"Rye has almost ceased to be cultivated in this country,,. 
57 Indeed, 

the total County acreage of rye in 1B67 was only 251 acres. 
58 

Strangely enough, while the majority of the Northumberland population 

survived on a diet of barley and oats, the people of Tyneside and 

Newcastle in particular ate rye bread, a habit presumably acquired while 

the rest of the County had a'similar predilection, but retained long 

after the rest had developed*more sensitive palates. (see P. '183)- 

When native-grown rye was no longer available in the quantities demanded 

by the urban. population, it was imported. a nd it filtered as far into 

the countryside as Stanhope in County Durham where, in 1801, the 

surrounding population was "supplied at all times with foreign rye and 

frequently with, other-graing from the Port of Newcastle". 59 Imported 

rye, usually from thq-Baltic, but also from Cambridgeshire, was advertised 

for sale throughout the last quarter of the'l8th century 
60 

and at about 

61- or more per boll was at least twice the. price of oats. By the 1790s 

it would seem that the urban population had come to prefer wheat when 

the price was low enough. John Bryers wrote-to Sir John Delaval'in 

1796 that "there is great quantities of Foreign Rye expected into that 

port [Newcastle I shortly, more.... than can be sold at any price, at 
61 

least if Wheat keep low or as it now is". 

Though rye had come to lose all real importance as an individual 

cropp it is likely that some qýiantity was sown with wheat in the 

proportion of 1: 3 or 1: 2, a mixture known as meslin, maslin or meslingin. 

Only 29159 quarters of this mixture were produced in Northumberland in 

1795Y 62 but Culley valued it greatlyv claiming that it was generally 
63 

the most successful crop and that the grains of both the wheat 

56 E. Mackenzieq History of Northumberland, 1825,11p. 222. 
57 N. C., Nov-3rd 1848- See also J. R. MCulloch ., OP-cit-PlPP-172. 
58 PRO/W/68/139. 
59 Quoted in H. C. K. Henderson, tAgriculture in Erl'-', land and Wales in 1801tt 
Geographical Journalp 118,1952, P-343- 
60 e. g., N. C., April 24thqJune 5th 1773, June 21st 1777, May 14th 17859 

March 18th 1797. 
61 John Bryers to Sir John Delaval,, April 23rd 1796tNCRO/2DE/4/22/48. 
62 PRO/HO/42/37/119-. 63 A. A., 21p 17939 p. 227- 
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and the rye yere'more perfect than when they were grown singly. 
64 

BY 

the 1830s', most people in County Durham apparently ate bread made from 
65 

meslin, but it is not known whether this grain was imported, and 

there is no evidence of meslin being grown in North=berland at such a 
I 

late date. 

Temporary g: ýassesand Clover 

66 
Clover and temporary or cultivated grasses were essential to the 

Northumberland agriculti=al system. -Both the Norfolk and what came to 

be known as the Northumberland rotation were 'alternate' systems of 

cultivationy but the Northumberland was often flexible enough to 

incorporate some years of'temporary grass and uo was not only 'alternate' 

but also 'convertible'. If, as Culley claimedy it was the combination 
67 

of stock and crop that made for agricultural prosperity in Northumberland, 

then temporary pasture was essential to that prosperity. 

It would seem that clover and temporary grasses were in wide use 

at the beginning of this period and that the sorts of cultivated herbage 

u, sed, in as much as they can be determinedp varied little during the 

ensuing century. Arthur Young mentioned that- clover was being used in 
68 

Morpetht Chatton, Wooler and Haltwhistle Parishes in 17 99 though it 

was definitely not grown in either the Gosforth area or that between 

Morpeth and Alnwick. 
69 Ideallyp land intended to continue for three or 

more years in gTass would be sown with red and white cloverv ray grass 

and perhaps rib-grass or hop-medic.. 70 A Pasture intended for only one 

year, as was often the case in the south of the Countyp would be sown 
71 

with the biennial red clover and perhaps some =ay grass. How careful 

64 Bailey and Culleyp 1805, p. 80. Vide William Marshall, OP-cit-91PP-76. 
65 J. R. kcCullochp op-cit-91PP-175. 
66 Vide William Marshall, op. cit-? ltp*88e 
67 Bailey and Culleyp 1805P PP-185-6. 
68 Arthur Young, Northern Tour, 1770,3, pp. 25,639 75,103- 
69 Ibid., pp-17,34* 70 Bailey and Culley, 1805, pp. 112-3- 

'71, Ibid., p. 112. 
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Northumberland faxme2ýý were to get the best or even the rightý'kind of 

seeds may be gauged Vy a comment of 1811 which asserted that most 

farmers bought their seeds from hostlers at inns and therefore cultivated 

little more than fields of weeds. "Amongst the numerous Improvements 

in Agriculture in this Countryllp it was said, "it is surprising that 

;2 
so little Attention has been paid to the Introduction of genuine Grasses * 

Warranted seed was available from London or Newcastle, but there was 
73 

apparently little demand for it. Local'newspapers were full of 

advertisements forclover and grass seeds of guaranteed quality, some 
74 75 

of which came by waggon or by sea from Londont or direct from 

76 
4.77 Holland or France, Culley complained that'even reputable seed 

houses had been guilty of selling sub-standard seed and reported that 

farmers had taken to growing much of their own seedp particularly for 

perennial ray grass. 4! 
78 

None of the early surveys, either quantitative or descriptive, 

payed much attention to cultivated grasses. In 18031 there was 

apparently 69p892-21 acres of 'meadow' in the County, 79 but in 

Northumberland the term 'meadow' has never had a precise meaning. 
80 In 

the mid-19th century, it was estimated that there were 106,846 acres 

of new grass and 763,714 of oldt 
81 but no indication was given of how 

told' grass had to be before it could be given that description. The 

Agricultural Census of 1867 stated that 85,012-21 acres were under clover 
82 

or lartificiall grasses in that year, but this figurev in virtual 

isola. tion from inadequate preceding statistiesp is not terribly u6eful. 

It can only be assumed that the cultivation of clover and temporary 

72 N. C., April 13th 1811. 73 Ibid. 
74 N. C. jApril llth 1807 75 N. C., March 21st 1795; 
76 e. g., N. C,, Maxch 10th 1759, April 21st 1770, March 22nd 1788, March lst 

17969 April 16th 179ý, March l8th 1797. 
77 N. C., March lgih 1808. 78 Bailey and Culleyt1805PPP-115-6 
7ý AC/Y/4/2/b/5 80 William Marshall, op. cit., l, p. 89. 
81 NCRO/ZHE/34/1- 82 PRO/Ma/68/139. 
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grasses went hand in hand with the extension of the length of 

rotations, in response to a situation in which there was both increasing 

arable acreage and increasing stock numbers during the period from 1750 

to 1850 (see pp. 233-4)- Edward Hughes found some evidence that 

Northumberland farmers had been'reluctant to use clover in 1748., 83 but 

by the 19th. century, so much was being grown, that some areas, as at 

Belsay, were beginning ýo suffer from clover sickness as a result of 

the too frequent repetition of clover crops. 
84 Important as clover 

and temporary gTasses were in Northumberland agriculturej it is not 

possible to trace their diffusion in greater detail. 

Peas and Beans 

Although peas are a hardy crop able to stand low-temperatuxe, 

they need dry weather as they approach maturity and are best adapted 

to light, well-drained soils. Beans, on the other hand, are very 

sensitive to temperature extremes, require large amounts of'Moiaturo 

and are best suited to heavy soils. 
65 The 1601 Crop Returns show peas 

and beans to have been sown together in at least 11 parishes, all, with 

the exception of Morpeth, in the north of the County. 86 The same 

Returns show no parish to have devoted more than 10 per cent of its 

total crop acreage to beans and peas and most grew no more than a few 

acres of either crop. ' Not surprisinglyl-peas were more co=on on the 

lighter soils of the north and beans on the heavier soils of the coast 
87 

and the south-east. Both crops were among the earliest to be drilled, 

though their broadcast sowing lasted long after the advantages of 

drilling were known. 88 

Bean and pea acreage for the whole County in 1603 was given as 

5,786 acres, 
89 

estimated, probably'rather generously, to have been 

15,500 acres about mid-cen 
0 

and listed as 9,954 acres in 1867- 91 

83 E., Hughes, North Country Life in the 18th Centurypl952, P-143- 
84 NCRO/ZMI/B41/4 85 
86 PRO/HO/67/8 87 A. A., 14,1790, P. 474; 21,1793P p, 225- 
88 Bailey and Culleyq1805, pp. 86,90- 
89 AC/Y/4/2/b/ý; PRO/Ho/67/8t, 90: NCRO/ZHE/34/1-- 
91 PRO/XU/68/139. 
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Maps 15: 7 and 15: 8 show the relative, importance of both crops in 1867 

and emphasise the much greater importance of the bean in the east and 

of peas in the south-east. Table 15: 5 suggests that the greatest 

increase in both crops took place in the south, in Tindale, Morpeth 

and Castle Wards, where either could be sown in drills and used instead 

of turnips as a profitable substitute for bare fallow'on heavy landog 92 

93 
or as an occasional substitute for clover to avoid clover-sickness. 

Table 15: 5 

Acreages by Ward of Beans and Peasq Rye and Potatoes, 
1803 and 1861 

BEANS AND PEAS 
1803 

- 
1867 

-- 

Bamburgh 

Morpeth 

Castle 

Glendale 

Coquetdale 

Tindale 

Berwick 

975 
811 
451 
883 
727 
758 
48 

1077 
2177 
2173 
630 

1105 
1465 
122 

RYE POTATOES 
1803 i867 180ý 

-- 
1861 

32 9 277 521 
ill 39 46B 441, 
75 43 560 528 

449 73 315 627 
134 31 415 553 
681 7.6. -- 1969 1052 

0 0 189 365 
4f- 

TOTAL 4653 8736". 1482 251'" 

Adjusted to pre-1844 boundaries. 

1867 - PRO/ W /68/139. 

Peas cultivated in Northumberland were described as the early and 

late grey peas, and beans were either the horse bean Or the mazagan, 
94 

Both crops produced exceptionally variable yields995 but the main 

problem with the bean was that it was generally not ready to be harvested 

until October, very late for a, following crop of autumn wheat. While 

the maz 
. 
agan was ready in Septemberg 

96 
Culley doubted. whether it yielded 

92 Bailey and Culley, 1805, p. 88 93 NCRO/ZMI/B41/7. 

94 Bailey and Culley, 1805, pp. 86,90.95 Seymou=_Belltop,, cit. ', NcL/L630- 
96 N. C., Feb. 18th 1815. 

4193 407T 

Sources: 1803 - E. McKenziep History of Northumberlandvlp 
1825P p. 222. 

r 
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as well as the horse bean. 97 Other varieties of beans or p. eas for seed 

were offered for sale very rarely, 
98 though a winter beanp ready in 

July, appeared in 1829.99 This contrasts markedly with the availability 

of many new types of wheat and oats and suggests a very much smaller 

interest in the improvement of the cultivation of beans and peas. 

Tares 

Both spring and winýer tares were grown'as green food for horses, 

but only in minute quantities. 
100 New seed seems to have come exclusively 

from Norfolk* 101 

Rape 

Rape was sometimes grown as spring fodder for sheep and very 

occasionally for seed. 
102 Pleas from the Urpeth Oil Mill for local 

103 
supplies of seed in the 1780st ceased shortly after and the mill 

seems to have imported its requirements after, this date. 

Cabbages 

Cabbages were occasionally grown and were dibbled in rows. 
104 They 

provided extra fodder for animals and were particularly useful for 

promoting milk production in cows, it being claimed that they did not 

taint the milk as much as turnips did. The field culture of cabbages 
105 

was said to have spread from East Anglia to Northumberland about 1780, 

but a. champion ox in Berwick had spent the whole winter of 1775-6 oný 
106 

cabbages. The Delaval estates in Earsdon seem to have taken an early 

interest in cabbages, 26,500 plazýts being grown on the South Pam there 

in 1783Y and experiments were also conducted at Seaton Delaval with 

buckwheat and carrots for fattening. and dairy purposes. 
107 

97 Bailey and Culley, 1805P P-89- 98 e. g,, March 15th 18009 N. C, 
99 N. C., Sept. 19th 1829.100 Bailey and Culley91805, P-90- 
101 N. C., Aug. 17th 1805, March llth 1815, Feb-3rd 1821. 
102 Bailey and Culleyp 1805, P-108.103 e. j3. N. C. pAug. 23rd 1788. 
104 Bailey and Culleyp 1805,7-108.105 N. C., June 9th 1787. 
106 N. C. j March 30th 1776. 

107 John Bryers to Sir John Delaval, June 5th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/20. 
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Potatoen 

Potatoes were grown as field crops ds food for stock, especially 

horses, and most hinds had 2,000 or so yards of potatoes planted for 

them as part of their wages in kind. Many of the'1801 .. 
Crop Returns 

mention that the only potatoes grown in the parishes were those in the 

plots used by the labou=ers. Table 15: 5 shows the County to have had 

a small and stable potato acreage between 1803 and 1867. Berwick 

specialised in the growing and export of seed potatoes 
108 

and they were 
log 

a normal part of the diet of the citizens there when wheat was expensive. 

In 1796,780 acres were planted in the parish, 
110 but this had contracted 

to 186 acres in 1801 ill and to 189 acres in 1803- 112 They were often- 

recommended as a cheap food for the poor in times of scarcityP113 But 

Cobbett was please. d to note in 183.2 that in Northumberland "you see 

scarcely any potatoes; a certain sign that the working people do noV' 

live like hogs". 114 

Some north Northumberland farmers seen to have been eager to use 

potatoes for horse fodder in the early Spring, 115 
and a method of 

baking potatoes in kilns for horses was. peculiar to the. County in the 

1780s- 116 Seed potatoes were imported from Lincolnshirell7 and. from 

Fife, but blight in the 1840s as well as the heavy labour and manure 

costs involved may have limited their cultivation to plots andgardens 

and to land near larger towns,. Only on the Tweed and in Bamburghshire 
119 

were they sometimes grown for sale 6r farm use in the mid-19th century. 

108 N. C. vMarch 15th 1806.109 A. A. v 24,17959 P-101. 
110 John Puller, History of Berwick, 17999 P-459. 
l1l. '.: PAQ/90A7/8 112 AC/Y/4/2/b/5. 

113 N. C., March 20th 1773; Sir Prederick Morton, The State of the Poor, 
1797t P-103. 

114 William Cobbett,, Rural Rides, 1832, Pitt Cobbett ed., 1893,21 P-379 
115 A. A. v 219 1793p p. 226; George Culley to John Welch, Febllth 1800. 

NCRO/ZCU/6. 
3.16 A. A. t 19 17849 p. 283- 117 N-C. j APril 14th 1798. 
118 N. C., May 14th 1808.119 Seymour Bell, op. cit., NCL/L630. 
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Though it has been said that the introduction of turnip husbandry 

was not an unmitigated benefit to agriculture because it encouraged over- 
120 

reliance on one crop, ..., 'the impact the turnip had on Northumberland 

agriculture can scarcely be over-emphasised. It was said of 

Northumberland in 1855 that "In no part of Eriglandp perhapsy. had the 

introduction and cultivation of turnips added in an equal deg-zee to the 

produce of the land as in thisll,, 121 Thomas Colbeck also attributed the 

improvement of the County's agriculture to the turnip in that it had 

been the turnip which had made possible increased stock numbers, less 

grassland and more tillage. 122 By the 19th century, Northumberland 

rivalled Norfolk as a centre of turnip cultivation, 
123 

and visitors 

marvelled at both the extent of the crop and the mass-productiong 
124 

precision methods by which it was sown and tended. 
, 

Indeed, it was 

said to be the intensive and uncompromising labour demand of the turnip 

culture that was the sole reason for the'retention of the bondage system 
125, in the north of the County ' (see p. 188). 

The turnip secms to have been cultivated as a field crop in 

Northumberland early in the 18th centuryl'despite an, assertion in, 1846 
126 that its initial use was "within the memory of living man" . Bailey 

and Culley stated that one Andrew Willey had been employed by farmers in 

the 1720s, first at Rock and later at Lesbury, to sow turnips for cattle 

and that so great Vas the demand that the work had to be done from 

horseback. 127 As Willey had previously been a gardener, this provides 

an interesting example of the transition from garden to field culture, 

Other evidence states that 8 acres of broadcast turnips were being, 

grown at Reavely Greens, near Brandon, in 1721 and others at Weýt 

120 E. L. Jones, Seasons and Prices, 1964, P-94. 
121 W. Whellanp OP-cit-, P-113.122'!, Thomas Colbeck, P-437- 
l23 P. M., 109 1809, p. 29 
124 Walter White, Northumberland and the Border, 1859, p. 213- 
125 Seymour Bell, op. cit., CL/L630 - 
126 Mr. Anderson to Newcastle FarmersIClubpJUlY 4th 18469 L. & P. 

Bolbec N630.611. 
127 Bailey and Culley, 1805, ]ý. 92. 
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Chevington in 1722.128 13y the'1760s, turnips were well established in 

the north of the Countyt not so much as a fallow crop, but to break-in 

new land. 129 The hardy keeping properties of the smallp broadcast 

turnips, knolm as burnt land turnips and taken after paring and 

burning now ground, meant that this rather primitive system of 

cultivation was perpetuated well into the 19th century and. long after 
130 

the general adoption of turnip drilling in north Northumberland. it 

was even suggested in 1775 that turnips : be sovm in August that they 

could sprout herbage in the following April and Mayp a method* which -had 

apparently proved successful near Newcastle in 1762,131 

If stock was to be wintered, then fodder had to be provided during 

the period from when the grass stopped growing in the early winter to 

when it started growing again in late May or June. Hayq straw and meal 

could provide sustenance, but not for any quantity of animals for the 

whole-period. Hence the value of turnips, a crop that could be either 

led off and fed or stored: or fed'on during the Unter and early spring. 

Yet appreciation of the value of this new food was not quite unanimous. 

The Northumberland naturalist, John Wallis, wrote in 1769, "It is 

surprising that turnip-husbandry should be so much in fashion, which 

spoils the dairy, and the shambles, sends such gross-flavoured milk, 

cream, aiýd butter, beef and mutton, to our tables. It is well enough 

for a Succedaneum. in the cold winter-months, or in unfavourable summers 

for grass, but to give it so much of our care and attention, to the 

neglect of other cultureso the cherishing of natural herbaget can be 

. 
132 

nothing but the effect of avarice or Sloth" 

The difficulties faced by farmers in wintering stock without turnips 

are perhaps best represented in advice of 1776 to feed cattle on hay tea 

128 Notes by J. R. Wood, NCRO/NRO/302/75. 
129 Daniel Defoe, A Tour Through Great Britain, 1769,3, p. 254- 
130 A. A. 921,1793, p 228; 24,1795, PP-104-5; George Culley to Sir John 

Sinclair, Jan. 1; 01, NCRO/ZCU/2; George Culley to John Welch, Oct. 9th 
1802, NCRO/ZCU/6; Robert Kerr to Walter Trevelyan, March 16th 1809, 
NCRO/ZTR/23/5- 

131 NX., July 8th 1775- 
132, John Wallis, The Natural History and Antiquities of Northumberland, 

1769, lo P-32. 
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"that is a handful of hay, boiled in about a pail of water". 
133 pigure 

15: 10 is compiled from the tolls on sheep and cattle taken at Morpeth 

Market. At no period between 1756 and 1772 was much stock sold in Januaryp 

February or March, a period when they could not be fat. By June or July, 

they had had time to fatten on pasture and were ready for sale. What 
I 

is more interesting is that the November peak# very evident in the 

period 1756-61 but less so in that -from 1762 to 1767 and the result of 

farmers selling their stock before the winter shortaýes_set ihjýhad 

almost disappeared in the period from 1768 to 1772. It is presumed that 

this was largely the reýult of the-spread of turnips offering the 

reasonably secure promise of winter feed. 
l; Tunlips require a moist surnmer and thrive best on light soils. -' 

Consequently, their cultivation was earliest practiced and'most general 

on the light soils in the north of the Countyv especially*those of 

Glendale Ward. By 17809 turnips were n6t only grown extensively in the 

north, but were being sold by the field to feed on for sheep or'off 
135 for cattle. But they were also being-g-cown on the more difficult 

heavy soils of the south-east where they were used to fatten'sheep'and 
136 137 oxen from the west and northq to winter dairy cattle, or to let 

138 to butchers. Yet turnip cultivation had not spread to. the Hexham 

area by 1794 139 
and was described as "but lately introduced" there'in 

1811.3-40 

The relative importance of turnip cultivation in 1801, depicted 

on Map 15: 9, shows how, much greater was the role they played in the 

133 N. C. 9 Dec. 7th 1776 134 David Thomas, OP-cit-Y PP. 74-5. 
135 New West Farm, Berwick, N. C. vDec. gth 1780.. 
136 John Bryers to Sir 

' 
John Delaval, April 9th 1780, NCRO/2DE/4/19; 

-Bowlers Green, Morpeth, N. C. tJan. 28th 1786. 
137 John Bryers to Sir John Delavall Jan. 3rd 1783. NCRO/2DE/ý/20/3i- 
138 William Noble to Sir John Delaval, Noi. 18th 1781. ' NCRO/2DE/4/47/3- 
139 Bailey and Culley, 1794P PP. 36-7. 
140 E. Xackenzie, History of Northumberland, 1811, lt P-187- 
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agriculture of Glendale'than anywhere else in the County, particularly 

the south, where turnips were obviously of much less importmce. The 

situation had changed significantly by 1867 as is revealed by Map 15: 10. 

The south-east was still the area in which turnips, were of'least impor- 

tance, but even thereihey had increased their proportional acreage. 

Moreover, what appears is a declini ng relative importance of turnips 

from the high ground in the west to the coastal plain in the east. 

This does notp of course, mean that the-small arable acreages of, highland 

parishes were growing absolutely more turnips than lowland. pdrishes - 

Table 15: ý makes it quite clear that turnips were still more importmt 

in the north of the County than in any other part at mid-century - but 

it does mean that highland arable*that had been used in the 18th century 

to produce subsistence grain, was usedin the 19th century to produce 

food for animals. In 1845, for example, it was said of Birtley High 

Division, Chollerton, that "the Land is more plough1d for the purpose 

of getting a few Turnips*than for any Consideration as to Corn of any 

Kind". 141 It may also mean that new land was still being broken up with 

turnips at this date. In 1806, fell land near Hexhan, wortlý C1 per acre 
142 

produced turnips to the value of 12 guineas an acre, and by 1850 

moor faxms were becoming difficult to let if they did'not possess at 

least a small appendage of turnip land. 143 
Table 15: 3 shows the advance 

in importance of turnips as against the other main crops on the County 

scale. Between'1803 and mid-century they doubled their acreage and had 

increased their share of the County crop acreage some 64ýo by 1867. 

141 Tithe File for Birtley High Division, Chollerton, June 12th 1845, 
PRO(A)/IR/1.8/6826. See also Tithe Files for Birtley Low Division 
(6827) and for Hartside, Ingram(7022). 

142 N. C., Nov. 29th 1806. 

l43 Sir Walter Riddell to George Tate, Nov. 18th 1850. NCRO/ZR`W/337- 
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Of vital importance in the spreading popularity. of the turnip was 

the fact that it could be used on light soils - those on which it grew 

best - as a fallow crop, much more profitable than the naked fallows it 

replaced. The rapid diffusion of the drilling technique in the northq 

essential for the cleaning of the land during the growth of. the turnip 

crop, will be considered later (see Pp. 410-18)p but the practice was 

probably very general in the north of the County by the 1790s. 144 Turnips 

were certainly being used as a fallow crop in Bamburgh by 1774.145 In 

highland areas, short-term and relatively cheap arable land hardly 

required complicated rotations, 
146 but the heavier lands of central 

and south-east Northumberland were faced with a problem. It was 

difficult to grow turnips on such soils anyway and, having grown them, 

it was impossible. to eat them on. Hence they had to be harvested - an 

expensive process - before they could be fed to stock and it was never 

possible to introduce the system of eating half on and half off which 

Culley described in 1802 as a new method of feeding sheep. 
147 Moreover, 

on heavy lands, farmers relied on wheat to pay the rent and wheat yields 

could not be expected to be good when the grain was planted late on 

probably poachedl ill-prepared and weedy ground. Yet so popular and 

profitable had turnips become by the mid-19th century that farmers on 

heavy land who still prepared for wheat with a bare fallow were looked 

upon as backward. 148 In 1847 it was proclaimed that "All descriptions 

of soil are now made to grow turnips; and they have become so necessary 

to the raising of dungg and rearing and feeding of cattle and sheep, 

144 A-A-P l4p 17909 pP-183,473; 15,17919 p. 628; 20,1793, pp. 162-6. 
145 Mark Hughes, Lead, Land, and Coal as Sources of Landlord Income in 

Northumberland between 1700 and 18509 Ph. D. Thesisp Durham University, 
19631 p. 206. 

146 cf. Yorkshire, J. R. McCullochp OP-cit-rl, P-175- 
147 George Culley to John Welch, Oct. 8th 1802. NCROACU/6. 
148 Seymour Bell, op. cit., NCL/L630- 
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that really no one now scarcely knows how to carry on his'agricultural 
149 

oporations without them". In fact, by mid-century, increased use of 

more powerful manures, such as guano, made turnips more likely if mor6 

expensive to grow. Drainage operations also removed excess moisture 

from the soil and allowed the cultivation of turnips on lands that 

would otherwise have been unfit for them. In Cumberland,, where turnip, 

culture did not become General until about 1830, its diffusion was de- 

clared to have gone "hand in hand with ti I le-draining"150 (see P-364). 

Yet,, despite the advance of turnip cultivation on heavy soilsp fallow 

crops on most wheat soils in Northumberland were the exception rather 
151 than the rale, and where turnips were growng it was on patches of 

lighter soil during favourable seasons rather than as a normal part 

of the rotation. 

Difficulty in obtaining good turnip seed and probably over- 

reliance on the turnip for fodder induced some Northumberland farmers 

to grow their own seed. George Culley made this quite a profitable 

side-line, 
152 

and sold what he boasted was the dearest turnip seed 

in the country153 to an exceptionally thirsty market. 
154 The 

difficulty getting good seed may have been considerable if the activities. 

of Sir John Delaval in the 1780s were 'typical. He sold seed made from 

only those turnips which were too thin and weakly to be profitable 
155 'seec in any other way. Turnip seed was readily available from I 

merchantsl and was described as early as 1751 as "Red and Green Tun-dp 

Seed: for the Fields,, 
156 

and usually from Norfolk. 
157. In the 17906s, 

149 Mr. Ramsey to Newcastle Fa=ers' Club, March 6th 1847. L. & P., 
Bolbee N630-611- 

150 William Dickinsong 'On the. Farming of Cumberlandt, J. R. A. S. E. 913't 16529 p. 228. 
151 Williaýa Glover to Newcastle FPL=ers' Club, Nov-3rd 1849. L. & P., 

Bolbee N630.612. 

. 
152 D. J. Rowe, 'The Culleys, Northumberland Parmers, 1767-1813', Ag-H-R-P 

19,1971P PP-156-74- 
153 George Culley to ?, Feb. 24th 1803. NCROACU/31- 
154 George Culley to John Welch, June 28th 1799. NCRO/ZCU/6. 
155 John Oxley to Sir John. Delavalq Aug. 15th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/20/57., 
156 N. C., May 4th 1751- 

I 

157 E. g. ý. C. t April 18th 1761, April 15th 1769, Jan. 24t. h 1784- 
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the now White Globe Turnip seems to have replaced the previous Green 

and Red Top varietiesl58 and this type held sway'in Northumberland at 

least until the middle of the'l9th century. 

Swedes 

The Swede or Ruta Baga had one main advantage, over the co=on 

turnip, namely that it was able to be kept longer into the Spring. The 

Swede's weight per acre was much smaller than that of the turnip, but 

its superior feeding properties easily compensated for this. 159 It 

appears to have been introduced to Britain in the 1760s, probably from 

160 
several Continental sources, but is not known to have been in 

Northumberland before the 1780s. Culley pointed out that the early 

Northumberland innovators had been deterred by its small size and the 
161 

rate at which it was devoured by Various pestsl but that its superior 

162 
keeping qualitibs'had convinced many of its value by 1804- This is 

confirmed by an observation of 1803 that the cultivation of Ruta Baga 

was gLining ground in the County. 163 
By 1809f Northumberland breederp 

and feeders had come to depend on the Swede to fill the tHungry Gapt that 

still remained between the end of the turnips azid the beginning of the 

new growth o. f grass. 
164, Without the Swede, stock had to be sold and 

losses cut when the turnip crop failed. This it did in Glendale in the 

Autumn of 1799, causing a rush of local farmers to Dunse Fair to sell 
165 

stockq and farmers at Netherwitton were faced with similar problems 

when their turnips rotted'in the February of 1809.166 An. account of 

1810 confirms the importance . of the Sweýe and dates its introduction 

167 168 
to Northumberland in 1786. Seed was advertised from 1803, and was 

150 e. g. N. C., Junb*'8th-'. 1793; '.. ju4e., 6th-... iýnd l3th., l795,, Tu2ye Ilt4.1796, June 
5th 1802. 

159 G. H. Ramsey to Newcastle'Parmers' Club, March 6th 1847. L. &P 
Bolbee N630.611. 

160 Nigel Harvey, 'The Coming of the Swede to Great Britain', A. H., 24, - 
1,19509 pp. 286-8. 

161 Bailey and Culley, 17949 P-93.162. Ibid. 918059 P-105. 
163 F-M-t 4t 18039 P-562.164 ri. m., 10,18099 P-133- 
165 George Culley to John Welch. Sept-4th 1799. NCRO/ZCU/6. 
166 Robert Kell to Walter Trevelyang Peb. 18th 1809. NCRO/ZTR/23/35- 
167 F-m-t. Ily 18101 PP-426-7- 168 X. C., June 4th 1803- 
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169 170 171 
available from local stock or imported from Warwickshirev Sussex? 

172 
or Norfolk. At mid-century-it was estimated that Swedes accounted 

173 
for about 250 of the acreagge under turnips in Northumberland. 

Man -olLcdL 
fA. 

- 

The great advantage of the Mangoldf Ylangel or Mangold Wurzel, was 

that it was resistant to that scourge of the common turnip, the turnip 

fly. Harvey has traced its introduction to Britain in 1786 "with fair 

certainty". 
174 If so, its appearance in Northumberland was planned only 

very shortly after. A letter to Lord Tankerville in London from his 

land agentv John Bailey in Chillingham, dated December 1787, shows the 

rapid diffusion effect an active agent could have. "I hear a great deal 

in prýise of the Mangel Worsaly or Root of [Scarcity? ]-introduced by 

Dr Leýtsome, where the seeds bay be had, - if [Yr? ] Lordshipp thinks 

it an Object worth the Farmers 
. 

#tention, & [will please? ] to send, 

a little of the Seed here, I will do it Justice in the Cultivation, and 

rt to.? the Tenants. 11175 It is not known if found to ans distribute 1, 

if the seed was ever sent or the Mangold grown in the County at this 

early date. 

Although Mangold seed from the South was available in Northumberland 

in 1812,176 and about twenty farmers were said to be growing the root in 

Cumberland in 1815,177 its aaoption in. Northumberland was anything but 

rapid. In 1867, only 131 acres of Xangold were cultivated. 
178 Resistance 

was not so much because of disadvantages inherent in the Mangold, indeed 
179 

it was capable of surviving on. somewhat stronger land than the. tumip, 

but because Northumberland was "one of the chosen seats of turnip 

husbandry". 180 Once the Swede had compensated for the main short-coming 

of the turnip, there was no real incentive to risk further change and 

169 N. C., Feb. 20th 1813.170 N. C., April 27th 1811. 
171 N. C., May llth 1811 172 N. C., May 29th 1824- 
173 NCRO/ZHE/34/1- 174 Nigel Harvey, op. cit., p. 286. - 
175 John Bailey to Earl Tankerville, ]Dec-1787. NCRO/Tankerville Box 4/C/9 

unsorted. Parts of the document appear to have been eaten. 
176 N. C., March 7th 1812.177 F. M., 16,18159 P-70. 
178 PRO/XAP/68/139 
179 Mr. Ramsay to Newcastle Farmers! Club, Dec. 3rd 1859. . L. & P. Bolbee 

N630.6/3- 
180 Seymour Bell, op. cit. #1860, NCL/L630-_ 
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a quaint sort of loýalty developed 'towards the turnip. In 1859Y it was 

declared that "Where land will grow turnips without apprehension [about 

disease] ... the turnip will hold its ground in our county". 

Crop Rotations 

Crop rotations seem to have varied considerably both within the 

County and within the century 1750-1850-. Culley suggested that the basic 

and very simple three-course rotation o: C fallow - wheat - oats had been 

the most prevalent rotation in Northumbe3ýland in the 18th century, but 

that there was also a convertible rotation in operation on dry soils, 

consisting of oats - oats - turnips - barley or wheat - clover and grass 

for 4 to 7 or more years. 
182 There seems little reason to doubt his 

assertions. The first rotation was certainly in use in Ilderton between- 

1775 and 1784,183 around Gosforth and, with additions of extra corn 

crops, in most other parts of the County visited by Arthur Young in 1769184 

Young was Generally critical of Northumberland rotations, remarking that 

corn crops were repeated far too often for the good of the soil or the 

crop yield. At Cambo . the course was fallow - barley - oats - oats; 
185 

between Morpeth and Alnwick it was fallow - wheat - beans or peas 
186 

oats - oats. Turnips were grown in rotation at all the places Young 

visited, except Cambo, but seemingly much more as a fallow addition to 

an'. exhautting corn crop, as in Culley's second typical rotation, ýhan 

as the basis of a new type of exploitation of the soil. Clover was 

grown in many places, -but is not mentioned as part of general rotations 

and was probably used more to lay down tired land for several years. 

Bothcthe typical 18th century Northumberland rotations contravened 

what was, by the 19th century, the golden rule of husbandry, 'never take 

181 Newcastle Jounial, DGC. 31st 1859.182 Bailey and Culleyt 180 5, p, 69. 

183 CroP'Ping Plans of Robert Ilderton of Westoe, NCRO/NRO/678- 

184 Arthur YoungtNorthern Tour, 1770,3- 

185 Ibid. 9 P-94 186 Ibid., P-34. 
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two white crops in succession'. 
187 This-was one fundanental precept 

written into many North=berland leases and cropping plans from the late 

18th century, and the only obvious way to obey the rule was to saternate 

corn or white crops. with turnips or clover, green crops or naked fallow. 

This was precisely the function of the famous Norfolk rotation of 

t, u=ips - barley - clover - wheat. which in the late 18th century was 

considered the most obvious indication of good farmin 
. g. Although the. 

principle of the Norfolk rotation was acceptable, to*Northumberland, 

its practical details were not. Insteady what was known as the* 

D=ham fou=-cou; se, a rotation of fallow (perhaps with some turnips or 

potatoes) - wheat clover (with some. beans. or peas) - oats became 

co=on in the 19th century throughout those parts of the County which 

found most difficulty growing turnips and most profit growing wheat. 

In whatever foxmp this was 'alternate' husbandry, what M0 Culloch 

referred to as "the grand distinction between the old and new or 

'improved systems". 
188 

In other parts of Northumberland, alternate husbandry also came 

to be practiced, but in another different form. The clover lea was 

generally extended to two yearsp sometimes longer, so that the rotation 

was turnips- barley or wheat - two years clover and seeds - oats. Marshall 

could see no real difference between this and the Norfolk system, but 
189 John Bailey thought there was and was probably right. Under the 

Norfolk system, the emphasis was on grain production: under what came 

to be known as the ,, Northumberland system, it was on fodder for stock-. 

This was not just 'alternate' husbandry, but also 'conve=tiblel husbandry. 

With nearly the whole farm readily convertibl6 to pasture or tillage, 

farmers who could use this rotation were in a peculiarly flexible position, 

enabling them rapidly to alter s. tock numbers or corn acreage to meet 

changing market or weather conditions. It was this system that Sinclair 

187 Seymour Bell, 6pecit., NCL/L630- 
188 J. R. McCullocho OP-cit-v 19 P-469. 
189*'William Marshallt OP-cit-9 19 P-51. 
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thought most differentiated Scottish agriculture from the general 

Eriglish system of permanent arable and permanent pasture separately 

conducted on distinct portions of land, 190 
and which McCulloch saw 

in 1837 as makir-4-, its way from Scotland "into the best farmed districts 

of England; so that more grass-land (not permanentv but for a few years) 

is now seen in the strictly arable districts than was formerly met with; 
. 

while'a greaýer breadth of ground is undgr the plough in many of those 

counties which formerly were almost exclusively in grass. 11191. In the 

late 18th century, Norfolk farmers and their rotations were reputed 

the best in tho'country: by the early 19th centuxy, this reputation had 

largely been superceded by that of Northumberland farmers and their five- 

course rotation. 
192 

Yet there were obviously many parts of the country, and of 

Northumberland too, where turnips were difficult to grow and where 

temporary clover and grass rapidly declined in quality and quantityl 

which were not suited to convertible husbandry. 
193 There is eviden6e 

of some tenants in south Northumberland attempting a sort of convertible 

husbandry by laying down tillage and conducting a Durha'm four-COU'rse on 
194 

what had been pasture* In 1795, Sir John Delaval was struggling to 

find a mode of husbandry "which may be most approved of by different 

persons so as to be-suitable for both Seaton Delaval & Ford Estates,,, 
195 

The solution was to try to extend the Durham four-course to a six-course 

by growing clover and grass for three years so that, "if any alteration 

., 
be thought necessary in plowing in the old Grass Land and laying down 

any of the Quarters most suitable for Grass in lieu thereof, the 
196 

difference in regard to quantity would not be so material". It was 

190 G. E. Pussell, 'Impressions of Sir John Sinclair', A. H., 25v 49 19519 
p. 167- 

191 J. R. MoCulloch, op-cit-s ly P-469. 
192 G. E. Fussell and M. Compton, 'Agricultural Adjustments after the 

Napoleonic Wars1v Economic History, Feb-1939, P-193- 
193 Richard Parkinson, The Experimental Parmer, 18079 PP-139-43. 
194 H. 

, 
Ridley to Sir John Delavall Feb. 11th 1793. NCRO/2DE/4/22/13- 

195 John Bryers to Sir John Delavall March 6th 1795-NCRO/2DE/4/22/35- 
196 Ibid. 
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a compromise aimed'at convertibility, and one used by the Duke of 

Portland on the heavy land 6f. his Bothal estate in 1851 whereby four 

quaxtersp each of 77 acres and including one year's clover, became six 

Iquarterst of 52 acres eacho' with three years clover and grass. 
197 

Whether clover and grass had stood for one, two or more years, 

it was nearly always broken up for oatsl 
198 

except where, the pacture 

was ploughed in August for a bastard or rag fallow and wheat succeededl99 

But on lands under the Du-rham four-course it was generally thought worth- 

while to sacrifice a year's crop to naked fallow for the benefit of the 

following wheat crop.. Northumberland fa=ers practising this rotation 

had two main obstacled. with which to contend. The first was the tendency 

of land to become clover-sick and to reject the clover cropp particularly 

if attempts were made to extend it to a. second year for pasture; but - 

this problem was fairly easily overcome by alternating beans or peas 

with clover once in eight years. 
20 0 The second was the nagging'feeling 

that the naked fallow year was unproductive and an ostensible indication 

of backward agriculture. In 1847t Hugh Taylor, declared, "If we look 

over the district around Newcastlep we cannot but be struck with the 

great proportion of land which is lying in an unproductive state, for 
201 

one year at least" In the 1840s, increased use of drainage and 

manures made the cultivation of fallow crops, of turnips and potatoes 

'and even beansp peas and tares, easier, but in 1849 it seems that 
I .. 7 

"Fallow Crops upon strong clays, such as turnips, etoq.,. as far as 

our present knowledge leads usq they must still be the exceptions to 

the rule... Indeedq the great difficulty with strong undrained clay, 

is, that we cannot vary our system: the land is not what is called 
202 teonvertible"'. Despite all the ideas and optimism, it was generally, 

197 NCRO/ZSA/18/5. 
198 Evidence of G. H, Ramsey to Select Committee on Agrioultuxal Customs, 

18489 P-195. 
199 N. C. p Oct. 14th 1815- 
200 Seymour Bellp OP-cit-9 0-1859, NCL/L630-- 
201 Huý Ta 'lor to Newcastle Farmers' Clubp July 3rd 1847. L & P. Bolbec N630.671. 
202 William Glover to Newcastle Farmers' Club, Nov-3rd 1849. L. &P, Bolbee N630-612. 
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concluded that "wheat, beans, and clover are the natural productions 

of this kind of land'- that a bare fallow is the best preparation for 

the coursev and hence must continue an important part of our system of 

acriculture" . . 
203 So intent was Northumb. erland interest at mid-century 

in the profitable use of the fallow year that the Duke of Northumberland's 

Commissioner thought it a worthwhile exercise to classify not only the 

types of farms in the'County, but also their tenants, by the use they 

made of the fallow. 20.4 Faxms &, rowin, - turnips on'about-, ýrd of their 

fallow were said to occupy the strong clays and stiffish loams of the 

couthern and central parta of the Countyt to range from 100 to 500 acree 

and to use a fallow - wheat - grass - oats rotation. Farms growing 

turnips on about two-thirds. of their fallow occupied the good loamy 

soil of Tyneside and the north-east, were from 300 to 800 acres in size 

and followed a rotation of fallow - wheat or barley - grass for one or 

two years - oats. Parms having the whole of their fallow in turnips 

were those large farms in the northern part of the Countyp particularly 

in Glendale and on the Tweed, which followed the classic Northumberland 

five-course. Around Morpeth, Newbiggen and on the Tyne some miles above 

Newcastle were farms of 100 to 500 acres on good stiff clay or loara 

with half their acreage in permanent pasture for fattening stock and 

with as many turnips as possible - probably averaging jrd of the fallow 

- to supplement this herbage. In central Northumberland, around Kirkharle 

and Belsay and to the west, were farms of from 200 to 500 acres on very 

various soilp three-quarters of which was kept in permanent pasture for 

fattening stock and the best parts devoted to a rotation of turnips - 

barley or oats - grass - oats. Land which would not grow turnips was 

turned to grass and the cultivation of turnips attempted elsewhere. 

Taylor's last group was the small farms of 100 to 300 acres which 

203 R. W. Matthews to Newcastle Farmers' Clubp Aug-5th 1848. L. & P. 0 Bolbec N630.612. 
204 Hugh Taylor's Classification of Farms, 1850. ACIN/3113- 

6 
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proliferated between the Tyne'and the Blyth on stiff clay soils and 

maintained dairies to supply the urban population. Such farmers 

generally used a rotation of bare fallow - wheat -7 grass - oats but 

were driven by the demands of their stock to grow some poor turnips on 

the fallow though th6 land was quite'unsuited to them. 

A more striking picture of the different rotations in operation* 

in 19th century Northumberland is produced by using information on 

township rotations included in the Tithe Files. 205 Map 15: 11 uSOS 

this information and shows five-course or longer rotations to have been 

general in Tweedside and common on the northern coast and along the 

Tyne from Ovingham as far west as Lambley. Virtually the whole of the 

rest of the County, but particularly the south-easty was dominated hot 

by the Northumberland five-course, often claimed to be "most commonly 
ý06 

used in Northumberland". but-by the Durham four-course which had 

207 been "most prevalent time out of mind". The Tithe Piles expressed 

the dissatisfaction of many farmers who felt constrained by the 

inconvertibility of the rotation and their inability to grow proper 

fallow crops of turnips. In Kirkley, Ponteland, it was remarked in 

1840 that "The Rotation in the Darham 4 Course one which is not calculated 

to improve the Landf or Enable the Farmer to ma ke the most of it,,. 208 

In very few places did the growth of a regular turnip crop enable a 

Norfolk rotation to be followed. In Bywell St. Andrew it was remarked 

that "The Rotation is the Norfolk four Course - Turnips Barley Clover 
as Wheat - This is on the ý- on the -or fell Land, there is little 

regula.; Husbandry, the greatest part of it being in Grass and the 

remainder in the. Durham four Coutse'of Fallow - Wheat Clover Oats. " 209 

Not only did soil and climatic conditions bind most Northumberlaýd 

farmers to this traditional rotation, but so too did many leases, 210 

205 PRO(A)/IR/18/question 11. 
206 Tithe File For Hazleridge, Chatton, April 22nd 1842. PRO(A)/IR/18/70290 
207 tTalpat 1864 in Seymour Bell, op, cit., NCL/L630- 
208 Tithe File for Kirkleyo Pontelando May 20th 1840-PRO(A)/IR/18/7088- 
209 Tithe File fqr Bywell St. Andrewq April 25th l849oPRO(A)/iR/18/6868. 
210 Robert Walter's Memorandum 18379 NCRO/ZMI/B41/7. *See also KCRO/ZMI/ B42/1-and NCRO/Zr-II/S/18. 
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Crop Rotationsp c-1840. 

Source: Tithe Filesq PRO(A)/IR/18. 
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though some landlords went to the lengths of describing different 

rotations for the various soils on their farms. 211 

The extended rotations of south-west Northumberland weret as 

Taylor describedp much more a convertible agriculture than they were 

an alternatet the difficulty of growing turnips reliably and on a large 

scale ensuring the frequent occurrence of bare fallow. On the valuable 

wheat lands of Lesbury and Bilton a peculiar rotation was in vogue "that 

of taking 6 or 7 crops before laying downg alternating whiýe and green 
212 

crops with beans and tun#ps"o but the main exceptions to the 

normal four- or five-course rotations occurred on the higher and more 

marginal land where farmers took crops asiweather, soilsv markets and 

landlords allowed and where the surveyors were often hesitant to ascribe 

any rotation at all. The reporter for Ditchburn, Eglinghamg doubted 

11.213 "if that can be called a Rotation-which is rarely twice the same , 

in Harbottle, the reporter remarked that "No regular Course of Husbandry 

is observed; Each Farmer only having a few Acres of Arable land, he sows 
214 it each year with-hat sort of Grain which he is most in need of"; 

and in Harehopep Fglinghamg the surveyor was told by one fa=er that 

he had his farm "in no regular course,. sometimes having very little 

corn in it, sometimes having it nearly all corn" . 
215 Farms near towns, 

and particularly the market gardens of Hexham and Morpethq were able to 

apply an abundance of cheap manure and 
, 
were able to follow very intricate 

216 
rotations of intensive cropping. 

Culley described -the Northumberland five- or six-course rotation 

as the "course, or courses which by throwing up such a plentiful produce, 
01 

enable the farmers to keep a very increased quantity, both of neat 

211 Notes by W. H. Sitwell, Barmoor Estate 0-1850. NCRO/NRO/470/52. 

212 Tithe File for Lesburyp Xarch 4th 1841- PRO(A)/IR/18/7101- 

213 Tithe File for Ditchbirml-Eglinghara, Nov. 12th 1839- PRO(A)/IR/18/6938- 
214 Harbottle, Hoystone, July 25th 1839- PRO(A)/IR/18/7009. 
215 Tithe File for Harrup, Eglingham, Oct. 2nd 1839. PRO(A)/IR/18/7014- 
216 e. g. John Fuller, History. of Berwick, 1799v P-456. 
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cattle and sheep", the manure from which promoted-the growth of abundant 

turnip and corn crops. 
217 Yet renowned as this rotation became, it 

was certainly not practised on most lands, in the County. It was a 

genuine surprise to many visitors to find that the Northumberland system 

was not at all typical in Northumberland. When Professor Wilson from 

Edinburgh visited in 1864, he remarked "Although aware of the rotation 

followed commonly in Northumberland, I was. not at all prepared to find 

that the naked or empty fallow was the rule, and a root or 'fallow' 

crop the exception". 
218 Wilson, went further; he associated bare fallow 

with low meat and expensive grain production and even with inefficientfý 

old-fa: shioned implements. The debate that had raged long beforep in 

Culley's day, between the 'fallowests' and the 'anti-fallowests' in which 

Culley had prophesied that naked fallow would be totally abolished in 

another century "if no fortuitous circumstances. arise to check the 

exertions and spirit for improvement which have been so prevalent of 

late-years, and so generally diffused through this district". 219 
was 

certainly. far from decided in mid-19th century Northumberland. 

Crop Yields 

In the absence of individual farm accounts giving details of 

changes of yield on the same farm over a large number of years, it is 

not easy to deduce changes in crop yield over the whole County and century. 

They naturally vary greatly with differencesýin soil qualityl location, 

with rotations, weatherp management policy and farming skill. Even on 

a County scalep variations from, year to year were significant . The 

wheat crop of 1800', for examplei was reckoned to have yielded over the 

220 
whole County no more than three-quarters of the grain of En average crop. 

On a smaller scalep the variations could be immense. Harvest time, for 

examplej generally some weeks later in Northumberland than in southern 

Englandp. varied from season to season and from place to place. Poor 

217 A. Aip l4v 17909 P-473. 
218 John Wilson, Northern Farms and Farming, 1864, p. lgp NCRO/ZSW/Addo & 

Misc. I' 
219 Bailey and Culley; 1805, pp. 68-9 220 PRO/BT/6/139. 
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weather made for a harvest 10 days later than usual on Tyneside in 1820p 
221 but three weeks later on higher ground. On one Northumberland farmt 

the harvest of 1799 was not got in until the very end'of Novembert 222 
ahd 

of Elsdon Parish it was said in-1838 that "the Com does nab ripen 

until October and it is not unusual to see the Oats standing in the 

fields in the Month of November". 223 The date of the commencement of' 

harvest on one south Northumberland fa=. between 1795 and 1817 varied 

between August 17th and October 19th with an average starting date of 

September 9th. 224 On a farm near Alnwick between 1832 and 18599 harvest 

started between August llth and September 17th and averaged August 26tht 

a full two weeks earlier. 
225 Under such conditionst therevas likely 

to be wide variation in crop yield. 
226 

Arthur Young was the first commentator to examine crop yields in 

various parts of Northumberland during this period. Map 15: 12 summarises 

his assertions, but even collectively, these can give but a very 

inadequate picture of. -Northumberland grain produce. The yields he 

reported at Glenwhelt, on poor, high land near the Cumberland borderv 

were surprisingly large. It is not impossible, of coursev that in 

reporting a Glenwhelt wheat yield of 30 bushels per acret a barley yield 

of 32 bushelsv-abean. -, Yield of 70 bushels and an oat yield of no less 

than 90 bushels, 227 Young was being duped, something that was said to 

228 have happened more than once when he had become very much more experienced, 

A superficial conclusion would be that the best arable lands of 

Northumberland were the moors of Haltwhistle. Clearly some circumstection 

is ne6ded in the appraisal of such sporadic evidence. Perhaps the most 

221 William Todd to George Silvertopo June 28th 1820. NCRO/ZCO/9/1. 
222 F, 11.9 19,1818, P-57. 
223- Tithe File for Elsdon Parish, June 19th and 20th 1838.. PRO(A)/IR/18/ 

6955- 
224 F. M., l9p 1818P P-57. 
225 Seymour Bell, op. cit., NCL/L630- 
226 Vide E. L. Jones, Seasons and Prices, . 1964p passim. 
227 Arthur Youngg OP-cit-p P-104. 
228 Thomas Stonep A Review of the Corrected Agricultural Survey of Lincolnshire by Arthur Young, 1800p pp. 21-2. 
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Corn Yields, 1769. 

Source: Arthur Young, Northern Tour, 1770. 
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that can be gleaned from Young's figures is that 6 of-his 11 'sample 

areas' yielded below 20 bushels of wheat per acre, and one at Hetton, 

west of Be 
I lford, was producing a more 10 bushels per acre. 

229 N*o other 

farm at any time-is Imown to have produced so little, certainly not in 

a season when other areas were yielding over'30 bushels. Another. point 

of some importance was that in his travels north from Newcastle along 

the Great North IZoad, Young passed through what was later some of the 

best wheat land in the County. Yet, not until he reached Belfor4 and 

north Northumberland did he find wheat yields in excess of 20 bushels 

per amýe. 

The Crop Retunis of 1795 give the acreage under each crop and 

the produce of each for that year for the Divisions of Glendale and 

Tindale Wards. They also provide the yield in an average year for some 

of the acreages. As these statistics cover many pages, are scribbled 

in pencil, use a variety of local measures and are for thousands of 

unnamed sub-areas ranging from townships to individual fields, there is 

some possibility that error may have crept into the processing of the 

figures. Yet the Returns provide the earliest and most comprehensive 

yield figures for a large area of the County and their use has been 

deemed worthwhile. Map 15: 13 shows the area they cover and Tables 

15: 6,15: 7 and 15: 8 indicate that the north of the County was considerably 

more productive than-'-. the south-west. The figures suggest an average 

wheat yield of 21 bushels per acre in a normal year for Glendale and 

Tindale Wards combined. Other figures for 1795, giving the total County 

produce. are shown on Table 15: 9- By referrinC to the total County acreage 

under these trains in 1803, and allowing for the degree less than a 

normal crop the 1795 yields were said to ha; ve been, it is possible to 

construct a crude County crop yield average for the end of the 18th centuryl 

but it should be remembered that as the crop acreage of 1803 is likely 

to have exceeded that of 1795t'. these yield entimates are probably too low. 

229. Ibid., p. 64- 
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Ward Divisions of 1795 Crop Returns. 

Source: W. Whellan, Directory of Northumberlandp 
1855. 
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Table 15: 8 

Glendale and Tindrile Orat Yields, c. 1795 

1 795CR 0P 

Winchester Yield 
Acres Bushels Per 

Acre 

GLENDALE EAST . 3810-2t. 118692 31-1 

GLENDALE WEST 417632' 129949 31.2 

GLENDALE TOTAL 7987 248641 31.1 

TINDALE SOUTH 307614 69474 22.6 

TINDALE WEST 1705-21- 39530 23.2 

TINDALE N. W. 3864-2r 73950 19.1 
TINDALE N. E. 5111 111442 21.8 
TINDALE EAST 6577 143596 21.8 
TINDALE TOTAL 2033T 437992 21.5 

GLENDALE AND 

N0R MALCR 0P 

Acres Winchester Yield 
Per Bushels Acre 

1759 57710 32.8 
3236 100946 31.2 
4995 158656 31.8 

1983Z 46318 23.3 
699 14114 20.2 

2781 55578 20.0 
2267 46706 20.6 
2511 59608 23.7 

10241-4ý1 222324 21.7 

MMALE TOTALS 28ý24 686633 * 24.2 15236-, 3f 380980 24.9 

* Northumberland Oat Crop reckoned equal to normal on total 
County return. PRO/HO/42/37/119- 

Table 15: 9 

Sburce: NCRO/QSB/89/32 

Northumberland Crop Yields, c. 1795 

Winchester Compared Adjusted Crop 
Yield 

Bushels with Produce in Acreage 
Per Acre in 

Produced Normal Winchester 1803 
Winchester 

. In 1795 Yield Bushels Bushels 

WHEAT 549000 -7/25ths 762500 39237 19-4 
LESS 

BARLE`f 517928 
119th 582669 21881 . 26.6 
LESS 

OATS 1861744 EQUAL 1861744 70763 26-3 

RYE : 19312 
1 /7th 

. 
22531 1482 15.2 

LESS 

BEANS 15704 EQUAL 15704 

PEAS 65632 1/6th 
78758 

4653 20-3 
LESS 

0 Sources: ýRO/110/42/37/119- 
AC/3r/4/2/b/5 
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They give a County wheat yield figure of 19.4 bushels per acre, compared - 

with a Glendale and TindEle figure of2l bushels. 

Twenty-five parishes returned actual wheat yields for the season 

in the 1801 Crop Retu=s for Northumberland. These are shown. on Map 

15: 14, and for the first time since Young's tour give an idea of the 

productivity of the wheat lands along the Coast, Yields of between 26 

and 30 bushels of wheat per acre were reported from Longbenton, Bothal 

and Hebburnj Lesbury a nd Howick and most of the north of the County. The 

highest yields of all, in Berwicko Chatton'and Newburn are perhaps 

understandablev but that in Kirkwhelpington (32 bushels per acre) is not 

and reflects an unusually prosperous wheat crop of only 30 acres, yielding 

nearly double that of 1800.230 It is not unlikely that Young's returns 

from Glenwhelt in 1769 were the result of similax circumstances, perhaps 

exploiting a combination of small patches of little-used fertile ground, 

fortunate weather and the application of all available manure. The total 

wheat produce of 15,692 acres throughout Northumberland in 1801 was stated, 

to have been 378,952 bushels, being a yield per acre of 24-1 bushels. 

As four parishes gave an idea of how much greater than normal was the 

crop of 1801, it would seem that the wheat crop of that year ýas 
some 

2Wo above average. Hence the average Northumberland wheat yield at the 

beginning of the 19th century was probablyabout 20 bushols per acrej 

thougV Bailey and Culley sugeest a yield of between 24 and 30 bushels at 

this time . 
231 

Some 26 townships were attributed with average wheat acreages in 

the Tithe Files, compile4 between 1838 and 1843- Map 15: 15 shows the 

distribution of these. It is unfortunate that so many readings are 

from the Newcastle areap but the map still suggests that the highest 

yields were in the north and along the coast and that the wheat yield 

230 PRO/HO/67/8 231 Bailey and Culley, 1805, p. 7*6. 
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ES 

Parish Wheat Yieldst 1801. 

Source: PRO/HO/67/8. 
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map 15: 15 

MILES 

Township Wheat Yieldsq c. 1840. 

Source: Tithe Files PRO(A)/IR/18. 

04B 1D 
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deteriorated rapidly with progress inland. The Tithe Files give no 

quantity figures, but average township yield figures suggest a County 

wheat yield mean of 22.9 bushels per acre. Table 15: 10 and the 

accompanying map are the result of County yield estimates made by Hugh 

232 Taylor in 1852. In another account, he estimated the wheat yield in 

an average year for the whole of the 325,565 acres of wheat-producing 
233 * 

land in the County to have been 22 bushels per acre, but the consensus 

of opinion among farmers at the Newcastle Farmers' Club, to whom he 

presented his paper, was that average yield was lower still, about 19 

bushels, and still lower, about 16 bushels'per acre, in County Durham. 

At the same meeting, William Stephenson declared that the average yield 

of better land in-Northumbe=land was only 24 bushels per ac=ep and of 

poorer soils only. 16. The discussion had been prompted by Caird's 

assertion, from information gained on his visit in 1851 to four or five 

of the best Northumberland farmsq that the average Northumberland wheat 

yield was about 30 bushels per acre. 
234 The indignation of the meeting 

leaves no doubt that Caird's estimate was seriously awry., In that 

Bailey and Culley were largely talking of the estimated yield for 

Glendale rather than all Northumberlandl their claim that yield ranged from 

24 to 30 bushels should also be assumed to havelbeen far too generous. 

, Rather surprisinglyg what emerges from this sketchy picturer, 

slimmarised in Table 15: 11P is the apparent fact that there was little 

increase in average Northumberland wheat yield per acre in the century 

before 1850. It is probable that Young's estimateaq like Cairdtsq were 

too generoug and conceal an increase in yields in the late 18th century, 

but the other evidence is much more reliable and is hardly likely to be 

all totally incorrect. It is possible to isolate yields for the single 

232 Hugh . Taylor's Estimates, NCRO/ZHE/34/1 
233 Hugh Taylor to Newcastle Farmers' Ciubg March 6th 1852. L. & P. t 

Bolbee N630.612. 

U4 The Timesp Nov. 28th 185ý; and James Caird, English Agriculture in 
1850-ly 18529 P-474. 
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Table 19: 10 

Northumberland Croý Yields, c-1852 

WH E AT BAR LEY, O-A TS BEANS AND PE AS 
Estimated Estimated Estimated Estimated 

ACRES YIELD ACRES YIM, ACRES YIELD ACRES YIELD 
AREA Bushels Bushels Bushels Bushels 

Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre 

1 26000 28 6500 40 20084 44 9000 24 

2 12500 20 2500 30 1.5000. 
, 

34 3000 20 

3 7500 18 1000 26. 10000 28 500 14 

4 6500 24 10500 30 17158 36 1000 22 

5 10000 15 20000 28 35000 26 . 2000 12 

COUNTY 62500 22-7 40500 30-5 - 
'97242 32.9 15500 ý1.2 

TOTAL 

Sou-rces:. Hugh Taylor's Estimatesp NCRO/ZHE/34/1-. 

Hugh Taylor to Newcastle Farners' Club, 
March 6th 1852. L. & P. Bolbec N630.6/2 

4h 40 #te"Cjr 4 

*BOAI 9 er JwiLc# 

. 4LNW'C$f 

o"riowt, 

Aý4 A' A&VE011) 

MCLOOW 

I 
k-4 .0 

AftorAwl 

lArXNAM 

4. 
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Table 15: 11 

Northumberland Crop Yields 
(adjusted to normal crop where necessary) 

WHEAT BARLEY OATS 

(c. 1769)1 (209,1 (30.9 (43.5 

Glendale 
C-1795 

2. 
& Tindale 21.0 

. 
25-0 24-9 

c-1795 
3 19.4 26.6 26.3 

C. 1801 4 20.0 28.4 
. 
31.4 

0.1805 
5 24-30 30-60' 20-40 

0.1840 
6 

22.9 33.6 33.4 

0-1852 
7 19-22 30.5 32.9 

Sources: 1. Arthur Young, Northern Tourp 1770. 
2. Local 1795 Crop Returnsp NCRO/Q, 313/89/32 
3. i 1795 Crop Return Totalsp PRO/HO/42/3Vll9- 

4. 1801 Crop Returns, PRO/HO/67/8 
5. Bailey, and CulleyllS05, PP-76,82y 65. 

6. Tithe Files, PRO(A)/IR/18. 
7. Hugh Taylor's Estimatesp NCRO/ZHE/34/1 and 

presented to Newcastle Farmers' Clubv March 
6th 1852v L. & P. Bolbec. N630.612. 

parish of Gosforthq said by Young to have been 16.5 bushels of wheat per 

acre in 1769, to have produced an annual average of 20 bushels per acre 

in 1801 and 23 bushel s per acre in 1839. This accords with William 

Falla's evidence of 1821 that a similax, nea=by area generally produced 
235 24 bushels of wheat per acre. But if en area of good wheat land, 

close to an abundant supply of cheap, urban manure, was producing such 

relatively low yields, then most of the rest of North=berland's soils 

must have been producing considerably less. In 1852, when Taylor 

supposed the area including Gosforth to produce 28 bushels of wheat per 

acrey he also claimed that 155P504 acres of the wheat-producing area of 

235 P. M. v 22y 1821p p. 271. 
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Northumberland yielded over 20 bushels, butt a greater areat 170,061 

acres, still yielded 20 or under. Hence it would appear that County 

yieldsp not just of whea-ý remained low while vast areas of less 

productive soil were pressed into service, a process that was not 

halted or reversed during the first half of the 19th century (see. PP231-3)- 

In 1659P Walter White eulogised the fine arable of Glendale and proclaimed 

that the Northumberland farmer, meaniný-, the Glendale farmer, had within 

the previous ninety years increased oat yield from 15 bushels to 82 

and wheat yield from 9 to 63 bushels. 236 Such metaphorical mathematics 

can be misleading. - No dbubt exceptional farmers produced exceptional 

yields under favourable conditions, but the majority did not and would 

not until cereal cultivation on marginal land had been abandoned. 

Some idea of - County barley and oat yields can be gained by the 

same process and the results are shown on Maps, 15: 161 15: 17,15: 18 and 

15: 19 and Tables 15: 9,15: 10 and 15: 11. -Young's figures for oats and 

barley were even more optimistic than those for wheat, but there does seem 

to have been a genuine increase of about. 25% in barley yield between 1795,: 
-'. 

and the middle of the 19th century and perhaps a similar increase in oat 

yield. That this increase was largely due to improved returns from the 

heavier arable lands in the County, those marked 1 and 2 on Taylor's mapp 

is suggested by Table 15: 12, comparing yields in his five agricultural 

districts with actual yields for as many parishes as will fit into his 

divisions and which gave crop yields in the 1801 Returns. Smallest 

increases and even reductions in yields would appear to have taken place 

in the uplands (area 5), 6specially in oats, and in the high-yielding 

area 4 in the north. -The generally poor soils o. f area 3 recorded only 

slight increases or actual declines in all three-grain crops. 

The conclusion derived from these figqxes is that a situation 

existed in Northumberland throughout'the second half of the 18th century 

236 Wal-ter White., op. cit., p. 213- 
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Source: 1801 Crop Returns, PRO/HO/67/8. 
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T4. q-n 19: 17 

MILES 
Township Barley Yields, C-1840. 

Source: Tithe Filesq PRO(A)/IR/18. 
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Parish Oat Yieldsq 1801. 

Source: 1801 Crop Returnsq PRO/HO/67/8- 
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ILES 

Township Oat Yields, 0.1840. 

Source: Tithe Filesp PRO(A)/IR/18. 
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T, able 15#12 

1.1-rheat 
Barley 
Oats 

2. Wheat; 
Barley 
Oats 

3. Wheat 
Barley 
Oats 

4. Wheat 
Barley 
Oats 

5. Vneat 
Barley 
Oats 

Comparison of Crop Yields 1801-1852 by Taylor's 
Agricultural Regions 

I A01 18 52 

1801 1801 Actual Adjusted to Estimated Estimated 
Crop Produce 1801 Yield Normal Yields 1852 Yield Bushels 
Acreage Bushels Bushels Bushels Crop Per Acre 

Per Acre Per Acre Acreage 

7603 187258 24.6 20.5 26000 28 
3541 129757 36.6 30.5 6500. 40 

113 8 5-il 452701 39.8 33.2 20084 44 

1801 figures Carham, Branxton 
, and Co=hill,. HoWickp Lesbury, 

Woodhorn, Morpeth, Mitford, Cramlingtonp- Tynemouthq Wallsend, 
Longbenton, Gosfo=th and Newburn Parishes. 

2043 38189 18.7 15.6 12500' 
' . 

20 
590 17640 29.9 24.9 2500 30 

2979- 92244 31-0 25-8 15000 34 

1801 figures from Ponteland and Stannington Parishes. 

2847 61422 21.6 18.0 7500 18 
469 11246 24.0 20.0 1000 26 

3619 111322 30.8 25.7 10000 28 

1801 figures from Hebburn and Botfial, and Longhorsley Parishes. 

2559 76596 29.9 24.9 6500 24 
1533 52728 34.4 28.7 10500 30 
3912 152488 39.0 32.5 17158 36 

1801 figures from Ford, Chillingham, Doddington and Chatton Parishes. 

640 10776 16.8 14.0 10000 15 
1371 41648 30.4 -25.3 '20000 28 
3150 132496 42.1 35.1 35000 26 

1801 figures from Ilderton, Rothburyv Kirkwhelpington, Kirkharle 
and Falstone Pari shes. 

Sources: 
1801 Crop Returns, 

PRO/HO/67/8 
Hugh Taylorts Estimates, 

NCRO/ZEE/34/1- 

f 

ALMVICN 
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in which some of Ihe best grain'yields were to be obtained from previously 

virgin or little used,, but heavily manured soil, exploited in small 

patches in upland areas. Yields from lowland soil in regular arable 

rotation were probably more dependable, but generally very much lower. 

When the conditions of the late 18th century and of the Napoleonic liars 

in particularmade the production of more grain necessary and more 

profitablev demand was answered not*by increasing yield, but by growing 

the more profitable grains, by breaking rotations, by putting more 

tempora, ýy or semi-permanent pasture into tillage as well'as by an 

increase in total arable acreage (see pp. 200-33) -These*measures were 

much more likely to have produced a decline in yield per acre than an 

increase. Reduced grain prices during the first half of-the 19th century 

had the effect not of throwing arable land into pasturep but of encouraging 

maximi2m grain production to compensate with quantity for low prices. The 

consequent gradual exhaustion of many soilsv particularly in c'efttral' 

Northumberlandv can only have had the effect of =educing grain yield 

even furthe=. Certainlyt on the strong arable soils of the. coast and 

south-eastv the good wheat land, more and better manures, improved 

: ýotationsj improved seed and farming techniquesy and eventually drainage, 

did increase yields throughout the period 1750-1850. Table 15: 12, the 

Gosforth Yields and even Young's inflated-figures for the coastal area 

lead to this inevitable conclusion and this accords with evidence of 

increased wheat yieldo from good arable land further south in EngglandW 

But most of Northumberland was not good wheat land or even& good grain' 

land and. the massive grain acreage of the mid-19th centuryl occupying 

as it did a great deal of inferior land, was not generýlly conducive 

to an increase in yield. 

237- M. J. R. Henly and E. L. Joneso 'Wheat Yields 'in Englandq 1815-59', 
Journal of the Royal Statistical Societyl series At 1259 1962p 
pp-574-9. 
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xvi, 

DRAINAGE 

Though the removal of excess water from the soil had long been 

regarded by farmers as desirable, even as "the-foundation of all other 

impro, ýementellq there seems to have been little attempt to apply 

specialized draining methods in 18th century Northumberland. Bailey and 

Culley stated in the two short paragraphs that they devoted to the subjecto 

that the improvement had only recently made its way into the County and 
2 

was then restricted to the northern and middle parts. They regarded 

hollow drains as the most advantageous and recommended surface drains - 

"a foot wide,, and six or eight inches deep" - only for sheep farmsq not 

arable concerns. 
3 'Hollow drains were great wedge-shaped trenches, some 

4 or 5 feet deep, 2 feet wide. at the topp na=owing to 1 foot at the 

bottom, filled with stones or brushwood and capped with soil and turf. 

Refinementsv such as an arch of stone slabs or turves to allow a freer 

4 
-flow of water at the bottom of the trench, were sometimes added. Such 

5 drains were constructed in Northumberland 0 but at about 10/-'a rod 
(7 yards) 96 or perhaps 930 per acre, 

7 they were very expensive. 

Consequently, although it was often recognized that draining was needed, 

relatively little interest was shown in executing the work. 
8 

An alternative draining method was that devised by Joseph Elkington. 

in 1764 by which vertical bore holes were sunk through--impervious strata 

James Donaldsonp Modern Agriculture, 1796,49 P-39- 
2 Bailey and Culley, 18059 p. 128. 
3 Ibid. 9 18059 P-188. 
4A diagram of such a drain c. 1810 is to be found in NCRO/ZHE/34/8. 
5 William Todd to George Silvertop concerning the draining of Barlow Hill 

on the Minsteracres estate, April 20th 1807 and May 27th 1809, 
ENCROIZCOI911. 

6 NCRO/ZHE/34/8. 
7- Johtj Housman, A Topographical Description of Cumberlandq Westmorland, 

Lancashire and a part of the West Riding of Yorkshirep 18OOP- P-156. 
8 "We have here occasion to regret that the new method of draining practised 

in the south, is not understood in this part. of the country, as some of the land on thisfarmp would be much improved by ite" Buteland, near Hexbs; mt'1805 Greenwich Hospital Report-NCRO/NRO/467/4/2. John Morton, 
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to produce the controlled release of underground springs. 
9 Such a 

system was of use only in specialised conditions and but one example of 

itg implementation in Northumberland has been found, at Shipley North 

Side North Farm in 1812.10 It is clear from. other sale and letting 

advertisements in the Newcastle Courant that much of the earliest drainage 

was of the less expensive surface kind. 11 That such drainage was 

generally restricted to pastoral areas is quite clear from Map 16: 1 

showing the location of all those farms where drainage was advertised as_ 

having been carried out during the period up to 1840. There is little 

evidence of drainage. -having taken place in predominantly arable areas 

along the Coast or Tyne Valley, and the heavy land of the south-east, 

most in need of drainage, remained relatively untouched. John Naismyth 

had proclaimed these small open surface ,. drains "about eighteen inches 

widep and fourteen or fifteen inches deep, slanting across the declivity" 

12 
to be common on the Cheviots in 1797P and this was apparently still' 1 

13 'Such drains the only sort of drainage employed in the region in 1848. 

could last up to-20 years, provided dry paths for sheep and were said to 

increase the annual value of the herbage by Some 500 Per cent. 
14 * Main 

drairis were sometimes very much deeper, 15 but fear of losing sheep in 

them during snow storms 
16 

may have discouraged the construction of many 

of these. 

Cyclopaedia og Agricultureq 1855P 1, p. 670 suggested this draining 
method had spread to the North from Essex and an advertisement from 
a draining contractor in the Newcastle Courant of Feb. 18th 1832 
suggests that even then this was still regarded as a southern practice. 

9 See John Johnstonev An Account of the Most Approved Mode of Draining 
Landsp 1797. 

10 N. C., Oct. 24th 1812. 

11 See for example, Pundershaw, Simonburn and Chartners, *Rothbury, N, C,. p Jan. 2nd 1813 and Feb. lst 1817. 

12 John Naismythq A. A., 279 1797P pp. 181-2. 

13 Mr. Henderson to Wooler Farmers' Club. J. N. A. S., 1848, P-5-6. 
14 Thomas Lawsonp 'Drainage of Hill Farms', paper read to Argyll, Bute 

and Western Isles Farmers' Club, c-1850. NCRO/ZHE/34/8. 

15 Walter White "plunged up to the middle ip a deep drain" a mile*or 
more long in Girdle Fellp near Kielder. Walter Whitey Northumberland 
and the Border, 18599 P-354. 

16 John Mitford to Walter Trevellyany Nov-5th 1798. NCRO/ZTR/23/6. 
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ILES 

Drainage Operations Reported up to 1840. 

Source: Newcastle Courant to 1840. 

12 16 
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A later and cheap methodýof creating shallow, open drains was by 

means of a draining plough. A competition waý'held in 1842 by the owners 

of the Team Colliery to find the bestý design of plough able to "turn out 

a Furrow not leqs than 10 Inches in Widthv and 12 Inches in Depth, the 

Sod to be laid clean on the Side". 17 Various other plough'types, such 

as trenching ploughs, water-furrow ploughs and subsoil ploughsp could be 

used to encourage drainagel but newspaper stock sale advertisements 

mention few such implements. The first of the nineteen which appeared in 

the Courant before 1850 was in 1827, and twelve of these were associated 

with the heavy soil of the south-east of the County (see Map 16: 2). Mole 

ploughs were advertised as early as 1809,18 but there is no direct 

evidence of any being used in the County. before 1850. 

The expense of effective drainage and the ineffectiveness of 

inexpensive drainage on arable land meant that little interest was taken 

in the operation in the early 19th century. The traditional method of 

draining arable and even much pastoral land, by means of ridge and furrow, 
19 

continued and was still being spoken of as a suitable alternative to 
20 

under-draining in 1865. Northumberland farmers apparently strenuously 

opposed the levelling of old ridges even after thorough draining had been 

carried outp especially on'clay land, where. subsoil strata had come to 

follow the curvature of the ridges. 
21 Mr. 'Scott of Beal, said to have 

been the first man to use thorough draining in the North of England. 22 

23 insisted on inaintaining his ridges, and instructions to draining 

17 N-C-t Oct. 7th 1842.18 N-C-9 May 13th 1809. 
19 The best account of the drainage value*of ridge and furrow is in 

Sir John Sinclair, Code of Agriculture, 1817, in P. M., 19t 1818, 
pp. 82-5- 

20 Thomas Lawsont 'The Conversion of Poor Arable tand into Grass Pasturelp 
paper delivered to North of England Chamber of Agriculture at Morpeth, 
1865, in Seymour Bell, Collections Relating to Agriculture. CL/L630- 

21 The Times, Nov. 28th 1851. 
22 Prof. John Wilson, Newcastle Daily Chronicle Reprintt July 1864t P-11P in NCRO/ZSW/Add. & Misc. dated Capheaton Office, Sept. lst 1864. 
23 The Times, op. cit. 
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MILES 

Distribution of Draining Ploughs up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant Farm Stock Sales 
Advertisements to 1850. 

12 lb 
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superintendants on the Duke of Northumberland's estate in 1848 stressed 

that such ridges on hewly-drained clay soil were to be levelled only very. 

gradually at every fallow. 24 Ridge and furrow had acted, inasmuch as 

anything could, as the farmer's insurance against his greatest enemy, the 
25 

weather. In dry seasons, the'furrows would,, it was hoped, provide 

moisture enough for herbage or crop: in wet, the ridges might be dry 

enough for stock to &azo and plants to grow. 
26 Indeed, as long as the 

ploughman ploughed with a fixed mouldboard, ridge and furrow was almost 

inevitable without regular and frequent cross-harrowing. 
27 Consequently 

there may have been some intuitive suspicion of new draining methods; 

even as late as 18589 when the benefits they conferred must have been 

obvious to all, "there were occupiers of land in Northumberland who 

positively objected to having their land drainedo -4pon the simple 

principle that 'it todk the natural sap out of it, ti. 28 More general was 

the opinion expressed by C. S. Bell, one of the foremost land agents in 

the Countyq that the most modern drainage worked best in conjunction with 

traditional ridge and furrow. 29 

The first advertisement for draining tiles appeared in the Courant 

in 1829.30 The tilest about 14 inches longo 3 to 7 inches tall, 2 to 5 

inches wide and U-shaped in cross-seetion, were designed to fit on a 

flat sole at the bottom of the trench and to offer a much freer passage 
for water than the older stone drainsý Although tile drains were much. %',. 

cheaper than stoneq and became cheaper still with the improvement of tile- 
31 making machines, there were several obstacles to their efficient 

24 NCRO/ZHE/34/8. 

25 E. L, Jones, Seasons and Pricesp 1964P passim. 
26 "Charlton intends cutting that part of the Link field at South farm 

which is clover the beginning of the week, the mid-riggs are pretty 
good but the furrows & rigsides, has failed. " John Bryers to Sir John 
Delavall July 5th 1783, NCRO/2DE/4/20/53. 

27 See T. Hennellq Change in the Farm, 1934, pp. 60-2. 
28 President of. Newcastle Farmers' Club, Feb-5th 1858. L. & P., Bolbect 

N630.613- 
29 13. S. Bell to Hugh Taylor, Jan. 20th 1862. Seymour B, ellj Collections 

Relating to Agriculture. CL/L630- See also J. Bailey Dentoný 
Aýricultural Drainage, 1883, pp. 24-5. 

30 N. C.,. Jan- 3rd 1829.31 J-C. Morton, OP-cit-P1855,2t P-977. 
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operation. The drains were often blocked*by vermin or. by invading roots 

and growths and there was great temptation on grounds of economy to lay 

the tile without the sole, which could result in the tiles becoming totally 

imbedded and useless. 
32 The Duke of Northumberland had been forced to 

issue specific instructions in 1844 that his tenants were not to use 
33 tiles without soles. But perhaps the greatest difficulty associated 

with the draining tile was determining the depth at which it was to be 

layva. The system of James Smith of Deanston of laying drains no more 

than 24 or 30 inches deep was generally in vogue until challenged by that 

of Josiah Parkes in 1843,34 Parkes reco=ended draining at not less than 

4 feet and allowing a much greater distance betweeri parallel lines of 

drains. 35 The situation in Northumberland was no doubt similar to that 

in Cumberland, where "About 1835 the mania for shallow draining began to 

exhibit itself, and soon arrived at an absurd pitch. The depth was 

gradually lessened to 20 inches, and even to 18 and 16 inches.. * The 

rapidity with which these shallow things could be executed led people to 

try it who ought to ha: ve known better; and after it had been practised 

for a few years, the discovery began to be made that an immense expenditure 

had been ineurredg and a great deal of harm done", 36 The natural reaction 

was to the opposite extreme, the 5-foot drain originally advised by 

Parkes. 37 Preoccupation with theory38 sometimes resulted in a situation 

32 Peter Laws, 'On the Draining of Clay Lands'. AuS-1850. NCRO/ZHE/34/8. 
33 Printed circular to Duke of Northumberland's tenants, July 1844- 

NCRO/ZHE/34/8. 

34 Article by J. E., Newcastle Daily Journal, 1862. ITCRO/ZECE/34/7. J-R. 
Wood, Parming on Tweedside, 1930. NCRO/NRO/302/79. 

35 Josiah Parkes was-enlisted in 1848 to supervise draining operations 
on the Duke of Northu: mberland's Estate. He drained much of the Duke's 
land at 4 feet with from 18 to 50 feet, depending on soil conditionso 
between drains. Reports headed 111r. Parkes' system of #aining, 1848' 
and 'Draining Jany 28th 1850'. NCRO/ZHE/34/8. 

36 William Dickinson, 'The Farming of Cumberland', J. R. A. S. E., l3o 1852p 
pp. 286-7. 

37 Ibid. 

38 "1 often wonder at the tenacity with which drainers hold to their 
favourite systems of deep or shallow draining, as if either system 
would serve as a fixed rulet to be alike suitable in every locality 
and under every circumstance. " Thoma George Bello 'A Report upon 
the Agriculture of the County of DurhamIq J. R. A. S. E., l7olS569 P-94. 
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in which farmers reaped smaller returns than they had done before drainagPq 

and often necessitated expensive re-draining of land. 40 

The invention in the 1840s of machines to make drainage pipes, not 

only meant a cheaper alternative. to the tile and sole, but also that the 

temptation to omit the sole was avoided. Pipes used as an alternative to 

horse. shoe tiles and soles on the Duke's estate in 1848 cost 12/- per 

thousand as opposed to 21/- for the tiles and soles . 
41 

and of the eight 

bailiffs who answered the Duke'd circular on drainage in 18479 seven 

prefe=ed pipes to the common tile and role, mainly because they cost 
42 less . 
Drainage was an improvement normally directed and 

4ý4 
for by the 

landlord with the tenant providing the leading or paying usually 5% of 

the total cost of-draining as an addition to his rent. Walter Riddell 

43 had tried to make his tenants. at Hepple pay half the drainage cost, and 

the Northumberland Agricultural Society had attempted a'facile plan in 

1838 by which the tenant who had drained most land at his own expense 

would be awarded C10 from the purse of Lord Prudhoe. 44 Sir Charles Monck 

charged his tenants at Belsay'Vop45 which was high. Monck w'as perhaps 

typical of the landlord who did not really understand the significance of 

this or any other improvement. In 1853 he had announced that there were 

two kinds of drainage - landlord and tenant. "All which was done at less 

than 4 feet depth he considered tenents drainage and left it to them.,, 46. 

In 1859, he claimed that he had never drained at less than, four feet and 

39 The Editorp J. N. A. S., June 15th 18509 P-vii- 
40 Mr. Bell's estate at Woolsington, Mr. Ogle's at Kirkley and Mr. Cole's 

at Middleton all had to be re-drained. Prof, John'WilsonjNewcastle 
'Daily Chronicle Reprint, July 1864t pp-3-5--NCRO/ZSI-7/Add, & Misc, 
dated Capheaton Office, Sept. lst 1864. 

41 NCROAHE/34/8- 42 NCRO/ZHE/34/30 
43 Survey and valuation book, 1819. NCRO/7tRW/301- 
44 N. C, p March 23rd and May 25th 1838- 
45. Rent Day Speech, Nov. 25th 1847. NCRO/ZMI/B41/7. 
46 Repqrt of Rent Day Speech, Deo. lst 1853- NCRO/ZMI/B41/7. 
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that this had enabled his tenants "to extend the growth of turnqps and 
47 improve the cultivation generallyllp and in 1862 that he continued to 

drain as fast as he could meet-the cost. 
48 This could not have been too 

difficult as he had adopted a policy in 1854 of charging'a new higher 
AQ 

rent immediately land had been drained. ' As for his deep drainingg 

he too had started by insisting on the Deanston system. 
50 

presumably to 

his and his tenants' cost. 

The Drainage Acts of 1846 and 1849 made funds available for land- 

lords5l and Land Draining Associations were advertising to lend money from 

1844.52 The cost of operations depended largely on the consistency of the 

soil and therefore how far apart the drains would have to be laid. 

Retentive clay mixed with stones and requiring four-foot drains 27 feet 

apart cost C5.17.0'per acre in 1849, but gravelly clay with sand needed 

the same four-foot drains only 36 feet apart and cost just C3-10-0- per 

acre. 
53 The 920 acres drained by Mr. Parkes on the Duke of Northumberland's 

estate up to September 1849 cost an average of Z4.6.8 per acre: the 230- 

drained between then and January 1850 cost less - F-4.1-9 per acre - as 

a consequence of the replacement of soles and tiles by pipes. 
54 In 1844 

the Duke had authorized the annual expenditure of E6,000 in the draining 

of his estate, 
55 but the estimated annual expense of draining in only 

seven of the twelve bailiwicks had already reached C8,306 by 1847.56 ' The 

benefits derived from drainage were estimated in 1850 to bet on good soils, 

47 Report of Rent Day Speechq Dec. lst 1859. NCRO/MII/B41/7- 
48 Rent Day Speech, May Ist 1862. NCRO/24I/B41/7. 

49 Rent Day Speech, Nov-30th 1854- NCRO/ZM1/B4l/7- 
50 Rent Day Speechp Nov. 23rd 1841. NCRO/ZMI/B4V7- 

51 See. Robert J. Thompson, 'An Inquiry into the Rent of Agricultural 
Land in England and Wales during the l9th Centilrytg Journal of the 
Royal Statistical Societyp 70,1907P PP-593-4; and N, C, l Sept. 13th 
1850- 

52 Advertisement of the Yorkshire Land-Draining Association, N. C., Feb. 
16th 1844- 

53 'On Draining Clay Soils' in Seymour Bell, Collections Relating to 
Agriculture. CL/L630- 

. 
54 Report to Duke of Northumberland headed tDraining Jany 28th 1850'- 

NCRO/ZHE/34/8- 

55 Printed circularg July 1844- NC#O/ZHE/34/8. 
56 Printe'd circular, 'Nov. 1847. NCRO/ZIIE/34/3- 
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"increased produce of Wheat 6 or 7 Bushels, of Barley 9 or 10 & of Oats 

10 or 11 on loamy Soils with an impervious subsoil the increase may be 

stated of Wheat 4 or 5 Biishels v of Barley 6 or 7& of Oats 7 or 8 per 

acre,,. 
57 Draining was claimed to double'the yield of turnips on heavy 

groundv58 but, more importantv made the growth, of turnips feasible on 

land where their cultivation would not preyiously have been attempted 

(see P-224-6). 

9Zhe development of drainage on arable land, after 1840, particularly 

I the heavy lands of 11, he south-easto-is clearly shovm on Map 16: 3 of those 

farms advertised as ýmving had drainage undertaken. The Nap contrasts 

starkly with Map 16: 1, which suggested. that drainage operations had largely 

been limited to upland areas for the benefit of stock before this date. 

With adequate drainage, the clay farms could at last begin to compete with 

the 'sheep and, turnipl farms of the north; "those long dispised Lands, once 

drained Limed & subsoiled - will repay you better than any other lands & 

to them be not surprised Gentlemen we 'shall in future be endebted for the 

supply of wheat". 
59 I-Tap 16: 4 shows the locations of townships specifically 

mentioned by the compilers of the Tithe Piles as having been satisfactorily 

drained or as being in urgent need of draining in the earlY 1840s. Few 

areas of the County needed no more drainage and the heavier arable lands 

around Alnwickv Stamfordham. and in central and south-eastern Northumberland 

in general were in particular need of treatment. The liýhter soils of 

much of the north were easier and less expensive to drain. Of Bowsdenv 

one of the few northern areas in special need of drainage, it was remarked 

that "The lands have been cultivated in an ordinary and average manner 

57 Christopher Colbeck, Bailiff of Tindale, to Hugh Taylor. Enclosed 
with State of Farms Returns, 1850, Alnwick Castlep Middle Roomp 4 
large boxes on the right, 6 paces from the door, 

. 
58 Rev. Bosanquetq 'Turnips on Stiff Clays in North=berlandlp J. N. A. S. 9 1847, pp-48-51- 
59 Notes for speechon land drainage by M-C. Salvin 0-1645. D/Sa/X/2109 
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ILES 

Drainage Operations Reported, 1841-1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1841-50. 

12 16 
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I 

State of Drainage c. 1840. 

Source: Tithe Filesq c-1840. PRO(A)/IR/18. 

12 16 
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much in accordance with the usual system followed in this district of 

d North but that the J4nprovement by draining now and for some time past 

so generally and extensively practised in this District has in this 
60 

Township as yet made. little progress. 

It would seem that drainage in Northumberland had been almost 

totally restricted to lighter and higher lands in the early 19th century 

and that heavier land was very much neglected until t4e 1840s. The 

significance of the advent of drainage to the arable-potential of strong 

- clay lands has been discussed elsewhere (see P-354) as has its 

importance in the laying down to grass of thinner clay soils (see p. 232). 

In that drainage did permit considerable changes in land use on the clays, 

it may be justifiable to claim that a, minor agricultural revolution of 
61 

sorts had taken place: it is less equivocal to claim that even if 

changes brought about by drainage on the clays were less than revolutionaryl 

the speed with which drainage was introduced to heavier lands was not. 

Figure 16: 1 gives some idea of the pace at which thorough drainage was 

adopted in Northumberland. Its sudden acceptance as a useful improvement 

after 1840 despite decades of familiarity with the basic techniquesv was 

a product of the economy and efficiency possible through the invention of 

tile- and pipe-making machines, the ready availability of funds for 

landlords to embark on drainage operationsq but mainly of a realization 

that under-drainage represented the best way of re-equiping heavier 

lands to face competition from an agriculture the overall efficiency of 

which was steadily increasing. 

60 Bowsdent Lowick, Tithe File, Jan. 21st 1846. PRO(A)/IR/18/6841. 
61 See R. W. Sturgess, 'The Agricultural Revolution on the English Clays', 

Ag. H, R, q 149 1966, pp. 104-21; l5p 19679 pp. 82-7 and E. J. T. Collins 
and E. L. Jones, 'Sectoral Advance in English Agriculture 1850-80't 
Ag-11-R-o 159 1967t pp. 65-ý81. 
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Figure 16, -1 
Number of Farms on which-Drainage Reported in 
Letting or Sale Advertisements 
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XVII 

MANIM ES 

The dung of animals, mixed with straw, is what is commonly meant 

-by manure and, indeed, this was certainly the sort most extensively used 

in Northumberland. But other manuresl both natural and artificial, played 

a role of arowiiýg importance in the County in the century. after 1750- 

Manures not only improved the fertility of the soilp but could also 

improve its texture. Without manures it would have been difficult to 

produde grain crops on many soilsq even hard6r to reap high yields and* 

almost impossible to raise such crops as turnips. It is not possible 

to trace the extent and the effectiveness of dung use, Except where 

vast quantities were said to have been wasted in areas where there were 

large stock numbers but little tillage, as was the case on' some Cheviot 

farms in the early 19th century 
1 

and in Kirkhaugh in 1840,, 2 it was a 

matter far too co=onplace to arouse conment. Yet faxm-yard dune was I 

so precious in other parts of Northumberland that its preservation and 

augmentation were important arguments for the stall-feeding of cattle in 
3 

winter and the housing of horses in summer. Other manures, particularly 

the new ones, used during this period have left more evidence of their 

impact. These provoked considerable interest and much extension of 

tillage, improvement of yield and-increased cultivation of some crops 

was attributed to their efficacy. 

Paring and burning, the method by which the turf was sliced from 

old pastures or rough heath land, burnt and the ashes spread about the 

land as mýnure before tillage, was extensively. practisod in the 18th 

1 Bailey and Culleyq 18059 PP-130-1- 
2 John Hodgson, History of Northumberland, 1840, pt,, 2p 3p P. -59- 
3 F-M-P lp 1800v PP-402-4- 
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century in the southern and western parts of Northumberland though not 

in the east and nortý. 
4 The system had m any opponents who complained 

that the bulk of the soil was diminished by sod-burning, but this was' 

not its main weakness. Paring and burning not only broke up the landl 

but also made the soil more friable and deposited a layer of fertile 

humus ash on land that had not recently, or perhaps had never produced 

corn crops. The result was luxuriant crops for the first year or twop 

encouraging the injudicious cultivator to take as many crops as he could 

before being defeated by pliimmetingyields and exhausted soil. Paring 

and burning thus became almost synonymous with over-cropping and bad 

5 husbandry and was regarded with the utmost suspicion by the improvers& 

Arthu= Young suggested in 1770 that paring and burning was a system of 

cultivation rapidly going out of favour in many parts of Northumberland 

and George Culley had some difficulty in 1799 persuading his brother 

Matthew that it was the only possible way to bring mossy ground into 

cultivation. 
7 

Certainly the process was often badly executed and abused. Sods 

were being allowed to moulder all winter and become virtually incombustible 

at Hethe rslaw, in Ford, in 1781 a 
and it was being used at Seaton Delaval, 

I in 1795 to induce large cash crops of hay to alleviate financial 

embarrassment rather than as Part of any policy of agricultural improve- 

ment. 
9 There can be little doubt that the very high crop yiAds reported 

in some unlikely highland areas Of Northumberland in the 18th century were 

a consequence of paring and burning (see p, 202). 
. 

The value'of such 

a sy: Ytem to the farmer may be judged by the rent offered by a l1r. Barker 

4 Bailey and Culley, 3.805, p. 128. 
5- Ibid., pp. 129-30; William Marshall, Review and Abstract of the County 

Reports. to the Board of Agriculture, 1808-18, lo P-39- 
6 Arthur Youngq 

* 
Northern Tour, ý770P 39 pp. 28Y 419 88P 105- 

7 George Culley to John Welcht March 15th 1799. NCRO/ZCU/6. 
8 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavall Nov. 18th 1781. NCRO/2DE/4/13/49, 
9 Ibid. p April 3rd 17959 NCRO/M/ý/16* 
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for a farm at Doddington in 1812. For the right not even to pare but 

simply to bum heathland in a 21-year rotationt he was willing to pay 

C200 a year in addition to his C1600 annual rental. 
10. Whether paring 

were performed by breast ploughs, by improvised swing ploughs or special 

paring ploughs, both it and the-burning and spreading process w9re heavily 

labour intensive. Por this reason, gangs of labouxers were sometimes 

hired to undertake the work, and because a degree of expertise was 

needed in burning the sods, 
12 

specialist parers offered their services 

and were often contracted from a distance to work in Northumberland. 13 

Of greater importance to the 18th century farmer than even paring 

and burning was the application of lime to both grass and'arable land. 

This had the physical effect of improvihg the consistency of both light 

and heavy soils and the chemical effect of helping to neutralis6 acidic 

soils, of adding valuable plant nutrients to the soil and of assisting 
14 

the utilisation of those already in the soil. Common practice was to 

burn chalk or limestone in kilns to create quick lime which was then 

spread on the land in the ratio of between 75 and 150 bushels to 1 acre, 

either after paring and burning or in regular rotation. 
15 In Northumberlandp 

many 18th century leases insisted that a set quantity of lime be applied 

every few yearsp a custom utterly condemned by Morton in 1855- "Anything 

more pernicious than such a system could scarcely be devised, because of 

the utterly exhausting action of lime when not accompanied by a more 
16 

than ordinary generots treatment of the soil, " Regular heavy use of 

lime, like paring and burning, allowed heavy cropping for a few years, 

10 John Bailey to Earl Tankerville, Nov. 29th 1812. NCRO/Tahkerville 
Box I/D/3 unsorted. 

11 N. C., May 9th 17679 Aug. 25th 1807, May 19th 1810, May 16th 1818. 

12 J. 0. Morton., Cyclopedia of Agriculture, 1855,2t PP-559-60.. 
13 N. C., Jan. 21st 1775; Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavalt Jan. 27th 1782, 

NCRO/2DE/4/14/6. 

14 J. C. Mortont op. cit., 2. pp. 253-4; Thomas Colbeck, P. 426; John Wallist 
The Natural History and Antiquities of Northumberland, 1769, P-3- 

15 Bailey and Culloyl 1805, PP-131-3- 
16 J. C-. Morton, op. cit. t 21 p. 254- 
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but unless it was accompanied by t6 application of considerable 

quantities of dung and the land allowed to lie in grass for some years, 

soil exhaustion was likely. Lime, it was saidp er=iched the father but 

beggared the son. 
17 

The doubts entertained ýy Bailey and Culley about the usefulness 
, 18 

of regular lime application on old arable were reiterated by the 

Scottish Reviewers of the Northumberlaxid Agricultural Report. In 1800 

they wrote, "We have often, howeverý vie! 4ed the Northumberland lime- 

husbandryp as little betterlthan giving the land a snuff; and we do not 

wonderv 'that many intelligent farmers begin to doubt of its efficacy, 

and the propriety of continuing to lay it upon their old tillage lands'. 

In such situations, it is only throwing away money unnecessarily, to expend 

it upon the purchase of lime. Refresh the land with grasap and the 

operation may be profitably repeated". 
19 In other words, liming was no 

substitute for sound rotations and convertible husbandry. This seems to 

have been increasingly recognised in Northumberland leases of the 19th 

century. Although tlýese generally retained the-provision that all straw 

was to be used on the fa= to be mixed with dung for manure, liming 

directions were raxe by the second quarter. bf the century. 

Map 17: 1 shows all those lime kilns, both operating and defunct, 

marked on the first edition Ordnance Survey sheets of the County, surveyed 

between 1858 and 1864. It makes two points-very clear; the absence of the 

raw material in ý11 Parts of the south-east exce pt Whitley Bay and therefore 

the existence of kilns in this area only at those places where lime could 

be importedg and secondly the proliferation of lime kilns in the south-west. 

The suggestion is that this area was heavily dependent on lime as a manure 

and remained so in the mid-19th century when other parts of the C6unty 

were turning increasingly to other manures. In the south-east, the 

17 Cuýhbert Johnson, Modern Agricultural Improvements, 1847, P. 91. 
18 Bailey and Culley, 1805, P-134. 
19 F. M., 19 1800P PP-425-6. 
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ILES 

Lime Kilns In Use or Defunct, 1858-1864. 

Source: 
-Fi=t FAitiq; l Ordnance Survey, 1865-6 
(6 inches to 1 mile) 

12 16 
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Whitley and Wallsend Lime Works held a virtual monopoly and lime was 

dear, In the north of the Countyt a fother of lime containing about 

25 bushels sold for between 3/-'and 416 in 1805; 20 
. 

between Walker and 
21 

Newburn it cost 12/- in 1811 delivered on the River. The cost of 

liming was nearly alwýys borne by the tenant. At Doddington in 1780, 

lime was bought from Berwick at 6d per boll at the kiln, brought back 

in two-horse carts each carrying 5 bolls and charging 5/- for the Journeyp 

and applied to the land at the ratio of 30 bolls (60 bushels or 3 tons) 

to the acre. 
22 Occasionally the landlord applied lime at his own expense, 

as when an allotment at Tossong Rothbury, was advertised to be let in 

1809 after it had been'ploughed-and limed at the rate of 10 cart loads 

(about 5 tons) of lime to the acre, 
23 

The absence of limestone between the Tweed and the Lothians 

occasioned considerable demand from Northumberland kilns near the Border, 

Complaints were made in 1780 that the freeholders of Wark had sold out 

to lime carters whose horses devoured other people's grass and whose 

carts ruined the road surfaces. 
24 At St. Boswells$ Jedburgh, it was 

remarked in 1794 that "The expence of improving with lime is greatj as 

the lime must come either from the Lothian kilns, or those of the border 

of England... but this expence is many times repaid with interest, from 

25 
the melioration of the land". In Dunse, it was thought worthwhile 

bringing lime 15 miles, 
26 in Earlstoun 22 miles, 

27 
and 20 miles f=m 

28 
Elishaw in Elsdon to Jedburgh. One of the greatest advantages of the 

new iron bridge built-across the Tweed between Norham and Berwick was 

thought to be that it would facilitate the carriage of Northumberland 

29 lime into Scotland. By the mid-19th century, lime was still recommended 

20 Bbiley and Culleyq 1805P P-133- 21 N. C., April 6th 1811. 

22 Notes, Dec. 22nd 1780. NCRO/2DE/19/4- 

23 N. C, ', Nov. llth 1809. 

24 Robert Smart to Earl Tankervilles March llth 1780. NCRO/Tankerville 
I Box 4/C/8 unsorted. 

25 Sir John. Sinclairy Statistical Account of Scotland, 1794,109 p. 205 

26 Ibid. 9 1797,49-P-392.27 Ibid. 9 17971 4, p. 249- 
28 N. C., Oct. 2nd 1802.29 P. M., 219 18209 p. 368*' 
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or pasture. for use after draining of heavy soils and as a top dressing f ýO 

Railway transport had both reduced its price and increased its availability 

in the south-east, but by this date, farmers in other parts of 

Northumberland were becoming disenchanted with the continual use of lime, 

and although lime remained an important manure, greater interest began 

to be shown in others. 

Bailey and Culley did not mention the use of bones as a manure in , 

Northumberlandl but they were on sale to farmers in South Shields in 

1795.32 In 1849 it was declared that, though no manure could replace 

farm-yard dung, "prepared bonesq where sufficient manure cannot be obtainedt 
I an be] applied 'with good results; and... are much preferable to the C 

thousands of loads of lime which are wasted (though to a much less extent 
33 

than formerly), by being applied as a fallow drossins... At between 

34 116 and 2/- a bushel, bones were a dear manurep but they possessed'at 

least two advantages over lime. As Thomas Colbeck explained in 1847, 

"There is nothing pn which our farmers have wasted so much money as limet 

by applying it to old-going land. It is true lime is necessary for plantsp 

but still it is only one of the substances required... Bones have also 

been very extensively usedo and with more benefit... because they contain 

more of the substances required by the plants't particularly the phosphatesp 

. 
35 

which are absolutely necessary to form the seed of our ýcerealsll The 

second advantage was that, being considerably lighter than limej bones 

were "a manure that will be most useful. to persons at too great a 

distance from townsp to lead other manure with advantage,,, 
36. 

Newcastle seems to have early become a centre for the sale of bone 

manure, An advertisement of 1807 from a bone-manure manufacturer appealed 

30 John Wilson, Northe= Pa=s and Pa=dng, 18649 P-4. NCRO/ZSW/Add. & Misc. 

31 Ibid. 0 P-5.32 N. C. # April Ilth 1795. 
33 William Glover to Newcastle Farmers, Club, Nov-3rd 1849. L. & P. Bolbec' 

N630.612. 
34 N-c-t April 13th 1816, Feb. 15th 1817, May 29th 1824- 
35 Thomas Colbeck to NeWcastle Farmers' Club, Sept. 24th 1847. L. & P. 

Bolbee N630-611, 
36 P. M., 16,1815, P-330. See also N. C. 9' April 15th 1: 815. 
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for the rich to throw their bones in places where the poor could find 

them to bring to him. 37 Bones -'occasionally human -'were imported at 
38 Newcastle from the Baltic, broken into small pieces there and either 

used locally or delivered as far. afield-as East Lothian. 39 Ground bones 

also seem to have been delivered at Alruýouth for sale at Alnwick. 40 

'Half-incht bones and dust were manufactured to be sown by drill along 

with the turnip seed. 
41 

and it wqs claimed in 1847 that "the extensive 

application of bone manure has increased the quantity of acres under 

turnips to an amazing extentp and proved to be a most useful manure on 

all light lands". 42 In 1833 it was suggested that bone manure might be 

equally beneficial to the Northumberland wheat cropt but it was clearly 
43 

no more than an experiment in the 1830s. Unlike limet bones were used 
44 

as a direct supplement to farm-yard manures but probably did not undergo 

the process whereby they were first i=ersed in'sulphuric acid until the 

1840s. 45 

Some use was made of seaweed as a manure in the 18th century. 

Bailey and Culley wrote of it being gathered and left to putrify in large 
46 heaps before it, was used, Only one reference, in 1780, is known to 

47 the burning of seaweed to make kelp. Seaweed seems to have been commonly 
48 

used in coastal distiiets as a preparation for wheatt and access to the 

37 N. C., Dec. 19th 1807. 
38 N. C., July 10th 1824P Jan. 4th 1834. 
39 F. M. 9 20,1819P P-17.40 N. C., April 19th 1839- 

41 N-C-9 April 4th, May 9th 1829p May 17th 1834- 
42 G. H. Ramsay to Newcastle Farmers' Club, March 6th 1847. L. & P. Bolbeo 

N630.611. 
43 N. C. j, Aus-31st 1833, July 12th 1839. 
44 Evidence of G. H. Ramsay, Report of Select Committee on Agricultural 

Customs, 1848P P-195. 
45 Ibid.; Thomas Colbeck to Newcastle Farmers' Club, Sept. 24th 1847, 

L. & P. Bolbee N630.611. 
46 Bailey and Culley, 1805, P-134. 
47 John Bryers to Sir John Delaval', April 18th 1780- NCRO/2DE/4/19. 
48 Ibid. j Dec- 7th 1782. NCRO/2DE/4/20/28. 
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coast considerably increased the value of farms. 49 Sea shells were also 

occasionally used on all but sandy soilst though the practice of first 

burning them had died out in the mid-18th century, 
50 Marl was sometimes 

used in the very north of the County, the only part where it was found, 

but had generally given way before the more imnediate effects of liming 

in the second half-of the 18th century. 
51 Ashes from the Hartley Salt 

Pans and Glass Works were used as manure in the 1780s, 52 
coal ashes as 

53 
a dressing for grassland in the south-eastv and soot was effectively 

employed on land in . the environs of Berwick. 54 Various other odd manures 
55 

were tried in the first half of the 19th century, including salt, 'Owen's 

Animalized Carbon' shipped direct from Copenhagen to Alnmouth. 56 
and Peat 

Ashes from Rotterdam. 57 but derivatives from lint and rapeseed seem to 

have been reserved all; ost exclusively for feeding to cattle as oil cake 

rather than for direct use on the land as fertilizer. 58 

Considerable use seems to have been made of the refuse of towns as 

manure. The street sweepings of Newcastle were let annually to contractors 
59 60 61 to retail to fa=ers, sold directly to faxmers or simply given awayo 

Cost of carriage was the difficulty. Even after the railway had 

substantially reduced transport costs, carriage of an unspe6iiied manure 

from Newcastle to. Raydon Bridge in 1852 still made the manure 5Wo dearer 
62 

than when delivered at Stocksfield. Attempts to reduce the weight and 

bulk of urban manure resulted in such products as 'Claxk's Dessicated 

49 Ibid, t March 10th 17a6i NCRO/2DE/4/21/31; N. C. , July 10th 1779. 
50 John Wallist op-cit-t P-31-- 51 Bailey and Culleyp 18659 P-134. 
52 John Bryers to Sir John Delaval, Peb. 14th, May 27th 1783- NCRO/2DE/4/ 

20/35P 48. 
53 Bailey and Culley, 18059 P-135. 

-54 John Puller, History of Berwick, 1799, P-458. 
55 N. Cij Oct. 2nd 1819, April 9th 1825. 
56 N. C. 9 March 31st 1837.57, N. C., June 13th 1845- 

-58 *One exception was an advertisement for rape dust for use as manure, N. C., May 27th 1842. 
55 e. g. 'N. C. 9 Dec. 20th 1794. ' 
60 e. g. N. C., Oct-31st 1789P Jan 9th', Nov. 27th 1790. 
61 N. C. i Sept. 23rd 1809.62 NCRO/NRO/309- 
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Compost and Compressed Night Soil', advertised in 1815 for use with any 
63 ''' 

crop at the rate of 18 bushels per acre. The same problem was solved 

in a different way by using town manure as ballast to fill the coal boats 

returning to th6 south-east Northumberland coast from London. 
64 

As early 

as 1769 Wallis claimed that "About Newcastle, a cold and hungry 6lay 

prevailst yet every field appears by-culture like a gardenp plentifully 

manured with dungs, some native, and vast qukitities extraneous, brought 

at an easy price from London, by way of ballast in the'lcoal ships". 
65 

As 

late as 1840, manure was still coming to Earsdon Parish from London as 

ballast in coal ships. 
66 

In 1864, Newcastle rubbish was being sent to 

Morpeth by rail where it was sold at 2/8 per ton for use as farm manure. 
67 

The facility of obtaining town and other' sorts of manure from Newcastle 

had even brought about a change in normal leasing conditions on fa=s in 

the south-east whereby hay and straw were allowed to be sold in town as 

long as sufficient manure was brought in on the carts' return journeys 

to compensate for the loss. 
68 

Another method of manuring land to be attempted in Northumberland 

was irrigation, the system of watering meadows. There can be little 

doubt that Culley personally brought the innovation to the County. He 

had probably seen it, in operation at Dishley when he visited Robert Bakewell, 

in the 1760s and his brother Matthew had been impressed by examples he 

saw in Forfar in 1770.69 Although the Cul'leys may have experimented in 

63 N. C. p Sept. 9th 1815. 
64 John Hodgson, op. cit., p. 28; Edward Grace to Sir John Delaval, 

Aug. 23rd 1803, NCRO/2DE/4/25/17. 
65 John Wallis, OP-cit-v P-36. 
66 Tithe Vile for Seaton Delaval and Hartley, March 6th 1840. PRO(A)/IR/ 

18/7211. 

67 John Wilson, OP-cit-v P-4. NCRO/ZSW/Add. & Misc. 
68 e. g. Tithe Files for Ponteland Townshipq March 31st 1841. PRO(A)/IR/ 

18/7180; Prestwick Township, April lst 1841 ý7186 ; Coldcoats, May 20th 
1840 (6905); Kentong Gosforthq Dec-7th 1839 (70M- 

69 Matthew Culley's Journalp 1770. NCRO/ZCU/1. 
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Northumberland as early as 1779,70 George certainly received advice from 

Bakewell in 1787 to. procure a waterman from Charles Boswell in Piddletown, 

Dorset. 71 The end result was that Culley took Boswell's advice, 
72 trained 

one of his own labourers in carpentry and sent him to Dorset to learn 

from Bomiell's labourers. 73 
The labourer returned and the first* water 

meadows in the County were constructed at Wark and later at Halton Castle 

and Aydon Castle. 74 13y 1811 they had been established at Ray in 

Kirkwhelpington75 and Kirkharle, 76 but even by the mid-19th century there 

were only a handful of water meadows in Northumberland and in Glendale, 

the seat of their introduction, the only examples were those at Wark, 

Turvelawsp Yeavering and Coupland. 77. 

The idea of the water meadow was to flood pasture temporarily by means 

of channels and looks so that the grass was not only well watered but also 

manured by the depositing of silt carried in the water. The result was 

'a very early growth of grass in the Springg most useful if large numbers 

of stock had to be wintered. Yet despite the obvious advantages for 

Northumberlandl the availability of experts from the South to execute' 

the work, 
78 

and the . enthusiasm shown by Culley for the system, 
79 the 

innovation did not. catch on in Northumberland. Across the Border in 

Roxburgh, where water meadows had been in use as early as 1770s 80 the 

forty or so financed by the Duke of Baccleugh had mostly been ploughed 

up by 1815 - 
81 Where winter feed could be provided by growing turnips*9 

70 Bailey and Culley, 1805, P-136. 
71 Robert Bakewell to George Culley, Feb. 18th 1787- NUL/Basement Store/ 

Mise-Mss-/7* 
72 George Boswell to George Culleyv March 25th 1787- NCRO/ZCU/1?. 
73 George Boswell, Treatise on the Watering of Meadows, 1792, P-115- 
74 Thomas Bell, History of-Improved Short-Horn Cattle, 1871, p. 240. 
75 N. C., Aug-3rd 1811- 76 Bailey and Culley, 1805, P-137. 
77 Mr. Henderson to Wooler Pa=ers' Club, J. N. A. S., 1848, P-5- 
78 William Mure to George Culley, May 23rd 1793. NCRO/ZCU/18. 
79 George Culley to John Welch, SePt-17th 1799. NCRO/ZCU/6; George Culleyl 

Observations on Livestock, 1801, p. 201. 
80 R. A. Dodgshon, Agricultural Change in Roxburghshire and Berwickshire 

1700-1820t Ph. D. Thesis, Liverpool University, P-308. 
81 P. M., 169 1815, PP-42-8. 
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there was little need to go to the trouble and expense ne'cessitated by 

water meadows. Donaldson estimated in 1796'that proprietors in the 

South of Scotland were spending between ZlO and C20 per acre installing 

a system virtually guaranteed to induce sheep rot. 
82 Despite the initial 

enthusiasm of the innovator and the imitation of a few leading farmersq 

it would seem that there was no general interest in a system of manuring 

that had serious disadvantages and few advantages not attainable by the 

cultivation-of turnips. 

Sodium Nitrdte seems to have reached Northumberland from Peru in 

the 1830s and was used with some success on grassland. 
83 It was frequently 

advertised by import ers in Newcas'tle in the early 1840s 84 but by 1847 
85 its popularity had virtually disappeared* It had been superceded by a 

I 
revolutionary new manure - guano. Guano was the droppings of sea birds 

which, accumulated and preserved in various and parts of the world, 

contained sodaq ammonia and phosphates. It was particularly useful as 

a manure for the turnip crop, 
86 but as with''other 19th century manures, 

was intended for use along with normal farm-yard dung; to supplemeni it, 

87 
not replace it. This new manure appears to have reached Northumberland 

from Peru in 1839,88 though was not well known in south Northumberland 

in 1841.89 At first it was very expensive, between C20 and L25 a ton, 90 

91 92 but this was rapidly reduced to C17 in May 1W, C15 in September 1842. 
93 94 C13 then C12 in March 18439 Z7 in May 1844 and E5.8-0 per ton in 

82 James Donaldson, Modern Agriculture, 1796,39 P-422. 
83 C. A. Monck to Tyneside Agricultural Societys N. C. 9 Sept-3rd 1841. 

84 esg. N. C. v APril 17th 1840, Feb. llth, March llth 1842. 
85 Thomas Colbeck to Newcastle Farmers' Club, Sept. 24th 1847. L. & P. 

Bolbeo N630.611. 
86 For an account of its beneficial effect on a Northumberland oat crop 

in 180 see J. C. Jobling, J. N. A. S., 1847, p. 69. 
87 G. H. Ramshy to Newcastle Farmers' Club, March 6th 1847. L. & P. Bolbeo 

N630.611. 
88 Professor Johnston to Newcastle Farmers' Clubj July 1851. L. & P. 

Bolbec N630,612. 
89 John Grey to Tyneside Agricultural Society, N. C., Sept-3rd 1841- 
90 Ibid.. 91 N. C. 9 May 6th 1842. 
92 N. C. Sept- 30th 1842 93' N. C. 9 X=ch 24thr 31st 1843- 
94 N-C-P May 17th 1844- 
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April 1849.95 A's price dropped, so too did quality. Peruvian stocks 

were rapidly exhaustecl and lower grade guano. was brought from Saldanha 

96 Bay and Elizabeth Island in Africa after 1845. The cheapest guano of 

all came from the Orkneys and was marketed by the British Agricultural 

Company. 97 It is also likely that price reduction was assi sted by the 

practice of adulteration. Genuine guano was too powerful for undiluted 

applicationg, 
98 but the unsolicited addition of vast quantities of 

materials with no fertilizing properties, ý', ý' can have done little to 

encourage the rapid adoption of the new manure and probably restricted 

its initial use to more adventurous farmers. Guano heralded a more 

scientific use of manure than had. previously been knowny but which had 

hardly-been achieved by the mid-19th'century when one leading Northumber- 

land farmer could sayl "I look forward to an entire change in our system 

of manuring. Not, as at presentl to lay on so many hundredweight of 

bones or guano and so much 
[fa 

rm-yard] manure to'one fallow, leaving our 

four following crops to their chancet and ourmanure to be washed away 

through the drains. No; we must now add to each crop what that crop alone 

requires It * 
100 

95 N. C. 9 April 27th 1849. 
96 e. g. N. C., Aug. 22nd 1845, May 29th 1846. 
97 N. C., April 27th 1849. 
98 John Grey to Tyneside Agricultural Society, N. C., Sept-3rd 1841- 
99 G. E. Fussellp(IMarket Talk in-18621p Country Gentlemen's Estate 

Magazine, 63 1)v 1963P P-10. 
100 Thomas Colbeck to Newcastle Farmers' Club, Sept. 24th 1847. L. & P. 

Bolbee N630.611. - 
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xviii 

AGRICULTURAL DIPLEKMS 

The extremely rapid diffusion of the threshing machine in 

Northumberlapd towards the end of the 18th cejýtury contrasts sharply 

with the rate of adopti6n of other farming tools available shortly 

afterwards. Northumberland farmers seem to have been hesitant to commit 

themselves to the use of new forms of agricultural machinery and the 

threshing machine and drill were the only new implements of any real 

significance in the improvement of the County's farming before 1850 

(see PP-*410-468). This is strange in a area where-farms were 

large and their farmers generally willing and able to try new ways, where 

wages were high and workers often scarce and where the threshing machine 

had long demonstrated the possibilities of mechanisation. 

All evidence of the late 18th centuryo but especially the farm stock 

advertisements of the period, suggests that standard farm eVipment 

consisted of carts, ploughsp harrows, rollers, winnowing machines and 

little elseq apart from hand tools. ' In 1808 it was stated that no 

department of British agriculture had advanced more in the previous 30 

or 40 years than the construction of implements, resulting in the improve- 

ment of old machines and*the invention of new. 
' Yet they had not been 

adopted at a rate comparable with that of other. improvements, a situation 

attributed to the reluctance of farm workers to learn new skills, of 

farmers being unaware or unconvinced of improvements and to the great 

expense of new machines, particularly those bought from a distance. Where 

new implements are known to have been in use in Northumberland in the 

18th century, it was freqaently the incentive of landlords that had 

1 Andrew Greyl The-Plow-Wright's Assistant, 18081, ppvi-xi. 
2 Ibid. 

IS 
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introduced them, as Sir John Delaval had donel, with new ploughs and 

winnowing machines sent from Carlisle and London to try on his 

Northumberland estates in the 1780s- (see pp. 92-4). 

There is no evidence of this activity having been general even 

among landlords and it was certainly not so among tenants.,, Fa=ers either 

made implements themselves3 or contracted the local smith, to mako themy 

0 

or specialist plough wrights such as the one mentioned in 1782, too 

unskilled to be a carpenter and therefore in "the plough and Harrow 

business in his own Itinerant way from Farm house to Farm house - his 

Ploughs will nether keep rectilinear nor go without unnatural rising and 

depressing and few can make them go at all,,. 
4 

'There is no doubt that 

single examples of new improved implements were avai6ble-locally from an 

early datep but diffusion was often hampered by the inability of local 

craftsmen to imitate-proficiently. In 1803, George Culley wrote to John 

Welch, "We have got a new fashioned Corn rake fm Leicestershire this. year, 

If it answers we must get you one made 4 sent by & byel But I dont know 

whether our Smiths can make the teeth right or not? For the excellence 

seems to consist entirely in the teeth which are long & tapered & anchoredg 

steeled I believe". 5 Even in the mid-19th centuryv most farm implements 

were still made by local artisans, but even when these were competent 

craftsmen it was claimed that "from their position they do not get far 

from home, and they have little opportunity of improving; consequently 

they go on with the same kind of implements and the same patterns as 

used by their forefathers" .6 When farmers wanted any implement that 

was out of the ordinary made locallyp they haa to go to some lengths to 

got it done. Culley had to leave two plough mouldboards at a foundry in 

3 George Gladstone to Sir John Delaval, March 17th 1794. NCRO/2DEA/49/1, 
4 Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavall Jan 10th 1782. NCRO/2DE/4/14/1. 
5 George Culley to John Welch, Sept. 10th 1803. NCRO/ZCU/6. 
6, Joseph Laycock to Newcastle Farmers' Club, Oct. Sth 1847. L. & P. 

Bolbee, N630,611- 
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Tweedmouth from . which copies for his future orders could be cast. 
7 

Strangely enough, mid-19th century Newcastle possessed no ýMplement 

depot where farmers could inspect a range of readye-made machines. 

Consequýently, farmers anxious to try new implements had to resort to 

an inspired local black-smith or buy either direct or through middlemen 

from distant manufacturers. 
8 Either wayv there was no guarantee of 

satisfaction, even presuming the individual farmer had been sufficiently 

convinced of the utility of the new implement to attempt to get one. It 

was a matter of great regret for at least one eminent implement maker 

that even the County Agricultural Reports had made no real effort to make 

known the success of an implement in one county to the farmers of another. 
9 

It may have been that the majority of Northumberland farmers was either 

ignorant of improved implements or not sufficiently convinced of their 

advantage to risk spending money on them. Elsewhere it was remarked that 

new agricultural machines had been valued for the abridgement of labour 

10 they afforded or for their capacity to reduce agricultural costs in 

generall 
11 but in Northumberland, this was not the case. Hasbach was 

puzzoiled by Culley's claim that the value of agricultural implpmentp in 

Northumberland was not in their reduction of coats. Indeed, they had 

apparently not had that consequence at a119 but had rather enabled the 

farmer "to do many things which he would have left undone if he had only 

manual labour to depend upon". 
12 In other wordsl agricultural 

mechanisation in Northumberland was associated with expansion in 

agricultural productiong with increased productivity rather than a reduction 

in existing production costs. Herein may lie the reason for the tardy 

7 George Culley to Robinson Co., Dec. 20th 1810. NCROACU/31- 

a Joseph Laycock, 'On Agricultural Implements1p J. N. A. S., 1848, P-48- 
9 William Amos to George Culley, Sept. 21st 1794. NCRO/ZCU/18. 

10 William Lester, A History of British Implements and Machinery 
Applicable to Agriculturev 1811t p. 208. 

11 P. M., 21,1820, PP-486-7- 
12 Quoted in W. Hasbach, A History of the English Agricultural Labourerp 

1908, p. 256. 
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adoption of improved agricultuýal machinery in the County. While wartime 

profits from agriculture were generally quite satisfactory without 

resorting to mechanipation, the post-liar period was probably not conducive 

to wholesale agricultural expansion. It seems likely that there was a 

significant increase in arable acreage betwecn 1803 and C-1850 (see pp. 

208-233) and that this largely took place in the second quarter of the 

century, at a time when Northumberland farmers. began to show their first 

real interest in mechanisation since the introduction of the threshing 

machine. Yet even by mid-century,, Northumberland agriculture was far 

from mechanised. Colbeck remarked that many Northumberland farmers thought 
13 the new machines too expensive and complicated and Wilson that any 

comparable southern or midland farm would outclass the Northumberland 
14 in quantity and quality of implements. Of the 800 or so implements 

exhibited at the Royal Agricultur al Show hold in Newcastle in 1846, only 

12 ca: me from either Durham or Northumberland and none of these won any 

prize. -15' 

Local newspaper advertisements make it-clear that improved implements- 

were available in Northumberland, but at the earliest period, only from 

a distance and at a price. The first advertisement of this sort appeared 

in 1783 and promoted the ploughs, rollers, water-pumpsp drills, horse hoes 

and rak. es., straw and turnip tuttersv weighing machines and mills of 
16 William Winlaw, Engine-Maker of Cavendish Square, London., It would 

seem that the advertisement was directed primarily at merchantsv but it 

attracted at least one order irom a Northumberland estate. 
17 A specialist 

drill-maker from Bedale in Yorkshire aw'ealed to ordinar-Y farmers in 1788 18 

13 Thomas Colbeck, p. 424- 
14 John Wilsont Notes on Northern Farms and Farming, 1864P P-ýO- 

NCRO/ZSW/Add. & Miso. 
15 N. C., Jan-14th 1848.16 N. C. j Aug-30th 1783- 
17 Joseph Oxley to William'Winlawt Sept. 9th 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/15/48- 
18 N. C. j Feb. 23rd 1788. 
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and James Small himself offered his ploughs from Midlothian in 1790,19 

Thomas Proud of Darlington was the first manufacturer to give any sort 

of price list, but this was for delivery at Darlington; carriage to 

Northumberland would have been ex ra. 
20 

n none of these cases would 

it have been possible for farmers to have seen what they were buying 

before commit/ment. Not until 1814 did any implement maker advortise that 

21 he was to show his-goods at local markets, and not until 1813 did a 

local manufacturerp one Richard Sharper,, newly arrived from London and 

bringing with him the first known use of the term tscarifier',, advertise 

his wares. 
22 

Many of the early implement makers seem to have been very narrow 

specialists. Anthony Collier of Richmond was a winnowing machine maker 
23 

as was jonathon Simpson of Horsley Tyne Side; 24' R. Scu= of Thirsk made 

turnip drills 25 
and Henry Smith of Bedlington only hýarrows. 26 Orders 

for implements could be placed and received either at the factories or at 

various public houses. and shops in the County. The only sizeable 

manufacturers in the*County offering a variety of agricultural implements 

seem to have been Richard Sharper at Manor Chare, Newcastle between 1813 

27 
and 18349 succeded by his nephews, Messrs Hutchinson and Swalesq between 

28 29. 
and James 1835 and 1838 and then by John Stephenson after 1841; 

Crozer and Partners operating in both Alnwick and Newcastle from 1818 to 

some time after 1832.30 There can'be no doubt that these men offered 

locally a wide range of agricultural implements of which they were either 

19 N. C., May 22nd 1790. 

20 N. C., March 28th 1801 and May 24th 1806. 

21 Robert Bains of Pelton, N. C. v April 30th 1814. 

22 N. C., July 24th 1813 23 N. C., June 20th 1807. 

. 
24 N. C. 9 May 21st 1814. See also N. C., May 25th 1822. 

25 N. C., June 11th 1814.26 N. C. r March 29th 1817. 

27 N. C. j July. 24th 1813 Feb. 22nd 1834. 

28 N. C., Feb. 21st 1835 April 13th 1838. 

29 N. C. t May 14th 1841. 

30 N. C-v May 30th 1818 June 30th. 1832. 
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the manufacturers or the agents of more distant manufacturers, but everi 

Richard Sharper was at least partly dependent on the manufacture of non- 

agricultural implements3l and James Crozer was primarily a seedmerchant, 

bankrupt by 1825.32 These were no more than small businesses either 

handed down in the family, as was Sharper's concerng or carried on by 

trusted foremen. 33 It seems significant that agricultural implement 

makers of the 1840s no longer chose to emphasise implements of their own 

manufacture, but rather their role as agents for implements-alre0y tried 

and tested elsewhere. Wilkin and Dickman of Alnwick, for example, were 
34 primarily the agents for the sale of the Ducie Drago Mr. Burnett of 

Black Hedley was selling the patent seed and manure drill of Mr. Brown 
35 from Cheshiret and Matthew Gibson of Newcastle had, by 1850, established 

a depot for the sale of implements from other factories as well as of his 

own clod crusher. 
36 This reversion to the earlier specialisation. and 

the failure of any large scale agricultural engineering concern to 

establish itself, despite the industrial initiative evident on Tyneside, 

suggests that there was something seriously lacking in the demand for 

agricultural implements from Northumberland farmers during the first half 

of the 19th century. Ransomes of Ipswich were offering free illustrated 

implement catalogues by post by 1844P 37 Crosskills of'Beverley by 1846j38 

and it may well have been that Northumberland demand for the latest 

improved implements was so small that it was largely satisfied by mail 

order, 

Although agricultural societies came to recognise the showing of 

the latest and best agricultural implements to be an important part of 

their function, this was by no means the'ease in the early days of these 

31 N. C., May 28th 1814.32 N. C., June 18th 1825- 

33 e. g. John French's business, N. C., Dec. lst 1837- 

34 N-C-9 NOV-8th 1844.35 N. C. 9 Sept. 18th. 1846. 
36 N. C. j-Oct. llth 1850.37 N-C-9 Aug-30th 1844- 

. 38 N. C. 9 April 3rd 1846. 

0 
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societies. Table 18: 1 reveals the somewhat delayed interest in 

agricultural implements shown by the Royal Agricultural Society and this 

was also the situation in Northumberland, Newspaper reports of the 

Northumberland Agricultural Society were depressingly similar. "The show 

of Agricultural Implements was exceedingly small; and there was not much 

deserving of particular attention. 
09 "The agricultural implements were 

very few in number; and it is really a pity that a little more attention 

is not paid to this branch of our means of industry by the society. 1140 

"It is to be regretted that so little competition has taken place in 

former yeaxs for implements. 1141 "Turning to the corner devoted to 

implements, it became apparent that that most important department needs 

stimulating in one way or another.,, 
42 The report of the Berwick meeting 

of the Hi . ghland and Agricultural Society was much the same, 
43-as 

were 

those of many meetings of the Tyneside Agricultural Society. 44 

Table 18: 1 

A Comparison of Entries of Stock and Implements 
at R. A. S. E. Shows 

Stock Implements 

"1839 at Oxford 249 23 
1840 at Cambridge 352 36 
1841 at Liverpool 319 312 
1842 at Bristol 510 455 
1843 ai Derby 730 508 
1844 at Soutlýsnpton 575' 948 
1845 at Shrewsbury 437 942 

Source: Cuthbert Johnsong Modern Agricultural Improvementsq 
1847P P-5. 

39 N*C. j Oct. 12th 1838.40 N. C., Oct. llth 1839. 
41 N. C. l Aug. 27th 1841.42 NeCol Au-. 20th 1847. 
43 N. C. p Oct. lst 1841. 
44 N. C., SePt-3rd 1841; Sept 23rd 1842;. Oct. 4th 1844; Aug. 22nd 1845; 

Oct. 8th 1847. 
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Only occasionally was there a reasonable selection of implements at 

agricultural shows in Northumberland bofore 1850 and even then it must 

be doubted v; hether such shows would have been powerful forces in 

persuading farmers of the utility of the new implements. It was said 

that the claims made for some implements ware by no means borne out 
45 

when the instn=ents were tried in practicep and a 'North of England 

Repository for Agricultural Implements' was pl = ed for Tudhoe, County 

Durham, sometime after 1843 specifically to overcome'this disadvantage 

and to allow farmers to try implements at the time of year for which 
46 they were intended. Nothing is known to have come of this plan. 

It is illustrative of. the prevailing situation in Northumberland 

that neither the reaping hook nor the scythe replaced the sickle as a 

reaping instr=ent in the first half of the 19th century. The smooth 

reaping or sharpening hook out corn faster than the normal toothed sickle 

and the much larger scythe could be used to harvest at an even greater 

rate. Soythes were certainly readily available in the area from at 

least the 1750s and were made and sold by the sword-makers-of Shotley 

47 Bridge, yet John Jackson of Kendal was still able to make and sell 

over 6,000 sickles in 1790 alone. 
48 S=e reaping tools were certainly 

49 
manufactured in Sheffield and sold in Northýmberlana by general 

merchants and travellers rather than by specialists in agricultural' 

implements, 50 This and the general absenc'e of reaping tools from farm 

inventories seems to suggest that such implements were frequently the 

properýy of harvest labourers rather than of farmers. No amount of 

pressure from Berwickshire famers could persuade their labourers. to 

45 Sir M. W. Ridley to Newcastle Farmers' Club, N. C. 9 Jan. 14th 1848. 

46 D/Sa/10/35 

47 IT. C., May 10th 1755; March 27th 1756 
48 N. C., July. 2nd 1791.49 N. C., March 26th 1803- 
50 When Robert Smith, a Pelton merchant, died, his stock to be auctioned 

consisted of "a good Assortment of Hats, Brushesq Scythes, Shearers' 
Hooks and Sickles". N. C., Aug. 20th 1796. 
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exchange their sickles for sharpening hooks in the 1790st until itinerant 

sheaxers using such hooks effected the change by example. 
51 It is more 

realistic to visualise a situation in which high daily harvest wages were 

accustomed perks for the farm labourerts whole family. If Irish or 

Scotch reapers were alone in off ering faster reapinal then local*workers 

were in dangbr of suffering- a reduction in their harvest income unless 

they too offered to use the faster tool. Itinerant harvesters were 

certainly at work in Northumberland and it may be that local labour would 

have been forced to overcome its natural prejudice towards a new implement 

had the farmer not had two sound objections to the change. The first of 

these was that no implement cut so low and therefore won as much straw 

for stock as the sickle. The second, and much moro important in 

Northumberland by the early 19th centuryq was that only the sickle out 

the corn neatly enough for presentation ýo the threshing machine. 
52 Though 

logic seemed to demand that the farmer changed to an implement which 

would have reduced labour costS53 and though the decision was primarily 

that of the labourer whose incentive to change could only have been 

competition at harvest timeg-it may be that fa=ers actively encouxaged 

the retention of the old-fashioned sickle for reasons totallyunconnected- 

with harvest labour costs. 

The market for scythes in the County was small until the 1840st 

but in 1845, John Stephensong the implement maker of Newcastle, felt 

enough demand for theý Aberdeen Corn Scythe to advertise for a man competent 

in its use, presumably to demonstrate it to customers. 
54 ' BY 18479 

Dr=ond's Reaping Scythe with its attached coxn cradle was available 
55 from Stirling at list price in Newcastle. Where scythes were used in 

51 P-X- 9 239 18ý29 pp. 235-6.52. N. C., Aug. 10th 1833- 
53 P. M. p 23,18229 P-56.54 N. C. 9 Sept-5th 1845. 
55 N*C*q July 23rd 1847- 
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the Cbunty, they were straight-handled implements, capable of cutting 

a much larger swathe through the crop than the curved-handled scythes 

of the South. 56 While Southern labouxers were always particular in 

choosing and fitting a scythe handle to exactly meet their individual 

requirements, this could not have been the case with the straight handles 

of the North and it seems likely that N'orthern scythes were the property 

of farmers rather than reapers. But in the mid-19th century, the general 

mode of reaping in Northumberland was still by sickle and what change 

there had been to scythes was attributed to a scarcity of foreign reapers 

in the 1850s- 57 Only then does it seem that the labour-saving advantages 

of the scythe superoeded the demands of stock-and threshing machine. 

only one scythe was mentioned in farm stock advertisements before 1847p 

in 1822. Between 1847 and 1850, no fewer than 14 farms offered scythes 

as part of their stock. Xap. 18: 1 shows the distribution of these stock 

sales in the County and sugeest only a very scattered use of the implement. 

Another basic agricultural implement of which it is possible to 

trace some development is the farm cart. Agricultural waggons had 

apparently never been known on Scottish fa=s-, 58 but had been used in 

Northumberland, Attempts were being made to improve agricultural waggons 
59 Though stock on the Swinburne Estate in Northumberland in 1762.. 

advertisements suggest they were to be encountered on many Northumberland 

farms in the 18th centuryp only 3 forms offered them for sale between 

1800 and 1818. Nearly all agricultural opinion represented the cart 

as a more economic implement than the waggon. 
60 

When Colonel St. Paul 

was scouring the County in 1805 looking for waggons to move his troops 

56 William Glover to Newcastle Parmers' Club, June 2nd 1849; L. & P, 
Bolbec, N630.612. J. C. Morton, Cyclopedia of Agriculture, 1855, 
29 p. 10. 

57 Seymour Bell, C ollections Relating to Agriculture, C-1858; NCL/L630* 
58 Jmes Slight and Robert Bump Book of Parm Implements, : 1858, P-425- 
'59 William Kirsopp to Sir John Swinbuxneq Sept. 24th 1762, NCRO/ZSW/213/3- 
60 James Slight and Robert Burnt'op, cit. t P-425; William Marshall, 

Review and Abstract of the County Reports to the Board of Agricultuxey 
1808-189 lo PP-185-90; Cuthbert Johnsong Modern Agricultural 
Improvements, 1847P PP-57-8. 
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Distribution of Scythes up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant Farm Stock Sales 
Advertisements to 1850. 

12 16 
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in case of Prench invasion, he remarked that he thought that he would 

find none in Glendale Ward and would have to resort to-two-horse carts. 
61 

Table 18: 2 is compiled from the County Returns of 1798 and 1803, gathered 

in case enemy invasion made it necessary . to evacuate the entire coastal 

populationp-and suggests that waggons were very rare indeed in these parts 

of the County and'that the motive power available was at least two horses 

per cart. 

Table 18: 2 

Vehicle and Car-b-gxse Returns, Pebruary 1 798 

WagFons Carts Cart-Horses 

Castle Ward East Division 2 747 1558 
Castle Ward West Division 3 323 679 
Yorpeth Ward East Division 0 -427 971 
Morpeth Ward West Division 11 312 779 
Coquetdale Ward East Division. 2 388 881 
Coquetdale Ward North Division (part) 8 207 497 
Bamburgh Ward South Division 1 252 551 
Bardburgh Ward North Division 0 257 564 
Glendale Ward East Division 4 333 717 
Glendale Ward West Division (part) 2 110 229 

Source: NCRO/QSb/90, 

, Vehicle and Horse Returns. Julv 180 

Wapmns 
. wý Carts Horses 

Castle Ward East and West 21 1589 3223 

Morpeth Ward East and West 2 794 1798 

Coquetdale Ward East, West & North 18 1097 2487 

Bamburgh Ward North and South 1 588 1315 
Glendale Wara - 502 1091 

Tindale Ward North'East 193 358 

Northumberland Total 4-horse waggons..... 84 
3-horse carts....... 575 

2-horse carts ....... 6256 

1-horse carts ....... 2297 

.. Source: AC/Y/4/2/b/5 

61 Horace St. Paul to George Culley, Aug. 15th 1805. NCRO/14/17/18- 
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Waggons were more common in the south of the County later in the 19th 
62 century, but the change to carts had taken place in the north long before, 

Bailey and Culley wrote that waggons were of little utility to 

farmers and supported the introduction of one-horse rather than two-horse 

63 carts, a change that had already occurred in the Hexham area. Hexham 

farmers had apparently followed the example of Cumberland. farmars, among 

Vhom the one-horse cart was univqrsal as a result of the average. 

Cumberland farm b eing so small that it needed only one horse. 64 
The 

advantaZe of the one-horse cart over the two-horse was that, thouCh it 

carried lessp more speedy and efficient use could be made of individual 

horse power and women or children, controlling strings of single *carts, 
65 

could replace the men who were normally needed to work the larger vehicles. 

Though Culley used one-horse*carts himself, his neighbours do not 

seem to have been keen to follow his example. In 1801 he wrote, "I have 

certainly long been convinced of the proriety & advantage of using Single 
dt horse Carts, but never a, get it br about here yet altho many other people 

have adopted them in this County now, & they will one day become general 

in the Island". 
66 

It would certain 
. ly s6em that by 1823'the sing-le-horse 

cart had become Ceneral in north North=berland for in that year farmers 

from the area petitioned Parliament to protest aCainst the new Turnpike 

Act which would exact heavy tolls on narrow-wheeled vehicles. "Light 

Single Horse Carts" were said to be in "general Use in this Part of the 

Kingdom" and it was feared that the Act would force north Northumberland 

farmers to "relinguish one of the most beneficial Improvements in rural 

Economy, by laying aside the light Carts of the present Dayq and resorting 
67 

again to the cumbrous Carriages of a former Generation", Despite the 

62 J. C. MýCulloch, Statistical Account of the British EmPireP1837, p. 466. 
63 Bailey and Culley, 18059 P-38. 
64 Bailey and Culley. 9 Agriculture of Cumberland, 1805, p. 212. 
65 John Allen to Newcastle Parmerst Club, May 5th 1848. L, P., Bolbeo N630.612. 
66 George Culley to John Welch, Nov-7th 1801. NCPO/ZCU/6. 
67 N. C., Jan. 18th 1823- 
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Act, the North kept its one-horse cartsp though the south of the County 

does not seem to have appreciated the advantages to quite the same extent. 

A traveller passing south through Northumberland from Scotland in 1812 

noticed the change from the Scotch type one-horse cart to two-horse carts 

about four miles south of Alnwickt but even these two-horse caxts were 

said to have been'light and a ma?? ked improvement on the waggons and carts 

drqwn by up to six horses conLmon in the South, of England. 
68 

By mid-centuryt two-horse caxts were said to be in co=on use in 

the south of the County and single-horse carts introduced to only a limited 

extent in the neighbourhood of Newcastle. 
69 

Colbeck talked of the 

70 replacement of old waggons and heavy carts by single-horse carts in 1847 

and was presumably thinking of this region. But in Hexham, where Culley 

had said single-horse-carts were first used in Northumberland, progress 

had not been maintained. A visitor to the market there in 1859 remarked 

that "The clumsy primitive-looking carts have not all disappeared". 71 This 

confirms Marshall's suspicion that the Cumberland and Hexham carts of 

which Culley boasted were more the descendants of sledges than the 

precursors of improved ca=ts. 
72 Despite Culley's evidence, it is more 

realistic to conclude that the single-horse cart in Northumberland was a 

product of Scotch'influence and that its diffusion through the County was 

from the north rather than from the west. 

Bailey and Culley reported the owing plo-uCh to have been in general 

use throughout the County by the. turn of the century, 
73 

and to have 

entirely replaced the very heavy wooden ploughs hauled by teams of oxen 

in the mid-18th century (see P. 261. ). The County Report also described 

a single-horse plough which could be converted into a double mould-board 

68 P-M-9 139 18129 P-197. 
69 John Allen to Newcastle Pamers' Club, MaY 5th 1848. L. & P., Bolbec. 

r630.6/2. 
70 Thomas Colbeck, p. 424. 
71 Walter Whitev Northumberland and the Border, 1859, p. 62. 
72 William Marshall, op. cit., p. 186. 
73 Bailey and Culley9 1805, PP-38-9. 
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plough by the addition of another mouldboardv but was categorical in 

condemnine the use of wheeled ploughs. 
74 Only one such ploughl a Norfolk 

wheeled plough sold from Seaton Hall Farm, Seaton Delaval, in 1817,75 is 

known to have been used in the County. When Joseph Oxley was at Swafham ' 

in Norfolk in 1781, selling bottles for the Seaton Sluice Works, he wrote 

home that "the faxmers plough whith [sic] wheel Plough and Make their 

furrows Much Shallower than those made in Northumber [sic] an Admirable 

method for by that mens [sic] they Cultivaie and ILsnuxe less coil. than 

we do and this renders a little dressing of manure more likely to answer 

their Purbose [sic] for the Cc= roots never ga Deeper than ab 2 Inchos 

and they plough about 4 Inches deep". 76 This was hardly good husbandry 

and the only advantage of these ploughs was that their wheels regulated 

furrow depth. Less skill, therefore, was needed from the'ploughman. 

Patent ploughs from local and national manufacturers were available 

throughout the first half of the 19th century, Ransome's plough with 

self-sharpening sock first being advertised in 1810.77 But lone before 

this#-plough wrights particularly proud of their own designs, had offered 

them to the co=unity. John Pearson. of-Longhirst, near. Morpeth, offered 

a new sort of plough in 1776 "which takes the least draught of any Plow 

that can be madep and preserves the ploy irons a long time without the 

help of any Blacksmith". 78 *Northumberland men in other parts took note 

of local plough types and sent back either word or specimen, 
79 but no 

serious competitor to the light swiýg plough was ever found. Improvements 

were made in using more iron and less wood in the ploughs and in the 

shape of the mouldboard. 
so New designs were made, 

81 but all was based 

74 Ibid. 75 N. C. p Oct. 18th 1817. 

76 Joseph to Sir John Delavall Jan. 2nd 1781. ITCRO/2DE/4/13/2. 

77 N. C. p Feb. 24th 1810.. 78 N. C. j April 6th 1776. 

79 e. g. John Bryers to Sir John Delaval, Feb. 14th M3, NCRO/2DE/4/20/35; 
Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavalv Peb. 22nd 1783, NCIZO/2I)E/4/15/13; 
William Mure to George Culleys, March 31st 1793t NCRO/ZCU/18. 

80 Joseph Layeock to Newcastlo Parmerst Club, Oct. 8th 1847* L. & P. p Bolbec, N630.611. 

81 jolin Bailey, Essay on the Construction'of'the, Plough, 1795- 
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on the Scotch swing plough as modified by James 'Small,. and both 

m6dific; ptions and construction of ploughs were nearly always circumscribed 

. by the skill and persuasion of the-local blacksmith. Despite all the 

improvements and-patent importations, the plough in universal use in 

N: orthumberland in the mid-19th century was still basically the Scotch 

82 
swing plough, drawn-by two horses and driven by a single ploueýman. 

The first steam plough to be tried in the County was at Scremerston Parm 

, 83 in 1860, the second three years later, nearby at Berrington. 

Newspaper stock advertisements were very rarely precise about 

the sort of ploughs advertised for sale. Some effort was made to emphasise 

that some ploughs were made of iron rather than wood, but this distinction 

was rarely made after about 1835 and it is presumed that an entirely or 

largely wooden plough would have been an oddity after this date. Increasing 

attention was, also paid to specific plough functions and there were no 

longer simply ploughs or swing ploughs, but draining ploughs, paring 

ploughs# ribbing ploughs, double mouldboard ploughs and scuffling ploughs. 

It is this last group that may be worthy of further examination here as 

being representative of a situation in which implements'were being improved 

and adapted to execute specific and limited tasks rather than a whole 

range of functions. The scuffling plough was used to clean the furrows 

between the drills of a green cropt to loosen the soil, and to pare away 

or bank up the sides of the drills. Such implements could range from 

double mouldboard ploughs with wide single shaxe and mouldboards adjustable 

.ý 
the ridges with two to furrow width, to a sort of grubber device, paring 

flattened curved tines. 84 Neverthelessq the scuffler was commonly 

described as*a plough in Northumberland ýnd Table 18: 3 traces the growth 

of its popularity. it reveals a slow appreciation of the advantaCes of 

this particular specialised implement and presumably of others over the 

multi-purpose plough until the 1830s. By the late 1840s, it would appear 

that at least 2Wo of korthumberland farmers, and probably far moret 

thought such an implement necessary. 

82 Thomas Colbecko P-424. J-R-M a Culloch, OP-Cit-p lp P-175. 
83 John Wilsont og. cit., p. 11.84 James Slight & Robert Bu=jop. cit*#P-270- 
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Table 18: 3 

Scuffling Ploivýhs 

1816 
1817 
1818 
1819 
1820 

1821 
1822 
1823 
1824 
1825 

1826 
1827 
1828 
1829 
1830 

1831 
1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 

1836 
1837 
1838 
1839 
1840 

1841 
1842 
1843 
1844 
1845 

1846 
1847 
1848 
1849 
1850 

Scuffling Ploughs Total Stock 
ýo of Farms with 
Scuffling Ploughs 

Mentioned Advertisements for Sale 

0 
0 
0 280 
0 

2 
2 

241 

3 

2 
0 
1 303 eo 
0 
4 

6 
1 
5 363 vo 
5 
9 

4 
7 

15 299 
7 
7 

13 
11 

8 335 Wo 
10 

9 

19 
20 414 2Vjo 
10 
23 

Source: N. C., 1816-1850- 
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Map 18: 2 shows the distribution of farms offering such scuffling ploughs 

for sale. Not surprisingly, the distribution was similar to that of 

turnip drills (see-Maps 19: 1 & 2) with a partial invasion of central 

and western Northumberland following the adoption of turnip husbandry in 

these regions. While the concentration of scuffling ploughs in the area 

between Alnwick and Bamburgh and along the Tyne Valley was predictable, 

it is odd that so many should have been reported at all three periods 

on the heavy soils of the south-east and so few on the turnip lands of 

the north. The assumption is that in areas where early and extensive 

turnip cultivation had long demanded scuffling. t. reatmentv the scuffling 

plough or its equivalent was too commonplace to provoke differentiation 

from other ploughs. Only in areas where there was a new demand for 

scuffling - as in the south-east - was there any point in strdssine the 

separate existence of a scuffling plough. 

It is often difficult to disentangle the tex,, =ology 19th century 

farmers used to describe the implements they employed. A douýle plough, 

for example, may have been a plough with two shares or simply a double 

mouldboaxd plough; a ribbing plough anything from a owing plough 
io 

a 

multi-: tined harrow. But one implement that does seem to have been of 

increasing importance was the grubber, also referred to as a scarifier. 

or cultivator and probably sometimesp though unidentifiably,, as a brake 

or harrow. The grubber did much work fo: merly and more slowly done by 

the plough. It was azmed with five or seven tines mounted on wheels 

and was- designed to pulverize the soil and bring the weeds to the surface. 

Those with adjustable or removable tines could also be used to rib, to 

scuffle between rows of green crops andp with. steerage mechanism, even 

as a horse hoe for cleaning dtilled corn. 
65 Earlier versions had 

apparently met with some disfavou=9 being very heavy and punishingly 

hard work for even four horses. 86 The &rubber was advertised by the 

implement makers from 1813 87- 
and was first reported in a Northumberland 

85' R. M. Weeks to Newcastle Pa=ers I Club 9 July lst; 1654. L. P. Bolbec 
N630-613- 

86 Ibid, - 87 N. C., July 24th 1613. 
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Distribution of Scufflers up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant Farm Stock Sales 
Advertisements to 1850. 

12 16 
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farm sale in 1817.88 Yet its adoption up to 1850 was slow. In 1847 it 

was remarked that the grubbers had done much to replace the old heavy 

brakes, but were still not common in Northumberland. 89 Table 18: 4 

shows the numbers of grubbers offered for sale in farm stock advertise- 

ments compared with the numbers of harrows heavy enough to'be termed 

brakes and confirms both. the slow adoption of the former and the fact 

that no decline took place in the popularity of the latter. Map 18: 3 

shows the distribution of those grubbers mentioned in Northumberland 

farm stock advertisements up to 1850. As the main advantage of the 

grubber was that it could pulverize, though not turnp. soil more 

thoroughly and quickly than the plough, it was in greatest demand on 

land that would have required most frequent ploughingg especially heavyt 

rough or foul land. go Hence, at all periods up to 1850, the grubber 

was to be found concentrated in the south-east of the County. Only in 

the 1830S and 1840S was there northern interest in the grubber, and then 

it was largely restricted to the heavier lands on the coast. 

Table 18: 4 

Grubbers and Brakes in Northumberland 

Grubbers Brakes 

1816-1820 1 0 

1821-1825 9 5 
1826-1830 6 9 
1831-1835 6 11 
1836-1840 9 15 
1841-1845 8 13 
1846-1850 11 22 

Source: Newcastle Couraht Farm Stock Sales Advertisementsq 
1816-1850. 

88 Seaton Hall Farmp N-C-v Oct-18th 1817ý 
89 Joseph Laycock to Newcastle Farmers' Club,. Oct-7th 1847. L. & P. 9 Bolbeep N630.611. 
90 James SliZht and Robert Bum, op. cit., pp. 239-40. 
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Distribution of Grubbers up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant Farm Stock Sales 
Advertisements to 1850. 
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Other improved farming implements were employed in Northumberland 

during the first half of the 19th century. Horse hoes, used to clean 
91 tetween rows of drilled corn, were described as new in the County in 1603P 

were first advertised by the implement makers in 1783 92 
and first known 

93 'but the only other known use 'of one was on on a farm in 1820, 

Greensfield Moor Farm, near Alnwick, . in 1848.94 In a County in which 

the drilling of cc= was not popular, it. was hardly to be expected that 

the horse hoe should be. Horse rakes, used to sweep corn, hay or sometimes 

weeds, were also offered to the public for the first time in 178395 and 

are first known to have been used on Midaie Duddges Farm, Stannington, 

in 1822p 96 but did not become at all popular until the late 1840s. 

Xap 18: 4 suggests a wide distribution of what horse rakes there were in 

the County by mid century. Ray tedders, to turn out haywere, available 

from 1814 97 
and are known to have been in use from 1821,98 but only 

four were offered for sale from Northumberland farms before 1850- 

In 1849, such a machine working on Woblsington Home Farm was noted as a 

valuable curiosity-in the County and its use recommended to local fa=ers? 9 

No redping machine was ever offered for sale by newspaper advertisement, 

though'early interest was shown in the principle 
100 

and less than 

successful experiments were conducted in Cumberland. 101 Thomas Brown of, 

Alnwick was reported to have made a reaper that worked in 1816,102 but 

nothing more was heard of. his triumph. 

Barn machines seem to have shared a similar adoption pattern to 

field implements. Mills to crush corn for animal consumption were in use 

in the County from the mid-18th century and were being manufactured in 

91 'P. M. 9 4,1803P P-563- 92 N. C., Aug-30th 1783- 

93 Prior Thorns Farm, near Co: ýbridgeo N. 
* 
C., April 29th 1820. 

94 N. C., March 10th 1848.95- N. C., Aus-30th 17,83- 

96 N. C., May llth 1822.97. N. C. t Dec-3rd 1814- 

98 Cheswick East Houses, Ancroft, N. C., ýpril 14th 1821, 
99 William Glover to Newcastle Farmers' Club, N. C., June 8th 1849- 

100 N. C., Aug. 24th 1799.101 F. M. t 24P 1823, P-5o6. 

102 N. C. 9 Oct. 19th 1816. 
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Distribution of Horse Rakes up to 1850. 
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Source: Newcastle Courant Farm Stock Sales 
Advertisements to 1850. 
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Newcastle in 1769.103 Although it w4s known that corn thus prepared went 
104 

much further as animal foodv and they were offered in farm sales from 

1815,105 corn crushers were never common in farm stock advertisements 

before 1850. Neither were the very simalar machines used to crush oil 

cake for consumption by cattle. These did not make their appearance 

before 1845. Implements to cut straw or turnips were introduced very 

much earlier and one was recommended by the Duke of Northumberland to 

his Cormissioners in 1802. They replied, "we think it will Answer better 

for Tallow than Turnips as very few people make use of Cut Turnips, they 
J06 

are some times cut for Horses in the Spring but not by many people,,,, 

The first to appear in a farm stock advertisement was in 1620 at the 

Prior Thorns Farm. 107 Like other barn implements, it was not until the 

late 1840s that straw. and turnip cutters began to appear in any numbers 

and the assumption must be that they could not have been regarded as 
6 

standard farming equipment before this date. Map 18: 5 shows the north 

of the County to have possessed a very large percentage of straw and 

turnip cutters, a situation which emphasises the importance of breeding 

and feeding livestock in that area compared wýth the tendency to simply 

fatten stock further south. Breeding stock in the Hexham areL and dairy 

cattle in the south-east may have been thought worthy of cut fodder and 

may account for most of what implements of this sort there were iý the 

so-ath; Table 18: 5 shows the number of horse rakes, corn and oil cake 

crushers and straw and tu=iP cutters offered for sale on No=thumberlaýad 

farms before 1850- 

103 N. C.,, Dec. 9th. 1769. ' -104 J. C. Mortons OP-cit-v 1, P-353- 
105 Trewick Town Farm, Bolam, N. C. 9 April 29th 1815. 

106 Robert Forster to Duke of Northumberland, June 14th 1802. 
AC/Z/1/9/b. 

107 N. C. 9 April 29th 1820. - 

i 
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Distribution of Straw and Turnip Cutters up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant Parm Stock Sales Advertisements to 1650. 
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Table 18: 5 

Numbers of various implements offered for sale 
from Northumberland farms 

Horse Rakes Corn Crushers Oil-Cake Straw and, Tuniip 
Crushers Cutters 

1816-20 0 0 0 1 

1821-25 3 0 0 0 

1826-30 0 1 0 3. 

1831-35 3 0 0 3 

1836-40 7 0 0 -6 
1841-45 6 4 1 8 

1846-50 15 4 5 33 

Source: Newcastle'Courant Farm Stock Sales Advertisements 
1816-1850. 

When a new implement performed a function that could already be 

performed by existing implements, its adoption does not seem to have been 

rapid. The work of horse . hoes ormufflers could be done by hand, or 

ordinary ploughs; that of grubbers or horse rakes by harrows; of scythes 

by sickles; of hay teddersp corn and oil cake crusherst straw and turnip 

cutters. by hand. Consequentlyt their diffusion before 1850 was slow and 

by that date incomplete. The work of Crosskill's Clod Crusher in 

breaking clumps of soil could not be handled by any existing implement. 

Consequently, though it was first locally advertised only in 1845 108 
and 

had been invented only shortly before, six such clod crushers are known 

to have been in use by 1850 and a Northumberland self-cleaning version 

ofthe implement was on sale by 1855- log Other implements would certainly 

have afforded useful solutions to local agricultural problemsv but 

expense precluded their adoption. One such problem, how to remove turnips 

from heavy land, was solved by Captain Grey on his Home Fa= at Howick 
110 

by the installation of a portable rail, ýay. But such expenditure was 

uneconomic for the career farmer and it would seem that he thought money 

108 N. C., I-larch 7th 1845 109 J. C. Morton, op-cit., 2, P-762* 
110 The Times, Nov. 28th, 1851. 
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wasted that had been spent on implements to perform tasks that were 

inessential or could possibly be performed manually or by the use of 

. existing implements. 

The sort of improvements in implements that seem to have made the 

most headway before 1850 were the simplestf least expensive and most 

gradual changes. The improvements made in the common plouCh were 

accomplished in this way and probably had more effect in improving 

agriculture than the introduction or improvement of any other implement, 

including the threshing machine. Unfortunately it is not possible to 

trace this development, but it is possible to, examine another simple and 

gradual change, from wooden or stone rollers to metal ones. The smooth 

roller was always standard equipment on farms and was usually identified 

as simply that, occasionally as 'wooden' or 'stone' roller, but 

increasingly as 'iron' roller. Table 18: 6 shows the total numbers of 

rollers in stock advertisements identified as metal or iron and the 

percentage of total stock advertisements they comprised. It is clear 

that, as with the scuffling plough, this sort of obvious improvement to 

or adaption of standard, traditional farming implements was very much 

more important to the average Northumberland farmer during the first half 

of the l9th century than the addition of extra or luxury equipment. 

There can be little doubt that agricultural improvements in 

Northumberland. before 1850 bore no close relationship to the diffusion of 

latest farming implements. A lecture on improved implements delivered to 

the Newcastle Farmers' Club in 1847 ended with the anti-climax that most 

were 'Iscarcely introduced into this neighbourhood in their improved form, 

namelyo the cultivator or scarifierp the corn and manure drill, the horse 

hoe, the horse rake, the chaff cutter, the turnip cutter, eto". 
111 Two 

years later, the same body heard that "the implements we have in use in 

this district are very inefficientv consisting of three: viz, -the ploughp 
112 the harrow and the smooth roller". and in 1864, John Wilson, visiting 

111 Joseph Lay0ock to Newcastle Parmers' Club* Oct. 8th 1847. L. & P. 
Bolbeo, N630.611. 

112 William Glover to Newcastle Fanters' Clubs N. C., Nov, 9th 1849- 
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Table 18: 6 

Numbers of Metal Rollers 

Ntunber of 1,11etal Total Number of 
Rollers Stock 
Advertised. Advertisements 

1816-20 5 280 
1821-25 5 . 241 
1626-30 16 303 
1831-35 22 363 
1836-40 20 299 
1841-45' 46 335 
1846-50 47 414 

of Metal Rollers 
of Total Stock 
AdVertisements. 

2j"o 
2'%o 
5% 
6% 
7% 
4%, 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1816-1850- 

Northuiberland, noted "the improved implementýs finding their w4y only 

to the hands of improving farmers... The same absence of auxiliary 

machinery is as noticeable in the homestead as in the field. Corn 

crushers and chaff cutters are rarely to be seen even in the most advanced 

districts"'. 113 Even by 18509 Northumberland farming was not a mechanised 

industry. There is no greater difference between the concept of 

agricultural revolution and that of industrial revolution than the almost 

total lack of mechanisation in the former. Most farming tasks continued 

to be performed with what were no more than improved versions of very 

basicp traditional equipment. Despite all the clamour. made by implement 

makers# agriculturists and societies, the only'significant additions to 

the implement armoury of North=berland farmers before 1850 had been the 

drill and the threshing machine* 

113 John Wilson, op, cit,, p, 20. 
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xix 

SOITING TECHNIQUES 

Drilling held two main advantages over the traditional method of 

sowi: pg seeds broadcast. It generally meant greater economy in the amount 

of send used andt much more importantj that weeds could be easilyo-,. - 

efficiently and often mechanically removed from between the rows of 

growing plants. This second advantage was especially important. when 

crops were being taken from ground that should otherwise have been bare 

fallow, being pulVerised and thoroughly cleansed for the remunerative 

grain crop which was to follow. In Northumberland, the main fallow crop 

was the turnip and if the land was to be made fit for the succeeding grain 

crop, the turnips'had to, be drilled. 

Bailey and Culley claiTed that the Northumberland method of drilling 

turnips on ridges had been introduced to the County from the Kelso area 

about 1780. and implied that by 1797 thpre were very few turnips still 

sown broadcast anywhere in Northumberlafid. While this was probably so 

on the turnip soils of'the north of the County on which both B ailey and 

Culley livedt there are good reasons for doubting whether the innovation 

had apread quite so rapidly over the whole County. In 17959 one Durham 

man made it very clear that farmers in the south had grave reservations 

about the drilling of turnips. 

"Several land owners and farmers in this county 
[Durham] 

and also 

in Northumberlandl for two or three years last past, have adopted 

the drill husbandry. I shall only make my remarks on this mode 

of husbandry ior the last year. In the neighbourhood of Corbridgeq 

Hexham, and other parts of Northumberlandq the cro' p of turnips, in 

the drill way, was not worth 10s an ILore; on the contrary, the 

crop, in the broad-cast way, was worthl on an average, Z5 an acre. 

I Bailey and CiAleyp 1797, PP-429 81; A. A. y 149 17909 PP-183P473; 15P1791 
p. 628; 20,1793P pp. 162-6; George Culley to Arthur Youngo C-1790Y 
NCRO/ZCU/3- 
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A worthy friend of mine, William Thompson, Esq. of Corbridge, 

informed me that though he had made many experiments in the drill 

mode, some of which had answered, yet he found, by experience, 

that the broad-cant way was most to be depended upon. In this 

countyt very few farmers pursue the drill husbandry as to turnips* 112 

Other evidence confirms this reluctance to accept turnip drilling. 

William Todd'wrote from Ylinsteracres in Bywell St. Peter in 1810 that 

"The sowing of the Burnt Land on Barlowhill wt Turnips would be finished 

last niGht from the severe drought I considered to sow it first as it 

only could be sown broadcast and the Broadcast. seed more likely to vegetate 

that the drillId seed". 
3 Culley himself had admitted in 1793 to sowing 

turnips broadcast because they were much less likely to rot than those 

sown in drills, 4 
and a traveller passing south through MorPe'th in 1812, 

having praised the crops of drilled turnips in the north of the Countyp 

remarked, "The turnips now begin to be improperly cultivatedg being in 

most cases neither properly hoed nor thinned, nor are they drilled". 5 It 

would seem'that Bailey and Culley were guilty of a degree of exaggeration 

as to the extent to which the process of drilling turnips had diffused. 

When it is considered that as Reporters for the Board of Agriculture they 

had been allotted a double assignment, ýof describing both the actual 

agricultural practices of Northumberland and those they most recommended, 

such confusion is perhaps understandable. 

It is possible to use information obtained from farm stock 

advertisements in local newspapers to derive more detailed information 

about the diffusion of this particular innovationg though the early 

acceptance of the method in the north of the County presents difficulties. 

Once an implement had become'common in fL locality, there was no longer the 

incentive to give it particular mention in an advertisement and. the longer 

2 A. A. v 24P 17959 PP-104-5- 
3 William Todd to George Silvertopp June 9th 1810; NCRO/ZCO/9/1, 
4 A. A. 9 21t 1793P p. 228.5 r. m., 13,18129 pp. 196-9. 
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it had been established, the more likely it was to. have suffered relegation 

to the tall theother implements of husbandry' group contained in most 

stock advertisements. Difficulties were also presented by a large nuýber 

of references to #turnip machines' (whicli could have been turnip cutters 

or washers)l 'turnip sowers' (inost probably turnip drills, but conceivably 

a mechanised broadcasting method)l Isowers' (likelyto have been for turnip 

in the northt but nor necessarilygnor definitely by the drill. . method), or 

simply 'machines' (usiially winnowing, 'sometimes threshingg but occasionally 

turnip drilling). Only those advertisements in which the word Iturnipt. 

was in conjunction with the word 'drill' or in which reference was made to 

*double turnip sowers' were used to compile Table 19: 1 and Xaps 19: 1 and 

19: 2. Table 19: 1 compares the proportion of farm advertisements mentioning 

definite turnip drills by William Xarshall's regions between 1808-20 and 

1821-30, Not only do the north and the coast, areas which were growing 

most turnips at this period (see P- 319)p appear to have had low 

concentrations of turnip drillst but these seem to have suffered a decline. 

This can only have been due to over-familiarity with the implement and 

consequent lack of precision in its description. The Tyne and Upland areas 

show the sort of increase which might have been expected of a successful 

and more recent arable innovation and these regions have received closer 

attention. 

Table 19: 1 

Percentage of Turnip Dril ls in total number of Stock Advertisements 
bX William Marshall's 'Natural' AaKicultural Rep ions 

18 08-1820 1821 1830 
Total Stock Turnip % Total Stock Turnip % Sales Drills Sales Drills 

, North 33 3 9.1 53 4 7-5 
Coast 75 6 810 82 7 9-7 
Uplands o185 19 10-3 263 54 20.5 
Tyne 60 7 11ý7 58 22 37-9 
Mountains 30 2 6-7 79 7 8.9 

TOTAL 383 37 535 94 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 18 08-30- 
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-Maps 19: 1 and 19: 2 show the distribution of definite turnip drills 

in these regions in decade groupings. The Maps, 
' of course, reflect the 

importance and spread of turnip cultivation. Much of this land - with 

the exception of some on Tyneside-was not naturally light enough for 

turnips, but-the developments of the first half of the 19th century not 

only made the cultivation of turnip relatively more profitable, but also 

made it possible on less and less promising lands (see 113'. 320-23)- With 

this advance, the parallel advance of an innovation well-tried and long- 

proven in north Northumberland and on the coast was almost automatic. 

Map 19: 1 covers much of the upland area of Northumberland as well as 

moorland to the'west. There were no vast areas particularly suited to 

turnip cultivation, although some districtaq such as Whittingham and 

Chollertong possessed patches of'lighter soil. The region contained some 

of the least fertile soil in-the County, yet the attractions of turnip 

cultivation led to turnips being forced on such lands. The distribution 

of turnip drills up to 1820 suggests that such forcing was originally 

limited to the lower and somewhat kinder soils nearer the coast, There 

then seems to have been a burst of enthusiasm for the turnip drill between 

1821 and 1830t- which carried on to much higher, more marginal land to 

the west, This earlier diffusion would seem to have been consolidated 

during the decade before 1840 and then to have progressed on to higher 

and even less auspicious land, particularly in Alwintong Rothbury and 

Haxtburn, in the period 1841-1850- 

The situation revealed in the Tyne area on Map 19: 2 is clearer. 

Distribution of turnip drills up to 1820 was generally limited to those 

areas nearest the rive;, with a heavier concentration in the east. By 

1830, the turnip drill had again spread very much furtherv but. there was 

still a tendency in the west to concentration in the immediate area of 

the Tyne that eastern areas seem to have abandoned by this time. The next 

decade revealed a further diffusion to the north and south, away-from the 

river, and'to the west, while the period 1 641-1850 saw turnip drills in 

a 
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use at their furthest distance'yet from the valley floorg sometimes on 

land that was only marginally arable. 

Table 19: 2/A lists the percentage of those farms advertising 

implements for sa16 which mentione& definite turnip drills. It suggests 

that interest in the machine increased until the 1820s when it stabilised 

and remained roughly constant until mid-century. 

Table 19: 2 

Percentage of Farm Stock Sales Advertisem ents Mentioning 
A' Turnip Drills 
B Ribbing ýIou. Qýhs 

A B 

No. of farm stock -No. of No. of 
sales advertisembnts Turnip Ribbing 
listin g implements'. Drills Plouirhs 

1810-1815 96 10 10 0 0 
1816-1820 100 24 24 1 1 

1821-1825 84 37 44 5 6 

1826-1830 133 57 43 13 10 
1831-1835 176 83 47 21 12 

1836-i84o 164 69 . 42 38 23 
1841-1845 166 64 39 54 33 
1846-1850 253 102 40 79 31 

TOTAL 1172 ; 446 
. 
21.1 

Source: Newcastle Courant Farm Stock Sales Advertisementat 
1810-1850- 

Figure 19: 11A shows the information in more detail. The adoption curve 

reveals-a very svdden acceptance of the innovation during the decade 

immediately after the Napoleonic Wars and this is followed by a relatively 

stable acceptance ratio with some decline in the 6 1840s. This pattern fits 

the general picture presented in the distribution mapsp the local literary 

cf. J. R. Walton, A Study in the Diffusion of Agricultural Yachinery 
in the NinetQenth Century, Oxford Research Papers, 5,1973- Walton 
makes no distinction between turnip drills and those for other cropst 
nor does he isolate the ribbing process from the drilling. Northumber- 
land evidence indicates that the diffusion of drills was intimately 
related to the crop they were designed to sow, 
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7 
evidencep the evidence on the spread'of turnip cultivation and the 

thesis that familiarity eventually led to a serious decline of precision 

in the description of implements. 

'Beans and peas were grown mainly-on the strong land along the, coast 

and in the south-east and were often sown and reaped together (see P- 309). 

Both were fickle crops with yields varying enormously from year to year, 

particularly with harvest conditions, Both crops could be-used to alteniate 

with clover to avoid clover-sickness and this was their main function in 

the south of the Countyp yhere a four-course rotation meant reliance on 

a single year's growth of clover. 
8 This meant the sowing of a lush but 

9 
often reluctant red clover. In the north, where rotations were commonly 

five-course, the lee was planned to last at least two years and greater 
10 

use was made of the hardier white clover. Consequently, although beans 

and peas were also used in the north to assist the clover cropq that was 

never their primiiry function in this region* Instead they assumed another 

role on lands too heavy for the easy growth of turnips but on which bare 

fallow was still considered unnecessary and wasteful. Thus drilled beans 

and peas came to be used as fallow crops in north Northumberland, a part 

they cou ld not generally play in the south. When this was done, subsequent 

fertility was apparently dependent on the lee being depastured with sheept 

so that very heavy ground liable to induce sheep rot was regarded as 

unsuitable for bean fallow. 11 

Bailey and Culley remarked that most beans were grown in the south 
12 

of the County and expressed their surprise in 1794 "that beans and 

pease were not drilled in all that extensive district along the coasty 

7 There can be little doubt that by mid-centu2y the turnip drill was in 
use virtually everywhere turnips were grown in the County. Vide John 
Grey, p. 166; Seymour Bellq Collections Relating to Agriculture, NCL/L630; 
Walter Whiteg Northumberland and the Border, 1859, p. 213- 

8 Thomas Colbeck'; P-426; NCRO/ZMI/B41/7- 
9 J. C, Loudont Encyclopaedia of Agriculture, 18259 P-803. 
10 A. A. 9 149 17909 P-473- 11 Bailey and Culleyq 1805, P-70- 
12 George Culley to Arthur Youngg Dec. 8th 1790, NCRO/ZCU/3. A. A. vl49l790#. --' P-474. 
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13 
where'they are so much cultivated" and proclaimed, "The difference 

betwixt a naked fallow and a crop of beans, is too striking to need any 

elucidation". 
14 In 1783P Culley had written to Sir John Sinclair that 

"the Culture of Drilled Beans has now been so satisfactorily tryed in 

this Districtq as to put the advantage beyond a doubt"13.5 'and in 1805, 

Bailey and Culley claimed. that the drilling of these crops was confined 
16 to a few farmers in Glendale and on the Tweed. Marshall took note of 

17 this and praised the innovators for their ingenuity. 
.0 

Again, it is as well to check such assertions from Bailey and Culley. 

Map 19: 3 shows the distribution of bean and pea drills at decade intervals 

as revealed by farm stock sales advertisements in the newspapers. Bean 

and pea drills were always rarer than turnip drills, but many no'doubt 

remained undisclosed in advertisements in which, they were described simply 

as $drills' or as fbean machines'. The former could have been drills 

for anything, though they were most probably. turnip drills: the latter may 

well have been bean mills. Both were excluded from the map as was 

information that might have been derived from references tolseed' or 'grain' 

drills. At no stage in their life cycle were beans or peas commohly 

referred to as either 'seed' or Igrai nIq though they were freqaently 

I labelled 'corn'. 

The first newspaper sales advertisement definitely to mention a 

bean or pea drill Appeared in 1811, and original interest in this mode 

of semination was clearly exclusive to, the south-eastp on the very coldest 

and heaviest arable land in the County. Other evidence suggests that the 

drilling of this crop had been attempted in this area, at Seaton Delaval 

in 1783P though obviously only experimentallys and that this crop was 

ribbed rather than properly drilled. "The Blew pease.... were planted 

in Drills made with the Drill rake... One rigg of those pease were sowed 

13 Bailey and Culleyp 17949 P-58.14 Ibid, 
15, XCRO/ZCU/3- 16 Bailey and CulleY91805P p. 86. 
17 William Xarshallq Review and Abstract of the County Reports to the 

Board of Agriculture, 1808-18P P-79. 

0 
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Distribution of Bean and Pea Drills up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant to 1850. 
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Broad Cast to try if there would be any material difference betwixt that 

and the Drilled ones in produce... I think they will be planted too thick 

in the Drills at the beginning but were afterwards thiner I sic] , as I 

am informed the same quantity would have sowed the'Land Broad Cast. 1118 

As has been seen, some 4rilling of beans and peas had been ca=ied 

on in the coastal area to the south and Flap 19: 3 suggests it was very 

much more developed there before 1830 than on the northern coast. During 

the next two decadent the north clearly bvertook the south as the bean's 

use as a fallow crop superceded its use as a stimulant for clover. Clearlyp 

beans and peas grown largely. for the benefit of clover were not sufficiently 

profitable: as a fallow crop they were. Henceq when Colbeck claimed in 

1847 that beans were universally drilled on wheat soilst 
19 the chang ge had 

taken place only where the ground was sufficiently light to allow of the. 

replacement of the naked fallow by beans. This was in the northern coastal 

area; on the very heaviest lands of the south in Earsdont Horton and 

Cramlingtony for example this was not possible and no bean or pea drills. 

were mentioned in thýs region after 1830- 

Bailey and Culley made no mention of how grass or clover were sowng 

yet in 1841y John Grey asserted that they were universally drilled in 

20 
north Northumberland and on the coast as far south as Warkworth. The 

distrib-dtion map, Map 19-4, confirms this, especially when it is remembered 

that larger farm size meant that far fewer farm ad-iertisements emanated 

from the northern third of the County than from the rest of it. The 14ap, 

in fact, traces all machines which were said to sow grass or clover seeds. 

It is likely that some of thes6 were not drills but sowed. broadcast. The 

only advantage claimed by Grey for the grass seed drill was. its ability to 

sow evenly. 
21 That capacity could well have been achieved by a broadcast 

IS John Bryers to Sir John Delavalq'Aýril-#h 1783- NCRO/2DE/20/42, 

19 Thomas Colbeckq p. 426.20 Johri'Greyq P-172. 
21 Ibid, g PP-179-80- 
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0 Distributioxi of -Clover, and Grass Sowers up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant to 1850. 
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machine. Samples are too few and terminolo,, r, -y ioo 
. indistinct to 

differentiate between the two on a map; consequently Map 19: 4 shows 

only the degree of mechanisation employed in the sowing of such seeds.. 

It is quite clear that# though virtually all the permanent arable lands 

of the'County incorporated temporary grasses in their rotations, the 

north was generally much more developed in the perfection of their 

semination. 

Though turnipsg beans and peas and clover were said by some to have 

been universally drilled in the County by 18509 no one made this claim 

for corn. Here . the drillists faced their staunchest opposition and a 
22 

most formidable argumentq that broadcast corn often produced higher yields. 

Those who could see the reason for keeping the land clean during the growth 

of a fallow crop were often hard put to see wýy it should necessarily be 

kept quite so clean durino, the growth of the corn crop* After allp the 

corn crop was the cash cropt the one that so much of the fallow preparation 

had been for. Had drilling produced more cornp it would have been readily 

accepted: is it did notq many quite naturally regarded it as an 

unnecessary risk. In the mid-19th centuij*9 it was s%id of Northumberland 

that "Wheat is sown broadcast either by the hand or by machine, it does 

not allow of any weeding or other cultivation after it is sown save the 

cutting down of thistles or other large weeds which may be growing above 

the blade in the spring" . 
23 

The first corn drill in the farm stock sales advertisements appeared 

in 1813. TeJ2 com sowing machines were recorded up to 1830, Aifte of which 

were definite drilling machines. Between 1831 and 1850,28 machines were 

mentionedl but only 16 of these were definitely drilling machines. So 

few corn sowers could hardly ha-ýe engendered sufficient familiarity with 

the drilling machine to have caused such reduced clarityp and another 

reason for their scarcity was sought. An advertisement relating to the 

22 Ibid. p p. 180. 

23 Thomas Bell's Notess C-16509 NCRO/ZHE/34/la. 
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farm of Penwick Granary in Xyloe in 1844. specifically mentioned broadcast 

corn sowing machinesq tho-LýSh there were corn drills as well. It seems - 

that machines to broadcast corn were distinctive to Northumberland and 

parts of southern Scotland by about 1830 and that these achieved some 

- 24 
measure of popularity. When Andrew Grey wrote of discovering a "means 

of seminating land exadtly with grain" being "a desideratum of modern 
25 

husbandry" in 1808, he was i-eferring not to drillingg but to broadcasting. 

Bailey and Culley's only reference to the drilling of wheat occurred 

in a footnote to a passage about wheat being sown broadcast. Predictably, 

it read "Upon Wark farm [Culley's own] I and a few others in Glendalej 

drilling both barley and wheatp and hoeing them, has been found an 

excellent practice for destroying annual weeds". 
26 The 1797 and later 

editions reiterated that only a few farmers grew barley in drills - again . 

in Glendale Ward. 27 The Report made no mention of the drilling of oats - 

a very difficult process because of the shape Of the grain - and one 

wonders if Maxshall bad tongue in cheek when he reviewed the keport and 

wrote, "As no mention is made of*the quantity used in drilling, are we 

to infer that oats are not drilled in Glendale Ward? ". 28 The inf; rence 

was ptobably correct then, but at least some oats were being drilled in 

Northumberland by 1841.29 

The distribution of corn drills on Map 19: 5 suggests that their 

use was far from great in any part of north Northumberland before 1830- 

Nor had corn drilling made many converts in the Hexham area at this time 

Grey thought that the north and the coaA as far south as Warkworth did 

not generally use corn drills because the land was already clean enough 

as a result of the turnip fallowt Corn drills, he claimed, were only of 

24 quarterly Journal of Agriculturep 2g 1829-319 pp. 248-9. 
25 Andrew Grey9 The Plow-Wright's Assistant, 18089 P-171. 
26 Bailey and Culleyq 1794v P-32.27 Ibid. 9 1805p P-819 
28 William Marshall, OP-Cit-p P-78.29 John Grey, p. 162. 

b 

30 A, B. Wright, History of Hexhamp 18239 p. 12. 
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Distribution of Corn Sowers up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant to 1850. 
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use 
. 
where there would otherwice have been many weeds amongst the corn. 

31 
. 

Given then that the several accounts of the weedy fallows typical of the 

32 
south-east were not all incorrectv it is hardly surprising that týe 

earliest concentration of corn drills should have been in this area and- 

that they should specifically have been drills rather than corn sowing 

machines. The partial adoption of mechanised corn. sowing, by the north 

came only after 1030- For the north of the County, the only Interest was 

even sowing and for that purpose a broadcast machine was as welcome as a 

drill. Table 19: 3 Puts the numbers of corn sowersp grass and clover 

soweraq and bean and pea drills into some perspective. None of these 

piayed more than a minor part. in Northumberland agriculture in the first- 

half of the 19th century. 

Table 19: 3 

Numbers of Bean and Pea Drills and Corn, Clover, and 
Grass Seed Sowers 

No. of farm No. of bean No. of No. of 
stock sales and pea % Clover % Corn ý0 

mehtioning 'drills ýnd grass Sowers 
implements. powers 

1811-1820 189 1 -5 0 
.052.5 

1821-1830 217 731 -5 5 2-5 

1831-1840 340 93 17 572 

1841-1850 419 20 5 34 8 20 5 

TOTAL 1165 37 52 37 

Source: Newcastle Counmt to 1850. 

The drill machine was not the only way of depositing corn in rows. 

A ribbing plough could form the soil into small ridges eight to nine inchei 

apart, the shape of which would cause broadcast corn to fall into rows. 

The method was often referred b as'drilling' and it is wondered how mahy 

drill ploughs were in fact 'ribbing$ ploughs. Although the newspaper 

31 John Greyv p. 164- 32 eego The Timesp Nov. 28th 1851, 

0 

0 
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advertisements made many references to ribbing ploughs, -such an implement 

was merely a small, narrow-bottomed swing plough with double mouldboard 

and was not, therefore, ýarticularly specialised. An ordinary double 

mouldboard plough or any small swine plough could probably have done the 

job* Only those actually termed 'ribbing' ploughs have been plotted on 

. 
Map 19: 6ý 

The ribbing method wasp surprisingly, not. cheaper than drilling as 

much preparation and pulverisation of the soil. was necessary before neat 

ribs could be fo=med. 33 Hencepit was unsuited to the strongest clay land, 

but attractive for slightly less tenacious soil in that grain Vas deposited 

at greater depth than by the drillt rendering it more likely to flourish 

and survive heavy landta tendency to throw out seed. Weeding was only 

slightly more difficult in that the coýmvs alignment was less perfect 

than when deposited by the drill machine. Yields were estimated to have 

34 been little different from those gained by drilling or broadcasting. 

Consequently, in that the ribbine method wep attractive for heavy 

land despite the pulverisation needed, and attractive for lighter land 

using turnip. rather than naked fallowp because much of the pulverisation. 

had already been accomplished under the turnip fallowp it was acceptable 

to large areas of Northumberlandp spreading evenly and generally throughout 

its arable parts and latterly apparently into-some districts, such as parts 

of Chatton, Alwinton, Kirkwhelpington and Whittingham, which were only 

marginally so. The Tyne Valley upstream from Reddon seems to have been 

the exceptiont as indeed it was for corn drills. This is contrary to 

other evidence which states that the ribbing of corn had been introduced 

to the Bywell area about 1810-and that it was taining ground in that area 

by 1814 ý5Howeverv the newspa 
. 
per adve t rtisements suggest that-ribbing hadq 

in fact, gained very little ground in any part of the County as late 4s 

33 John Grey, p. 164.34 ]ý-M-9'15P 1814P P-52. 

35 r, 14.9 24P 1823P pp*220-1 

4 
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Distribution of Ribbing Ploughs up to 1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant to 1B50- 
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1 
1830 (see Table 19: 2/B). Rvidence for the Tweedside region nuZeests that 

the drill machine had gained some popularity for corn sowing by the 1620at u 

and had not been surpassed, by the ribbing mothod. 
36 Map 19: 5 lends 

support to this. With these exceptions, Map 19: 6 seems to illustrate an 

example of the widespread gradual acceptance of an implement thatO for 

different reasonsl was suited to a wide range of soil typep. It would 

seem that these conditions, in this case anywayp produced a much shallower 

adoption curve (see Figure 19: 1/B) than that for turnip drills"i with a 

small premature peak in the late 1820s and a levelling off in the 1840s- 

The application of newspaper advertisements to show the diffusion 

of sowing techniques emphasises some important points. First, that their 

use without the parallel use of much other local evidence would yield 

either sparse results or conclusions likely to be as erroneous as those 

which would emanate from much of the other evidence were that used in 

isolation. Bailey and Culley show that 18th century man did not think 

accurately in terms of the diffusion of innovation. Great carej thereforeq 

has to be taken not to misapply evidencep and for this reason the most 

. definite identification of implement types must be sought. Second, that 

agricultural conditions are unlikely to produce the sort of uniform 

surface with which HgZgerstrand worked37 andl therefore, for this reason 

as well as the limitations imposed by the nature of historical evidencet 

his methods are likely to be inappropriate, Third, that thereý is no merit 

in thinking in terms of drills in general when the farmer of the 19t)l 

centuiT was interested only in the practicability of drilling specific 

crops, " For this reasong drills for each crop must be considered in terms 

of total. agricultural function. Por example$ the bean drill was of little 

use in Glendale because few beans were groVn. It was useful in ihe south- 

36 F. M. r 15P 1814t. P-52i 
37 T. HUZgerstrandl Innovation Diffusion as a Spatial Process, 1967; 

Me Propagation of Innovation Waveslq Lund Studies in Geography, Bj 
49 1952. 
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east where beans were needed. to revive clover landog but not when the 

growing popularity of turnips there made clover less precious. It was 

useful in the northern coastal area, but somewhat later and then probably 

to sow beans as a fallow cropq not to relieve flagging clover land. The 

problbms of innovation within agriculture are unlikely to be resolved 

without detailed consideration of the agricultural world in which the 

change was taking place. 

I 
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xx I 

THRESHING MACHINES 

The purpose of threshing is to separate grain from straw; the 

purpose of the machine was to replace the flailq the only tool 

previously used for this purpose. Hence the threshing machine was 

potentially of use on any arable holdingv though its importance to 

agriculture was based on other factors as well. In the late 18th and 

early l9th centuriesp it was easily the most complex and the most 
1 

expensive piece of agricultural equipment in existence. The threshing 

machine was the only agricultural implement to rival the technology of 

contemporary industry; it was outstanding In a world of harrows and one- 

horse carts. While other agricultural machines were valued in pounds 

and shillingsp the threshing machine cost tens, and more usually. 

hundredsl of pounds. Not only did the machine thresh, but it also 

permitted the mechanization of other farming processes and encouraged 

the application of steam power in agriculture long before the steam 

plough. No implement was of comparable importance to farming until the 

appearance of th e tractor. 

The threshing machine is also of no small interest to those engaged 

in the investigation of agricultural progress. It is raie to be able to 

attribiite any agricultural development to a precise date and origing for 

an implement to have been so different and important that it made impact 

enough*-to produce traceable and sufficient recordsp and for an agricultural 

machine to have been so satisfactory in its operation that it remained 

substantially unaltered throughout the period under consideration. 

Consequentlyl the threshing machine deserves the closest attention in 

a study of agricultural development and innovation and it is remarkable 

Arthur Young called it "by far the most capital mechanical invention 
in husbandry that has appeared this century". A. A., 209 1793P p. 248- 
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2 
that so little interest has hitherto been shown. 

The threshing machine was invented in 1786 at Kilbagie in East 

3 Lothian by Andrew Meikle. Other machines capable of threshing corn 

were contrived both before and aftet ýhis date, 4 
some of the earliest 

5 
in Northumberland itselfp but the Meikle version was unique in being 

sufficiently refined to thresh thoroughly and cleanlyt and strong enough 

to remain intact during the process. The Meikle or Scotch threshing 

machine worked on the beating and scutching principle (see Appendix) 

and could derive its power from horses,, wind, watert steam or any 

combination of these. 
6 

The power source was more important than it might 

at first seem. With sufficient powerp various additions could be made7 

to the basic Meikle thresher. One of the earliest - and probably a 

Northumbrian improvement - was the circular rakeý designed to retain 

some order amongst the threshed straw and to allow it to part with the 

7 last grains. The winnowing machine (Ifanners') beneath the bulk of 

the threshing machine proper was*also generalq but other additionsy such 

as barley hummelers, chaff and turnip cutters or grindstones, were very 

frequently madep provided there was ample power for them to function.. 

2 Perhaps the most informative works gn the subject are E. J. Hobsbawm 

and G. Ilude, Captain Swingg 19699 especially PP-359-363; E. J. T. Collinst 
'The Diffusion of the Threshing Machine in Britain 1790-1880'r Tools 
and Tillage, 2(l), 1972v pp. 16-33; Sir William Trittonp 'The Origin 
of the Thrashing Machineig The Lincolnshire Magazine, llp lt 19349 
Pp. 7-12; 2p 1934, pp-53-56. 

3 Bailey and Culley, 1805P pp-49-52 or F-M-P 4v 18039 p. 128, 

4 J. A. Ransomey Implements of Agriculture, 18439 PP-137-73. 

5 Thomas Common of Shilbottle invented a hand threshing machine in 1769j, 
(N. C. 9 April 15th 1769), Mr Ilderton of Hawkhill was using a water- 
powered machine of his own design in 1770 (the best description of 
this is in a letter from Thomas Daly, N. C., Dec. 29th 1798), Mr Oxley 
a horse-powered machine at about the same time at Flodden and 
Mr, Gregson of Wark a hand-powered machine (Bailey and Culley, 18059 
PP-49-50)- John Raistrick of Morpeth was producing the same sort of 
threshing machine as Meikle in the 1780s and claimed to be its 
inventor. His case is most concisely expressed in his letter to 
the Newcastle Courantp Aug. 25thj 1810, 

6 Andrew Greyq The Plough-Wright's Ass3istantp 1608, pp. 215-216. 

7 Bailey and Culleyt 1805t p. 61. 
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Where the power supply was one or two horses, it may be doubted whether 

power was sufficient and whether a farmer dependent on such a source was 

able to make maximum use of the machinery. 

The threshing machine of the 18th century was not capable of 

construction by just-any local blacksmith or wheelwright. One important 

reason for their lack of popularity in some parts of England was the. 

failure of the attempts of parochial-ama. teurs, "Almost every mechanical 

knave has been tempted to set up the-trade of making them: there are 

swarms of them, thereforep not worth a shilling". 
8 In the south of 

Englando the initial enthusiasm of the 18th century for the machine was 

replaced*by aprofound-lethargy in the early 19th. In Gloucestershire, 

the machines were "of a most clumsy and inefficient structure" which 

"was the case over the whole of that large and rich country. The mills 

were constantly liable to go into disorder; andy when that happenedt there 

was not a single individual in the whole district capable of putting them 

again in repair". 
9 Mr. Parker's foundry at Stourport was still making 

castings and wood patterns for threshing machines in 1808t but a 

correspondent of the Agricultural Magazine did "not know any particular 

workman who now professes making and erecting them". 10 Knowledge of and 

interest in the threshing machine were common enough: skilled men with 

knowledge enough to build an efficient machine were not. "I intend 

planting one of thease said thrashing machines if at all which I must 

see before I dare engage I believe - 10 of us was about agreeing to have 

fill A man come up to Execute each of us one but failld in the Atempt... 

In facti there seem to have been comparatively few men accomplished at 

the art, Most of the authors of the County Reports to the Board of 

8 Thomas Stoneq A Review of the Corrected Agricultural Survey of 
Lincolnshire by Arthur Youngy 1800t P-75. 

9 William Tennantt 'On Scots Agriculturelp F. M. p llt 1810t P-177- 
10 Letter from J. B. Turnert Dec. 26th 1807p A. M. v 99 18089 pp. 161-167- 
11 Letter of S. Deverill to George Culleyq Sept. 8th 1791. NCRO/ZCU/16* 
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Agriculture thought it worthwhile to recommend an individual - often 

not a local - who was proficient in the construction of threshing machines. 

A total of 53 different builderst names is mentioned in all editions of 

all the Reports and it is obvious that some men were active in many 

widely-separated are 
. 
as. Only two men12 are known to have been building 

threshing machines in Northumberland in the 18th centuryl though there 

must have been many more. John Raistrick, 'Civil Engineer' of Morpethp 

was easily the more famousp if only because of his eccentricity. 
13 Raistrick is known to have constructed threshing machines in Oxfordshire, 

14 15 '16 17 the North and Fast Ridingsp Stirlingshire,.. Chichester and Wimbledong 

18 Sunderland and Norfolk'9 and even conducted some business from a London 

office. 
20 This activity may not have been absolutely typical-of all 

Northumberland threshing machine buildersp but it does suggest that the 

machine's construction wasp at least initiallyt a task requiring 

specialisation on the part of the builder. Where such men were lackingg 

the diffusion of threshing machines was likely to have been delayed: 

where men inadequate to the task were at workv they may have created 

a poditive disincentive to innovation. 

. The advantages claimed for the threshing machine were numerous. 

Not only was it cheaper than flail threshing, 21 but in executing the work 

12 Michael Elliot of Hexham (W. Mayor, Agriculture of Berkshireq 1809, p, 129) 
and John'Raistrick of Morpeth (NCRO, Morpeth Collectanea, vol*2. ) 

13 Arthur Youngv Agriculture of Oicfordshire, 1809, p. 81. 
14 John Tuket Agriculture of the North Riding, 1800# pp. 81-2, 

15 H. E. Strickland, Agriculture of the East Riding, 1812, p. 88. 

16 A. A., 159 17919 PP-481-4 
17 A. A., l7v 1792, p. 168. 

18 A. A. p 15P 1791P P-490. 
19 Letter of William Mure to'George Culleyl June 14th 1793* NCRO/ZCU/18. 

20 "Mr. Raistrick, of Northumberlandv and of No-15v Charing-Cross, is 
4ecidqdly the first mechanic in this linep as also for the making of 
Churns*" Thomas Stonev op-cit-9 P-75. 

21 Estimates of the coot varied enormously, from lid per quarter (A. A. p20 17939 pp. 248-51) to 7d (William Dickson, Practical Agriculture, 1814, 
PP-46-7) or 1/- or more (A'. A. p239 17959PP-438-9), but most'commentators 
agreed that machine threshing was cheaper than flailing. Where doubt 
was expressedp it had usually been aroused by the inefficiency of 
small machines. Seep for example, P-M-p4p 18039 P-502. 
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more rapidly, it allowed the individual'farmer greateýc command of the * 

market, "We have sold wheat as fast as we could get it threshed, Why? 

we think the Prices are likely to be lower; Seed time and good weather 

1122 prevent Threshing. . The machine also permitted a great deal of work 

to be done on those days when weather conditions were too inclement for 

"Since the introduction of these mills, the grain outdoor. activities, 

is thrashed by the ordinary servants on the farmp and without in any 

material degree obstracting the operations in the field; famers-in 

general, employing their men and forces in this business in bad weather 

1,23 when other operations cannot be carrýiýd on. Hore grain was said to 

24 
result from machine threshing and working conditions for farm labourers 

25 * were supposedly healthier. Pther advantages claimed were that the 

machine made pilfering by employees or vermin more difficult, that, it 

avoided deterioration of corn. through storagep that damp corn could be 

processed, that it. was more efficient in separating the graing strawp 

chaff and small grainy and that corn affected by smut could be rendered 
26 

perfectly acceptable because the machine did not crash the smut balls. 

But there were strong bodies of opposition to the threshing machine 

in many parts of the country. It was argued that the initial expense of 

a large machine was prohibitive. "Thrashing-maphines are to be met with 

in different parts of the county [Warwick] 
. but in general on a small 

scale and in the manner they are'constracted, can do very little work. 

Mills of two horse-power will never answer; four horse power is found 

little enough to thrashp shake the strawp and winnow the grain; and 

without they are oonatructed so as to perform all these operations, they 

22 Lattor of Matt. Culley to John Wolch, Dec. lat 1801. KCRO/ZCU/6. 

23 R. W. Dickson, Practical Agrioulturov 1810P P-47- 
24 William Lester, A History of British Implements and Machinery 

Applicable to Agrioulturep, 1811t-P-152. 

25 Ibid. p P-107. 
26 Sir John Sinqlaixýv'Husbandry of Scotland, 1812t P-83- 

0 
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are not worth having. 1'27 Prices quoted for threshing machines varied 

enormously. Some cost as little as 1: 20, but they were usually hand- 

operated and were not popular* 
28 Nor indeed were many somewhat larger 

machines. "A slight millo constantly breakingg and with no fannersp no 

farmer would accept as a present. " 29 Even when the power sburce was 

named, it is not generally possible to tell whether the price included 

all the appendages to the machine, the barn work and the. materials 

necessary to ha=ess the power. It would seem that a threshing machine 

of four-horse power costabout twice as much as one of two-horse, 30 
and 

it is likely that machines operated by six or eight horses cost at least 

31 
proportionally more. Certainly the largest thresherst requiring waterp 

wind or steam to drive themp were in a totally different category from 

the hand or one- or two-horse threshers and some, certainly cost over 

C1.000 in the early 19th. century. 
32 Consequeptlyt the initial capital 

outlay required serious consideration, and must have discouraged many 

farmers. Those who risked less money on smaller machines may well, in 

the endq have lost more. "I shall here take the liberty of advising every 

person about to erect a thrashing machinet to beware of economy. I set 

out on that plano and what with the alýerations and amendments, the 

machine has cost me as much as a powerful, well-constructed one would have 

done at first and t after allp is not the thing. 03 

27 Adam Murrayq Agriculture of Warwickshire, 18159 PP-59-60. 
28 See a letter from Barnabus Bull dated May Ist 1803 in William Lester, 

op. oit., 1811, p. 126. 

29 Sir J. Sinclairp op. cit. p 1812t P-74- Similar opinions were expressed 
in a letter from R6r, r. 9 F. M-t 59 1804t p. 19 and by William Tennant 
in F. M. 9 Ilt 18109 P-177- 

30 Sir John Sinclairt General Report on the Agriculture of Scotland, 1. 
18149 pp. 254-255- 

31 A six-horse is recommended as a minimum size in 'Essay on Barn 
ManagementIt Quarterly Journal of Agriculturet 3.1831-329 p, 998, 

32 One water-powered machine erected at Meldon Park South Farm before 
1815 cost C1180- 1815 Greenwich Hospital Reportp, NCRO/NRO/467/42/3- 

33, Letter from T-tp F. M. p 6t 18059 P-443- 

f, ý 
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There were other serious disadvantages associated with the 

threshing machine. Opinion was divided on whether the dust created by 

mechanical threshing was any less healthy than that stirred up by the 

34 flailo and the prodigious number of gorey and fatal accidents they 

occasioned could hardly have endeared them to the average labourer. 

"These abominable gin-horse thrashing machines... 
I 

were 
I 

purposely 

constructed to rid the world of 'surplus population';. for to be caught 

inside of the brick pillars that supported the roofv when the horses 

were passingg was certain deathy without any coroner's jury ever having 

the courage to return a verdict 
'of 

manslaughter against the owner... 

Neither was the threshing machine generally regarded as being kinder 

to animals. "The value of a horse-power machine is problematical; an, 

inventiont added to others, for killing horses. 06 But the labourers' 

main complaint and the threshing machine's most serious disadvantage 

was that it took work from their hands and therefore broad from their 

mouths. In most areas this increased the burden on the poor, rates and 

meant that the farmersl who often paid a large proportion of such ratesp 

still had to pay the flail men displaced by the machine. "On farms of 

size, in a district where'flail men are few, they [threshing machines] 

become a positive and great good. On the contraryl in a country which 

is fully supplied with farm workmenj they axe parochial evils.,, 
37 

In areas where straw was valuable for thatching or for manufacture, the 

34 "We have great difficulty in geting a Man to manage our Threshing, 
since we lost Peter Fogol the Dust is so bad for them at Timesp 
especially the old Wheatp when it is threshed. " Letter of Matt. 
Culley to John Welchp Septembert1803- NCRO/ZCU/6. 

35 Opinion of Mr. Tweddell, a farm labourer 
, 

in Clevelandq quoted in 
A. and J. K. Harrison, 'The Horse Wheel in North Yorkshirelp Bulletin 
of the Cleveland and Teesside Local History Society, 89 March 1970P 
P-14- 

36 Walter Davies, Agriculture of South Wales, 1815P P-440. 
37 William Marshall, Review and Abstract of the County Reports to the 

Board of Agrioulturet 4t Midland Departmentt 1815, p. 637- 
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38 bruising it received in the threshing machine was not welcomedo though 

Arthur Young saw this as an advantage where the straw was to be f6d to 

cattle. 
39 Another obstacle to the introduction of the threshing machine 

which may have been significant was the difficulty of threshing corn 

in the confused state in which scything left it. Where the sick-le had 

been used, the bundles could be easily and neatly presented to the maching? 

Basically, it would-seem that the early threshing machine was a 

distinot advantage in areas where labour was scaxce and therefore 

expensive, where it had to be supplemented rather than replaced. It was 

also necessary that there, be farmers or landlords wealthy enough to 

afford the largerg. more powerful machines, and farming units large enough 

to produce sufficient corn to keep such a machine occupied. Nor can it 

be imagined that a'tenant would undertake such expenditure without adequate 

security for his investment... "Meikle's ýhreshing machine... is a 

powerful but costly erection. On large corn fn=sp howeverp it will 

answer to erect such machines; and there are frequent instances in 

Berwickshire and Northumberlandv of farmers incurring that expense on 

the security of twenty-one years' leases. 1141 It is suggested that these 

conditions were prerequisites for the successful diffusion of the early - 

threshing machine and that this diffusion was not successful where they 

were absen+.. 
42 

Such conditions did exist in Northumberland. Average farm size 

was high, leases gene 
. 
ral and frequently longg p6xticularly in the north 

of the County. (see pp. 163-4 and wages for farm labourers were 

among the most generous in the country (se6p. 185). Yetv earnings at 

38 "In situations near great market townsp where straw is an object, I 
find that it breaks too muchl where it is intended for sale. " Johh 
Tuke, op-cii., 1800p P-83- 

39 A. A. 9 209 1793t p. 250- 

40 James Donaldsong Modern Agriculturep 1795,29 p. 96. 

41 J. C. Loudon, Encyclopaedia of Agriculture-, 1869, P-436. 
42 Stuart Macdonaldy 'The Progress of the Early Threshing Machinelp 

Ag. H, R. 9 
(forthcoming). 
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the ports and mines of the south-east were greater still and some 

difficulty was experienced competing with them. "I am situated -in the 

centret betwixt two navigable rivers, and it is with great difficulty 

I can get a man to*tu= his hand tý husbandryq as they can make so 

much greater wagesp in a few hoursq at either of the ports I Sunderland 

or Newcastle] , by casting of coals into the ships and the ballast 

out.,, 
43 But the Northumberland farm labourer never regarded the threshing 

machine as a competitor. Thepe was not the remotest likelihood of it 

throwing him out of work and there were. no, echoes in Northlimberland of 

the Captain Swing Riots experienced in the South in 1830 and 1831 944 or 
45 

of the precursors of these troubles in the i=ediate post-War yearse 

William Cobbett explained the absence of Swing Riots in the North East 

by the fact that "Agriculture is only a small part of the business of 

the county 
[Durham] 

9 and that in the southern, eastern and western 

counties it is the whole business". 46 The only objection Northumberland 

labourers seem to have had to the threshing machine was the high fatality 

rate it caused among them. This seems to have been the case wherever 

47 threshing machines were introduced. Where they were commony rxwTaper 
48 49 

reports and private correspondence make it clearthat considerable 

43 Letter from Stephen Watson of Oleadont near Sunderland, Jan, 22nd 1791-, 
A-A-9 151 17919 pp-491-2. 

44 See Hobsbawm and Rude, op. cit., 1969, passimo 
45 Incredulous reports of the destruction of threshing machines in 

Surrey occur in the Newcastle Courantq May llth 1816 and Jan 20th 
1817. 

46 William Cobbett, Rural Ridesp 1832p G. D. H. and M. Cole ed. 91930tP-714- 
47 See letter from S. Taylor of Norfolk in P. M., 18t 1817t p. 286. 
48 There weregfor example, nine reports in the Newcastle Courant between 

1804 and 1813 of fatalities caused by local threshing machines. 
N. C., June 23rd and Dec. 29th 1804; Oct-31st 1807; Jan. 23rdt Sept. 24th 
and Dec-17th 1808; Aug. 19th 1809; March 24th 1810; April 20th 1811 
and Nov. 27th 1813. 

49 A letter from George Culley to John Welch of Nov, 23rd 1799 warned 
that "all the machineryq so soong as you can should be covered for 
fear of-Misfortunest & the People should have no Caps to their 
Cloaths As many Misfortunes happen from Womin's long loose Gloaths 
or Miens Coat Laps". NCRO/ZCU/6. See also letters dated Feb. 22nd 
1800 in NCRO/ZCU/6 and Dec. 8th 1809 in NCRO/ZCO/9/1. 
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slaughter resulted. 

The general Northumberland custom of hdrvesting corn before it 

was quite ripe5o and sometimes while 'it was'-still damp5l also made the 

threshing machine more suitable than the flail. The use of the sickle 

in Northumberland to harvest rather than the scythe used generally in 

southern England meant that corn was presented more neatly to the machina? 
53 Although sickle harvesting was very m-dch slower, its close inter- 

relationship with the threshing machine may well have eased the 

dissemination of that machine and prolonged the use of the sickle. "The 

sickle is almost the only instrument used in reaping. Several mowing 

instruments have been introducedp but soon given up; and now that 

thrashing mills are coming much into use, it is probable the use of the 

sickle will be still more confi=edt as corn thus reaped is in best 

order for thrashing in the mill.,, 
54 

Pre-Meikle interest in the threshing machine in Northumberland 

suggests that conditions conducive to its diffusion in the County were 

already in existence by 1786. When the first Meikle machine was brought 

into or built in the County is not knownp but John Bailey had certainly 

perfected the circular rake addition at Chillingham by 1789 and machines 

built subsequently all carried this attachment? 
5 The earliest edition 

of the County Agricultural Reporty that of 1794, stated that "Thrashing 
'. 
-,, 

56 
machines are now becoming general in the northern parts of the county. . 

50 John Grey, 'On Farm BuildingsIt J. R. A. S. E., 4P 1843P P-3- 
51 R. W. Dickson, op. cit. p 1810. P-30- 
52 Ibid. t ýp. 28-30- 
53 One aeries of figures pronounced that 2-3 acres of wheat-and 4.0 

of barley or oats could be out by one man using a scythe-in a ten- 
hour dayl but only 1*0 acres of wheat and 2.0 of barley or oats if 
a sickle were used. George Ewart Rvans, Ask the Fellows who Cut the 
Hay, 1961t p. 118. 

54 John Naismithp Agriculture of Clydesdale, 1806, p.. 98. 

55 Bailey and Culleyl 1805t pp-52 and 61. 

56 Bailey and Culleyp 17949 P-47- 
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There was certainly a water-powered one at Warenton in 1791 whose owner 

claimed that "threshing machines are not yet become general". 
57 One 

small machine powered by a single horse and costing Z50t was erected at 

Roddam by 1791 958 and another, costing f. 40t at Middleton by 1788.59 

Raistrick had apparently built a C45 machine in Morpeth in 1789 and had 

sold it to a gentleman in-Scotland 
60 

and by 1792 had acquired a 

considerable reputation in the building of threshing machines. 
61 

Later 

editions of the County Report stated that "Thrashing-Machines are now 
62 

become general in the northern parts of the county". Clearly the 

term Igenerallis open to a wide range of interpretatign. The first 

newspaper mention of a Meikle threshing machine occurred in 1793 and 

is an advertisement by Raistrick offering for sale the horse wheel to 
63 drive such a machine 

Table 20sl shows the number of threshing machines mentioned in the 

I Newcastle Courant before 1850 in five-year groups. Figure 20: 1 reveals 

64 
an approximation to the cumulative adoption curve with time traced 

against the absolute number of discovered threshing machines rather 

than against the percentage of adopters -a figure impossible to obtain. 

It is presumed that the frequency with. which threshing machines were 

mentioned in newspapers bears some relation perhaps a reasonably close 

relation - to the percentage of adopters at any times If this is so, 

it justifies the presentation of Figure 20: 1 and suggests that interest 

in the threshing machine had been extremely sudden after an initial 

period of wariness and also that the diffusion probably continued 

57 Letter from John Pratt of Warenton to A. A., 15Y 1791p PP-486-7. 
58 Letter of V. A, Roddam . --, to A. A. f l5pl79lpPp-4q2-r3, 
59 Letter of James Donaldson to A. A., l0t1788p P-438-. 
60 Letter of Thomas Dundas of Stirlingshiret A. A. p 15,1791PPP-481-4- 
61 Arthur Young, A. A. g l7v 1792, PP-170-1- 
62 Bailey and Culleyp 18059 P-49- 
63 N-C-9 Nov-30th 1793. 
64 Seet for exampleg E. M. Rogers and F. F. Shoemakert Communication of 

Innovationsp 19719 PP-176-7.. 
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Figure 2D: 1 

'Cumulative Adoption Curve' of Threshing 
Machines in Northumberland up to 1850 
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unabated after 1850. There is no indication that the top of the ISO 

curve has been reached. 

Table 20: 1 

Threshing Machines Mentioned in Newcastle Courant before 1850. 

1796 - 1800 3 
1801 - *1805 9 
1806 - 1810 36 
1811 - 1815 67 
1816 - 1820 76 
1821 - 1825 55 
1626 - 1830 96 
1831 - 1835 110 
1836 - 1840 91 
1841 - 1845 118 

. 1846 - 1850 162 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1796 - 

Table 20: 2 shows the context in which threshing machines were mentioned in 

newspapers, As most of these are indicative of the disposal rather than 

the adoption of a machine, it must be supposed that Figure 20: 1 conceals 

a considerable time lag. As it is known that-the first machines were 

being introduced in the late 178039, and as Pi gure 20: 1 shows this process 

to be occurring in the period 1796-1805, it is not unreasonable to assume 

a time lag of ten or fifteen years. 

Table 20: 2 

Context in which Threshing Machines Were Mentioned 

Total No. Sale of Available Sale of Farm Farm Featured 
of Refs. Farm for use by Threshing to for in 
UP to 1850 Stock Purchaser Machine Lot Sale Accidents 

of way- 
Ming crop 

828 237 221 188.123 34 25 

Percentage 
of Total 
References 28.6 26-7 22-7 14.9 4.1 3-Q 

Source: Newcastle Courant to 1850- 
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Many of the neýspaper advertisements statb the sort of power used 

for each machine. The figures are given in Table 20: 3- What is of 

immediate interest is that 12 of the 15 machines whose power supply is 

given before 1810 were powered by water. The power of another 33 remains 

unknown-, but there seems justification enough to suppose that the 

threshing machine was originally introduced to Northumberland on a 

- major rather than a biinor scale. The cost of the water-powered machine 

at Meldon Park South Farm has already been mentioned, and it is not hard 

to find other examples of such machines costing about Z500- 65 
At 

Middleton Hall Farmp Ildertong the water threshing machine required the 

66 
construction of three reservoirs and the piping of the water supply 

67 for over half a mile. Clearly these were substantial undertakings, 

totalli different from the one- or two-horse powered machines eschewed 

in some parts of the country*' There was a massive increase in the 

proportion of horse-powered machines in the early 19th century and 

horses were obviously the main motive force up to mid-centuryl though 

water power remained important and steam power came to have some 

significance. What is most interesting is how few machines were powered 

by two or three horses. There was hardly a threshing machine in the 

County which required fewer than four horses and very many needed six 

and some eight horses to drive them. As horses were expected to work 

only a half-day on the machine, this implies a farm holding large 

enough to support at least eight horses - something in excess of 200 

acres as a very minimum. 
68 

In fact, some idea of the size of farms 

which had threshing machines can be gained from the newspaper advertise- 

ments themselves. Some of the advertisemenist particularly those offering 

65 The water-powered machine at Thornbrough Town Farm apparently cost 
C484.1815 Greenwich Hospital Reporto NCRO/NRO/467/42/3- 

66 NCRO/ZSI/94. 
67 NCRO/ZSI/17. 
68 Arthur. Young calculated that 4 horses were needed for each hundred 

acres arable in the area between Morpeth and Alnwi'OkjWorthern Tourp 
1770t 39-P-34- 
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Table 20*: 

Power Sources of Threshing Machines up to 1850 

1796 1811 11 82 1831 1841 
to to to to to 

1810 1820 1830 1840 1850 

Total Number 
of Threshing 48 143 150, 203 284 
Machines 

Power Known - ý25 66 71 104 124 

Power Unknown 33 77 79 99 160 

Horse-driven 
3 but Power 3 5 1 

Unknown 

1 or 2 0 0 0 2 
Horse 

3 Horse 0 1 1 0 0 

4 Horse 0 29 19 23 32 

5 Horde 0 1 0 11 12 

6 or more 0 12 19 31 39. 
Horse 

TOTAL No. 3 48 41 68 86 

Horse 
Driven 20 73 58 65 69 

No, 0 2 1 0 0 
Wind Power 

I J_ : 0 3 0 0 

No. 12 16 24 28 28 
Water 
Power % 80 24 34 27 23 

Steam No, 0 0 5 8 10 
Power 0 0 7' 8 

% of Power Known. 
Source: Newcastle Courant, 1796-1850* 
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farms to let which were equipped with threshing machineso give the acreage 

of holdings. Although numbers for some power categories are pathetically 

f ew,, the pattern suggested by Table 20: 4 is of the largest holdings 

employing steam or water powerp slightjr smaller farms using mills driven 

by six or more horsesp and very much smaller ones using four-horse power. 

It would seem from this that many machines for which the power is unknown, 

were,, in factp four-horse machines and that thre, shers of this size were 

the most common in the County. If machines of this scale were the norm, 

then iýany advertisers might well have felt it unnecessary to give details 

of a size that would automatically be assumed. The diameter of existing 

wheelhouses in Northumberland is'commonly 24 or 26 feetP69 amplp room* 

for four or six horsesq but unnecessarily large for fewer. 

Table 20: 4 

Relationship Between Threshing Machine P6wer Source Fmd Fa= Size 

Threshing Machine- Number of Average Farm Size 
Power Source References. in acres 

Power Source 82 228 
Unknown 

4 Horse 6' 244 

6 Horse 3 450 

Steam 7 570 

Water 73 603 

Source: Newcastle Couranttl796-1650- 

Ift then water-powered machines were the first to be introduced to 

the Countyt and were characteristic of large farmsp it could be expected 

that the average size of farms with threshing machines would have declined 

as threshing machines in general and horse. threshing machines in 

particular became more common. In factt the large number of acreage 

figures for huge fa=s with water-driven machines tends to distort 

averages for short lengths of timep but it would seem that the 101 farms 

with threshing machines for which acreages were given during the period 

69 J. A. Hellenq 'Agricultural Innovation and Detectable Landscape Margins: 
Thb Case of Wheelhouses in Northumberland'O. AgeHeRe, 209 19729pt. 2, 
P-142- 
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1796-1830, had an average size of 443 acres. This compares with 71 

farms for which figures were given during the period 1831-1850 having an 

average farm size of 385 acres, but these figures are still obviously 

distorted by acreages associated with water-powered machines. There 

is no real proof that the threshing machine. gradually became attractive 

to smaller and smaller farms. Indeed, what would appear to have been 

regarded as minimum horse-power requirements, would seem to have 

precluded the smaller farm from ever contemplating ownership of a 

threshing machine. Of the 21 farms comprising the Chatton Bailiwick of 

the Duke of Northumberland in 16529 4 had no tillage and therefore no 

threshing, 8 had water-powered machines'p 4 had horse-powered and 5 were 
70 

described as being of such small extent that the flail was'still used. 

It is difficult to gauge how rapidly threshing machines came into 

use. Bailey and Culley hado as notedy described them as 'general' in 

the northern parts of the County by 1797- 71 Cobbett claimed in 1832 

that "All the fam buildings are of stone; each hasa place sufficiently, 

large for beating out the corn by a thrashing machine; and, there appears 

to be no such thing as a barn's floor or'a flail in the whole of these 

counties [Durham and Newcastle] 972 an assertion obviously too 

sweeping in view of the Chatton report. John Grey wrote in 1841 that 

they were universal in the County073 and Thomas Colbeck'in 1847 that 

"There-are now few farms without a thrashing machine". 
74 While Cobbett 

may well be the most entertaining of early 19th century writers to 

concern themselves, at least in part, with agricultuxeq it would be folly 

to place too much reliance on any of his comments. The remaining three 

sources have in common the factor that each was seeking to show how 

70 tReport as to the Coverings of the Horseways to Thrashing Machinest 
Chatton Bailiwickq Nov. 185219 ACI Middle Room# left-hand window sill, 

71 Bailey and Culley, 17979 P-46. 
72 William Cobbettl Rural Rides, 1832, G. and M. Cole ed. 91930i P-714. 
73 John Greyq P-178. 
74 Thomas Colbeckq P-424- 
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progressive Northumberland agriculture was. The threshing machinep 

regarded as an epitome of aG-ricultural improvement, may well ha: ve been 

claimed to have been more common than it in fact was. 
75 

J, A. Hellen has constructed a distribution map of wheelhousest 

found either by fieldwork or on'the 2nd edition 25 inch O. S. sheets 

(1896-8), on which are marked the locations of some 575 wheelhouses in 

76 
existence at the end of the 19th century* Hellen found a considerable 

number of wheelhouses situated above the 500 foot contour in areas 

marginal to arable agriculture. He also found remarkably little evidence 

of wheelhouses in the northern third of the County. The threshing 

machines discovered in newspaper advertis=ents can also be mapped and 

this has been donq for the periods 1796-18159 1816-1830 and 1831-1850. 

Map 20: 1 (1796-1815) shows a fairly even scattering of threshing machines 

over the arable lands of the County, There is certainly no obvious 

Icentrel of innovation. Map 20: 2 (1816-30) shows much greater 

concentrations of threshing machines in south and mid-Northumberlandl 

but not in the north of the County. The higher land in the west and 

that area most characterised by small farms, the south-west, remain 

unoccupied. The third map in the series, 20: 3P shows a massive 

consolidation in those areas originally occupied by threshing machines 

on Map 20: 1. There is still little incursion into highland areas or 

the south-west and, with the exception of Bamburghshire, where an increase 

in the number of machines seems evidentp the north still has comparatively 

few machines. 

75 The wheelhouse was the covering over the horse mill and was generally 
attached to the north or eastern side of the barn containing the 
threshing machine. It seems likely that the earliest horse-driven 
machines did not always have such refinements and that they qnly 

*became general about mid-century. "... the old uncovered horse 
pathst and rude millsp have given place to those of a better 
description; and the oirou-lar or octagonal horse walkv with its 
thatcheAq tiledq or slated roofp now gives a peculiar feature to, 
the Scottish or border farme" Robert Ritchie, The Farm Engineert, 
1849P p. 69. 

76 J. A. Helleng opecit., p. 145. 
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ILES 

Distribution of Threshing Machines, 1796-1815. 

Source: Newcastle Courant,, 1796-1815. 

12 16 
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ILES 

Distribution of Threshing Machinesq 18ý6-1830. 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1B16-30- 

12 16 
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ES 

Distribution of Threshing Machinesq 1831-1850. 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1831, -50. 

12 16 
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Ylýps 20: 4l 20: 5, and 20: 6 shed more light"on the situation. These 

show those machines known to have been powered by wind, water or steam 

during the same three periods. The series suggests that the generally 

large and expensive water-powered machines were originally typical only 

in the north and thatp though they spread to other areasp particularly 

the Tyne Valleyp only in the north was water always more important than 

any other motive force. Steam-powered machines made their appearance 

during the second period and were originally restricted to the northern 

coastal area. Map 20: 6 shows most of these still in this areaq but 

several examples are found in the south-east and in Glendale. Wind 

machines were never important in Northumberland. ' Kap 20: 6 would seem to 

suggest that experiments with this form of power had failed and that 

other forms were unanimously agreed to have been more appropriate. 

The third seriesp Maps 20: 79 20: 8 and 20: gp shows the distribution 

and power of horse-driven threshing machines during these periods. Againg 

the dominance of mills worked by between four and six horses is apparent. 

There seems to have been no difference in the distribution pattern of 

four- and six-horse machines at any timep and with the exception of the 

north, the frequency of-machines of this power seems to be roughly 

proportional to the frequency of threshing machines in general. The 

almost total absence of horse-powered machines in the north-west and far* 

north is the most striking feature of this series. 

I While the general pattern of the first series conforms to that of 

Hellen's map# Map 20: 3 shows no evidence of nearlY 3Wo of wheelhouses 

above the, 500 foot contour that Hellen found. 77 In particularg the 

groupings that he found on the upper Coquett and on the North and South 

Tyne are missing, Consequently it may be assumed that the adoption of 

threshing machines had not reached saturation point by 1850 (or 1840P 

assuming a ten-year time lag for this evidence) and that threshing machines 

77 lbidp P-152, 
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ILES 

Motive Power of Threshing Machines not Driven by Horses, 

1796-1815. 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1796-1815. 

12 16 
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lal6-1830. 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1816-30. 
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Motive Power of Threshing Machines not Driven by Horses, 
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1831-1850. 

a 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1831-50. 
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Motive Power of Threshing Machines not Driven by Horses, 
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Power of Horse-Driven Threshing Machines, 1796-1815. 

Source: Newcastle Courant,, 1796-1815. 

12 16 
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Power of Horse-Driven Threshing Machinesq 1816-1830. 

4 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 1816-30- 

12 16 
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MILES 
Power of Horse-Driven Threshing Machinesp 1831-1850. 

Source: Newcastle Couranto 1831-50. 

12 16 
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with horses as their motive power had still to spread, not necessarily 

to areas of marginal arable land for there is no evidence of significant 

land use change in upland areas in Northumberland during the first half 

of the 19th century. (see pp. 231-2)9 but to areas where the use of 

the threshing machine was of marginal*economy. Limited arable acreage 

I or farm size would'be sufficient to explain this delay. The acreage in 

Northumberland under permanent or even semi-permanent arable above 500 

feet must always have been trifling. There is evidence that from a peak 

about mid-centuryl arable acreage had declined by the time of the first 

Agricultural Censuses and dropped everi further and faster after these; 

but changes in rotationsq especially the change from temporary to 

permanent pasture, were largely responsible, Evidently these highland 

wheelhouses were not built before 1840 and it may be wondered how 

anxious anyone anywhere in the country was to make any new investment 

in arable farming after about 1870. Hence a mid-century date for these 

machines would seem likely were it not for the suspicion thatp in the 

second half of the 19th centuryq when many farmers preferred to employ 

portable threshing machines rather than shorten the lives of their 

horses in wheelhousest78 itinerant threshing machines would have been 

less likely to travel areas where the terrain was difficultq the farms 

dispersed and the arable acreage small. It would seemp in the absence 

of contrary evidencel that these-highland threshing machines may well 

have been the last to have been built in the County 9 
and among the last 

78 Richard Hendersong The Modern Homestead, 1902, p. 227- 

79 Some horse-driven machines certainly worked into the present century 
before being converted to deisel or. electric or rendered redundant 
by portýblo machines. "In 1967 it was still possible to moot a 
Northumberland farmer whop an a young man, had trained horses for 
driving a threshing mill in the circular 'gin-ganal which are such 
a feature of that county. " Nigel Harvey, A History of Farm Buildings 
in England and Wales, 19701 P-153- 

6 
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to remain functional. 80 

The comparative shortage of wheelhouses in the north of the County 

ist as Hellen explains, 
81 

attributable to the large farm size in that 

region, but this is only a partial explanation. More important is the 

factor evident on Maps 20: 49 20: 5 and 20: 6, that most threshing machines 

in this area were water-powered and required no wheelhouse, 
82 

The Northumberland threshing machine was, almost without exception, 

static until the second half of the 19th century. Elsewherep there was 

often considerable doubt as to whether such static machines were fixtures 

and therefore the property and responsibility of the landlord. In Essex 

in 1848, 'one main reason tenants had not introduced, fixed threshing 

machines was said to be because they could then be claimed by the landlord 

as fixturesy'without compensation to the tenant. 83 In Lincolnshiref such 

machines would apparently have had to have been physically split between 

landlord and tenant. 84 Northumberland evidence suggests that local 

tradition had declared thaty no matter how fixed, a threshing machine was 

not a fixture and would remain the property of the tenant if he had 

supplied it. 85 It would seem that even buildings associated with the 

threshing machine remained the tenant's property and advertisements 

appearedv presumably where outgoing tenant and landlord or incoming tenant 

had failed to come to terms, offering not only the threshing machineq but 

86 87 
also the "Horse Shadelly "the Timber etc. which covers the Horse Whebl", 

80 The attraction of the horse-driven threshing machine may well have 
become greater after the invention of the peg drum machine in 1842 
which required about two-thirds the usual power and was much kinder 
to the horses. N. C., June 21st 1844. "This machine may be said to 
be the only material change proposed on Meikle's machinet since the 
period of his inýention. ll Robert Ritchie, op. cit., 1849P p, 28. 

. 81 J. A. Helleng OP-cit-9 P-148- 
82 H. Beavis constructed a map of farms using water power from first 

edition (1865-6) six inch O. S. maps in December 1965. Hancock Museum, 
Newcastle. 

83 Evidence of William Hutleyq Report of Select Committee on Agricultural 
Customst 18489 p. 122. 

84 Evidence of William Hesseltime, ibid., p. 23- 
85 Evidence of G. H. Ramsayp ibid. 9 P-194- 
86 Middle Coldsidep N. C. 9 June 21st, 1823- 
87 Riding. Parm- H-C-P MaY 7th 18259-, 
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if 88 89 the 111foof over Horse Way the"Gangway Cover attached".. or 

"Pillars and Horse Shade". 90 It would obviously have been more convenient 

to have passed on the machine to the next tenant. In 1821, the threshing 

machine was referred to as one of the "things usually valued as between 

an off going & an incoming Tenant". 91 Some advertisements make it clear 

that this was happeningg 92 but a resolution of Wooler Parmers' Club 

"That it would be of great benefit to both landlord and tenant, if in 

all leases and agreements a clause be inserted, making. it imperative 

that the entering tenant shall take the sway-going crop and thrashing 

machine at a fair valuation"993 seems to-suggest that this system was 

not universal or automatic. Indeec; a strange proviso was included in 

some leases whereby the landlord sold the machine to the new tenant and 
94 bought it back at*the termination of the lease. This rather odd 

arrangement is apparent in some newspaper advertisements995. and seems to 

have been a pragmatic way of avoiding potential legal difficulties that 

may have discouraged the adoption of static machines by tenants in more 

southerly counties. 

Sometimes threshing machines were built by the landlord and this 

is occasionally-stated in advertisements. 
96 Tenants are known to have 

attempted to bargain : with potential landlords. "I will write to Mr. 

Wigham, to come to us here, and then we may understand owanother 

respecting the S. Lytham farm, I conceive from his Conversation w 
th 

us 

88 dow-gate Fa=. N. C. 9 June 18th 1831. 

89 Thirston West Moorg Felton. N. C. 9 March 8th 1834. 

90 Kilbourne High House. N. C. p April 27th 1849. 

91 Letter of H. Brumell to William Bigge, Oct-17th 1821. NCRO/ZFE/46. 

92 "A very excellent Thrashing Ylachineq belonging to the present Tenant, 
may be had at Valuation. " Chillingham. Barns. N. C. tOct. 25th 1828. 

93 N-C-9 Nov-17th 1848- 
94 Examples of this clause are in leases for Netherwitton Barns Farm 

dated 1828 (NCRO/ZTR/l/105) and for Whittonstall Farm dated 1852 (NCRO/ZCO/9/4)- 

95 Examples are North Earlp Doddington (N. C., Jan. 29th 1619)9 and Branton 
West Side (N*C*j Aug. 24th 1633)- 

96 An example is Kilbourne South East. Me, Feb. llth 1832. 
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that he wants no more than the common necessary Buildings such as we ' 

are accustomed to erectv either in point of Granary or any thing elseq 

except the Thrasho Machine, which now every farmer covets.,, 
97 The 

Greenwich Hospital Commissioners were especially keen to build threshing 

machines. Of the 15 mentioned as having beeri built on the estate 

between 1805 and 18159 12 had been provided by the Hospital - each at 

00f 98 
U/0" This rep3Zesented something of a change of policy; of the 12 

machines constructed by 1805, the owners of which are discerniblp, only 

3 had been built by the Hospital. 99 The Visitation Report of 1817 

suggests that the generosity of this landlord was exceptional and that 
100 

if it was to continue then rather more than Wo should be demanded. 

It, therefore. seems clear that the role generally played by the 

Northumberland landlord was the not unimportant one of establishing and 

accepting a situation of limited tenant right: the actual provision of 

the threshing machine seems generally to have been the responsibility 

of the tenant. He was responsible for the diffusion of the threshing 

machine, not his landlord, 

Although the cost of threshing machines and their power sources 

was generally only recorded when the landlord had been concernedq it is 

not unreasonable to assume that tenants were paying the same sort of 

prices and that the four known wind threshing machines in the County 

101 
each cost about C7009 that the very many water-powered machines 

could each have cost about 1: 5009 102 
and that the C550 paid for a steam. 

97 Letter from James Dormerg Commissionerg to the Duke of Northumberland, 
Jan-31st 1801. AC/Z/Div. 1/9b * 

98 1815 Groonwich Hospital Roport. NCR 
' 
O/NRO/467/42/3- 

99 1805 Greenwich Hospital Report. NCRO/NRO/467/42/2. 
100 PRO/ADM/79/59/435-6. 
101 C852 was paid for the one at East Farmt Meldon and z650 for one at 

Outchester. (1815 Greenwich Hospital Report-NCRO/NRO/42/3/11). Others 
were at Lemmingt6n Hill Head (N. C., April 27th 1811) and at Chollerton (N. C., Nov-17th 1821) 

102 C537 was the average cost of five water-powered machines built by 
the Greenwich Hospital between 1805 and 1815.1815 Greenwich Hospital 
Report. NCRO/NRO/467/42/3- 
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threshing machin 
.e 

at Giororum was not untypical. 
103 Such figures put 

the ; ClOO claimed by D6naldson as "the'whole expenoe of a thrashing-mill, 

including the building of the shed for covering the great wheel,, 
104 

well 

in the shade. It has been shown that larger machines greatly increased 

the cost price; another factor which partly explains the small fortunes 

demanded for many of these massive machines is perhaps best explained by 

an advertisement offering for sale a threshing machine "suitable for a 

large Agricultural or Farm Establishment, for Thrashing and preparing 

Food for Cattlep at present driven by Water, but which couldt with 

Pacilityq be adapted to Steam or Horse Power, consisting of an excellent 

12-Feet Metal Water Wheel, with Oak Float-boards, Spouty Cisternp and 

Force Pump, Thrashing Machinep with fifteen Riddles; Chaff Cuttert Corn 

Bruiser, Turnip Slicer, Potatoe Washerg Pulleys and Hoisting Gear, with 

other detached Apparatu %105 In other words the power source for the 

threshing machine was frequently used to perform a multitude of agricultural 

tah3cs, particularly wýen the superior energy of water or steam was 

harnessed. These auxiliary uses must have added greatly to the attraction 

of the threshing machine as well as to its bulk and price. 

The first steam-powered threshing machinw in the County-seem to 

have been built at Chesterhill and Glororum in 1818* 106 A threshing 

machine was advertised for sale at Aydon Castle in the same year which 

"from its Strengthp might be,, bdsily annexed to Steam Power". 10.7 The 

earliest refe3ence: to steam powered threshing occurred in 1815 when Mr, 

Jobson of Chillingham New Town advertised for the building of two 6chines 

103 1815 Greenwich Hospital Report. NCRO/NRO/46V42/3o 
104 James Donaldsong Modern Agriculture, 1795,2, P-94. 
105 N*C*, Dec. 1st 1837- 
106 Greenwich Hospital 1818 Visitation. NCRO/NRO/467/42/4- 
107 NC. t June 6th. 1818; 
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to be driven by I'twq good and substantial Steam Engines', on 

Trevethick's Principal... 11108 Only 23 steam-power threshers appeared 

in the papers before 1850, which rather sugggests that the utilization 

of steam power in agriculture did not become popular. until after this - 

date. log Cobbett, in his ride between Alnwick and Belfordt showed 

surprise that "the threshing-machines are turned by STEAM-ENGINES"pllo 

but there seem to have been many more further north in Scotland. 

When Messrs. Ransome's portable steam thresher was shown at the 

Royal Agricultural Society's Show at'Liverpool in 18419 a report 

commented that "The advantages of steam power for working fixed thrashing- 

mills have long been acknowledged in the northern parts of England and in 

112,, Scotland; but we believe this is the first attempt to render it portable.. 

It was not. A portable steam thrasher which moved under its own power 

had been built in Newcastle in 1829 and was destined to work in North 

Sunderland. 113 Nothing is known of its fatet and there is no evidence 

of other portable steam machines in the area until 3-857 when it was 

planned to introduce one for the benefit of farms on the Howard of 

Naworth Estates in Durham which were not "large enough to warrant an 

outlay of from C250 to C500 in fixed machinery",, 
114 The small portable 

horse threshing machines that had become popular in many parts of the 

rest of England from the early 19th century following the failure of the 

larger static machine to become generally adoptedp played little part in 

Northumberland agriculture before 1850. Such machines were "simply 

108 N. C., May 13th 1815- 
log See 'The Steam Engine in its ., Aplication to Agriculturell a paper 

presented to the Newcastle Fa=e3e Club by Peter Lawsp Oct-5th 1852. 
L. & P., Bolbec/N630.6/2. 

110 William Cobbett, Rural Rides, 1832, GýD. H. and M*Cole ed, 9193OPP-748 
111 Evidence of Robert Hope of Haddingtoný Report of the Select 

Committee Appointed to Enquire into AgWicultural'Distress, 18369 P-34- 
112 J,, R, A, S.. E., 2# 18410 p. CVII. 
113 N. C., Sept. 12th 1829. 
i14 P. & D. 9 Howard of Nawortht N/121/1(20). 

0 
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thrashing, instr=entsp having neither circular rakes nor fanners 

attached". 
115 It is thought that a machine without such accessories 

would have held little attraction for the Northumberland farmer. It 

would certainly have left him with a great deal of work. The only 

newspaper references to portable machines occ urr ed in 1824 when one was 
116 

wanted to take to New South Wales, in 1837 when implement makers in 

Newcastle announced ". that they manufacture the newly-invbnted Portable 

Thrashing Xachinellp as well as "fixed Thrashing Machines upon the most 

improved Principles"tll7' and in 1836 when two letting advertisements 

concerning small farms of about 100 acres stressed that the threshing 

machines on each were "under Cover", 118 This is a term not used 

subsequently nor was there other mention of portable machines until 

very much later in'the century when they were often steam-powered, The 

indication is that. adoption of. the fixed threshing machine had reached 

saturation point in areas where it otherwise might have been economic 

to introduce portable machines. In isolated regionsp the statio machine 

was not only probably built later, but also probably continued longer in 

use. ' In the rest of the County, the spread of the portable steam thresher 

wds a consequence of decaying statio equipment, during a period of rapidly 

declining arable interest towards the end of the 19th century. 

The static threshing machine was a totally exceptional agricultural 

implement and was regarded as such by contemporaries. "As to the swagger 

about our skill, and machinery especiallyt what is it worth? We have 

excellent implements certainly; but excepting the thrashing-mill are 

they worthy of the name of machinery? Can any of them be compared with 
119 the perfection of the application of steam in the manufactories. to ? 11 

The threshing machine was not only ahead of its timep it was alsop in its 

technology, almost out of context in the agriculture of the late 18th and 

115 J. A. Ransomet Implements of Agriculture, 1843P P-151- 
116 N. C. 9 JulY 17th, 1824- 
117 NoCes Oct. 27th 1837- 
118 Mansion Housel Wallsend and Carterside, N. C,, April 2nd and 9th 1836. 
119 'A Northumberland Ploughmant, N, C, l Feb-17th 1827. 
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early 19th centuries.. That it was so readily adopted'in Northumberland 

and not in most other parts of England speaks volumes for the progressive 

outlook of Northumberland farmersq but it also confirms the importance 

of the exceptional agricultural conditions - particularly the large farmsp 

high agricultural wages and the security felt by tenants - that permitted 

this innovation to take place. It is felt that these factors were 

overwhelmingly responsible for the diffusion of the threshing machine 

in Northumberland and that proximity to its place of origin was of 

little consequence. The comment of a Scottish traveller riding south 

through the Morpeth area in 1812 that he "Saw a thrashing mill - not 

common now" 
120 

coincides with the earliest Bailey and Culley evidence 

and it would be tempting to frame an arg=ent for the gradual diffusion 

I southwards of the4nnovation were it not for the conflicting evidence 

from the newspapers. It is quite clear that-though the County's first 

threshing machinesmay well have been in the north, other regions caught, 

up so rapidly that the bulk of the existing evidence shows no delay* 

Because the innovation was significant enough to have left records 

adequate to trace'diffusion, it was also sufficiently significant to 

ensure that diffusion was too rapid to be traced with even good historical 

evidence, Hence the evidence serves mainly to illustrate and to 

emphasise the importance of economic prerequisites and determinants in 

the development of agricultural improvement. 

120 'A Traveller's Notes on the State of Cultivation of the Country 
through which he passed', P. M., 13t 16129 P-197's 
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A-p-penclix 

Figure 20: 2 is a diagrammatic representation of the workings of 

a threshing machine still operational in Northqmberland. Built at 
Bingfibld about 18409 it was re-erect6d at West Side Farm, Newtonl 

Stocksfield by its owner, Mr. J. E. Moffit and the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering at Newcastle University in 1966.121 It was 

powered by steam and is typical of the Meikle or Scotch threshing 

machine of the period 1786-1850- 

Corn was placed on the feeding board (A) and fedq ears first, 

through the roller (B) to come in contact with the fixed scutchers (D) 

on the revolving drum (a). The grain was knocked out, and with the 

straw, was swept upwards between drum and concave (E) and deflected by 

the board (F) to meet with the circular rake (G). The function of this 

addition was to restore some order to the straw and toallow the grain 

to pass through the s' trawl through the concave screen (H) to the shute 
(J) below. The strawr devoid of most of its grain, passed over the 

secondary separating d= (K), dropping any remaining grain through 

the slots in the drum as it went. The grain tell onto the concave (L) 

from whence it was swept by the brushes (N) through the screen (M). 

Beneath the shute lurked a winnowing machinev almost as frightening 

in its complexity, which separated the good grain. from both chaff and 

lighter grain. The chaff was sent flying to a distant. containert the 

good grain to a nearby one and the lighter grainy containing unthreshed 

ears, to an intermediate-one from whence it was carried via the bucket 

elevator (P) to suffer the whole threshing, process again. The machine 

is 20 feet longg 10 feet 6 inches wide and 19 feet high and its design 

and construction are such that it had to be installed permanently into 

the building used to house itt making it necessary for the machine to 

be custom built to suit the conditions imposed upon its installation 

by the nature of the-farm as well as-any other special requi rements of 

the original owner. 

121 See the unpublished New Bingfield Project Report, 1966-7, 
Department of Mechanical Engineeringp Newcastle University. 
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D 

THE COVD=CATION OF AGRICULTURAL IDEAS, 

The conditions most likely to engender and nurture agricultural 

innovation and to facilitate its diffusion are considered. in some detail 

elsewhere. Present concern is with thd means by which agricultural 

information travelled; the ways in which farmers came to hear of new 

developments and to be sufficiently convinced of the utility of some to 

adopt them, Contemporaries seem to have been keenly aware of which, 

agricultural conditions were most likely to foster agricultural 

innovation and which - generally opposing conditions were likely to 

repel invention. *On these matters there was broad agreementq but there 

seems to have been little appreciation of or even much interest in the 

associated process of communication. Rather there was an almost unanimous 

feeling that the typical farmer's mind was totally saturated with and 

insulated by tradition. The great object, therefore, was the winning 

from the old rather than*the introduction of the new. Once tradition 

had been challenged and defeatedq it was felt that agricultural 

conditions, such as fa= size and length of lease, would determine whether 

. 
the innovation w*as to become general. "Many difficulties attend the 

change of an old custom, andq do doubt, habit and prejudice, these 

greatest enemies to 'agricultural improvementy. will not fail to assist in 

lending their aid in throwing difficulties in the path# and so attempt 

to discourage any who are inclined to adopt new improvements. 

Farmers farmed for profit and it islogical that profit should have 

been the touchstone of agricultural innovation. 2 Though profit may have 

1 John Allen, 'One-Horse Carts', paper read before Newcastle Farmers' 
Clubg May 5th 1848. L. & P,, Bolbee N630.612. 

2. "Undoubtedly, the right or wrong farming is conditioned by results. We must be always. testing our operations by the financial results 
accruing thereby. " Sir Daniel Hallt address to Agricultural Students' 
Discussion Society, Armstrong College, Newcastle. Journal of Newcastle Farmers' Club, 1923Y P-55- 
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justified innovation, there is little'evidence to suggest that the profit 

of others encou±aged farmers to follow their agricultural techniques. 

In a world where "the, leathern purse 'or canvass bag being full or other- 

wise being the only indication of money gaining or money losing with 
3 

many it must be wondered how apparent profit was to the average 

famerp how less obvious it was when made by others and how feasible it 

would have been to attribute increased income to a specific innovation. 

The 19th century farmer was in general "content to practise the farming 

he had learnt at his father's Imee or over a neighbourls gatewayo and 

to be the Hodge of PuxýCh and the cock on his own dungheap... it must 

be remembered that the norm was half a century behindv despite the 

acceleration in the pace of agricultural education imparted in book, 
4 

periodicalp agricultural. meeting and show"# - This apparent ineffective- 

ness of agricultural education and the very little interest it gained 

among contemporaries is a matter of immediate concern. It seems incredible 

that so much effort should have gone into creating the product of improved 

agriculture and so little into marketing it. 

The Landlord. 

Landlords had both an economic incentive and a social responsibility 

to enlighten their agricultural tenantry. McCulloch saw it as their 

bounden duty to do this. "Considering the wonderful facilities of 

communication that exist in Great 13ritain, and the universal diffusion of 

information by means of the press, the slowness by which agricultural 

improvements make their way is not a little surprising... It mightt one X 

should think, be reasonably enough supposed that the improved practices 

would now be much more rapidly diffused; but experience shows that this 

is not really the case... we should anticipate ten times more from the 

efforts of the landlords to enforce a better systemg than from any 

3 William Dickinsong tOn the Farming of Cumberlandsp J. R, A, S, E, tl3tl852, p. 224. 

4 R. Trowz-Smitht A History of BAtish Livestock Husbandryp 1700-1900t 
19599 p. 234- 
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improvement in tiie knowledge of the farmers. tt5 But againl. the panacea 

was to change agricultural conditions following the theory that 

agricultural techniques would improve as a direct consequence. The 

landlo3ýd as a source of information, as a practical example of or 

incitement to the use of better techniques was regarded as being of 

much less importance than the landlord'as ruler of all he, surveyed. Of 

course, the landlord had adyantages the ordinary farmer was unlikely to 

have possessed, He was more able to absorb the costs of unsuccessful 

innovations. "To such a man occasional failures are of little importance, 

though they might be serious to ordinary farmersq who, on this account, 

are seldom very forward in venturing out of their usual routine. They 

wait until the new path be opened and cleared by othersq and then enter 

upon it with cautiong and proceed no further than they, find it safe and 

easy. ,6 But this did not mean there was a ready channe 1 of communication 

between landlord and tenant. "The example of-one who is a good farmer, 

must have a much more beneficial effect in his neighbourhood, than that 

of a great landholder, however s-accessful his practice may be. A man 

whose profit produced agricultural techniques was hardly likely to 

inspire another whose agricultural techniques produced his profit. It 

is suspected that a massive communications gap matched the social divide 

between the tenant and his landlord. A letter from George Boswell to 

George Culley - both eminent though practical fa=ers - exemplifies these, 

different-attitudes towards agricultural improvement. 

"I've Just had a Letter from Sir John Sinclair acquainting me 

with the establishment of a Board of Agriculturet and with 

Desiring me to attend it in London as they wished to try an 

experiment of watering Hyde Park & Saint James Park. I have 

not yet answered it - He is quite ignorant of my situation in 

5 J. R. MýCullochjStatii3tical Account of the British Mpirep1837,1PPP-545-6- 
6' Review of 'The President's Reportýof the Workington Agricultural 

society,, 1819#, P. M., 21t 1820p P-480. 
7 Ibid. 

4 
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Life it will not suit my inclinations nor pocket to go two 

hundred miles as my expense [sic] to gratify the idle curiosity 

of every person that chuse. to ask it -I have had one or two 

of these excursions already - pro bono publico, won't always 

do. 1'. -. very much doubt of the utility of these things in the hands 

of Lords and Dukes.. Plain Country Farmers are not at home when 

they are with such sort of Folks. My hand, heard & Table such as 

it is are allways [sic] at the command of my Friends and nothing 

give me greater pleasure than to exchange mutual knowledge; but to 

dance attendance upon great Folk, & to answer such Questions as 

they may deign to ask you & then with an ungracious Nod be told 

you are don6 with - will not suit the'stomach of your sincere 
8 Fri end* 

Contemporary commentators were generally keen to attribute any flow 

of agricultural information to gentlemanly origins. Certainly many of 

the surviving records are the papers of such gentlemen, and a prepond- 

erance of the material contributed to the agricultural press either 

emanated from them or their direct dependents or was to be read by them, 

The servile fawnings-of the anonymous contributor of the Cumberland 

Agricultural Reports to the Farmer's Magazine provide ample evidence of 

an attitude divorced from all possible reality. 
9 Good agriculture was 

apparently what J. C. Curwen, Esq., M. P. and President of the Workington - 

Agricultural Society practised: bad agriculture anything else practised 

by Cumberland farmers. "Stimulated by this gentleman's example... the 

farmers in general in this county, had got into the road of improvement.!? " 

Reports abound of "rapid improvements in agriculturep begun at first by 

the &entlemeng and followed up with great spirit by the tenants", 
11 

and 

8 George Boswell to George Culley, 1793. NCRO/ZCU/18. 
9 See, for exampleg Cumberland Quarterly Report, F. M., 15,1814, p. 1200 
10 Letter from A. B. of Cumberlandp 1807P F-M-91OP1809, PP-466-8. See 

also the tribute of Francis Sibsong F. M., 159 18149 P-468. 
11 Sir John Sinclair, Qld Statistical Account of Scotlando 1797P 49P-379 

(Parish of Duntep Berwickshire).. 
4 
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have often been accepted at face. value by later commentators. "Cokep 

by the timely impetus which he gave to agriculturet raised the whole 

standArd of cultivation throughout the kingdomp so thato before Bonaparte 

became all powerful, EriSland became self-supporting. But for this fact, 

it was confidently asserted by those who lived at that date, but for the 

energy and determination of the man who was the first to give and the 

most indefatigabl4 in sustaining ihat impetus, England's very existence 
12 

as an independent power would have been at stake. " That this sort of 

adulation of landlord influence can'be accepted at the same time as 

reports that Coke's "improvements did not spread at the rate of a mile a 
13 

yearlIp and others that ne, ý techniquest though successfully introducedt 

14 
met with no imitators among ordinary farmersp is a measure of the 

dichotomy in thinking that has existed. and continues to exist in this 

matter. This is largely a result of th6 shortage of alternative or 

contradicting evidence. Ordinary farmers left few records'and'esta'to 

papers rarely abound with reports of landlord failure in the introduction 

of new practices. 

Yet occasionally it is evident that the landlord was attempting to 

encourage innovation. Sir John Delaval is known to have sent new 

implements from London for trial on his Northumberland estates (see pp. 

92-4), but his agent was far from pleased when he discovered that the 

overseer at Hartley South Farm had "sent to no nearer a Market than 

Carlisle for a Plow and a Machine; not only buying the Same at a high 

Rate-t' but foolishly increasing the Price thereof# by such a Long Carriage. 

He says he had Lady Delaval's Order for so-doing, which no doubt (if true) 

is a Sufficient Vindication of his Conduct. But if he had no such Order, 

then sure it must Appear both Unjust, & thoughtless to squander. Money at 

12 A. M. W. Stirlingg Coke of Norfolk and his Priends, 19129 p. 190. 
13 G. E. Pusdellp 'The Dawn of High Parming in EnglandIp A, H., 22, April 

19489 p. 91. See also A, M. W. Stirlingg op. cit. tl9l2tPP-174-5- 
14 Nancy Riches, The Agricultural Revolution in Norfolkp 1937P PP-113-4- 

I. 
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this Juncture, in such an Unnecessary Manner". 15 Clearly, innovatory 

enthusiasm from above was not always greeted with the gratitude it perhaps 

deserved. 

Whether the average gentleman was better informed on agricultural 

matters than the typical farmer is doubtful. Sir Charles Monck olf Belsay 

based his information on "Conversation with gentlemen of most knowledge 

and experience in other parts of England, together with observation upon 

the practice of the tenants of an estate, which I have in a distant 
16 

county". He appears to have had no practical agricultural experience 

and his knowledge of*hii estate wa: s derived from an annual inspection; 

yet between 1832 and 1862 he belaboured his tenants with extremely 

detail6d and often remarkably silly agricultural advice (see pp. 96-8). 

How much attention his tenants paid to his strictures is perhaps best 

gauged by the fact that though he came near to ordering them in 1835 

to grow peas instead of clover once in Light years to avoid clover 

failure, his tenants grew oats instead, contrary to the directions of 
17 

"other gentlemen in other parts of England, with whom he communicated". 

The tenants' reaction to Monck's advice based on information"received 

from "the most eminent agriculturists in different parts of England"18 

to sow less ray grass with their clover despite their problems of clover 

failureq can well be imagined. It is thought that there was a significant 

gulf between tenants and landlords caused partly by landlord ignorance 

of practical agricultural conditionsp but 'more by social divisions. There 

appears to have been a strong and general resentment amongst practical 

farmers of interference krom above. Even the practical farmer's loyalty 

to Farmer George ha& its limitations. "The influence of Majestic rays 

15 John Ocheltrie to Sir John Delavalv Dee. 29th. 1780. NCR07/2DE/4/43/7. 
See also William Noble to Sir John, Dec. 24th'1780-NCRO/M/ý/47/2o 

16 Abstract of Rent Day Speech, Nov, 26tii 1838- NCRO/ZMI/B41/7* 
17 Rent Day Speech, Nov*24th 1840. NCRO/ZMI/B41/7.. ' 
18 R6nt Day Speecht Nov*? 3rd 1843, NCRO/ZMI/B41/7- 
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will scarcely kindle the dormant spark in the Farmers breasts. for 

though in his going to see the Farms round Weymouth he observed & told 

them'bad Farmersp bad bad Farmersq thistlesy thistles thistles Farmerj 

earth hillsp earth hills Farmer every where, they ohould be out, yes 

out & kept neat... Yet thistles and earth (ant) hills still a-row at 

Winford. 1119 

One means landlords sometimes adopted of encouraging what they 

considered to be improved agricultural practices among their tenants. 

was the distribution of prizes as rewards for conspic-dous effort in 

the approved direction. It was a method which had been used by Thomas 

Johnes in 1800 in Wales to discourage his tenants from the perpetual 

repetition of oat crops. 
20 Locallyq Sir Henry Vane Tempest was giving 

away silver cups in 1804 for the best-run farmp best laying down to 

21 
grass, best cow, wethert gimmers and for the most hedging and draining. 

Sir James Graham apparently gave away champion Galloways to his Netherby 

tenants in the 1820s to encourage the diffusion of the breed2 
.2_a 

method which would have caused Bakewell or Culley considerable upset - 

and John Grey shared C5 annually in the 1840S among the reapers of the 

Greenwich Hospital Estates who had performed their work most satisfact- 

orily. 
23 Whether such methods did much to stimulate diffusion is not 

known, but Benjamin Bell thought it worthwhile proposing a scheme to 

be administered by the Board of Agriculture of distributing half a 

million pounds annually to improving farmers. 24 While such methods may 

well have appealed to the paternalistic nature of landlords, it must 

be doubted whether the ordinary farmer would have been as delighted 

with his landlord's trophy as he was perhaps meant to be. Young had 

19 George Boswell to George Culleyq Oct. 2nd 1792, NCRO/ZCU/17- 

20 A. Hunterg Georgical Essays, 18039 PP-331-4- 
21 N. C,, June 9th 1804- 

22 William Dickinsont op. cit., p. 252. 

23 N. C., Sept-15th 1843- 

24 Benjamin Bell, Essays on Agriculturet IP02ý PP-273-4- 
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suggested the most appropriate reward would be "an ornamental model of 

a plough in gold Qr silver, so curiously wrought as to be an object of 

beauty and shew; and on the mould board the inscription. A man would 

place such a thing in a glass case, and set it where it might be seen: 

but a medal 9 unless a hole is drilled through it t and you wear it -pendant 

1,25 from q button holep is seen by no one... One cannothelp thinking 

that no sort of ornament was likely to be sufficient justification on 
its own for the adoption of new practices and that those who sought to 

encourage the diffusion of agricultural innovation in this way were 

seriously out of t6uch with realitý. 

Ibcperimental Farms, 

The enthusiasm shown by some agriculturists for experimental farms - 

particularly local ones -, was largely a reaction against blind acceptance 

of theoretical improvements. 
.. 
"There is scarcely a country in Europe, *, 

in which a large and well established experimental farm 'would not be of 

more real and efficient use than a forep of academies. 1,26 Many' 

suggestions were made that they should bb established in each county 

throughout the country as first-hand evidence of the most improved 

agricultural techniques in actual practice, 
27 

Although none was ever established in either Durham or Northumber- 

land during this periodp efforts were made to introduce them in both 

counties. Mention of a proposed one in Leicestershire was made by 

Natheniel Stubbins to Culley in 1793,28 and plans were laid for the 

purchase of 200 acres for such a project in'Durham in 1796.29 It was 

planned that the institution "would afford to neighbouring farmers 

examples of the most'approved rotation of cropsi of the most advantageous 

25 Arthur Young, Political Arithmetic, 17741 P-173- 
26 'Arthur Young, A. A. 9 4t 1785P P-459. 
27 See, for exampleg letter from A. G. t, A, A. t 4P 17859 P-111. 
28 Nathaniel Stubbins to George Culleyt Feb. 20th 1793- NCRO/ZCU/18* 

- 29 See N. C. 9 July 23rd 1796 and A. A., 27Y 1797P pp. 204-6. 

0 
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management of land, and of the use of the best implements of husban&rý, 39 

This was all very commendable, but it is surely doubtful whether a farm 

financed by the subscriptions of gentlemeng administered by a committee 

of gentlemen; requiring a capital of over six times the rental and 

expected to make an annual loss of some C300 for many years3l, would 

have solicited a great deal of respectý from Practical farmers. Dr. 

Anderson was appaýrently appointed to superintend the fa=, 32 but no 

more is ever heard of the venture. A similar plan was mooted in 

Northumberland in 1797 33 
and meetings were held at Morpeth and Alnwick ý4 

A final. resolution declared that taxes-were already far too high for 

such extravagance to be contemplated. 
35 If John Bailey felt any remorse, 

he managed to withhold it in his bald statement to Lord Tankerville, 36 

and Frank Sitwell's plan to renew the project in 1806 met with a stoney 

response from george Gulley. "I told you, when you named this at Cornhill, 

that I thought very well of an Experimental farm. But I had no Idea of 

engagin an undertaking of that sort at my time of day. I certainly wish 

you all manner of success. But I shall have nothing to do with the 

concern. 
07 Considering how useful in the diffusion of agricultural 

information it was claimed experimental farms would have beenJ38 it is 

remarkable that nothing concrete ever materialised. Perhaps it is 

indicative of a situation in which there was as much merit in lip service 

as in actual service to the co=unity: certainly it shows that experimental 

fa=s were not as essential to innovation diffusion as contemporary 

literature suggested and that other avenues of communication'were of 

much greater importance. 

30 Proposals for Establishing an Experimental Society of Agriculture in 
the County of Durham. D/Sa/X/68. 

31 N. C., June 30th 1796.32 N. C. qJan7th 1797. 
33 Printed plans exist in NCL/L630 and in ACOLibrary, 187 A/31 Shelf 43/2. 
34 N. C., Sept. 16th and Nov. llth 1797- 35 N. C. tDec. 30th 1797. 
36 "The Agriculture Society, - is dropt, for the present. " John Bailey 

to Earl of Tankerville, Dec. 26th 1797. NCRO/Tankerville Boxl/D/3 unsorted. 
37 George Culley to Prank Sitwell, June 24th 1806. NCRO/ZCU/31- See also 

Prank Sitwell to George Culley, June 24th 18o6. NCRO/ZCU/28. 
38 Bailey ý. nd Culley, 1805, pp. 192-3-' 
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Agricultural Books and Periodicals. 

It was always the avowed intention of the agricultural press to 

encourage the diffusion of the best agricultural practices. Agreement 

on what. these were was naturally not always unanimous, nor was information 

written for a national audience necessarily relevant in particular 

localities. It has been argued that the best practical farmers would 

never even haveconsidered adopting Tull's suggestions of rejecting all 

manure, reducing seed from 2* bushels to 3 pecks per acre and sowing 

only one crop year after year. 
39 James. Donaldson knew of only one 

devotee whog though he had "not derived much emolument from pursuing 

this method'of culture, he may at least enjoy the satisfaction of 

reflecting, that Iýe has afforded =ch amimement to the old-fashioned 

fa=ers in ihe neighbour4oodot, 
40 

There is little Northumberland evidence of farmers implementing 

information derived from agriculture literature. George Culley remarked 

that he had "tried some of the Yellow Turnip, so much recommended in 

the farmers Magaiine. But we don't think it at all so valuablep as 
Al the Swedish or Baga? ', and John Bryers wrote, apparently with some 

mystification, to Sir John Delaval in 1783, I'lalso recld two Books 

of Husbandry (by Hart, and Hunter) with minutes by Lady Hussey Delaval. 

for trials to be made of Sundry sorts of manure etc mentioned-in them'. 42 

Local newspapers carried numerous advertisements for agricultural works, - 

but it is perhaps idealistic to think of the average farmer ann3sing 

himself of an evening with the Commercial and Agricultural Magazine. 

"In the evening when he retired, weary with toil... he then passed 

his after hours in mental or bodily repose in a way not very conducive 

39 T. H. Marshally 'Jethro Tull and the New Husbandrylp Ea. H. R. p2v '1929-309 pp-41-60. 
40 James Donaldson, Modern Agriculture, 1796,39 P-93. 
41 George Culley to Alex Hamilton, June 3rd 1807. NCRO/ZCU/31- 
42 John Bryers to Sir John Delavalp March 14th 1783- NCRO/2DEý4/20/39- 

6 
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to the improvement of his mind or the advancement of his knowledge. "43 

Certainlyq periodicals of the late 18th and early lgt. h centuries; such 

as the Farmerts Magazine, the Agricultural Magazine or the Annals, 

imagined that they had a great role to play in spreading agricultural. 

knowledge and it has sometimes been assumed by later writers thýt 

imagination'and reality were identical. "The Annals of Agriculture 

spread far and wide enthusiastic accounts of[agricultural] meetings, 

andp indeed,, their importance as a means. of disseminating agricultural 
A4 information can hardly be overestimated. This is nonsense. In 1788, 

Arthur Youngg the editor'and, instigator of the Annals, had pleaded for 

customers. "There are in the three kingdoms 117 countiesp the present. 

sale of the work does not amount to four to a countyp from which four 

a pretty considerable deduction is to be made for towng book-clubsp ete. 

t. he present purchasers, who-are neither landlords nor tenants.,, 45 

If farmers in general were reluctant to purchase these periodicalst 

Northumberland farmers seem to have been especially reticent to contribute 

to them. Young wrote optimistically in his first volume of the Annals 

for an account of the Northumberland method of cooking potatoes for 

horsesp "Will no Northumberland gentleman send me an account of the 

method here referred to.?,,. 46 Years laterv he wrote to Geo3ýge Culley, 

"I have thought it very surprizing that a man who knows like you how 

to handle the pen &ye plough equally well should not. long ago have 

communicated something to the Annals. Your great County of Northumberland 

never afforded me a single letter w ch is something of a reflection on 

,. 47 Culley was also in demand to contribute to the Farmer's 

Magazine. The editor wrote in 18039 "It is precisely such correspondents 

43 John Greyv Address to Tyneside Agricultural Society, N. C. 0 Oct. 8th 
1847. 

44 Nancy Richesq OP-. cit-P 1937p, pp-33-4. 
45 Arthur Young, A. A,, 10P 17889 P-593- 
46 Arthur Young, A. A., lt 17849 p. 283- 

47 Arthur Young to George Culleyq March 10th 1790. NCRO/ZCU/3. 

i 
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as you that. I want; men who have learned wisdom in the school of 

experience and who do not attempt to pass base coin for sterling'Moneye 

I am under the Necessity sometimes-of inserting Communications that axe 

not altogether to my Mind, merely because'that better cannot be got and 

also from a desire to keep well with people, who though imperfectly 

qualified to write are yet good friends to the Magazine". 48 Indeed, 

many of the contributions were pitiful. Volume 3 of the Annals had 

contained the plea of George Edwards of Barnard Castlep Co. -Durham, 

that he be given C1000 to enable him to sIzead his knowledge of improved 

agriculture. 
49 Perhaps the cranko were -easily identified, but it is 

questionable in how much esteem even Arthur Youngo editor of the Annals 

and easily the foremost agricultural writer of the periodt was hold. 

"Arthur Young was always well known as the worst practical farmer in 

,, 50 his county. North: umberland farmers were not unaware of this. "At 

Mr. Young's I did not see m-ach worth attention, indeed there my 

disappointment was great - in readg his Annalso he immediately discovers 

the smallest fault in any other persons managementj from that I imagined 

to find an example of the Old Arcadian Agriculture - instead of that 

I met with a Hodgepodge of everything without arrangement or system - 

Chicory the chief prodiiation... ,. 5l Thomas Stone considered Young 

"the Munkhausen of the age. This oircumstance has, for many yearstbeen 

so well known to the cultivators of the soilp that you had not, happilyp 

the power of misleading them. The only effect your works have produced 

has been to make themg in a great measurel. reject all writings upon the 

52 
subject as wild and chimerical". Despite Youngts high opinion of 

48 Editor of P. M. to George Culleyq March 17th 1803- NCRO/ZCU/25. ' 
49 A. A. 9 39 1785P p. 196. 

50 Thomas Bellp History of Improved Shorthorn Cattle, 1871, p. 250- 
51 William Mure to George Culleyq March 31st 1793- NCRO/ZCU/18. 
52 Thomas Stone, A Review of the Corrected Agricultural Survey of 

Lincolnshire by Arthur Youngt 1600, pp. 21-2. 
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Lincolnshire farming, it was alleged that not "one-five hundredth part 

of the farmers in this county are much alive to improvements; those 

gentlemen he-has mentioned are amateurs... Has Mr. Young in a single 

instance told us that the example ýf any one of'those gentlemen has 

diffused a spirit for improvement in the parished or districts contiguous 

to that in which they reside? No; they are by the co=on farmers considered - 

as men who, like Mr. Young, are book-learned, ando in their vulgar 

conceptions, are spending their money without any prospect of meeting 
53 

with a return . This was damning criticism indeed ofhot-only the 

doyen of agricultural publioistsp but of what might otherwise have been 

an important means of disseminating agri6ultural knowledge. Young's 

vicious attack on Culley's 'Observations on Livestock' - one of the most 

readable and straight-forward agricultural texts of the age - because it 

did not contain the experimental observations that "this enlightened age 

of natural philosophy... expected, 
54 

serves only as condemnation of the 

utility of the bulk of agricultural literature. 

It is doubtful whether the General Views of the Agriculture of the 

vpxious counties organized by the Board of Agriculture from 1793 were 

any more successful in imparting reliable agricultural information to 

a wider audience of active farmers. The standard of the County Reports 

varied widelyv as did the agricultural knowledge of the reportersp who 

were allowed only a pittance in time and money to complete their accountV 

The Northumberland Report went through five editions v5-6 but nothing is 
* 

known about the total number of volumes printed or of their effect on 

3ý7 the ordinary farme As the Reports were "printed at the Expence and 

53 Ibid., pp-74-5- 
54 A. A., 6,1786, PP-414-59 
55 The best t hough not the least biased appraisal of the Survey's faults 

is in William Marshallp Review and Abstract of the Co. unty. Reports to 
the Board of Agriculture, 1808,19 pp. vii-xxxix. 

56 1794,1797,18009 1805 and 1813. The 1805 edition waareprinted in 
1972, with an introduction by D. J. Rowe. 

57 See Bailey and Culley, 1605, reprinted 1972' 
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1,58 and Risk of the respective Surveyors it may be imagined that their 

promotion was limited. Certainly access to the original 1794 version 

was available only to those recommended by Members of Parliament. 59. It 

was estimated that the complete set of Reports would have cost over 

twenty guineas and that "at such an extraordinary price, there is no 

,, 60 
reason to suppose the British farmers will be much benefited thereby 

It was generally felt that "The high price'of the Reports collectively, 

and the voluminous matter an Inquirer has to wade through, before he 

can select what applies to his own particular concernsp has deterred the 
61 

Practical Farmer from availing himself of those authorities"* And this 

must have been the case with most of the agricultural literature. Despite 

all the high aims and ideals of the publicists for the widespread 

diffusion of. agricultural improvementsy, it would seem that their efforts 

had little or no influence on the ordinary faimer. 

Local Newspapers. 

It is fortunate that the Newcastle Courant was published throughout 

the period 1750-1850 and that copies survive for all but a few m6nths of 

this century. The Courant was always a business paper, stiff with Tory 

and High Church principles and very much concerned with advertising. 
62 

Its 

chief rival was the Newcastle Chronicle, but this paper never seems to 

have enjoyed the same popularity, was not published throughout the period 

and not all its copies have survived. Table Dl'shows the dominance of 

the Courant over other newspapers in the North and Map'ý,, Dl the spatial 

extent of the paper's influence. 

58 N. C. 9 May 13th 1797-- 

59 N. C., July 5th-1794- 

60 James Donaldsong op,. cit., 1796Y 4P P-326. 

61 William Lestert A History of British Implements and Machinery 
Applicable to Agriculturet 1811, preface. 

62 Ernest Youngson, The Reform Movement in Northumberland and Durham 
1815-32, typescript dated 1936. L. ý& P. N324/219 
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Table D1 

Circulation of Northern Newspapers 1841-1 4ý 

Avera. ge Weekly Circulation 

Newcastle Courant ... *'so **'* ... 4r118 
Newcast16 Chronicle . -. 000 000 ... 2p9lO 
Newcastie Journal .... ... 2,169 

Tyne Mercury . 0. 0.. 461 
Gateshead Observer .... .. 0 *so ... 11980 
Sunderland Herald ... ... 1,051 
Northern Times e* 000 6*0 00* 000 808 

Durham Chronicle 09* 000 ... 00. lp182 

Durham Advertiser . 00 .. 0 096 769 
Carlisle Journal 000 *00 000 29134 
Berwick Advertiser ... 000 *00 so* 743 
Berwick-Warder . 0. 628 
Whitehaven Herald .. 0 ... 000 1 

725 
Westmoreland Gazett e.... ... ... 628 

Cumberland Pacquet 0 .. .... ... 777 
Kendal Mercury o o.. 0.. ... 0. - 798 

Source: Newcastle Courant, 
Jan. 5th 1844. 

Table D2 illustrates the increase. in the pap er's circulation figures 

during the first half of the 19th century. 

Table 1)2 
Circulation of the Newcastle Courant 

Copies per Week Source 

1808 2P564 N. C., Dec. 3rd 1808 

1811 2v855 N. C., Jan. 4th 1812 

1814-1833 over 29500- N. C., May llth 1833 
1840 4v150 N. C., Jan. lst 1841 
1841-43 4,118 N. C. v Jan- 5th 1844 

Janql846 4P500 N. C. t Jan. 9th 1846 
JulY 1846 5POOO N. C. p JulY 17th 1846 

1849. over 5rOOO N. C. jMarch 23rd 1849 
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It was reckoned that about 40'lo of the circulation was in Durham and 
63 

most of the remainder in Northumberland, and that about 25% of copies 

went to farmdrs, each to be read by about six people. Hence the 

agricultural circulation in 1841 was stated to be 36,950 
ý4 

It would 

seem then that local newspapers had the potential to have been active in 

the diffusion of agricultural information. Certainly farmers must have 

found it necessary to consult the local paper fairly regularly to find 

out aboit-market prices, to discover a farm to let or a stock saler-to- 

attend. With this likely agricultural nucleus as an audience, the paper 

had it in its power to embark on the deliberate broadcasting of 

agricultural knowledge and in 179 , the Printer declared it his aim to 
65 

pubUsh "an Account of every Improvement in Agriculture". 

In factp little agricultural advice appeared in the pages of the 

Courant. Occasional monthly agricultural reports were reprinted from 

London papers after 1815 and interesting pieces of information, were often 

reprinted from other sources. These included a recipe for a pickle to 

prevent smut in wheat, 
66 

a means of weeding wheat by grazing it with 

sheepy 
67 

reminders to 'use 
chaff and brewer's grains as animal feed, 

68 

69 
advice to feed rotten sheep on broom or on the utility of a double- 

furrow plough. 
70 Occasionally, correspondents sbught agricultural advice 

from other readers 
71 

and some few reports, such as one on 
. the advantages 

of paring and burningt72 were theproducts'of local experience it was 

felt should be shared. 

But the Printer's primary aim was to sell his paper: accurate and 

useful information was a secondary consideration. Hencep then as now, 

63 N. C., March 23rd 1849 64 -N-C-9 Jan-1st 1841 
65 

' 
N. C., Feb. 20th 1796 66. N. C. v -Nov-lst 1777 

67-', - N. C. -, June 27th 1778. 68 N. C. p 
_ Jan. 16th and. April 10th 1790 

69 N, C. v April 2nd 1603- 70 N. C. v May 2nd 1802. 
71, N. C. 9 Oct. 29th 1785. 72 N. C., Dec, 29th 17810 
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there wan a marked proclivity for the more extravagant tale. 

Caterpillars could be eradicated from turnip fields if'ducks were sent in 

73 74 
to dLvour them, mice from haystacks with the aid of a few sprigs of minti 

and great things were. expected of a plough designed to'work by wind power75 

The newspaper seems to have been a medium by which the tricksters and 

charlatans of agricultural invention made their money. The secret of 

a patent manure was offered on completion of a E1000 sý2bscription to 

reward the inventor 76 
a C200 subscription revealed that radish seed 

planted with turnip solved the problem of turnip flies by attracting 
77 them from the turnips-to the radishes, and 2gOOO guineas was apparently 

raised by Henry Vagg, who used both John Bailey and George Culley to 

collect subscriptionsy for his special method of eliminating the turnip 

fly, Mr, Vagg seems to have been particularly unscrupulous for when 

his remedy was eventually published, he claimed that the fly actually 

caused little harm, that the real culprit was the slug and that slugs 

could best be destroyed by flattening . them-with a roller at night. 
78 

Whether the average farmer would have taken these remedies seriously is 

doubtful; whether he would have profited by them more dubious still. It 

is certain that the intention was not the general diffusion of the 

information. When Charles Baker gave notice of his method of preventing 

smut in wheat, he also offered a reward of 30 guineas to anyone who 

discovered his method being used by a non-subscriber79 

Both the circulation figures and the number of agricultural 

advertisements (see Figure 7: 1 PP- 81) prove that many ordinary 

farmers must have had access to the Courant. While much of the agricultural 

advice offered, particularly in the 18th centuryg was worthlessq the 

73 N, C,, v Aug-5th 1780, July 26th 1783 and JulY 30th 1836. * 
74 N. C., Oct. 26th 1793.75 N. C. 0 April 13th 1811. 
76 N, C,, July llth 1801.77 N. C. 9 JulY 3rd 1802 
78 

' 
N, Ct April--. 26th; iýl * 

Jund-14th &nd7Ju1Y 5th 1788; Aug. 8th 1789* 
79 N. C., Feb. 18th and Oct 28th 1797. 
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increasing number of advertisements from implement manufacturers, makers 

of draining tiles or purveyors of bone or guano manure must have encouraged 

farmers to keep abreast of the latest practices. Advertisers do not 

continue to waste money on advertisements that bring no custom. There 

is little direct evidence of the success of such advertisingr but a long 

and relatively early noti6e from William Winlawq a London implement maker, 

published in the Courant on August 30th 1783 an4 offering to make "all 

kinds of Ploughs made use of in the different counties", must surely have 
I 

been responsible for the letter to him from, Joseph Oxleyq agent to Sir 

John Delaval, dated September 9th 1783P 80 
which requeuted "a good wheei 

plough $uch as are used in and about Norwich or yarmouth". Extensivep 

sometimes verbatim, reports were printed of speeches made at meetings of 

most of the Countyls. agricultural societies and these frequently contained 

critical appraisal of new or existing agricultuial methods. If 

agricultural societies played an important part in the diffusion of 

agricultural informationj then the lengthy newspaper coverage of their 

proceedings must have been at least'partly responsible. The Courant and 

other local newspapers had the potential to disseminate knowledge and were 

likely to have been very much more effdotive than other printed sources. 

Agricultural Societies* 

The agricultural society of the late 18th and early 19th centuries 

existed to organize meetings of agriculturists. It provided the 

opportunity for the display of new implementst better crops or practices 

and was a for= for the exchange of ideas. Subscription rates were 

moderate'and allowed a member access to the society's meetingsp its 

agricultural library and sometimes a museump and qualified him to compete 

for prizes in the local agricultural show. 

Table D3 gives some idea of the profusion Of agricultural societies 

and annual agricultural shows in the region during this'period. Many had 

80 NCRO/2DE/4/15/48 

0 
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Table D3 

Agricultural Societies in the Northumberland Region 
before 1850 

Date 
Founded Title Source 

1778 
1783 
1801 

1804 
1805 
1811 
1814 
1815 
1815 
3.819 

Richmondshire, Agricultural Society 

Durham Agricultural Society 

. Agricultural Society of the Circle 
of Barnardcastle. 

Barmoor Castle Sheep Show 

Tyneside Agricultural Society 

Tweedside Agricultural Society 

Dinnington Agricultural Show 

Tankerville, Arms Sweepstake Show 

Newcastle Agricultural Society 

North=berland Agricultural Association 

before 1827 Willington Agricultural Show 

1832 Longbenton Agricultural Show 

before 1835 Rothbury Agricultural Society 

1836. Northumberland Agricultural Society 

1836 Coquetdale AgTicultural Society 

1837 Tyneside Agricultural Society 
1838 Ovington Agricultural Society 
1839 Allendalev'Whitfield and Hexhamsýhire 

Agricultural Society 

1840 Tyneside Ploughing Society 

1640 Derwent Agricultural Society 

1841 Tweedside Agricultural Museum Society 

1641 North Tyne and Reedsdale, Sheep Show 

1842 Norham Parish Ploughing Club 

1842 Wooler Agricultural Show 

1842 Bellingham Agricultural Society 
before 1843 Chollerford Lamb Show 
1845 Newcastle Farmers' Club 

1846 Hexham Farmers' Club 

before 1848 Wooler Farmers' Club 

N. C-tAP-ril 4th 3.778 
N. C,, Aug. 23. rd '1783- 

N. C. 90ct. 24th 1801 

N-C-vJulY 14th 1804 
N. C., Sept. 28th 1805 
N. C,, Nov. 30th 1811 

N. C. pApril 30th 1814 

N. C.? April lot 1815 

N. C. jAug- 5th 1815 

Alnwick Castle Library 
187 A/31 Shelf 43/2 

N. C. qApril 14th 1827 

N. C., Feb. 25th 1832 

N. C. ýNovo 14th 1835 

Alnwick Castle Library 
187/A/31 Shelf 43/2 

IT. C,, Feb. 20th 1836 

N. C. pSept- 3rd 1841 

N. C. jOct. 19th 1838 

N, C, vAug. 30th 1839 

N. C. vJan. 10th 1840 

N. C,, Aug. 28th 1840 

N. C., Feb. 18th 1842 

N. C. vSept- 3rd 1841 

N. C. pFeb. 25th 1842 

N. C. pApril 8th 1842 

N. C. 90ot. 14th 1842 

N. C., Au, g. 4th 1843 

N. C. 93)eo. 12th 1845 
N. C. tJa-n. 2nd 1846 
N. C. vNov. 17th 1848. 

4 
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a shadoury existence and faded away not3ong after their fo-Undation. , 

An agricultural society to serve the whole county of Durham, for example, 

was established in 1783 81 
and re-established in 1803,82 1835 83 

and 1842! 4 

The interest in this sort of activity seems almost to have disappeared after 

the War. In the 1820s all that appears to have remained were the 

Willing-ton Show, apparently little more than an annual ploughing 

competition, the Tankerville Arms Show, an annual sweepstake in the 

Wooler area which must have appealed to the gambling instincts of local 

farmers for it persisted from 1815 to at least 1844 and was easily the 

most enduring of the County's agricultural groupsp and the Northumberland 

Agricultural Association, which e'Xisted solely for the petitioning of 

Parliament on Corn Law matters. The late 1830s and the 1840s saw a 

resurgence in the*popularity of agricultural societiesp and particular 

interest in a new breed of more local and less formal Farmers' Clubs. 

It is not difficult to find indication that agricultural societies 

were stimulating the-dissemination of improved. methods. After allp their 

"great utility in diffusing agricultural knowledge,, 
85 

was generally 

held to be the justification for their existencep and commentators made 

much of this fundamental function, "It gives us high pleasure to observe. 

the spirit of emulation which this laudable institution-has given birth 

to... 11 86 "That man indeed was an indifferent observer of naturep who, 

travelling through England, failed to notice the great improvements 

effected in the cultivation of the soil within the past few years... 

gratifying results... mainly attributed to institutions similar to the 

Northýnberland Agricultural Society. ', 87 Reports were sometimes more' 
88 1 

specific I but they often verged on the ridiculous. Only four years 

81 N. C., Sept. 2DthjAug. 9th & 23rd 1783- 82 F-M-9 4P 1803P pp. 283-6 

83 N. C., Oct. llth 1834,84 D/Sa/X/34. 

85 G. H. RamsayqIOn the Utility and Diffusion of Agricultural Knowledge 
by Means of Farmers' Clubs'. Paper delivered to Newcastle Farmers' 
Clubg Feb-7th 1846. L. & P., Bolbec N630.611. 

86 Concerning the Duxham Agricultural Society. N. C., Dee-31st 1785. 

87 MatthewBell addressing the Northumberland Agricultural Society. 
N. C., Aug. llth 1848. 

88 ploughing competitions were calculated to do so much good by, ' 
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after the first founding of the Durham Agricultural Societyq Durham 

livestock was said to excel "to such a heighth of improvement has the 

breed of cattle in that county arose since the institution of that laudable 

society, and to which no doubt it. is entirely owing". 
89 Contemporary 

enthusiasm should not be overývalued. It should also be seen in perspective. 

No Northumberland agricultural society until the 1840s ever received the 

press coverage devoted to, for instancep the Society for the Improvement 

of the English Marigold. 90 

There is some justification for thinking that agricultural societies 

were not the successful diffusers of innovation -that they were claimed to 

be. The Durham Agricultural Society founded in 1803 had only 21 members 

and no other persons between the Tyne and the Tees were to be allowed to 

join or visit. 
91 It was freely admitted that the Northumberland Agricultural 

Society flourished "as nearly the whole of the influential land-owners of, 

the county have given it their count'enan6e and supportI1.92 -Many of the 

'larger societies were dependent on the goodwillv membership and money of 

landowners. Of the 103: original members of the Tweedside Agricultural 
93 Society, only 22 were described as tenants or farmers, When Matthew 

Bell failed to start a depot fOr'agricultural implements in Newcastle, 

it was because "on applying to some landlords for a subscription, the 

answer-vas - it was of no use, for they could get more implements than 

ever could be used.,, 
94 Godfrey Sinclair felt forced to resign as 

Secretary of the Northumberland Agricultural Society because. of "the very 

slight support the society has met with from the landowners of the county". 
95 

inciting the men to emulation. ". Report of Ploughing Meeting held by 
the Northumberland Agricultural Society-at gubionp near Morpeth, 
N. C., Feb. 10th 1843. 

89 N. C., Sept. 22nd 1787.90 For one example see X*C*pSept. 23rd 1808, 
91 F-M-t 4t 18031 pp. 283-6. 

92 Report of Morpeth Meeting of Northumberland Agric-41tural Society* 
N, C, v Oct. 11th 1839- 

93, N. C. v April 25th 1812. 

94 Xatthew Bell to Newcastle Parmers'Club. N. C. 9 Jan-14th 1848. 
95 X. C. 9 June 14th 1844- 
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The same meeting was pongratulated "on the number of gentlemen representing 

the landed interest of the county, who had that day given. their attendancep 

for... at the annual meetings of the sooietYq instead of the support the 

society so well merited, and so much required from the. landownerst none* 

of 
. them ever attended" . 

96 

A situation seems to have existed in the larger societies in which 

landlords dominated the membership, but declined to play an active role. 

The later and much smaller Farmers' Clubs were-a reaction against this. 

The Hexham Farmers' Club "certainly had hitherto not experienced much 
97 ' 

assistance from the landed proprietors of the county". and declared 

that by remaining small and severely practical, it "would be as much 

distinguished by the information it diffused on agricultural subjects as 

'98 any similar institution had hitherto been% 
- 

This had been the earlier, 

though unsuccessfulp aim of the Agricultural Society of the Circle of 

Ba=axdcastle, to limit membership to local "practical Farmers and 

TmProvers of Ground... a County Societyv composed of a different Class 

i of Personsp casting its Viewsp in a mere transient Mannerg over an 

extensive Province, must be admitted to be altogether unequal'to the 

. ose of the Design", "" The Newcastle Farmers' Club stressed the PUrD 

importance of monthly meetings2 of a museum and an agric * 100 ultural library; 
101 

its papers were always to be on strictly practical subjects, it sponsored 

such utilitarian measures as dynamometer testing of local plough types 

and claimed "there was one thing they could not say against them as a 

society, and that wasp that they were unlike [ sic] many other farmers' 

clubs which were well begun, but soon generally ended in too many dinners, 

96 Ibid. G. Darling 
. 
to Northumberland Agricultural Society. 

97 John Grey to Hexham Farmers, Club. N. C., Jan. 15th 18470- 

98 Ibid. 99 N. C. 0 Oct. 24th 1801. 

100 N. C., Dec. 12th 1845 101 N. C. Oct 23rd 1846. 

4 
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11 102 
and drinking too much wine Small societies were claimed to be 

preferable to the large because "local influence-was pre-eminently useful 

in disseminating and enabling agriculture to take a right. course, by 

103 
diffusing practical and scientific Imowledge". 

Much may have been learnt from the after-dinner conversation and 
104 from general social contact at society meetings, but it would appear 

that many societies did little more than provide the excuse for carousing, 

When the first Barmoor Castle Sheep Show was held in 1804 "upwards of 

150 amateurs in the breeding line assembled... Noblemen, baronets, 

landlords, and tenantsq, from both sides of the Tweed", sat intermixed like 

united Britonsq discusping the advantages which must. evidently result 

from gentlemen of landed property becoming the patrons of agricultural 
10ý 

experiments; and many appropriate toasts were drank on the occasion", 

The reaction of G. H. Ramsay's audience to his ideals that societies 

existed to diffuse agricultural knowledge and not primarily to hold shows 

and dinners was typical. "Take away the show and the premiumsp and you 

take away the zest of the meeting (A. Voice: The dinner is the zest). " 106 

It may be wondered how much practical inf ormation changed hands at a 
107 

meeting at which the Duke of Northumberland presided: certainly not 

as much as at the sort of gathering where the speaker could say "To leave 

theoryq howeverp as we are all practipal people here, I will tell you 

what I have rayself seeno. 11* 108 

It may well be that the County's agricultural societies made more 

impact on the agricultural community through agricultural shows where the 

latest implements and best livestock were actually exhibited. Prizes were 

102 G. H. Ramsay to Newcastle Farmers' Club. N. C qMarch 26th 1847. 
103 Yx. Ogle to Tyneside Agricultural Society. N, C, 900t, 12th 1849- 

104 See John Grey's address on drainage to Hexham Farmers' Club, J. N. A, S., 
18479 P-17. 

105 N-C-P JulY 14th 1804- 106 G. H. Razasay, op. cit. 
107Meeting of Northumberland Agricultural Society. N, C,, June 9th 1848. 
108 John Grey to Hexham Farmers' Clubp op. cit., p. 18. 

6 
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log 
offered to encourage improvement thrpUgh-competitionp though an 

interesting indication of the paternalistic attitude of some of the 

earlier and larger societies were the prizes generally offered for the 

servant who had been ýith his master longest and for the labourer who 

had reared the greatest number of children without resorting to the 

parish, A curious omission from nearly all prize lists of the earlier. 

societies was awards for implements. Only the Tweedside Agricultural 

Society gave premiums for these; 16 were recorded as having been 

distributed between 1812 and 1819 and, of these, 8 went to either. 

Andrew Da millw=ightp or to David Allan, a joiner, both of Coldstream. 

Not until the 1830's was more general interest in encouraging implements 

shown, but the response was not good. Between 1838 and 1850,13 reports 

of agricultural shows appeared in the Courant complaining of the shortage 

of implements. 110 In a J'ouxnal rpmaxkable . for the almost total absence 

of critical commentj this is significant. Even when implements were 

available for examination# a show ground was perhaps not the best place 

for judging their merits. "There were individuals in the neighbourhood 

who had purchased implements of reputed excellence, and which had gained 

premiums for their goodconstruction... but on their being put into 

operation in this district it was ascertained that the report given of 

them was by no means borne out by the results when put into practical 

operati=. 11 ill 

Whether the premiums offered at the shows were any encouragement 

to improve agricultural methods is very doubtful. The Tyneside Agricultural 

Society hald 30 shows between 1807 and 1821 which were reported in the 

Courant. Table D4 gives a summary of the results in the competition 

109 - Seep-for example, the prize list of the Tyneside. Agricultural Societyq 
Newcastle Advertiserg Sept-30th 1813- 

110 N. C., Oot. 12th 1838; April 5tho Oct. llth 1839; Aug. 27thp Sept-3rd, 
Oct. lst 1841; July 29th, Sept. 23rd 1842; Oct-4th 1844; Aug. 22nd 
1845; Aug, 20thp Oct. 8th 1847; Aug. 9th 1850. 

111 Sir M, W, Ridley to Newcastle Pa=er's Club. N-C-t, Jan'+14th 1848- 
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for prizes in all the sheep# cattle and turnip sections. 

# Table D4 

Prize-Winners at the Tyneside Agricultural 
Society's Shows 

Total No. Total No. Dates for 

Section of of which 
Information Notes 

Prizes Winners Available 

Turnips 23 15 1805-19 

Sheep 47 21 1805-21 1 Winner took 12 prizes 
(2 6%) 

4 Winners took 25 rizes 
5 XZ 

5 Winners were called 
Bates. 

Cattle log 29 
. 
1805-21 7 Winners, took 65 rizes (6ýo5 

Source: Newcastle Couranty 1805-21. 

It is quite obvious that only in the turnip section was there any chance 

at all of a new farmer being encouraged by winning a prize. In the other 

sectionsy prizes were awarded to the. same few farmers year after yearg 

How keen these few were to encourage the methods that had brought their 

success may be Judged by the attitude of-two winners at the Societylsý 

show in 1808. 

"The premium of 10C 10s for the best bull, was adjudged to 

Mr. Wm. Donkinpof Sandoe; but in consequence of his refusing to 

to allow him to serve within the limits of the society, at a 

sum (fixed by the judges) not to exceed one guineap it was 

adjudged and paid to Mr. Wm. Jobling, of Newton-hall for the next 

best, The 2d premium of five guineas for bulls was in-like manner 

adjudged to Mr. Thos. Bates, of Halton, but in his refusing to allow 

him to serve within the district at 15s it was adjudged and paid 

to'Mr. Wm. Johnsong of Prudhoe. 1,112 

This was the same Thomas Bates who, "When the Tyneside Agricultural Society 

112 N. C. j April 30th 1808. 
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was establisheclp in 1804... took an active part in ensuring its success. 

He was a large exhibitor at the Society's shows, and in one year obtained 

prizes for best turnips, best bullp best cowt best sow, best road maref 

and best sheep". 
113 It is suggested that if such behaviour did ensure 

I 
the success of an agricultural society, then such societies could have 

played little part in the diffusion of agricultural knowledge. No doubt 

they provided interest and recreation for landlords and a minority of 

farmers, but the attitude of their membership and the form of their 

organization rendered such societies incapable of having any great effect. 

on the agricultural oo=unity. The fa=ers' clubs, established towards 

the end of this periodl may well eventually have exercised a considerable 

influence. if so.. it merely strengthens the contrast between them and 

the effete organizations they at least partially replaced. 

Personal Contact. 

Contemporary opinion hints at and surviving evidence points to an 

appreciable diffusion of agricultural ideas through personal contact. 

Agriculture was a severely practical occupation; practical both in the 

application of its methods and in the absolute necessity felt by the vast 

majority of farmers for a direct financial return from them. Personai 

experience must always have been the mosf convincing proof of the utility 

and profitability of new methods. Although all farmers had contact with 

the methods used on their famst more direct contact still was experienced 
I 

by those who actually sowed the seedsp tended the stocý: or guided the 

plough - the fam labourers. 

William Marshall thought that custom and tradition were no more 

responsible for misleading farmers than "the interested persuasions of 

their labourers (farmers in all countries being more ot less warped by 

the opinion of their workmen).; 
14 Andrew Grey remarked that improvement 

113 Richard Welfordp Men of Mark 'Twixt Tyne and Tweed, 1895,1, p. 204- 

114 William Marshallp The Rural Economy of Norfolk, 1787,19 p. 270- 

I 

0 
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had been slow because of "the unwillingness (by no means unnatural) of 

the labouring'servantsv to take the trouble, by a fair trialv of acquiring 

the same facility in managing the improved instruments, as that which 

they had attained in manag#g those to which.. they had been so long 

accustomed". 
115 William Lester thought the problem partly caused by 

lack of education, but also by the reluctance of labourers. who had taken 

years acquiring skills to learn new ones "which will set them back in 

life, even on a par with the youth that is just entering on businessy 

116 
without his incitements to perseverence". In Northumberland, the 

argument was taken to its logical conclusionv that really good labourers 

were a disadvantage because they were too bigoted. "I am sure that any 

one who has had anything to do with the introduction of a new implement 

will bear me out, that we have the greatest difficulty in getting our 

men to use even common judgement in its use. They hate - with a dreadful 

hatred - any innovation; and it is only by the most bull, ýdogged English 

perseverence that you have any chance of success.,, 
117 

In practiceg'the reluctance of labourers to accept innovation had 

appreciable effects. Georgeý; Boswell purposely drilled oats fax too 

thick in"Dorset in 1789 so as not to annoy his workmen. 
118 William Kure# 

on his travels in Berkshire, wrote back to Northumberland of a situation 

in which a "Soots Plow was going with two, while the country plow on the 

other side of the hedge had 4 horses with a driver the Plowman however 

the Soots Plowman [ sio ] had a driver - he told me that he could not 

begin the ridge, nor lift the last furrow without a driver -I let him 

see that it was very easy to do both - but he then said that it was 

customary for every Plowman to have onep and of course he would not be 

unlike them. " 119 When Sir Joýn Delaval sent the implements from London 

115 Andrew Greyt The Plough-Wright's Assistant, 1808, p. xi. 
116 William Lesterg op, cit., 1811, pp*205-6. 
117 R. M. Weeksj 'On Grubbers, Cultivators and Autumn Cleaning1ppaper read' 

to Newcastle Farmers' ClubjJuly lst 1854. L. & P. OBolbed N630-613. 

118 GG*orge: Boswell to George Culleyý April 6th 1789- NCROACU/14- 

119 William Mure to George Oulleyt March 31st 1793. NCRO/ZCU/18* 
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for use on his Nortýumberland estate, the only criticism. came from the 

labourer who actually used them, one Matthew. "Matthew says they will 

nether of them answer well for this strong land - they can't get the 

smaller one to answer at all, he imagines the Beam has been made of 

11120 Green wood... "The double plough was tried on last monday 

fortnight and altho it takes a great Draught and does not meet with 

Matthews approbation is nevertheless of great merit. 
J21 

If labourors were to be. convinced oý the benefit of new systems, 

they loarnt beat from their equals. Reapers in Berwickshire about 1790 

would not accept that the acythe-hook was a suporior instr=ent to their 

customary sickle when given them by farmers, but were keen to use them 

122 
when reapers from other axeasq armed with scythe-hooks, were introduced. 

There is no doubt that labourers were used as carriers of innovation. 

When George Culley was giving advice to John Welch, the manager of his 

Denton estate, he wrote, 11... you will want someone who understands, 

drilling, or ridging, for Turnips. Now I dontt know that. this Hills can 

ridge, but I think it is very probable he can as*he belonged this 

Country... It will save us sending a young fellow from this Country"123 

Abundant*evidence exists of men with practical agricultural skills learned 

in one area being purposely introduced to another that their skills might 

be spreaa. The Earl of Findlater introduced Northumberland over-peers 
124 ' to his Banff estate Uter 17539 and one Charles Muffq "a first-rate 

labourer who has had great experience in wire fencing" had travelled from 

Northumberland to fence in Perthshire in 1852.125 Advertisements commonly 

appeared in the Courant for experienced farm labourers. Ploughmen were 

wanted for Jaxnaica$126 a hind "well acquainted with the modern Improvements 

120 John Bryers to Sir John Delavall Feb-14th 1783. NCRO/=/ý/20/35- 
121 Joseph Oxley to Sir John DelavalgFeb. 22nd 1783. NCRO/2DE/4/15/13- See 

also Mattheub management of a pea drill in John Bryers to Sir John 
DeIavalq April 4th 1783- NCR0/2DE/ý/20/42. '- 

122 Berwickshire Quarterly Report, F. M., 23P 1822, pp. 235-6. 
123 George Culley to John Welch, Nov. 1798. NCRO/ZCTJ/6. 
124' PiM-979 18069 PP-1-4- 
125 Letter to Mr. Burnett from his brother-in-law. NCRO/MM/34/9- 
126 N-C-, Nbv. 3rd 1821. 
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in Agriculture, particularly those practiced in Northumberl=d" was 

needed in Berkshire, 127 two more were needed to go into Herefordshire 128 

and three "who can plough well, and are acquainted with -ýhe Drill 

Management" were wanted "to go into the South". 129 Occasionally, 

advertisements were inserted for men with very specific skills, such as 

the one for "a Man who has been accustomed to Mow with the Caledonian or 
130 Aberdeen Cc= Scythe". George Culley was constantly pestered by 

correspondents from all over the country wishing to be sent skilled 

Northumberland labourersy usually just for a year or so until their 

techniques had been learned by local workers. "If it happens that you 

know of a sturdy good Ploughman unmarried, & who has been accustomed to 

work ýxen. 
*. 119131 "if any steady young Man who has merely been 

; 32 
accustomed to go with Draughts etc is willing to come to this Country... . 

"Lord K wishes much to have a good Plowman from you - and one that will 

be steady and not led foolishly away by the men of the Country,,. 
133 

Culley himself had. used the ýame method in reverse. When anxious 

to introduce the Dorset system of water meadows to Northumberland in 

1787, Culley had approached Bakewell for advice and he had suggested a 

man be sent north for six or seven years. 
134 But George Boswell, in 

Dorsetq was critical of this method and wrote *that such a man, "by his 

self consequencep and acquired importance... might withhold much useful 

instruction. The method I shall submit to you is; to fix upon an healthy, 

robust Man, who has been used to labour... it is absolutely necessary 

. 127 N, C,, Sept, 8th 1804- 128 N-C-ý APril 4th'1812. 

129 N. C., March 5th 1808. - 130 N. C., Sept- 5th 1845. 

131 Marton Dalrymple to George Culley, Hamiltont Oct. 16th 1806. 
IICRO/ZCU/28. 

132 
1 

George Laing to George Culleyl Longhouton, April 19th 1803. 
NCRO/ZCU/25- 

133 William Mure to George Culley,, IpswichvMa=ch 31st 1793- NCRO/ZCU/18 
134 Robert Bakewell to George Culley,. Peb. 8th 1787. N.. U. L. /Basement/ 

Miso-Mss-/7- 
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for him to be a Labourer, and to be both willing and able to go through 
135 the manual part of the work in all weather, as the Watermen do here", 

If this was an important way in which agricultural ideas were 
I 

spread, then its significance in Northumberland with its highly mobile 

agricultural. labour force is likely to have been great (see pp. 

The Reverend Gilly reckoned that of 174 hind families in one locality 

in the north of North=berland in 1841,51 (2Vo) had tflitted' the 

previous yearg 83 (4W-) during the preceding two yeaxsj 145 (83%) within 

the previous seventand 156 (gWo)'wiihin ten years. 
136 The Northumberland 

hind was contracted to work by the year, and was supplied with a cottage 

by his employer. Consequently he was unencumbered by the ties of 

property and was free to move where he chose. 
137 While some of this 

movement was provoked. by a natural desire for higher wagesP138 much of 

it became traditional. "They are migratorYt and obstinate to maintain 

their rights; and will spend twenty shillings in moving miles away to a 

new place, for a difference of ten shillings in the year's wages.,, 
139 

I 

In the South of the Countyp where labourers hired by the clay or the week 

were more commong there was also much movementp though occasioned by the 

superiority of industrial over agricultural wages. 
140 Hence a'situation 

existed in Northumberland whereby-the rapid diffusion of a&Ticultural 

information at gTass roots level was all but inevitable. Apparendy 

the best, if not the onlyway of securing reliable and detailed 

information about Bakewell's breeding methods had been either to bribe 

or hire his labourers. 141 This sort of tactic had never been nedessary 

135 George Boswell to George Culleyp March 25th 1787. NCRO/ZCU/12. 

136 Rev. Dr. Gilly's address to Highland and Agricultural Show at 
Berwick. NX. 9 Oct. 8th 1841. 

137 See Stuart Macdonald, 'The Northumberland Village Labourer, qBulletin 
of the Northumberland Local History Society, 22,1972. 

1 
138 "The hinds and every description of Labourers axe upon'the wing and 

standing out for an augmentation of their. Wages. "John Carr to Sir 
John Delaval, Feb. 4th 1793. NCRO/2DE/4/57/13. 

139 Walter White. Northumberliand and thý Border, 1859, p. 202. 
140 The Duke of Northumberland's Commissioners referred to . "this district 

round Newcastle, where the.. ýeasantry more frequently change, than 
upon the Northern Estate.. *". D. W. SmithWilliam Smith and D. Laws to, 
Duke, June 20th 1807-AC/Z/1/12b/223, 

141 George. Culley to MattheK Culleyj Diýhley, Nov-1784- NCRO/ZCU/9- 
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in Northumberland: agricultural information was always readily available 

at the level at which it had to be applied and from a source by which 

adoption was likely to proceed. 

It is felt that the contact between working. farmers was also an 

important means by which agricultural ideas were communicated. The obvious 

objection to this thesis is the argument-that the experiences of 

neighbouring farmers would have been so similar and the farmers themselves 

so isolated from foreign influencest that new ideas were likely to have 

been rare. This was perhaps so. Map D2 shows the number and destination 

of all journeys made by George Hughes, a s, ýibstantial tenant farmer at 

Middleton Hallq Ildertonj between July 1789 and, October 1800. Distant 

journeys were obviously rare, and, with the exception of one agricultural 

tour of Scotland, Hughes' main field of experience was his native Glendale. 

Smaller farmers were probably. even more restricted'in their outlooko The 

great majority of Durham faxmers apparently hardly ever read a book or 

travelled beyond their market town and consequently co uld have received 
142 

little benefit from model fa=s, agricultural literature or societies. 

Peel determined the greatestbarrier to the diffusion of agricultural 

information to be the "general unwillingness on the part of ordinary farmers 

143 
to travel. beyond the bounds of their own parish". Even informed opinion 

-of the generality of farmers was that they were "the worst and most 

144 inefficiently educated" group in the country. "The farmer is not so 

much within reach of information as the merchant and manufacturer; he 

has not, like those who reside in towns, the means of ready intercourse, 

and constant co=unication, with others engaged in the same occupation. 

He lives retires; his acquaintance, is limited, and but little valued; 

142 'A Parmer's Son', N. C. 9 Feb-4th 1848. 

143 Sir Robert Peel to James Caird in James Cairdp English Agriculture, 
in 1850-51,1852p p. viii. 

144 Mr. Weeks to Newcastle Farmers' Clubt Jan . 2nd 1847. L. & P., Bolbec 
X630.611 

0 
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and, unless in the habit of reading, he is little likely to acquire 

any other knowledge of his own art than what is traditionary, what is 

transmitted from father to son, and limited, in its applicationvto his 
J45 own immediate neighbourhood. Walter White mused on the life of 

the tenant at West Keilder in 1859. "'Wha. il 1- does the tenant think about 

in such a place? Are his sheep sufficient to keep him from mental 

stagnation?,, 
146 Perhaps the opinion he14 by one farmer of his own breed 

tells most about the enlightenment of the typical faxmer. "I never converse 

with farmers without a fever;. 1 would as soon argue with a methodist, 

and deem a horse in a mill a superior character. , 147 

Community feeling and neighbourhood influence were no doubt strong 

in rural areas. The Hexhan Farmers' Club arose from normal communion 
148 

among farmers at Hexham marketp the County petition against increased 
149 horse tax originated at, Wooler market, . and-racing at Milfield 

t 

attracted so manyfarmers -that it was thought worthwhile to postpone a 
11; 0 

stock sale at Bamburg4 and to let Glendale farms during race week 

when 
. there would be plenty of bidders and high offers. 

151 Map D3, derived 

from Tithe File info=ation of c. 1840, shows how strong was local market 

influence even at this late date. Even Morpeth Marketi one of the large'st 

for stock in the country, was visited most regularly only by those in very 

close proximity. Given then that there was close contact among farmers 

at a neighbourhood levelp it is still necessary to establish how 

145 From Rigby's translation of Chateauvieuxy The Agriculture of Italy,, 
in J. R. MU Culloch, Statistical Account ofýthe British EmPireP1837olt 
P-546. 

146 Walter White, op. cit., 1859, P-357. 
147 W. Belcher, A. A., 4,1785, P-37. 
148 N. C., Jan. 2nd 1846. 

149 John Bailey to Earl of Tankerville, Dec. 26th 1797. NCRO/Tankerville 
Box l/D/3 unsorted. 

150 N. C*., May 4-th 1776. 
15ý Joseph Oxley to Sir John Delavalt May 30th 1784- NCRO/2DE/4/16/14- 
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Source: Tithe Filest C-1840. 
PRO(A)/IR/18. 
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effectively foreign ideas reached individual members of-the group. 

One important way in which the individuhl'could increase his 

personal agricultural experience was the agricultural tour. It may be 

that "Information depended upon the channel of oral report of some 

adventurous spirit, who had travelled beyond the beaten tracks of the 

market town", 152 but it would be a mistake to assume this to have been 

a rare occurrence. The Grand Tour of the. nobility was no more established 

practice than the agricultural tours of those farmers rich enough to afford 

them. 153 Such excursions were extremely popular among some Northumberland 

farmors. 154 George Culley had embarked upon tours "in his young days, 

when it was difficult to attain to a knowledge of the practice of 

agriculture in any district beyond that in which the agriculturist 

155 
resided". A more dedicated observer than the_young Culley it would 

- be hard to imagine. In Derbyshireq- he felt forced to remind himself that 

"Icame not so much to feast the Imagination as to inform the Understanding, 

Especially in Every Branch of Agriculture so far as I am Able and I don't 
156 

think this is the Country for this purpose... Twenty years later, 

he had to buy a cart in Wentbridge to take home all the animals and 

implements he had been given. 
157 Culley became familiar with the 

agriculture of most areas of Britain and listed those regions he had not 

visited as "Shropshire, Sussexv Devonshirep Cornwallp and a great part 

of Wales". 158 But Culley was not singular in his experiences. He often 

referred to his neighbours being away from home on touri, 159 
and George, 

152 S. Donkin, The Agricultural Labourers of Northumberland, 1869, p. q. 

153 See John Baileyp Agriculture of Durham, 1810, p. 67- 

154 "It can hardly be'doubted that many men concerned in the management 
of land in Northumberland, do travel in the course of the year both 
northwards and southwards. " J. N. A. S., June 15th 1850t Povie 

155 John Grey to Tyneside Agricultural Society. N. C., Oct. 4th 1844. 
156 George Culleyt 'Journal of a Tour into Leics. & South of England', 1765- 

NCRO/ZCU/l. 
157 George Culley to Matthew Culley, Oct-15th 1784. NCROACU/9. 
158 George Culleyt Observations on Livestock, 18019 pp. vii-viii, 
159 See, for examplet George Culley to Robert Bakewell, NOV-19t 1791- 

NCRO/ZCU/3le 
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Boswell's locality in Dorpet was astonished. at the number and character 

of Northumberland farmers passir4g, through. "Pray Sirg What kind of 

Polks are left behind in the North? Are we to judge by the samples 

you've sent us? Upon my word and credit we make a very ridiculous 

appearancev excepting one or two of my acquaintancey ... they all stand 

and look like stuck piggsq with their mouths open.,, 
160 

Although it was'exceptional, for a tenant farmer to manage farms 

at great distances from each otherv 
161 there were alternative means of 

maintaining contact with other agricultural areas. Postal communication 

was not slow. A letter sent from Darlington after the market was over 
north 

on a Monday in 1802 was expected to reachýNorthumberland - well'olrer 

100 miles distant - by the Tuesday or the Wednesday at the very latest! 
62 

The info=ation in'such a letter had allowed Culley to profit by 1/- a 

stone in wool at least once and he reckoned the direct financial advantage 

of eaky intelligence worth many times the annual sum of C2.10s his 

weekly letters from Darlington costj63, George Culley may have been 

exceptional in the volume of his. correspondence on a6=icultural matters* 

It would seem that no extensive correspondence of any other practical 

farmer in the County survives for this period, but a curious incident 

suggests that extensive correspondence was fairly general. Culley was 

abetting the hiding in Scotland of a Mr. Haytos a considerable Lincolnshire 

farmert from his creditors. 'Culley himself could not have hoped to secrete 

Mr. Hayto or his predicament because "Mr. H. is well known -to Mr. Wm. Jobson 

& others in this neighbourhoodl & they in the habit of corresponding with 

160 George Boswell to George Culley, July 25th 1793. NCRO/ZCU/30- 
161 Joseph Darling of Flodden also ran an Edinburgh farm of 550 acres, 

but his landlord's agent. could not underttand how he coped. John Carr' 
to Lord Delaval, Feb. 20th. 1807. NCRO/2DE/4/60/40. 

162 George Culley to Jobn Welch, April 23rd 1802. NCRO/ZCU/6. A useful 
survey of the state of the 'roads in Northumberland exists in M. A. Dodds, 
The Turnpike Roads of Northumberland, M. A. Thesis, DurhamUniversity, 
1965. 

163 George Culley to John W&lch, May 13th 1800. NCRO/ZCU/6. 
164 See Stuart Macdonald, 'The Role of the Individual in Agricultural 

Change: The Example of George Culley of Penton', in Change in the 
Countrysidel. ed. R. A. Butlin and H. S. A. Poxv Institute 02 British 
Geographers Special Publication (forthcoming). 
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t, 165 Gentn in the vicinity where he lives . It is perhaps a matter of 

some surprise that so mich of Culley's correspondence was so sternly 

agricultural. The man, and presumably many of his fellowsp seems to 

have had little time for levity and not to have suffered fools gladly. 

He outlined his policy in a letter to Welch in 1802. "1 often say 

that we have ýa deal to learn yet. And every wise humble man will learn 

every y& every day? But a conceited selfwise animal, I will not call 

him a Tnang will not nor ever can leaxn. " 166 A letter of 1794 from a 

man he had last heard from in 1766 declared that "as many agreeable 

changes in that most valuable Science have hap. pened during so long a 

Period of time, if it be agreeable to you, I have no Objection to have. 

a little Conversation with you by Letter. relative to such ImprovIments 

as are already made in Agriculture... 11.167 Across this letter'Culley 

has scrawled "never answered".. 

Although the formal education of many farmers may have left much 

to be desired, it became increasingly common towards the end of the 18th 

century-to send intending farmers to train under a distingýished farmer 

168 
or in a progressive area. So many apprentice farmers came to study 

; 69 
in Glendale that Welford called it "the Mecca of agricultural pilgrimage , 

Culley himself took in many studentsp 
170 

recommended his neighbours to 

171 172 
many moreq and was forced t8 jcefuýe 6evdral. Numerous advertisers 

in the Courant sought such studentshipsl73 or Cave them as referenceS174 

165 George Culley to Mr. Foremant March 22nd 1800. NCRO/ZCU/31. 

166 George Culley to John Welch, Dec. lst 1801. NCRO/ZCU/6, 

167 T. -Carlisle to George Culley) April 24th 1794. NCRO/ZCU/18. 

168 This was said to have been the method of'diffusing agricultural 
knowledge likely to be most efficient and the only way of overcoming 
fa37mers not knowing "the mode of management practisedv or the more 
improved implements used in districts 20 or 30 miles from their own 
home. " 'S - r'p FeMe, 7P 1806, PP-153-6. 

169 Richard Welfordt op. cit., 1895,11 p. 673- 

170 See, for exampl6, George to Matthewt Oct*,, 1784. NCRO/ZCU/g; Joseph Oxley 
to Sir John Delavalt Dec-14th 1782f NCRO/2DE/4/14/42. 

171 See, for example, George Culley to ?j July 13th 1806. NCROACU/32. 
172 See, for example, George Culley to Thomas Wakefieldq AugIl7th 1796. 

NCRO/ZCU/21, 

173 0.9., N. C., Sept. 9th 1809.174 e. g., N. C., Peb. 12th 1760 or April 5th 
zom 
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Similar advertisements make it clear that farmers from distant regions 

where superior agriculture'.;. was practised were in constant demand. 

"Great Iheouragement will be given to an experienced Northumberland 

Farmer, who will introduce the Northumberland Mode of Agriculture.,, 175 

A co=entator on the state of agricultuxe in Cromarty remaxked, "A farm, 

belonging to a Mr. Middleton, originally from Northumberland, struck our 

attention, as being cultivated in a superior style to what is customary 
176 in this part of the world". Not surprisingly, Culley was applied to 

to recommend tenants; for example in 1800 when a Cleveland landlord wanted 
1 

"a Tweedside Farmer, who understands this country's method of Cultivatio 

and in 1808 when Culldy's candidate was expected "to set an example to 

the tenants on Sir Gebree Clerks Estatep who are in general but indifferent. 

�ý78 tenants t 
How common stewards or tenants from other areas were is not known. 

it is generally only when they came considerable distances that record 

has survived, such as ihat of the Norfolk mannear Aberdeen who had 

"improved*some middling Soil & hedged in a few Closes with quicks which 

look pretty in so wild a Countryq has got some Norfolk Waggons & Wheele 

175 N. C., July 9th 1814. A Shropshire Landlord sought to entice 6 tenants 
to "introduce the Scotch or Northern Husbandry". N. C. vApril 22nd 1809. 

176 'Sketch of a Tour through the Northern Counties of Scotland'. F. M,, 
29 1801, P-421. This same Mr. Middleton was said to have erected the 
first threshing machine in the area and to ha; ve exported the first 
wheat. H. C. Pawson, Cockle Park Farmp 1960, p. 16. 

177 George Culley to J6hn Welchq June 21st 1800. NCROACU/6. 

178 George Pring to George Culley, Edinburgh, June 14th 1808. NCRO/ZCU/30- 
The grandfather of John Martin of Haydon Bridge held an extensive 
farm of the Duke of Argyle in the first half of the 18th century "in 
order that the tenants of his grace might-profit by the example of 
the English improved mode of husbandry". E. Mackenzie, A Descriptive 
and Historical Account of the. Town and County of Newcastle upon Tyne, 
18279 2, P-578. - 
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Plows 179 It is likely that many more tenants moved more moderate 

distancqsv within the County or region, restticted only by amount of 

rent and of capital needed to stock a farm. Such considerations did 

not limit the intending stewa=dls or overseer's range, 
ISO He was able 

to go wherever his recommendations would impress, and he who could cl Im. 

knowledge cif the techniques of an advanced agricultural region was 

particularly well qualified. "Wants a Situation, as Land Stewardq a 

young Man who perfectly understands the Northumberland Agricultureg and 

can have Letters of Recommendation. The Advertiser ha. ý no Objection, to 

go to IFeland or to America. 11181 "A Young Man, who is acquainted with 

the Agriculture and Management of Stock in Northumberland, is desirous 

of enjoying himself as a Manager or Assistant in any paxt of the Kingdom, 

"Wants a Situationt as a Land or Farming Overseer, a Young Mang who was 

brought up in, the Agricultural. Line in Scotlandp and has served his Time 

to one of the first Agriculturists in. Northumberlande,, 
183 

-practical 

experience combined with the initiative needed to move a man to where the 

prospects were brighter prepared the stage for the diffusion of agricultural 

innovation: 
184 

p=aotical examples are needed to see if the method made 

useful contact with the audience. 

George Culley first saw a field of drilled turnips in 1766 when 

passing the farm of a Mr. Pringleg near Coldstream. He had previously 

only heard and read of Mr. Tull's-method and, though interestedg had not 

been impressed until he had s. een it in practice. 
18ý In facto'Pringle's. 

method was not that of Tullp for he grew t urn ips on ridges, as a fallow 

crop and fertilized by dung. Culley mentioned that two other gentlemen 

were drilling turnips in this region at ihis time. Philip Howard of 

179 Matthew Culley's 'Journal of a Tour into Scotlandip. 1770. NCRO/ZCU/1 
180 See Sir Cuthbert Headlamp The Three Northern Counties of England, 

1939p p. 129. 

181 N. C., Jan. 26th 1811 102 N. C. pApril 22nd 180ý. 

. 
183 N. C. 9 April 12th 1823. 
184 See William Dickinson, OP-cit., p. 224 and Joseph Lowe, The Present 

State of England, 18239 Appendix, p. 47. 
185 George Culley to Arthur young, c-1791-NCRO/ZCU/3/1. An amended 

versiot of this 'History of Drilling Turnips' appears in A. A., 20,1793t 
pp. 162-5- 
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Corby in Cumbe'iland and William Dawson of Progdeng near Kelsop but that 

because Pringle was an army surgeon who took his method from Tull's book, 

and Howard was a squire, no neighbouring farmers had, followed their 

example. "But no sooner did Mr. Dawson (an actual farmer) adopt-the same 

system, than it was immediately followed, not only by several farmers in 

his vicinity, but by those very farmers adjoining Mr. Pringle, whose crops 

they had seen for ten or twelve years so much superior to their own, " 
186 

Dawson, in factq had learnt his methods in the same way that his neigh- 

bours came to, by practical example. He had spent six years as a young 

man learning farming in the south of England, 187 
where he had discovered 

how to drill turnips, a technique which he pursued in Scotland "with a 

success that first led his neighbou=s into the same method, which is now 
188 [1793] diffusing in every direction" . Culley claimed to have been a 

friend and regular visitor of Dawson, but it is perhaps more likely that 

the account of John Grey - neighbour, student and friend of Culley - is 

also accurate. Grey claimed that Culley "applied for information to Mr. 

Dawson, and finally sent a young man to that gentleman to put him in the 

189 
way to cultivate by drill rows". Nor is the example yet exhausted. 

"When Mr. Dawson at Progden first introduced the drill-husbandry, he had 

great difficulty to teach a ploughman to manage two horses without a 

driverp and to make straight furrows. Mr. James MacDougal'*.. was the 

first who learned to plough in this manner; and from him the practice 

spread through this county, and the neighbouring ones of Northumberland,, 

Berwickshirep East-Lothian, and Tweeddale. " 190 
MacDougal worked as 

ploughman and overseer to Dawson'from 1765 to 1778Y instructed'the students 

who came to stay at Progden, and eventually "took in lease a small farm 

186 Býiley and Culley, 1805, p. 102; and also R. M. Garnier, History of the 
aglish Landed Interest (Modeni Period), 1893, p. 242. - 

187 A. A. 9209 17939 p. 164.188 Ibid. 
189 John Grey to Hexham Farmers' Club. N. C. p Jan'. 14th 1848. 
190 Robert Douglas, Agriculture of Roxburgh and Selkirk. p 1798, p. 69. 
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in the neighbourhood ckf West Linton, in Peebles-shirev where his examplep 

as a farmer raying rent, Rnd acting at his own risk, had immediate influencet 

as to the ready introduction and rapid diffusion of the turnip and 
191 

artificial grass husbandry among practical fa=ers 

It is perhaps presumptuous to assume a knowledge of the means by 

- which agricultural ideas were conveyed in the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries. 11any modern studies, particularly those of the sociologistst 
192 have tackled the problem as it applies to modern circumstances. One 

over-riding difficulty has been the surfeit-of data available. 
193 In an 

historical studyl. the problem is quite the opposite. There is never a 

sufficiency of data and what there is cannot be assumed to be reli. able. 

It this is the case with even "the landmarks of technological progress 

týat are usually dealt with in histories of invention", 194 it is doubly 

so in the world of agriculture where the very gradualness of progress 

often suffered it to go unrecorded. 
195 Torsten Migerstrand, the doyen 

of geographers working in this field, 196 has affirmed that historical 

facts do not usually admit of the statistical treatment necessary for an 

adequate study of innovation. 197 Consequentlyp if any knowledge is to 

be gained of the ways in which agricultural information spread in the 

18th and 19th centuries, other less scientific, less statistical methods 

=1 t be used. The value of more modern studies must lie in comparison 

with their conclusions: their methods of arriving at them are not apposite. 

It is thought that the successful co=unication of agricultu: ral 

ideas was heavily dependent upon personal contact among those practically 

involved in agriculture. Several modern studies suggest that the influence of 

191 Obituary of James M'Dougal, F. M., 23,18229 P-512. 
192 See bibliography in E. Rogers and P. Shoemaker, Communication of 

Innovations, 1971. 

193 Ibid. 9 pp. 88 and 346. 
194 H. G. Barriett, The Basis of Cultural 6hange, 1953, pp. 2-3- 
195 John D. Black, 'Factors Conditioning Innovation in Agriculture', 

Mechanical Engineering, -679 March 1945, P-181. 
196 E. Rogers and P. Shoemaker estimated that Geography had contributed 

only O. (flo of publications on diffusion research. 0p. cit., P. 70. 
197 Torsten, Hagerstrand, The Propagation. of Innovation Wavesl'19529 pp. 1-2. 
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progressive neighbours is still, despite reliable alternative sources of 

informationj of considerabley even'paranount, importance. 198 It is not 

possible to compare the influence of modern agricultural institutions 

and publications with that of their predecessors. It must suffice to 

conclude that the role-of these in the diffusion of agricultural ideas 

was not great - certainly*not as important as was often claimed - and 

that the same social factors which frequently seem to have prevented 

landlords playing a more important role were at least partly responsible 

for the significance of neighbourhood influgnces in the propagation of 

better farming techniques. It is not unreasonable to conclude that 

knowledge of the skills of the most fundamental and practical of arts 

should have been communicated directly by its very practitioners* 

198 See, for example, H. F. Lionberger, Adoption of New Ideas and Practicesq 
1964, especially PP-14-16t 73v 89; H. F. Lionberger and G. M. Goughenour, 
'Social Structure and Diffusion of Farm Innovation'sMissouri Agricultural 
Experiment Station Research Bulletin 631, April 1957; W. C. Bailey et al., 
'Co=unity Structure and Farm Education1p Mississippi Ag. Ex. Station, 
Sociology and Rural Life Series, 8, Jan. 1957: A. L. Coleman and C. P. Marsh, 
'Differential Communication among Yanddrs in. a Kentucky Countyt , Rural Sociology, 20, June 19559 PP-93-101, and 'Farmers' Practice 
Adoption Rates in Relation to Adoption Rates of Leaders'# Rural 
Sociology, 19, Dec-1954t PP-180-1- 

1"- 
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Conclusion 

The detailed study of the diffusion of a single and specific 

innovation, such as the threshing machine or the turnip drill. - is 

satisfying in that it shapes a great deal of diverse historical evidence 

into a presentable whole. By taxing the historical sources, it is 

certainly possible to trace the. progress of a few innovations in 

depth and of more in lesser depth, but the vast mass of change has to 

be suffered to go'undetected. Often this is an inevitable consequence 

of týe inadequate nature of the evidence available, but it is also a 

product of the innovations themselves. The most important innovations 

im-oortant to the fazmers who implemented them rather than to those seeking- 

to follow their progress - were probably the very smallest oneso perhaps 

a slight adjustment in the shape of the plough mould-ýbqaxdj more reliable 

seed, changes in the timing and sequence of fa=ing operations or in the 

efficiency of available labour. Such-developments would scarcely have 

been evident even to fa=ers at the time and the historian has no hope of 

detecting them. Consequently, he is thro*wn back on major. innovations 

and either wittingly or unwit . tingly makes the assumption that as these 

prospered so did all innovation. 

It has been shown that even major, detectable agricultural changes 

varied greatly in the way they progressed from initial introduction. to 

substantial adoption. The diffusion of Dishley sheep bore little 

similarity to that of Shorthorn cattle and less to that of, sayp ribbing 

ploughs. Even the various sorts of drills assumed diffusion patterns 

specifically related to their individual agricultural properties rather 

than to their common characteristic of being similar innovations. If even 

that small proportion of all innovation, major detectable chonge, rove als 

no obvious common innovatory characteristic, then it can hardly be 
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expected that the mass of smaller* more diffuse, more hidden 

agricultural innovations progressed along common, easily identifiable 

lines. The examples given of the diffusion of more major innovation 

would be worthy of study if only to discover something of*the progress 

of important individual agricultural developments, but they have a 

greater function and in this they represent the bulk of more minor 

irLnovation. About innovation theory or innovation as an abstract idea 

the examples are no more informative than the farmers who first used 

the new techniques would have been. But they do demonstrate that the 

main controlling factors in innovation diffusion were often closely 

related to the factors which originally prompted the innovation. Hence 

an initial enthusiasm for water meadows was prompted by a need for late 

winter feed and was quelled by this demand being satisfied by turnips 

and swedes. The corn drill did not attain widespread adoption while 

the ribbing method of aligning corn held other advantages of more 

importance. The examples demonstrate that the initiation and diffusion 

of an agricultural innovation was" much more a function of its agricultural 

propOrties than of its characteristics as an innovation. 

'It has been necessary to investigate many of the agricultural 

conditions that could reasonably have affected the adoption of such 

innovations asq for exampleg threshing machines or Dishley sheej. Rent 

level, length of lease, 
'landlord 

policy and many other factors certainly 

had the power to precipitate and control agricultural innovation and in 

some cases their effects on specific innovations can be traced. Parmers 

on short leases were generally unwilling. to effect improvements at their 

own expense the benefits of which they might never reap, while those with 

more capital on large farms could afford to introduce new techniques that 

others queried. Some landlords, such as the Duke of Northumberland, were 

generally unwilling to finance improverdents: others, such as the Greenwich 

Hospital, were only too anxious. Yet it would be overly simplistic to 

see these factors as predeterminates which had but to occur in the correct 

6 
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combination for innovation to prosper. The agricultural, conditions often 

embraced innovations in themselves. The chanees in the administrative 

policy of the Greenwich Hospital Estate were themselves an innovation, 

as were changes in farm lease terms or even, after extensive application 

of drainage and manures, were changes in soil potential. Hence, even 

the most marked diffusion of Innovation, such as that of-the threshing 

machine, was happening in a changing agricultural world. Innovation is 

not simply change; it is also often a product of change and its diffusion 

takes place surrounded by change. 

With the advantage of hindsight and experience the 16th century 

farmer did not havev it is easy to see what should have been done simply 

by discovering what was eventually successful. It should be remembered 

that the only practices the 18th century farmer know to be successful 

were those he had al3Zeady adopted and which experience had proved to be 

advantageous in practice. Established techniques are, after all, no more 

than tested-and proven innovations. Certainly the agricultural innovations 

of the distant past may appear less complex than more recent change, but 

it would be surly of the historial to assume that they. had been more 

easily made or had evoked fewer doubts and difficulties. It is churlish 

to look upon men of pazt generations as simpletons becauze their techniques 

were less sophisticated than our own. Innovations are founded on other 

innovations; progress upon achievement. 

It is also mistaken automatically to equate innovation with progress 

and improvement. Change is not necessarily always for the better and it 

is often hard to tell what consequences will arise from any alteration in 

a system. The appointment of John Grey as Receiver to the Greenwich 

Hospital Estates was a political reward which eventually improved the 

agriculture of the Estate and,, by example and. influencep that of other 

parts of the County, 'ýut this was never the original intention nor could 

the result have been foreseen. Those who sought to alter the ostensible 

servitude of the north Northumberland hind and his family in the mid-19th 
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century unconsciously hit at a vital prop of the prosperous husbandry 

on which much of the hind's own prosperity was founded. Innovation, 

was. not only the product of innovation, but itself encouraged further 

and often unpredictable change. For this very reason, land owners in 

the south-west of the County were reluctant to approve eveii tested 

I improvements lest the irAnediate change endangered manorial rights and 

so precipitated less desirable change. A system with-obvious imperfections 

might often be reckoned preferable to a new one with unknown and 

incalculable disadvantages. The innovators who followed the early 

doctrinaire shallow drainage system of Smith or the s. lightly ýater*but. 

equally unyielding policy layed down by Parkes would undoubtedly have 

profited by either delaying adoption or by making their own innovations 

on the innovation. Similarlyp those who constructed the first costly* 

water meadows-must 
Lve 

regretted their rash. expenditure. But it was 

not always the innovators who suffered the risks involved in change. 

Those who paid a small fortune for the later, much inferior, and often 

much adulterated guano must have regretted their mistake and perhaps even 

their delay. Change is not necessarily seen as desirable. or beneficial 

-by contemporaries. To the historian it may often seem to, equal 

improvementp but that is only because change. tor the worse has been 

eliTnin ted at the expense and discomfiture of contemporaries. 

It, is most realistic to see typical innovation not as major and 

discernible chinge or even as involving many lesser changes, but as 

failure; not because of any inadequacy in methods of communication or 

because agricultural conditions were unfavourablep but because the 

innovations themselves were found wanting. For every agricultural change 

that came to be generalq every innovation even moderatbly successfull 

there were hundreds that never got off the ground. The agricultural 

press of the 18th century was packed with many thousands of ideas for 

new machines, new rotationsg now land uset new agricultural teabniques of 

every kindq ideas that were presumýably being put into praotice as 
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innovations in various parts of the country. The vast'majority of these, 

such as'the scheme to cover the moors with 'flax or the plough to be 

driven by wind, came to nothing. This the historian knows to have 

happened, but the contemporary could not Imow. The growth of chicory as 

a field crop must have deserved the same consideration by innovation 

leaders as the growth of clover or turnips. Immediate acceptance of 

an innovation is. relatively easy to trace, as was that of the threshing 

machine for example, and even delayed innovation, such as that of the 

early 19th century reaping machine not adopted until after mid-century, 

is sometimes discernible, but the historian is rarely able to examine 

innovation that failed to diffuse altogether. In a study purely concerned 

with the diffusion of innovationv investigation of failed innovation 

. 4ould be largely-irrelevant. But this. study has býen constructed on a 

broader base and though it is still impossible to trace the impact of 

schemes that are not known to have succeeded, it is nevertheless very 

relevant to remember that the contemporary had to consider not just the 

possibility but the probability that any given innovation would be a 

failure. 

It is tempting to attribute to those who early adopted eventually 

ýwj 

successful innovation the quality of foresight and to the laggards the 

quality of ignorance. This is an abuse of hindsight. Considering the 

excellent chance that an innovation would have been either useless or a 

positive burdeno it is surely more reliable to assume that those who were 

first to adopt were as logically unjustified as those who, failed to adopt 

the innovation after it had been widely recognised as worthwhile. The 

opinion that innovators and innovation leaders were the wisest and most 

progressive men in a community was not entirely unanimous among 18th 

century farmers. Many looked upon innovators as men primarily 

distinguished by their willingness and ability to take risks. In other 

words, the innovator was a gambler, a man whose fortune was at least 

partly staked on risks-the rest of the farming neighbourhood deemed it 

imprudent to take. There are only a few good or lucky gamblers; most 
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gaJn nothing and many lose much. Many'innovators must have suffered as 

a consequence of their anxiety to pioneer new ideas. As many innovations 

were far from successful, so innovators did not always'succeed. Even 

Culley could not promote the diffusion of water meadows among h# 

neighboursl, the return to ox draught or encourage the adoption of one- 

horse carts with the speed he thought the innovation deserved. Not all 

innovators could have had the fortune and reputation of a Culley and 

the consequent ability to ride out such reverses. The extent to which 

failed innovations damaged their innovators must have had considerable 

effect on the light in which the rest of the community yiewed innovation. 

Perpetual failure does not encourage imitation. 

Imitation of agricultural innovation, which is diffusion of that 

innovation, has been found to have been determined by those conditions. 

that controlled agricultural potential. These included geographic 

conditions such'as altitude and soil quality and also conditions more 

specifically related, to agricultural endeavour, such as estate policy 

or farm size. But, above all, the success of agricultural innovation 

was determined by detailed agricultural conditions. Its diffusion was 

controlled by a vast range of agricultural factorso forbidding in their 

complexity and specific to each innovation. To seek any combination of 

such factors common to the diffusion of all agricultural irmovat ion 

would make diffusion appear a much more simple process then it actually 

was. The diffusion of agricultural innovation was an intrinsic part of 

the whole of agricultural development and only when it is studied in its 

agricultural context does it take on fo= and substance and become more 

than a series of superficial, and largely inexplicable patternsp devoid 

of meaning and distinct from reality. This study has attempted to seek 

and to explain just some aspects of agricultural innovation in that 

agricultural context. 
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